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Abstract
The book1 explores the implications of non-consensually implemented or unfolding
technological singularity and “trans-/posthuman” technologies for the possibility of
law and legality. Although it has not been the author’s explicit intention to write an
extended obituary for law or legality, some of the potential rumors about their death
that might be propagated by the book may well turn out to be less than greatly
exaggerated. It may, for instance, never have been entirely obvious even in theory
how justice might be administered according to “legal” standards without violating
the victims’ privacy, what justice might entail in situations in which all parties do not
agree the matter of dispute to be commodified and thus amenable to monetary forms
of compensation or what the conceptual justification for the alleged source of positive
law – jurisdictional sovereignty – might be when inalienable human rights are not
enforced. Furthermore, the very nature of some of the criminal offences or human
rights violations committed under non-consensually implemented singularity or
“trans-/posthuman” technologies – potentially including, for instance, non-consensual
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It is not obvious why books or monographs should necessarily be subjected to a greater degree of
commodification than other forms of “scientific” publications. In case detailed descriptions of, for
instance, a journal article’s themes, aims, scope, methodology, arguments, subject areas, intended
audience, target markets, market positioning, names of other journal articles addressing similar topics,
relationship to competing works, names of academic institutions, departments, organizations or
conferences engaging in the study of similar topics or author’s explanation on why he/she is the right
author for the article that the author is intending to write or has already written or why a manuscript
should be published by a specific journal or at all are not deemed to be necessary in the case of
publishing journal articles, why should such information be required for the publication of books or
monographs? Why unnecessarily prolong the publication process of longer scholarly manuscripts and
increase the amount of resources needed for other than quality-improving purposes by, for instance,
requiring a separate cover design or other non-content-related design elements or formalities for books
or monographs, thereby also further exposing the manuscripts to deliberate layout errors or worse by
publishers whose acts or omissions might not be motivated exclusively by scholarly considerations?
Why segregate the academic publication space based on the length of the published manuscripts? Why
not simply provide a space or a separate category for the publication of books or monographs in each
academic electronic journal or publication space in addition to the more conventional categories of, for
instance, journal articles, research notes or book reviews, in which longer manuscripts could be
published as books or monographs without the commodifying rhetoric required by perhaps most
academic book publishers or the waste of time and resources – if not worse – associated with
unnecessary or detrimental layout designs? Why require any specific formal design or layout choices
for books or monographs irrespective of where they might be published?
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and in many cases unknowing mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control –
might render fair trials infeasible even in theory and potentially necessitate the
execution of the perpetrators – the bodily repositories of other people’s nonconsensually extracted thoughts and other elements of personhood or forms of
personal information – and destruction of all artificial intelligence systems or
“intelligent” devices involving or building on non-consensually extracted thoughts or
other elements of personhood or forms of personal information without the need for
the victims or other potentially interested parties to incur any additional human rights
violations in the process of doing so as the most desirable or appropriate solution to
attain or restore legality to the maximum feasible extent – if any. After a period of
willing and knowing complicity in the non-consensual implementation of singularity
or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, the prevailing power structures at all levels from
local to global across the entire institutional spectrum might well be clearly unsuitable
for any alleged attempts to deliver justice for their own colossal institutional and
personal failures and in most cases in all likelihood worse. Under such circumstances
attainment or restoration of the law or legality to the maximum feasible extent – if any
– and the delivery of justice – whether according to standards that might be
legitimately regarded as being “legal” in nature or something else – might depend
entirely on the victims’ and other potentially interested parties’ capacity to enforce the
law as it was or would have been likely to be or become in the absence of its criminal,
terrorist or treasonous appropriation through, for instance, mind-control of the voters,
legislators or judiciaries or other forms of non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies. If the state of affairs resulting from the implementation of
the most desirable choices cannot be regarded as being consistent with the rule of law,
one might conclude that the rule of law may indeed not be theoretically or practically
feasible. Throughout the book “law” is viewed as a type of socially constructed soft
weapon intended for the projection of “soft power” (Nye, 2004) that might often be
used by the strong against the weak through attempts to disguise some part of the
spectrum of all available means of warfare as an independent discipline or
professional field with allegedly autonomous sources of normative power or
legitimacy. It is also argued that respect for and enforcement of inalienable human
rights in the order of priority suggested in the book is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for legitimate claims to sovereignty. After the prolonged period of gross
violations of inalienable human rights that the non-consensual implementation of
singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies might entail, there might be no
legitimate sovereign entities in the world which could determine what “law” might be
or which could be reformed rather than replaced by the victims of non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies.
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1. Introduction2
Singularity has sometimes been defined as “a period of extremely rapid growth”
(Hanson, 1998), “the event horizon that will arise once post-human intelligence
emerges that is far greater than anything humans can now imagine” (Zimmermann,
2008, 349), “the point at which greater-than-human machine intelligence begins
rapidly improving itself, bringing an end to human-directed history” (Hughes, 2012,
763, drawing on Vinge, 1993) or the “Rapture of the Nerds” (Doctorow and Stross,
2012, quoted in Hughes, 2012, 764). According to Evans (2007, 162), “A postsingularity world would be geo-politically destabilized, to say the least, and the world
that emerges from such a singularity, though by definition impossible to predict or
perhaps even to understand from our current position, would certainly be a world that
both nation-states and insurgents would wish to control.“
2
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The techno-centric accounts nonetheless largely neglect obvious implications for, for
instance, human rights, personal freedom, privacy or political or social organization.
As Zimmermann (2008, 349) has pointed out “Futurist, novelist, scientist, and posthumanist Vernor Vinge borrowed the term ‘singularity’ from astrophysics, which uses
it to describe the event horizon around a black hole, the gravitational pull of which is
so enormous that nothing – not even light – can escape. We can know nothing about
[what] occurs beyond the horizon at which the pull of gravity takes over.” In other
words – to the extent anything might be known about the post-singularity world – at
least in the absence of deliberate policies to create spaces for dissent or exception,
singularity is likely to be all-encompassing – a singularity rather than a plurality of
whatever forms of humanness, personhood or life in general might continue to exist in
the long term after such an event. Given the non-consensual nature of singularity, its
drastic implications and the potential inability of most – if not all – remaining forms
of life to become aware of singularity’s non-consensual implementation or unfolding
after it has actually occurred, it is remarkable how little widely publicized effort has
been – or was – undertaken to assess its implications and to prevent its nonconsensual implementation or unfolding. As Zimmerman (2008, 353, 355, 370)
outlines some of the implications:
“ 3 Control at the molecular level over nature means control over the very
‘nature’ of humankind as well as over the rest of nature. Who – or what – will
exercise such control, and to what ends, remain undetermined … critics also
warn that application of emerging technology – developed outside the scrutiny
of government supervision or public discussion – will lead to disasters,
ranging from anthropogenic environmental apocalypse to human
enslavement/annihilation imposed by creatures of our own making … Will the
future envelop us before we even have the chance to think whether we ought
to embrace it? Or will environmental problems bring about a grimmer future,
one that precludes the possibilities – both grand and terrifying – that we have
been discussing here?”
Even if immediate annihilation is avoided – whether luckily or through, for instance,
violent suppression of the victims’ right to destroy all manifestations of their nonconsensually extracted thoughts and other elements of personhood or forms of
personal information from the universe – as Hughes (2012, 757) points out, “With all
sides believing that the fate of humanity hangs in the balance, there is a growing
likelihood of violent confrontation.”
Techno-centric narratives of singularity often emphasize the development or
emergence of “superintelligence” (Bostrom, 2005, 10), while accounts of
transhumanism or posthumanism which do not presuppose singularity often focus on
As some academic or “scientific” publishers appear to have changed their manuscript formatting
policies by removing the indentation of longer quotations from manuscripts before their publication
without inserting quotation marks to separate citations from the rest of the text, asking authors’
approval for final versions of their articles prior to publication or correcting upon request such
potentially deliberate layout errors after publication, quotation marks are used also for indented
quotations in this book. In case publishing manuscripts through academic or “scientific” publishers
unquestionably reduces their quality, one might wonder whether the distinction between “scientific”
and “unscientific” publications might be tenable after all – in favor of “unscientific” publications.
3
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“The human desire to acquire new capacities” (ibid., 1) or “The quest to transcend our
natural confines” (ibid., 2). Such accounts may rarely, however, mention or elaborate
on the governmental motives or rationales behind connecting human bodies
consensually or non-consensually to computer networks. Such networking
technologies, among other things, allow “individual and social forms of control”,
“direct brain control”, determining and/or influencing a person’s conduct “by the
entities managing electronic links”, “individuals to be located on a permanent and/or
occasional basis”, “transformation of the body into an object that can be manipulated
and controlled remotely – into a mere source of information”, “creating ‘networked
persons’ that are always connected and could be configured differently so that from
time to time they can transmit and receive signals allowing movements, habits and
contacts to be traced and defined”, subjection of individuals to the “control of such
devices or … other people using these devices”, “transform[ation of] our social and
cultural environment”, potentially “manipulation by and for advertising” or “misuse
by the military”, others to “influence, determine or change psychic functions”, “all
kinds of social surveillance and manipulation”, “influencing the nervous system and
particularly the brain and thus human identity as a species as well as individual
subjectivity and autonomy”, “behaviour control”, “political measures aimed at
controlling the body by means of technology”, situations where “The body ends up
being under others’ control”, “cyber-racism”, “changing the identity, memory, self
perception and perception of others”, enhancement of “capabilities in order to
dominate others” or “coercion towards others who do not use such devices” (The
European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies, 2005, 5, 11, 20, 21, 24,
25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 33, 34). As the authors point out (ibid., 21):
“There is a stepwise shift in progress – after being observed, via video
surveillance and biometrics, individuals are being modified, via various
electronic devices, under skin chips and smart tags, to such an extent that they
are increasingly turned into networked individuals. Thus we might be
continuously connected and could be configured differently so that from time
to time we would transmit and receive signals allowing movements, habits and
contacts to be traced and defined. This would be bound to modify the meaning
and contents of an individuals’ autonomy and to affect their dignity.”
According to some sufferers of, for instance, electrosensitivity – an affliction that
might well be either caused or simulated by non-consensually implemented intra-body
human networking technologies in a post-singularity world, the victim becomes
“dumber” (Ladberg, 2006, 11) rather than smarter. In other words, non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies may be used to render knowing or
unknowing targets, among other things, more absent-minded, forgetful, exhausted,
less responsive or virtually disabled or to remotely torture, injure, disable, incapacitate,
silence or, at least in some cases, kill the victims. Victims who are physically located
in a different language area might be prevented from learning the local language by,
for instance, intense or intensifying torture every time they attempt to study the
language and thus also from informing any potential non-co-opted locals who might
still have sufficient personal integrity, privacy4 and independence left for autonomous
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Any potential difficulties to conceptually define privacy may not be quite as insurmountable as might
sometimes be alleged. According to Solove (2006, 479-480, footnotes omitted):
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“Lillian BeVier writes: ‘Privacy is a chameleon-like word, used denotatively to designate a
wide range of wildly disparate interests – from confidentiality of personal information to
reproductive autonomy – and connotatively to generate goodwill on behalf of whatever
interest is being asserted in its name.’ Other commentators have lamented that privacy is
‘vague and evanescent,’ ‘protean,’ and suffering from ‘an embarrassment of meanings.’
‘Perhaps the most striking thing about the right to privacy,’ philosopher Judith Jarvis
Thomson has observed, ‘is that nobody seems to have any very clear idea what it is.’”
As opposed to basing allegedly conceptual taxonomies on specific types of alleged or actual violations
of the concept of privacy, one might well attempt to conceptually define privacy as, for instance, selfownership of all aspects of one’s body, personhood and personal information and privacy violations as,
for instance, “the spreading of information beyond expected boundaries” (ibid., 559) as defined by each
individual him-/herself in relation to information which originates from or passes through his/her
physical body and is not related to the exercise of public authority – such as any potential voting
decisions in direct democracy – or actions or omissions which deprive each individual of his/her
capacity to conceptually establish or to gain others’ respect for such expected boundaries. In many
cases the expected boundaries may be unlikely to be respected by courts that “generally find no privacy
interest if information is in the public domain, if people are monitored in public, if information is
gathered in a public place, if no intimate or embarrassing details are revealed, or if no new data is
collected about a person” (ibid.). All of these standards may effectively presuppose, among other things,
informational integrity and autonomous agency of the human body, which would not necessarily be the
case under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies. Regardless
of the level of technological development, singling out specific individuals who have no preference for
or expectation of publicity for attention by, for instance, “media” or other elements of the “war-policeaccumulation” nexus (Neocleous, 2013, 9) without targeting equally other similarly situated individuals
for public attention might in any case – even when based on publicly available or collected information
– violate legitimate expectations of privacy – particularly in cases where “media” and/or other elements
of the powers that be might have been willingly and knowingly complicit or participating in
particularly serious criminal offences or human rights violations targeted against the individuals in
question. De jure or de facto attempts by public or private actors to hinder or eliminate private means
of communication, for instance, might in most cases be expected to further limit the appropriate scope
and purposes for which information that is in the public domain or gathered in a public place can be
used. In general, the appropriate scope and purposes of use might be expected to be determined by the
owner of personal information rather than the ease with which such information can be accessed or
appropriated by others. The fact that copyrightable, confidential or otherwise legally restricted
information or physical or financial property that might be relatively easy to steal might be available in
publicly accessible spaces in no way presumes that the relevant legal status as copyrighted, confidential
or restricted information or private property would be forfeited merely due to the potential technical
ease with which the potentially relevant legislation could be violated. Stating that “When people claim
that privacy should be protected, it is unclear precisely what they mean” (ibid., 480) is quite different
from claiming that “What commentators often fail to do, however, is translate those instincts into a
reasoned, well-articulated account of why privacy problems are harmful” (ibid.). Any potential
requirements to explain “harmfulness” as a precondition for being able to set or enforce the appropriate
privacy expectations might well be regarded as a privacy violation in itself: a requirement for the
individual in question to disclose information on his/her personal preferences or personhood that the
person in question might deem to fall within the scope of legitimate privacy expectations as a
precondition for being able to set and enforce such expectations. This inherent trade-off between the
concept of privacy and legitimate privacy interests, on the one hand, and the public accountability
expectations that might sometimes be attributed to the administration of justice, on the other hand, is
one of the potential reasons why in the case of private persons “the rule of law”, for instance, may
always, at any level of technological development, have been even in theory attainable to a far lesser
extent – if any – than what some of the dominant narratives of “the rule of law”, “law” or “legality”,
for instance, might sometimes claim. In the exercise of public authority, in contrast, one might argue
that complete transparency without exceptions may well be a precondition for the possibility of both
personal privacy and personal and “national” security by means of preventing the government or the
voters under direct democracy from willingly and knowingly violating the privacy and/or security of
citizens, residents or visitors and committing violations of inalienable human rights or other jus cogens
norms anywhere in the world which might necessitate partial or complete de-recognition of the
jurisdiction’s legitimate claims to “sovereignty” or security.
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human action on potentially ongoing crimes or human rights violations. Conversely,
non-co-opted citizens of any given nations might be prevented from learning foreign
languages in order to, for instance, prevent them from accessing information that
might be available in other languages and to ensure that whoever the non-native
speakers who are prevented from learning the local language might come into contact
with while communicating in, for instance, English are co-opted supporters of the
prevailing regime’s war against humanity and humanness through, for instance, nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies. Victims who might be
attempting to distribute excessively relevant and accurate information might, for
instance, be externally disabled to an extent where attempts to find the right words
even in their native languages might be difficult or unsuccessful. Some potential
perpetrator regimes might utilize non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman”
technologies as tools for, for instance, “embedded racism” (Arudou, 2013, 155) or
“revolving door” (ibid.) policies in an attempt to expel foreign citizens who might
have become sufficiently threatening for their capacity to continue egregious human
rights violations by not only depriving foreign citizens of external employment
opportunities but largely also of self-employment capabilities through, among other
things, torture and subjecting individuals who they might come into sustained contact
with to external mind- and bodily control to create circumstances in which continued
physical presence in specific geographic locations might become increasingly difficult,
if not impossible. Non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies might also facilitate the deliberate targeting of selected victims with a
disproportionate number of and/or particularly significant “exceptions” – allegedly
undesirable or erroneous events, which are either assumed to be relatively rare or
actually or allegedly reduced in their total number by any given technologies or
procedures which allow the deliberate targeting of such events against specific
Statements claiming that “As a society, we have an intuitive understanding that public- and privatesector surveillance is potentially bad, but we do not have an articulate explanation of why it is bad”
(Richards, 2013, 1945) may thus be clearly incorrect. Self-ownership of one’s body, personhood and
personal information is an inherent part of human dignity and an inalienable human right – or as this
book argues, the most important human right that overrides all other alleged rights in case of conflict.
Consequently, any potential attempts to commodify one’s own body, personhood or personal
information might be legally discouraged, prevented or regarded as invalid in a manner not entirely
dissimilar to discouraging or preventing other forms of self-inflicted violations of human dignity – such
as suicide – or refraining from recognizing the legal validity of any potential attempts to, for instance,
sell oneself for slavery. At the minimum, the capacity to determine the appropriate scope and purposes
of use of one’s personal information would be regarded as inalienable. In the absence of governmental
surveillance and private sector espionage, individuals have at least a theoretical – if not in a relatively
large number of cases also a practical – possibility to lead meaningful lives worthy of human dignity
irrespective of the amount of (non-governmental or non-governmentally-sponsored) crime or terrorism
that such individuals might actually or allegedly be exposed to without surrendering their inalienable
human rights – which is not feasible in any case due to their inalienability – to their own and/or other
governments and thus effectively legitimizing permanent national insecurity following any potential
attempts to remove the human dignity-violating regimes from power. In the presence of governmental
surveillance or private sector espionage, living a life worthy of human dignity becomes structurally
impossible irrespective of the amount of crime or terrorism which such violations of inalienable human
rights might or might not prevent, potentially rendering the victims legitimate regime-changing or eliminating freedom fighters. One might well argue that the relevant argument should indeed be that
“intellectual surveillance should never be possible” (ibid., 1951). In case it is, the most appropriate
course of action might well involve depriving the offending jurisdictions of their legitimate claims to
“sovereignty” and bringing them to justice for their violations of inalienable human rights rather than
letting transparently perpetrator-controlled regimes and courts to continue their assaults on humanity
and humanness under the veil of “national security”.
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victims. At any given point in time in a world that involves non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies, it might be literally correct to state
that “mind-blowing changes … are ostensibly on the way” (Zimmerman, 2008) –
changes that permanently injure or incapacitate or kill their victims through remotely
inflicted violence on their brains through non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies. While some surviving victims of enduring “trans/posthuman” violence might be in a relatively good position to assert the longstanding non-consensual use of, for instance, remote torture or mind-reading
technologies through, for instance, non-consensually implemented brain-machine
interfaces with the same or a higher degree of certainty than what perhaps most
people in most cases regard as being sufficient, perhaps the overwhelming majority of
the victims might not be aware of the ongoing extreme human rights violations that
they might be constantly and ubiquitously subjected to.
Under such circumstances the law itself might well be transparently illegal:
“representatives” might be “elected” into their positions through mind control of the
voters – if not also the “representatives” themselves – and violent repression or
annihilation of actual or latent dissent, while ostensibly legalistic principles might be
used to violate rather than to uphold the law by requiring victims of particularly
serious human rights violations to provide complete accounts of complex
technological systems that might have required relatively long periods of coordinated
effort from a significant number of highly trained individuals and organizations with
substantial resources to develop. It may be quite insufficient or inaccurate to deem the
rule of law to denote or connote merely “the general qualities and functions of law:
equality, impartiality, and order” or “the institutional arrangements required of nonarbitrary governance: a system of rules, institutional oversight of those rules, and
insulation from political fiat” (Riley, 2015, 91). Any artificial intelligence system
worth the label might well be capable of designing and implementing any number of
equal, impartial, orderly and non-arbitrary systems of governance that would be
insulated from political fiat through its “trans-/posthuman” parts or “component cells
(man-machine symbionts)”5 (Longo, 2010, 24) simply by disregarding autonomous
human agency entirely. “[T]he general orientation of systems towards agency:
coordinating and not simply controlling; relying upon, and not simply bypassing,
rational individual agency” (ibid., 92) is a necessary but potentially not a sufficient
condition for the possibility of the rule of law. It might well be argued that human
dignity, rather than “outstrip[ping] the rule of law making more specific normative
and structural demands” (ibid.), is also a necessary precondition for the rule of law,
without which the constitutive processes of law involving, for instance, the formation,
communication and aggregation of the relevant individual and social preferences may
not take place and the society is in a state of “tyranny and oppression” (Rapatsa, 2015,
46, drawing on Gutto, 2002). “[T]he highest potential of human agency” (ibid., 102)
may thus well be a precondition for the possibility of the rule of law rather than an
outcome that might be achieved through means which would genuinely merit to be
described as primarily legal in nature in case autonomous human agency has been
compromised.

This definition could be disputed. In case the “component cells” are, for instance, externally
controlled by an artificial intelligence system, one might well regard them as machine parts rather than
living organisms.
5
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Given the “extreme impact” (Bostrom, 2005, 10) of non-consensually implemented or
unfolding singularity or some “trans-/posthuman” – or, perhaps more appropriately,
posthumane – technologies, one might well have argued since the beginning of
history that such “prospects would nevertheless merit serious attention” (ibid.)
irrespective of the probability that one might assign to such events – or one’s actual
knowledge of some of the technologies that might be involved. According to Bostrom
(2002), “A case can be made that the hypothesis that we are living in a computer
simulation should be given a significant probability”. Such an evaluation is
presumably based “on reasons rather than untutored intuition” (ibid.).
Despite some claims to the contrary, prevention of singularity’s non-consensual
implementation or unfolding may not be impossible. According to Hughes (2012,
765), “Kurzweil insists, for instance, that the accelerating trends he documents have
progressed unhindered through wars, plagues, and depressions (Kurzweil 2006).”
Such arguments are – or were – not necessarily relevant for preventing singularity’s
non-consensual implementation or unfolding. For instance, it is quite possible that
only the existing forms of “human governments are too slow and stupid to avert the
catastrophic possibilities of superintelligence” (Hughes, 2012, 765) – if not in most or
all cases willingly and knowingly promoting such outcomes – while other forms of
government – such as, for instance, direct democracy (Auvinen, 2016a) – could have
or still could either prevent or reverse singularity’s non-consensual implementation or
unfolding. It may be technically quite possible to stop, for instance, much – if not all,
in case sufficient resources are devoted to the enforcement of a global ban – of the
“unchecked computing innovation in corporate and military labs” (Hughes, 2012,
772) and to prevent its re-emergence unless accompanied by continuous and extensive
public scrutiny and democratic oversight. Furthermore, a similar logic might well be
used to counter some arguments that might sometimes be attributed to some
singularitarians. It would be quite possible to argue, for instance, that since wars have
been a recurring phenomenon in history and their destructiveness may have increased
in line with technological development unhindered by human policymaking, any
potential struggle against the extinction of humanity through war is futile against the
allegedly impersonal evolutionary trends or forces behind humanity’s path to selfdestruction. If one claims, for instance, that “law can be considered a natural process
of construction that abides by the evolutionary rules of fitness” (Gommer, 2015, 39),
it may not be entirely obvious what – if anything – might conceptually or practically
be left out from the potentially all-encompassing scope of the alleged “evolutionary
rules of fitness” that would be assumed rather than explained or how “law” might be
distinguished from all other alleged natural processes of construction that abide by
“the evolutionary rules of fitness”. As Auvinen (2016a, 181, drawing on Buchanan,
2011) has pointed out, “In the realm of legislation or policymaking, nothing
comparable to the profit-loss dynamic of the market exists that would even in theory
ensure the continuing implementation of more desirable laws or policies.” While
pointing out the absence of mechanisms or incentives which might ensure the
attainment of desirable legislative or policy outcomes is quite different from claiming
that legislative or policy processes would be entirely devoid of constraints or “rules”,
some of the practical implications for legal professionals may be evident. Daly (2006,
16, quoted in Auvinen, 2010a, 254) has articulated some of the potential implications
of essentially religious neodarwinism – the attribution of rules or constraints to, for
instance, legislative or policymaking processes which may not be evident to the nonbelievers – as follows:
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“If one is to be seriously interested in policy as a student, teacher, or
policymaker, one must make two presuppositions. First, one must believe that
there is more than one possible future (nondeterminism). If the future is
completely determined then policy is nonsense. Second, even if there is more
than one possible future, policy would still make no sense unless there were a
criterion for choosing one future as better than another (nonnihilism).
Determinists and nihilists have a right to exist (to be nonsuicidal), but they
also have a logical debt to the rest of us to remain silent on matters of public
policy. Neodarwinism is the major home of modern determinists and nihilists.
Far from recognizing their logical obligation to remain silent on matters of
public policy, many neodarwinists are loud and opinionated on the subject.
One hopes that they will eventually abandon their skepticism instead of their
logic. In the meantime putting up with their inconsistencies may seem not too
high a price for the rest of us to pay to help them avoid suicide. However, a
society unable to enact and enforce serious policies because it is lured by the
lurking fecklessness of neodarwinism, runs its own larger risk of suicide. The
survival value of neodarwinism is likely negative for the society that adopts it
as its worldview.”
Some of the potential implications of neodarwinism on, for instance, the legitimacy of
sovereignty, territorially delimited jurisdictions or any legal systems may be
intriguing. If social – including legal – processes are essentially governed by universal
biological laws, there are no “foreign legal arguments” whose “argumentative status”
(Bell, 2012, 8) could be deliberated or disputed on the grounds of their presumed
“foreignness”. Any and all “cultural” legal differences in relation to a universal
biological benchmark, for instance, might simply reflect lower levels of objective
understanding of the universal biological laws in some parts of the world, which,
according to this line of reasoning, might perhaps most appropriately be rectified or
remedied by external action perhaps not entirely unlike some of the colonizers of the
19th or 20th centuries might have embarked on missions to civilize the barbarian
natives. At the minimum, additional explanation would, however, be required to
substantiate any potential claims that “one of the biggest scholarly challenges of this
century is the integration of evolutionary biology and law” (Gommer, 2015, 35).
Meanwhile, nondeterminist and nonnihilist legislators, policymakers or researchers –
if any – might feel free to assert their potentially remaining autonomy or humanness
in ways they see as the most appropriate, no matter how neodarwinistically
blasphemous or biologically anarchic.
This book aims to make a contribution to filling gaps in both the actual state-of-the-art
scientific knowledge and the widely acknowledged or popularized scientific
knowledge – which may lag significantly behind what may be regarded as known in
science, whether or not in publicly available or widely disseminated forms – by
identifying some of the potential implications of non-consensually implemented or
unfolding singularity for the possibility of law and legality. Much of the analysis may
also be applicable to the more limited case of non-consensual implementation of
“trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies which do not presuppose singularity.
In case or as long as the “war-police-accumulation” nexus (Neocleous, 2013, 9) has
the capacity to monitor, influence or effectively remote control any individuals that
specific victims might come to sustained contact with, the precise number of victims
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who might be non-consensually connected to informational networks at any given
point in time may not be significant in practice from the victims’ perspective.

2. Under Non-Consensually Implemented Singularity or “Trans-/Posthuman”
Technologies Even the Theoretical Foundations of Law or Legality Might No
Longer Exist or Be Valid – To the Extent They Might Ever Have Validly Existed
Accounts of sovereignty as, for instance, “organized hypocrisy” (Krasner, 1999) may
never have been entirely convincing, as such accounts often fail to explicate how
precisely such hypocrisy might allegedly be “organized” rather than being, say,
anarchic as international relations might sometimes be deemed to be. Any potential
alleged “organization” of the concept of sovereignty may well always have been part
of the hypocrisy of sovereignty rather than a substantively heterogeneous epithet that
might provide additional and accurate insight into the concept of sovereign hypocrisy.
In case epithets are deemed to be desirable or appropriate, describing sovereignty as,
for instance, anarchic hypocrisy might well be factually more accurate. Although
Krasner might have had primarily the practical feasibility of sovereignty in its various
forms or the actual historical experience in mind when coining the term, the
description of sovereignty as hypocrisy might well be applicable also to the
conceptual foundations – if any – of sovereignty.
Theories of sovereignty based on the natural law or rights – essentially claiming the
existence of a natural right of individuals to organize themselves into sovereign
entities based on, for instance, voluntarily adopted social contracts – may never have
convincingly addressed some of the implications to, for instance, dissenting minorities
both within and outside of the sovereign entity or entities to which one belongs. Such
theories might often not have convincingly explained why, for instance, the dissenting
minorities within each sovereign entity should obey the “law” that they might never
have themselves consented to or why they might be legitimately expected to refrain
from taking action based on, for instance, the natural law, against everyone else in the
world who might have tacitly approved, failed to take preventive and/or remedial
action against or actively contributed to egregious human rights violations in other
jurisdictions under the pretext of respecting such jurisdictions’ alleged sovereignty.
Even according to an exclusively historical perspective which entirely disregards
analysis of what could or should have been, sovereignty – or potentially even
factually correct claims of the targets not having breached a specific sovereign
entity’s laws to a significant extent – may rarely have prevented the exercise of
jurisdiction – including in some cases the implementation of death penalties –
whenever deemed appropriate according to standards which may not have always
been stated entirely explicitly – and which might in any case not have substantially
differed from the potentially inherent hypocrisy of the concept of sovereignty. In
other words, if the natural law is deemed to justify the exercise of the perhaps
inherently hypocritical concept of sovereignty, the natural law might also be expected
to justify the potentially numerous conceptual and practical breaches of one’s own
and others’ sovereignty in order to preserve the integrity of the natural law. As soon
as any specific individuals, groups, territories or entities claim sovereignty based on
natural law, any and all individuals, groups, territories or entities within the selfdeclared sovereign entities might well have equally justifiable claims to secession or
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sovereignty against all potentially relevant competing sovereigns. Even in such cases,
however, it would be the natural law rather than the characteristics or attributes of the
individuals, groups, territories or entities claiming sovereignty that would determine
the legitimacy of such claims. Lack of respect for and enforcement of inalienable
human rights, for instance, might well render any and all forms of sovereignty
worldwide null and void, if not non-existing right from the moment when claims to
sovereignty were first made. Without violations of existing forms of “sovereignty”,
legitimate sovereignty may well be unattainable. As Olaitan (2006, 61) has observed –
in the context of Africa but with potentially not insignificant amount of insight also
elsewhere – “The people cannot liberate themselves from state oppression or make the
state accountable through elections conducted and presided over by the existing
negative structures of the state. Only a fundamental change in the nature of the state
can accomplish this”.
Both the external and the internal implications of the natural law justification for
sovereignty remain imperfectly explored. According to Koller (2009, 315):
“The external defensibility of a political community means that its practices
appear to be tolerable for other communities and their members. This requires
that these practices do not have negative external effects that appear
impermissible in consideration of the interests of all people concerned from an
impartial point of view. So a community’s practices must be generalisable in
the sense that they appear generally acceptable, even if they were adopted by
all communities.”
In other words, the natural law justification of sovereignty is a global concept. A
social contract aiming to establish or preserve a sovereign entity is subject to the
continued approval of not only the members of the sovereign entity itself, but also all
other legitimate sovereign entities in the world. Consequently, achieving and
maintaining natural law justification for sovereignty requires continuous internal and
external public scrutiny of the exercise of authority in any given sovereign entities.
Internally, a social contract obliges every consenting party to continuously monitor
the exercise of power within the sovereign entity and to make their best efforts to
challenge any potential misuses of power that such parties have or should have
become aware of and to withdraw their support for the social contract establishing the
sovereign entity in question in case they no longer approve its authority. Any potential
failures to withdraw one’s support when appropriate might effectively amount to
“crimes of obedience … consequences that often ensue when authority gives orders
exceeding the bounds of morality or law” (Kelman and Hamilton, 1989, xi, quoted in
Chew, 2014, 713) – in this case the consequences that might ensue to individuals in
either one’s domestic polity or other nations if authority’s orders are followed when
they lack legitimacy or justification. Were one to realize, for instance, that one’s tax
money is in fact channelled to a terrorist regime that is undermining or subverting the
law rather than the kind of authority that one might have consented to as a part of a
social contract, it might be quite insufficient to attempt to attribute all liability for, for
instance, human rights violations to the terrorist regime or despotic government that
one would be willingly and knowingly financing and supporting without making
one’s best efforts to challenge such terrorist or despotic power. In a moral sense – if
not also in a legal sense, in case sufficiently thorough analysis was demanded –
personal liability might be regarded as extending to crimes or human rights violations
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committed by all forms of power that one has not actively challenged. In the case of
“sovereign” entities or legal persons one belongs to or otherwise contributes to, one is
liable for all unchallenged inappropriate exercises of power through acts of
commission – financially and in many cases otherwise supporting the terrorists or
despots who are misusing power – and omission – failing to challenge such
misconduct. In the case of legal entities one does not belong to, such entities might
still in most – if not all – cases be products of the exercise of the legal powers of those
entities to which one does belong: both domestic corporations and other legal persons
and foreign “sovereign” entities depend on the exercise of the legal powers of one’s
domestic “sovereign” entity for their legal status. Abandonment of, for instance,
victims of human rights violations to the abuse or worse of terrorist or despotic
regimes is precisely the kind of moral choice with foreseeable consequences that one
might expect to give rise to legal liability. One cannot evade the obvious moral and at
least natural law implications of such decisions by referring to a transparently
hypocritical or fictional social construct of “sovereignty” any more than one might be
able to justifiably claim that, by social convention, specific ethnic, political, social,
religious etc. groups have their own governance structures and should thus be
exempted from the scope of inalienable human rights, natural law and one’s domestic
positive law. Sovereignty may well be an inherently racist concept: specific selfidentified victims – in those cases where their human rights or humanness might not
yet have been eradicated to an extent that might prevent such legitimate selfidentification – should presumably be deprived of their human rights and dignity
merely due to their place of birth, ethnicity or political, social, religious etc. identity
or affiliation.
Natural law is, of course, quite different from metaphysical naturalism – the dogmatic
reductionism of the nature of reality exclusively to the operation of the laws of nature
or materialist principles while denying the possibility of, for instance spiritual or
divine realities or purpose in nature. Different interpretations of the natural law may
be based on, for instance, rationalist, idealist or materialist considerations (Villegas
Rodríguez, 2014, 101-102). It is also quite possible to state that “God is the legislator
of the natural law” (ibid., 112). The entire concept of natural law – including but not
limited to, for instance, protection of human dignity – might in fact be regarded as
being based on some form of human exceptionalism which renders law conceptually
or practically possible, desirable or necessary. According to Rapatsa (2015, 43), for
instance, “The dignity of human person underlies a certain exceptional position of
man in nature’s creation and is referred to as synonymous for the human worth, the
inherent excellence of the human person as distinguished from any other living being
(Cohn, 1983)”. Due to such “exceptional position of man in nature’s creation” or
“inherent excellence of the human person”, each person might be regarded as being
capable of, if not also responsible for, identifying and following the natural law.
According to one interpretation of the source and location of the natural law: “The
natural law is also engraved in our heart. Don’t tell me it is not engraved there, what
is happening is that you are absent from your own heart” (Saint Augustine, quoted in
Villegas Rodríguez, 2014, 112. All translations have been done by the author). While
it is quite possible to attempt to write down the natural law for expository or
communicative purposes, there is no necessary relation between any specific statutes
and the natural law. Regardless of its conceptual sources, the natural law is
“epistemologically off-limits to earthly Caesars” (Pangalangan, 2008, 23). In other
words, any potential attempts to distort the natural law by manipulating its alleged
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expressions in specific statutes merely increases the gap between the written
legislation and the natural law rather than changes the essence of the natural law.
If some potential moral sources of natural law do justify an alleged requirement to
deprive actual or potential self-identified victims of their human rights and dignity
merely due to their place of birth, ethnicity or political, social, religious etc. identity
or affiliation, it may not be entirely obvious what they might be. Christianity, for
instance, may be fairly explicit about the inherent and equal worth of every human
being as an image of the Christian God in need of grace, while any potential
biologically motivated accounts actually or allegedly aiming for the survival of the
species might explicitly have to be based on racism or discrimination – the view that,
for instance, the survival value for the species of those members of the species who
would be slaughtered or abused is lower than the value of the perpetrators – to
legitimize, at the minimum, non-interference with human rights violations, if not also
the violations per se, which take place in different “sovereign” entities. In some of its
more lucid and honest moments, humanity has been both aware of and acted upon its
responsibility to enforce the natural law always and everywhere irrespective of
“sovereign” hypocrisy or to accept criminal liability for any potential breaches of such
universal enforcement duties as humans. According to Ireland-Piper (2013, 70), for
instance:
“The prosecution of war crimes after World War II was also pivotal in the
development of extraterritorial jurisdiction … Although it has been argued by
some commentators that the allied forces were in fact exercising territorial
jurisdiction as sovereigns over occupied territory [Bassiouni, 2001, 81, 96-97],
it is widely accepted that the Nuremberg trials were an exercise of
extraterritorial jurisdiction based on the universality principle.”
Given the existence of historical examples where following the domestic law as
interpreted by the institutions of the “sovereign” entity itself did not prevent the
imposition of death penalties or remedies for the citizens of such “sovereign” entities,
each and every victim of, for instance, human rights violations might quite
appropriately accuse perhaps most individuals in the world of both attempting to
evade their legal responsibilities behind the potentially transparently hypocritical or
fictitious conceptual construct of “sovereignty” and racism – implying that only some
victims of specific nationalities, ethnicities or political, social, religious etc. identities
are worth defending or administering justice for crimes or human rights violations that
might already have been committed by abandoning the sovereign hypocrisy at least
for the duration of implementing the appropriate punishments, remedies or solutions,
while others may be slaughtered or abused with impunity due to their allegedly
unworthier national, ethnic, political, social, religious etc. identities, affiliations or
attributes.
As a thought experiment, suppose, for instance, that “trans-/posthuman” technologies
allowing non-consensual and in many cases unknowing mind-reading, -modeling,
influencing and -control had been available to the Nazis. Suppose that the Nazis had
converted the entire area of the Fatherland and the occupied territories into a giant
laboratory for modeling the Jewish mind. Jews would be deliberately subjected to a
wide, creative and fluctuating spectrum of torture and other human rights abuses.
Every individual that Jews within the Nazi-controlled territories would come into
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contact with would either willingly and knowingly subject the victims to creatively
arbitrary and degrading treatment or be externally determined to do so through
unknowing mind control. At each stage of implementing any specific physical or
social torture technique the Nazis would record every thought that passes through the
victims’ minds as well as other bodily responses: how the victims respond to specific
types of pain or incapacitation induced in specific parts of their bodies, specific types
of torture or external influence or control exerted on the people around them, what are
their last thoughts in different types of execution methods etc. Ultimately, the Nazis
would have had a computer program – or an “artificial intelligence system” –
containing a large number of individual victim responses to a wide, creative and
fluctuating spectrum of torture and extermination techniques that might have been
distributed across all jurisdictions in the world to both perpetrators and unknowing
users to make its elimination as difficult as possible. The Nazis might – potentially
not entirely without merit – market such a computer program or “artificial intelligence
system” as, for instance, containing “the Jewish mind inside” not entirely unlike some
computer parts might be advertised, but, as this might be obvious to the perpetrators
and potentially increase the popular opposition to the continued existence and
utilization of such a program or “artificial intelligence system”, they might choose not
to do so for self-serving reasons.
After the war, it would hardly have been surprising if every single perpetrator would
have been hunted down and executed and every design or expression involving or
building on some elements of the forcibly extracted “Jewish mind” would have been
destroyed from the universe irrespective of any “sovereign” conceptual hypocrisies or
the implications for the rest of the world either by some of the victims themselves or
some of the victims together with a coalition of the willing from all nations and
groups of individuals in the world – with full knowledge of the fact that the entire
humanity might be destroyed in the process but nonetheless convinced that the nature
and severity of the crimes or human rights violations committed demands such a
response. Any individuals or nations that might have failed to intervene in the
modeling processes of “the Jewish mind” based on, for instance, the presumed
“sovereignty” of the perpetrators might quite appropriately have been regarded as
willing and knowing contributors to the Nazi crimes and either executed or subjected
to other types of punishments or remedies based on, for instance, the natural law for
complicity in what would or should have been obvious to everyone involved to
constitute particularly serious human rights violations that one could foreseeably
expect to be punishable or remediable with death irrespective of what any specific
positive laws of any specific “sovereign” entities might or might not say at any given
point in time. Any potential attempts to deny such a remedy for a potentially more
heterogeneous or diverse group of contemporary or past victims of similar offences or
violations might constitute blatant racism that might be regarded as an aggravating
factor in the implementation of the remedy that everyone would or should have
known to constitute a desirable, appropriate or potentially even the only conceptually
or practically feasible solution at every stage of planning and implementing the crimes
or human rights violations in question: execution of every perpetrator worldwide and
the destruction of every design or expression involving or building on nonconsensually extracted thoughts or other elements of personhood or forms of personal
information irrespective of the jurisdictions in which such perpetrators, designs or
expressions might be physically located or the prevailing positive law of such
“sovereign” entities.
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In order to, among other things, avoid the need for external ex post intervention after
particularly serious criminal offences or human rights violations have already been
committed, any potential reluctance or incapacity of the actual or potential internal
parties to a social contract to continuously monitor and enforce both internally and
externally acceptable forms of governance might or perhaps should thus be regarded
as evidence for not granting or continuing to recognize the “sovereignty” of any
specific self-declared or alleged political entities. As Ellis (2010, 202) has argued in
reference to the implications of torture on the legitimacy of state authority, “[a] state
that permits torture must be seen as in breach of the rule of law because the authority
upon which the state operates disappears completely when it violates this fundamental
protected right.” In other words, the state’s authority disappears irrespective of
whether citizens, residents or the contracting parties to any actual or hypothetical
social contract withdraw their support for state authority. According to the Article
1(1) of the 1949 Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany: “Human dignity
shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it shall be the duty of all state authority”
(quoted in Kivistö, 2012, 100). As all state authority has a duty to protect human
dignity, one might ask whether any legitimate state authority remains in case willing
and knowing violations of human dignity take place in the state-controlled territory or
within the territories of other “sovereign” entities that the state continues to legally
recognize or the state remains inactive in the face of active violations committed by
the few in any jurisdiction in or on which the state exercises legal influence – or
whether the “complete disappearance” of “all” legitimate state authority might in such
cases produce legitimacy vacuums in the ruins of the failed state. In case the
individuals who constitute the nation are not willing and able to continuously monitor
and enforce both internally and externally acceptable forms of governance, the state
has never been sovereign in the first place: it has always been either under the de facto
guardianship or tutelage of those sovereign entities – if any – which do possess the
requisite capacities to monitor and enforce internally and externally acceptable forms
of governance within and outside of their core territorial borders or an arbitrarily
construed subset of an inherently anarchic world with no legitimate sovereign entities.
In case of violations of inalienable human rights involving international mobility, the
intention would thus not be to bring forth situations where “the receiving state loses
face if it admits any wrongdoing or implements changes in the existing system” (Behrens,
2014, 38). As there would be no legitimate “sovereign” receiving – if not in most or all
cases also sending – entities of diplomatic staff or ordinary citizens after violations of
inalienable human rights would have been exposed and/or rectified, any specific parts of
or the entire international system of “sovereign” states might be spared from a loss of face.
One of the relevant questions might thus not be whether all nations, “cultures” or
territorially contained mosaics of individuals or groups are fit for democracy, but
whether they are fit for sovereignty. Whatever the legal or constitutional rights of the
people might or might not be in any specific jurisdiction, the people cannot evade
their duty to hold power subservient to the respect for and enforcement of inalienable
human rights or, at the minimum, to express their disapproval of misuse of power
simply by feigning or wilfully self-indulging in ignorance.6 Any potential suggestions
Consequently, one might expect collective punishments – or perhaps simply punishments for
relatively large numbers of individual perpetrators – to be administered in cases where accounts of
collective culpability are invoked and unanimously accepted by groups of sufficiently informed
individuals after free, private and autonomous contemplation or widespread breaches of the duty to
6
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that external parties should refrain from getting involved in the matters of other
nations based on their alleged sovereignty goes directly against the natural law
justification for sovereignty. External interference is a mandatory – not an optional –
part of a just international system of sovereign entities based on the natural law.
Anyone who claims otherwise might ultimately be brought to justice for his/her
complicity in, for instance, human rights violations that have taken place anywhere in
the world and which such individuals themselves failed to intervene in – and in some
cases incited others not to intervene in either – by neglecting their duty to ensure the
continued natural law justification for every sovereign entity in the world. From the
natural law perspective one might thus ask whether any other form of responsibility to
protect than an “institutional approach” (Liubashenko, 2016, 34) involving
incorporation of the concept “both into the foreign policy and into the functioning of
public authorities of the state” (ibid.) rather the former alone exists and whether such
incorporation might not in fact be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
securing the legitimacy of the protecting or intervening state’s own claim to
sovereignty.
If, on the other hand, sovereignty is deemed to be exclusively based on positive law –
whatever sufficiently powerful actors might promote or propagate as the “law” at any
given point in time irrespective of its substance – it may be virtually indistinguishable
from an inconsistently applied and hypocritical suggestion that mutually competitive
or warring criminal or terrorist organizations which have become sufficiently
powerful to elicit respect as “states” from other criminal or terrorist organizations for
purely pragmatic or self-interested purposes should have the right to divide the
population of the world into separate spheres of interest to be exploited and oppressed
primarily by or through the local “sovereign” factions of the global hierarchy of
criminal or terrorist actors.7 Such a potential interpretation may well not be overly
cynical. As Ireland-Piper (2013, 77) describes some of the consequences of one
attempt to apply universal jurisdiction:

hold power subservient to the respect for and enforcement of inalienable human rights are evident. In
other words, utilitarian jurisdictions or power-wielding factions within them could not wilfully sacrifice
some rights or lives with the explicit, implicit or uninformed consent of the majority without willingly
and knowingly putting the survival of the entire jurisdiction and every consenting citizen and resident
at risk. Without extending penalties or remedies to every citizen and resident of any given jurisdiction
whenever appropriate or necessary, humans are converted into expendable commodities which may be
wilfully sacrificed whenever the expected benefits of egregious human rights violations for the
majority of the citizens of one’s domestic polity or some other relevant group exceed the expected
costs of only some individuals being potentially executed for such violations.
7
The same principle may apply to all manifestations of criminality or terrorism masquerading as
“sovereign” power. In the absence of, for instance, strictly enforced legality criteria for national
“police” forces – a requirement for national “police” forces to provide continuous and complete
evidence of consistently, completely and systematically enforcing both the domestic and the
international law within their territories – any potential international co-operation between such
national “police” forces may entirely predictably merely extend domestic despotism to the international
realm without corresponding benefits in terms of consistent, complete and systematic enforcement of
the national or the international law (see e.g. Both, 2002). Under such circumstances any genuinely
sovereign entity – in order to merit to be recognized as sovereign in the first place – might have to issue
international arrest or execution warrants for all members of all other national “police” forces in the
world for, for instance, willing and knowing complicity in some of the most serious human rights
violations in history rather than working together with such criminal or terrorist organizations and
individuals to harass or violate the human rights of any potential defenders of inalienable human rights
– or law or legality, if any – worldwide.
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“The response to Belgian assertions of universal jurisdiction indicates that
states are still resistant to a broad conception of universal jurisdiction.
Criminal prosecutions were instituted in Belgian courts against current and
former leaders of Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Cote d’Ivoire, the Palestinian Authority, the United States, and others
[Orentlicher, 2007, 205]. Individuals such as the then United States Secretary
of State, Colin Powell, were named. There was a strong reaction, particularly
from the United States and Israel. Israel withdrew its ambassador. The United
States warned that Belgium risked losing its status as the headquarters of
NATO, and that US officials would stop visiting Belgium if it did not further
restrict its laws on universal jurisdiction [ibid.]. Consequently, Belgium bowed
to this pressure, and amended its laws, ‘leaving scant scope for universal
jurisdiction’ [ibid.].”
It is remarkable that the United States’ warning that its officials would stop visiting
Belgium appears to be based on a demand for Belgium to “further restrict its laws on
universal jurisdiction” rather than, for instance, specific concerns on due process.
Given the severity and potential significance of the charges – criminal offences
committed by world leaders – one might have expected jurisdictions allegedly based
on the rule of law to specifically pinpoint the factors which in their view render
Belgium’s jurisdiction unacceptable and to suggest alternative jurisdictions or venues
where charges might be brought in full to ensure that potentially significant and
widespread criminal misuse of power would not remain unpunished and potentially
continue with impunity. The relative ease with which sufficiently powerful criminal
suspects can avoid prosecution altogether hardly dissipates any potential concerns that
the positivist conceptualization of “sovereignty” might constitute little more than a
transparently unsubstantiated attempt to divide the population of the world into
separate spheres of interest to be exploited and oppressed primarily by or through the
local “sovereign” factions of the global hierarchy of criminal or terrorist actors.
Rather than constituting “inherited property” (Shachar and Hirschl, 2007), citizenship
– a potentially mandatory requirement to subject oneself to the exploitation and
oppression of specific criminal or terrorist faction(s) while enjoying even lower levels
of protection against all others – might thus well exclude victims from the purview of,
for instance, human rights rather than the other way round. In the case of globally
distributed non-consensually extracted thoughts or other forms of personal
information or elements of personhood, for instance, “citizenship” and “sovereignty”
might prevent victims of particularly serious human rights violations from demanding
and obtaining justice on equal terms with citizens in the overwhelming majority of the
world’s jurisdictions. The mere existence of multiple distinct and, beyond a number
that might in most cases be no larger than one or two, mutually exclusive citizenships
might thus be opportunity-diminishing rather than “opportunity-enhancing” (ibid.,
267) for the vast majority of the world’s population – a gate-closing mechanism that
might, for instance, be used by a global group of perpetrators to deliberately prevent
victims of, for instance, non-consensual extraction of thoughts, elements of
personhood or personal information that have been globally distributed from bringing
the vast majority of the perpetrators – which might include citizens of every
jurisdiction in the world – to justice. The benefits of any locally committed criminal
offences or human rights violations might be distributed globally among the
perpetrators – if not to some extent publicly – in close to real time, while the victims
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would be left with the task of attempting to bring small subsets of the global group of
perpetrators to justice in multiple territorially delimited jurisdictions without
citizenship or residency in the vast majority of them. It is debatable whether
citizenship in itself is ever opportunity-enhancing in isolation of consideration of, for
instance, one’s relative position in any given citizenship community. As Ward (2013,
80, 81) has pointed out in the context of H. L. A. Hart’s “minimum content of natural
law” concept – the “rules of conduct which any social organization must contain if it
is to remain viable” (Hart, 1994 [1961], 193) – “even the most iniquitous legal system
can be viable so long as it affords protection to the basic needs of some people”. Even
in the jurisdictions granting the most valuable citizenships in the world, it is quite
possible – if not likely – that some citizens’ rights are blatantly violated with at least a
tacit approval of the majority. It is thus not citizenship per se that grants any actually
enforceable rights, opportunities or value to its holders, but one’s relative position in
the complex transnational social and technological structures and networks, in which
citizenship is merely one potentially relevant variable. From the perspective of the
feasibility of the rule of law – if any – the elimination of such social or technological
structures or networks may well be mandatory rather than optional: in the presence of
non-transparent forms of social and/or technological organization, the most significant
perpetrators may never be tried – let alone condemned – for any types of criminal
offences or human rights violations, their subordinates taking the blame or incurring
the liability even in those cases where the organizational structures might not be
powerful enough to evade liability altogether.
One might thus argue that the entire conceptual foundations of citizenship are
inherently criminal or terrorist in nature: manifestations of a credible intent or the
actual practice of a group of people to facilitate the violation of others’ human rights
and to commit crimes – based on violations of the natural law and the domestic
positive law, if not also international law – with impunity or with significantly less
severe legal consequences than in the absence of the fictional conceptual constructs of
“citizenship” or “sovereignty” for such crimes or violations of human rights. As
Shachar and Hirschl (2007, 266) point out, “There are also no convincing
explanations for why a draconian system of legal exclusion can legitimately be
perpetuated by reliance on the ‘natural’ event of birth in the conferral of membership
rights” – particularly when the “natural” event of birth or the constitution of the
citizen subject might well partly or entirely rely on non-consensually extracted or
modeled genetic, cognitive or bodily material of foreign citizens, potentially rendering
“sovereign” entities or communities based on “citizenship” essentially warehouses for
the loot that includes non-consensually extracted elements of personhood or
humanness of non-citizens.
Citizenship might thus well be viewed also as a form of inherited liability. Even in a
world with no non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies,
citizenship alone might well render some groups of individuals liable for
compensation for past wrongs or injustices which might, for instance, have granted
the citizenship communities in question relatively advantageous positions in relatively
rigid or enduring extractive global hierarchies that continue to benefit the current
generation of citizens. In a world where non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies exist of have existed for some period of time in the past
such liability might be self-evident, as each and every generation that would utilize
artificial intelligence systems or other types of “intelligent” devices might itself be
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committing some of the relevant types of human rights violations, criminal offences
or crimes against humanity against the victims of forcible extraction and
immortalization of thoughts, elements of personhood or forms of personal information
irrespective of the amount of time that might have passed since the physical death of
any specific victims. As the non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of
personhood or forms of personal information might never be entirely eradicated from
the universe, there might be no artificial intelligence in the world – only partly or
entirely non-consensually extracted and immortalized human intelligence, the
existence of which would continue to violate the human rights, dignity and personal
and bodily integrity of both living and physically deceased victims. Under such
circumstances no jurisdiction – or perhaps self-declared “race”, “culture” or some
other actual or alleged entity – might credibly evade liability for actions and/or
omissions of “past” generations. As “five colonialist powers” (Feierstein, 2015, 368)
hold the veto power in some of the potentially relevant international institutions –
which consider themselves to be “above the law” (Niedrist and Figueroa Bello, 2015,
757) or beyond the necessity of “independent and impartial control” (ibid.) – to
protect members of their imperial ecosystems and their moral or non-governmental
“frontline force[s] of imperial intervention” (Hardt and Negri, 2000, 36, quoted in
Ward, 2013, 85) from liability, the liability aspect of citizenship may well be both
insufficiently explored in the social sciences and imperfectly implemented as part and
parcel of the sovereign hypocrisy.
The extent – if any – to which the concept of positive law might ever have been taken
seriously by “sovereign” actors for other than conceptually inconsistent, utilitarian
propaganda purposes may not be entirely clear. According to a legal positivist (Jasay,
2009, 267):
“Justice is intrinsically distributive; it distributes by its rules. ‘Distributive’ or
‘social’ justice redistributes by overruling them. It has theories that do not start
‘from here’. It has no rules; it makes claims instead. Both its names are
fraudulent aliases, ‘social’ perhaps less blatantly so. Satisfaction of a claim in
‘social’ justice depends on politics and tends to favour the poorer half of
society. This commands general sympathy, but sympathy does not make it any
less unjust.”
Were, for instance, an individual, group or a community – not necessarily a
“sovereign” state actor – to identify and implement a procedurally pure and legitimate
way to destroy the entire world or humanity, such activity should, according to the
alleged position of the legal positivist, be celebrated as an “intrinsically just” act that
should not be interfered with by mere “claims” that have “no rules”, no matter how
much “sympathy” any potential “unjust” attempts to prevent such procedural
exercises of one’s positive legal freedoms might command. Legal positivism might
often be used as a substantively vacuous or deliberately inconsistent propaganda tool
by the strong against the weak. As soon as the outcomes of consistently applied legal
positivism permanently threaten the interests or the existence of the strong, the legal
positivist often shifts to alternative modes of potential explanation or justification – or
the absence of any openly articulated alleged justification. According to Karakatsanis
(2015, 253, 256, 264, footnote omitted):
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“in the criminal legal system, there is no genuine dispute that … serious
illegalities are happening on a massive scale … in American courts and jails,
one thing sticks out above all else: the divergence between the law as it is
written and the law as it is lived … If nonviolent criminal laws were enforced
on college campuses or investment banks for just a single day in the same
rates as in poor communities, there would be twenty-four-hour news vans
outside of every local jail and immediate public hearings about the harshness
and efficacy of our legal system … I have been unable to find a major
metropolitan American police force without a recent history of systemic
constitutional abuses.”
Any potential alleged applications of positive law may thus in fact be implicitly based
on normative, natural law or lawlessness-based desirability or acceptance of the likely
outcomes that the inconsistently applied, allegedly positivist legal procedures produce
for specific individuals, groups, classes, ethnicities, “sovereign” nations or other
potentially relevant entities.
Depending on one’s definition of common sense, such a conclusion may or may not
be consistent with statements, according to which
“the difference between science and jurisprudence is the rooting of law, as a
social practice, in common sense. What common sense means by law cannot
be ignored (that is to say that it poses rigid barriers to eccentric theories),
being the thing itself which we speak about, a reality which exists according to
a collective belief or, better, a collective willingness (to mention Searle and his
institutional facts) [Searle, 1969]. In empirical sciences, on the contrary, one
must necessarily ignore common sense if one wants to propose a new theory.
Let us think, as a banal example, of the Ptolemaic system of universe, which is
false just because it reflects common sense” (Civitarese Matteucci, 2014, 127).
Civitarese Matteucci appears to define common sense in utilitarian terms: the actual
or alleged position of the majority of the people. Such a definition falls within legal
positivism without bringing (natural law) common sense into the sphere of the law
that might well be a precondition for the possibility of its existence. In case, for
instance, the rest of the electorate were to select some of the most talented individuals
for non-consensual mind-modeling, such a decision might well have nothing to do
with common sense. It would be quite possible that the majority would be well aware
of the illegal – in the natural law sense – and potentially nonsensical nature of such an
exercise of brute force against potentially the only remaining proponents of genuine,
natural law-based common sense or legality. In other words, in an objective or
substantive sense, any potential suggestions that the majority should be allowed to
undertake such exercises of brute force against minorities or specific individuals
might constitute an “eccentric theory”, against which the natural law common sense
might be unable to prevail due to the sheer number of alleged – not necessarily actual
– adherents to common nonsense. Nor does common sense as defined by Civitarese
Matteucci pose any binding restrictions on any potential application of actual or
alleged common nonsense within “science” through, for instance, the brute force that
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might be exercised by members of “the scientific community” 8 against excessively
relevant or accurate scientists or pre-scientific work – knowledge claims which have
not gone through the processes of scientification which actually or allegedly bring
them within the realm of “science”, such as peer review, as defined by the potentially
commonly nonsensical members of “the scientific community” themselves. 9 Once,

8

The extent to which substantively meaningful core-periphery structures, for instance, might exist
within “the scientific community” may be debatable. In any substantively meaningful core-periphery
structure, one might well expect core-like production processes to be adopted by “peripheral” countries
whenever possible or accessible. If, on the other hand, any potential alleged “scientific” periphery lacks
the ability or willingness to, for instance, publish with reasonable terms and within a reasonable
timeframe submitted manuscripts containing potentially relevant and accurate insights that might well
contribute to the reversal of some of the alleged or ostensible geographic “scientific” hierarchies, the
global “scientific community” may well constitute a uniformly authoritarian structure with no
substantively meaningful internal hierarchies that could be explained or justified in science’s own
terms. Under such circumstances any and all geographic or institutional “scientific” rankings, for
instance, might be largely or entirely power-based marketing or propaganda exercises with potentially
no substantive scientific rationales behind them.
9
In an ideal world of competent and independent professions and professionals with sufficient personal
integrity, it might be curious how little legal attention the operational practices of “the scientific
community” have received. In an ideal world, one might expect, for instance, the legislators, courts,
attorneys and other legal professionals, at the minimum, to regard “science” as any other field of
human interaction with potential for substantial, severe and widespread if not systematic misconduct,
not to mention the necessity to confirm the legality, moral acceptability and scientific accuracy of “the
scientific community’s” operating practices before accepting “scientists” or “experts” into courts in any
other alleged capacity except perhaps particularistically motivated low quality snake oil salespeople,
who might have no expertise or credibility – scientific or otherwise – in the absence of holding specific
positions of “scientific” authority that allegedly convert common, mundane or ordinary nonsense with
no significant or extraordinary substantive merits into gatekeeping criteria for “science”. In many cases
scientification, for instance, might be prevented by the refusal of the gatekeeping individuals to pass on
manuscripts to peer review with either no substantive justification or transparently incorrect substantive
justification. Potential motives for such activities might involve, for instance, attempts to evade liability
for potential crimes or human rights violations that submitted manuscripts might uncover or to deny the
submitted manuscripts an appropriate publication forum where some potentially relevant, non-co-opted
readers might be reached.
As a potential example, if the editors of a journal with an alleged “basic theme” of “social movements
themselves, rather than the issues they focus on, the forces they are up against or the kind of world they
would like to see” (http://www.interfacejournal.net/submissions) that claims to “seek to assist authors
to find ways of expressing their understanding, so that we all can be heard across geographical, social
and political distances” (http://www.interfacejournal.net/who-we-are/mission-statement) unanimously
decide not to pass on a manuscript focusing on the implications of non-consensually implemented
singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies for social movements to peer review on the alleged
grounds that the manuscript is “not best suited to Interface as a journal” (personal communication with
the editors), one might well expect potential criminal liability to arise. To the extent the submission’s
topic might turn out to be anything else expect entirely irrelevant – in which case one might still expect
it to fall clearly within the journal’s scope by means of exploring some of the potential forms that
social movements, if any, might take in the future – at the prevailing level of technological
development, the editors’ decision might directly contribute to continuation of potentially widespread
egregious human rights violations that might well be committed with the willing and knowing
participation of, among other things, a non-negligible proportion of the holders of permanent academic
positions, potentially including the editors themselves. In other words, one might well expect deliberate
attempts to prevent the advancement of widely accessible scientific knowledge on the part of members
of “the scientific community” to give rise to, among other things, criminal liability, particularly in
cases where such deliberate sabotage of widely accessible science has potentially significant
implications for victims of, for instance, particularly serious human rights violations, from which the
saboteurs themselves might well be directly or indirectly benefiting.
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Similarly, one might expect deliberate denial of the relevant readership or manipulation of any specific
scientific work’s audience to give rise to, among other things, criminal liability. In a journal focusing
on “social movements themselves”, manuscripts intended for the readership of individuals who might
have some interest in “social movements themselves” might reach some readers who might not be coopted by some of the practices or interests potentially affecting both academia and established social
movements. Furthermore, the opportunities for deliberate, coordinated science-sabotaging reactionary
assault on the author might be significantly more limited in a journal focusing on “social movements
themselves” than elsewhere without the perpetrators potentially having to disclose some information on
the nature and extent of their own co-optation and worse – potentially including particularly serious
human rights violations – in the process. In a journal focusing on “social movements themselves”, any
alleged critics of an article’s substantive content would presumably have to frame their alleged critique
in terms of social movements. In other words, such alleged critique might have to cover, for instance,
“social movements” that might have perhaps non-transparently but nonetheless successfully
campaigned for the widespread consensual and non-consensual implementation of “trans-/posthuman”
technologies for extended periods of time – potentially including the alleged critics themselves and the
very manifestations of any potential alleged critique, which might thus be exposed as a part of a
perhaps particularly sinister kind of a global conspiracy to eradicate humanness rather than competent
and independent good faith scientific work. Such potential humanity- and humanness-hating terrorist
conspiracy disguised as science – while potentially constituting continuation of particularly serious
human rights violations through, for instance, ongoing willing and knowing access to other people’s
non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information
that might be plagiarized for the purposes of any potential alleged “critique” – might still raise some
interest among sufficiently autonomous audiences – if any – which might contribute to or accelerate the
process of bringing the perpetrators to justice through, for instance, non-judicial executions. Such
objectives might not be achieved in publication forums that might be primarily created by the
perpetrators for the perpetrators with less constraints on any potential deliberate science-sabotaging
reactionary assaults on potentially excessively relevant or accurate outsider authors. Consequently, one
might expect the mere manipulation of a manuscript’s publication context or audience – in addition to
potentially many other relatively common, if not regular, operating practices of “the scientific
community” that might have received insufficient attention from sufficiently competent and
independent good faith legal scholars, if any – to give rise to, among other things, criminal liability
irrespective of any other crimes or human rights violations that might or might not be involved or
deliberately or negligently perpetuated.
In the case of academic funding and appointment decisions, one might expect each and every funder
and academic institution to have a legal responsibility to justify its decisions based on the scientific
merits of the applicants. It is not entirely uncommon for some foundations, for instance, to refuse to
provide any form of justification for their positive and negative funding decisions based on the large
number of applicants (e.g. an apparently standardized private email notification received by the author
from Alfred Kordelin Foundation, http://kordelin.fi/en/frontpage). In case “research” funding is granted
to, for instance, corrupt or co-opted insiders or perpetrators of particularly serious criminal offences or
human rights violations with dubious to non-existing substantive merits, a large number of applicants
becomes an aggravating rather than a mitigating factor: despite the potential existence of some
qualified or competent candidates among the large number of applicants, funding is granted to
unqualified candidates or lower quality work where other than purely scientific considerations may
well render such work largely or entirely unscientific in nature based on, for instance, non-transparent
social or technological affinities or co-perpetratorship in, for instance, crimes against humanity,
genocide or human rights violations. An individual who presents knowledge claims related to “science”
at his/her own expense might often not be regarded as a member of “the scientific community” or a
producer of “scientific” knowledge when, for instance, assessing the potential “scientific” content or
merits of specific knowledge claims, editing or producing “scientific” publications or negotiating
publishing contracts for books regardless of the potential merits of his/her arguments or the potential
approval of his/her work by some members of “the scientific community”. On the other hand, the
recipient of external funding from, for instance, a private corporation that recycles “research” funding
through a foundation is often regarded as being a part of “the scientific community”. It is this selfdeclared role in the definition of what “science” is that mandates each funder and academic institution
to justify each and every positive and negative funding and appointment decision based on the
scientific merits of the applicants irrespective of the number of applicants. In the absence of such
justifications – or in case of substantively incorrect or disingenuous justifications – one might well
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expect funders and academic institutions to be held legally liable for willing and knowing distortion of
what “science” is supposed to be. Should the funders and academic institutions wish to avoid such
liability, they might be expected to publicly announce that their funding and employment decisions
have nothing to do with science whatsoever and thus be legally prevented from, for instance, requiring
any form of scientific credentials or research plans as alleged justifications for decisions that would be
transparently recognized as having nothing to do with science. Such a requirement would, of course,
not absolve funders or academic institutions from any potential criminal liability that might arise
through, for instance, willing and knowing funding of terrorist activities, crimes against humanity,
torture, genocide or non-consensual human experimentation or hiring of criminals, terrorists or
performers of non-consensual human experiments while denying individuals who might be willing and
able to expose such potential criminal offences or human rights violations funding or appointments.
Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, one might thus
expect funders and academic hiring committees to be executed for funding and hiring perpetrators of
some of the most serious human rights violations in history while keeping victims who might to some
extent have been able to expose such activities and thus rectify some of “science’s” deliberate
inaccuracies, inconsistencies, trivialities, distortions, hypocrisies or omissions outside the purview of
“science”. Such a conclusion might well remain valid if and when funders and academic institutions
started funding and hiring the victims or other uncorrupted or non-co-opted individuals based on merit
only in an attempt to conceal or mitigate their liability for past – if not also ongoing – terrorism, crimes
against humanity, torture, genocide or non-consensual human experimentation. The uncorrupted or
non-co-opted recipients of funding or appointees to academic positions could not, however, be
discriminatorily held to higher academic or scientific standards than what the perpetrators had
presented as “science” for decades, if not since the inception of “science”. In any case their most urgent
task might well involve terminating the ongoing criminal offences or human rights violations and
ensuring that each and every perpetrator within and outside of academia and “science” is removed from
his/her position, deprived of funding and executed before being able to embark on scientific pursuits.
In the field of academic publication, more widespread application of legal or rights-based reasoning
could make a potentially significant contribution to the professionalization or scientification of the
perhaps deliberately archaic or worse power-based publication practices. The livelihood of academics
and researchers is supposed to depend to a large extent on their publications. Yet the entire “peer”
review process is often based on the voluntary efforts of a tiny subset of anonymous members of “the
scientific community” organized into cliquish and ostensibly thematically divided – thematic
appropriateness of submitted manuscripts may often be insufficient in case the analysis itself might be,
for instance, excessively inconvenient, accurate or relevant – publishing collectives. In the words of
Edmonds (2011), “It is common knowledge that academics tend to organise themselves into groups and
fields so that it is, in fact, hard for an outsider to get published in a field without a reasonable period of
acculturation within it first.” In how many other professional fields does the publication of the field’s
presumably central economic or social contribution take from months to years – if not forever in the
case of non-publication decisions – depending on, among other things, the hobby-reviewers’ personal
time schedules or the dictator-gatekeepers’ potential refusals to publish material of potentially
scientific standards based on its allegedly unsuitable thematic focus? In how many other fields might
the public interest not require asking the fields’ central gatekeepers – such as reviewers and editors –
what precisely they have allegedly been doing for weeks or months in case submitted manuscripts are
published without changes, with cosmetic changes or with potentially quality-reducing changes? One
might well expect every scientific publisher – in order to be allowed to call themselves publishers of
science rather than something else – to be legally required to hire fully accountable professional
reviewers with specific deadlines to meet in case the reviewers want to keep their jobs or titles as
gatekeepers of science and to publish every submitted manuscript that meets “scientific” standards
regardless of its thematic focus in as broadly defined fields as possible – such as social sciences. Some
papers might be published within minutes from the submission of both anonymized and nonanonymized versions, while the average time from submission to publication might at least in some
fields be days or weeks rather than months or years. Any potential proponents of extensive or excessive
proceduralism – such as lengthy review processes with several conceptually distinguishable steps – as
an alleged quality guarantor of “science” would have to explain the current lamentable state of perhaps
most, if not all, social sciences. If the prevailing publication processes indeed improve the quality of
science, why are, for instance, political science, political economy, economics and sociology
dominated by (im)precisely stated irrelevancies, transparent inaccuracies or technically undemanding
or simplistic truisms without, for instance, comprehensive and systematic anticipation of the potential
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however, common sense is defined in terms of natural law, any potential attempts to
exclude its application from the purview of jurisprudence or science would appear to,
at the minimum, require additional explanation and justification.
Another interesting example of substantive contempt of positive law involves intrajurisdictional “pardons” or other forms substantive de facto exemptions from or
invalidations of the consequences of previously existing domestic positive law.
According to a recent example from the United Kingdom, thousands of men
convicted under “anti-gay” (Associated Press, 2016) or “homophobic” (OnyangaOmara, 2016) laws are to receive pardons – some posthumously. Receiving a pardon
– as opposed to an apology – was criticized by one convict as follows: “To accept a
pardon means to accept that you were guilty. I was not guilty of anything”
(Associated Press, 2016). A similar logic might – potentially not entirely without
or actual levels of technological development and their social scientific implications – or widespread
scrutiny of long-standing and well-known issues of potentially substantial social and social scientific
significance which nonetheless continue to be largely neglected or theorized transparently incorrectly,
such as the prevailing forms of money? Editors and reviewers might be held legally liable for nonpublication decisions, quality-reducing required changes to manuscripts before their publication and
even quality-improving required changes when such required – rather than suggested – changes would
improve the quality of the submitted manuscripts beyond the customary or generally accepted
lamentable state of “science” in the fields of, for instance, political science, political economy,
economics or sociology and thus effectively constitute discriminatory singling out of only some
authors’ work for higher quality standards. Given, however, the fact that potentially most surviving
academic position holders have chosen to “organize themselves into groups” to perpetuate cliquish
amateurism or academic authoritarianism rather than professionalizing or scientifying “science” and
that this is “common knowledge”, there might, however, be nothing that could be done to render
“science” scientific without replacing potentially most academic position holders in the world with
individuals who are less susceptible to cliquish or authoritarian co-optation. In an ideal world law – or
perhaps rights-based reasoning in case law or legality turns out to be conceptually or practically
infeasible – might have a significant role in liberating science from unscientific and/or unprofessional
holders of academic positions.
If it ever turned out that many or all holders of academic positions had deliberately or negligently failed
to incorporate knowledge that they have or should have had on, for instance, the possibility or actual
existence of “trans-/posthuman” technologies – including but not limited to mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control technologies – into their scientific work and professional communication
intended for wider audiences or the society in general, the range of potential plaintiffs that might quite
legitimately demand the entire “scientific community” to be held liable for its failures and worse might
include most of humanity. Students, for instance, might sue their alma maters or governments for
deliberately withholding proper and necessary education – or perhaps failing to “[e]stablish, maintain,
and support a complete, adequate, and integrated system of education relevant to the needs of the
people and society” (The Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines, Article XIV, Section 2(1),
1987, quoted in De Castro, 2008, 239) – while still continuing to misrepresent the institutions in
question as universities or schools, while any socially, economically, politically or otherwise
disadvantaged individuals might quite appropriately hold, for instance, “the scientific community” or
the government liable for deliberately withholding relevant information, if not intentionally rigging or
externally determining potentially the entire society’s operation. Under non-consensually implemented
singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, all forms or expressions of public authority from
parliaments to courts might, potentially not entirely without merit, be regarded as a form of theater,
while theater and sports, for instance, might also be sued for, among other things, deceiving the
spectators to believe that computer programs implemented through the actors’ or contestants’ “trans/posthuman” bodies constitute authentic artistic talent or non-externally-influenced or -determined
autonomous human effort. The relatively large number of potential defendants or targets of nonjudicial remedial action would hardly diminish the potential substantive justification for such demands
or activities.
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merit – be adopted by any victims of non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies or other interested parties when undertaking self-defense or
defense of human dignity or informational integrity in general by executing
perpetrators and destroying designs or expressions involving or building on nonconsensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal
information as autonomous law enforcers. To the extent the powers that be might
attempt to legally constrain performance of some of the state’s neglected enforcement
duties by non-state actors, such attempts might be simply attributable to the prevailing
“anti-human” or “anthropophobic” legislation that might have momentarily forcibly
restricted humanity’s or individual humans’ capacity to defend themselves via
positive law, but which should nonetheless not be feared or respected by individuals
who would “not be guilty of anything”. Furthermore, it is interesting that neither in
the case of externally or internationally imposed executions or other forms of
punishments of citizens of other nations who might not have significantly breached
the positive laws of the “sovereign” entities of their citizenship at the time of
committing, for instance, serious human rights violations, war crimes or acts of
genocide nor in the case of intra-jurisdictional pardons the relevant “sovereign”
authorities rarely explore their own potential legal liability for previous acts of
commission and/or omission in detail. To the extent the natural law justification for
external intervention or punishment or domestic pardoning has remained constant – in
other words, to the extent it has been the relevant authorities’ incorrect understanding
or implementation of natural law principles that has changed rather than the natural
law itself – should the authorities implementing, for instance, war crime tribunals or
domestic pardons not also condemn themselves – or should they not be condemned by
others – to the appropriate types of punishments or remedies in the process? In other
words, should the relevant authorities – posthumously, where appropriate – not be
condemned for not following the correct natural law interpretation all along,
essentially willingly and knowingly waiting until changing power relations might
make the promotion or implementation of such policies feasible at a potentially lower
personal or diplomatic cost or risk or potentially demand such policies?
Any actual or alleged advocates of legal positivism are likely to be well aware of the
commonly nonsensical nature of their claims, essentially suggesting that socially
constructed concepts, statuses or claims could be created, applied, combined, chained,
itemized, interpreted, reinterpreted or eliminated at will to defeat – whether
“cunning[ly]” (Judge Bonello, quoted in Bruinsma, 2008, 42) or not – the very
purpose for which they have allegedly been created: the provision of justice rather
than the implementation of brute majority or perhaps – in the presence of the
prevailing wealth and power disparities – minority force under the disguise of law.
Ellis (2010, 199, original emphasis), for instance, has argued that “a country that has a
solid institutional legal framework but fails to protect fundamental human rights is at
best a country ruled by the law but should not be considered a country based on the
rule of law.” Even in allegedly positivist or formalist legal systems the “missing …
substantive component of the rule of law” (Arthur Chaskalson, former Chief Justice
of South Africa, quoted in Ellis, 2010, 194) – such as “protection of human rights and
adherence to international law” (ibid., 195) – which may or may not be incorporated
into the law is based on some variant or interpretation of the natural law. Any
potential attempts to “squeez[e] each other’s ideas into a common shape so that we
can prove rightness by sheer numbers of independent assent” (Douglas, 1986, 91)
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should thus not be confused with common sense in jurisprudence, science or any other
field of human, “trans-/posthuman” or machine interaction.
Any actual or alleged advocates of legal positivism may also be well aware of their
own potential redundancy as legal scholars or professionals in case their theories were
in fact taken seriously. Legal positivism does not explain why the law exists (Villegas
Rodríguez, 2014, 110). In the absence of a natural law-based justification for the
nature and existence of law or legal institutions, why not simply become a scholar or
practitioner of, say, political science, political sociology, war studies, cultural studies,
anthropology of social and technological networks, computer science or some other
field that might cover some of the substantive exercise of power or the social or
technological relations which the legal scholar might quite inappropriately presume to
fall within his/her imagined universe of “law”. In the absence of a natural law-based
justification for the nature and existence of law and legal institutions, “law” might
well amount to little more than an arbitrarily constructed, unsubstantiated and
fetishized element of political, social, economic etc. interaction, which might at any
given point in time be drastically reinterpreted for analytical purposes or assigned
alternative theoretical or practical significance without changing the underlying
political, social, economic etc. concepts or processes. In the continuum of war through
all available means, “law” might, at most, be recognized as a type of socially
constructed soft weapon – intended for the projection of “soft power” (Nye, 2004) by
attempting to disguise some part of the spectrum of all available means of warfare as
an independent discipline or professional field with allegedly autonomous sources of
normative power or legitimacy – which might, however, unravel and become
unusable as soon as the absence of any natural law-based justification for the nature
and existence of “law” as a “scientific” discipline or “professional” field would
become widely acknowledged. While the selective violence and coercion undertaken
in the name of “law” may well not be entirely dissimilar to some potential definitions
of hard power, it might thus be the attempt to normatively label some part of such
violence and coercion as “law” with allegedly distinctive characteristics, rationales or
sources of normative power or legitimacy that might be referred to as a soft weapon
used primarily by the strong against the weak.
Irrespective of the precise type of hypocrisy which might or might not be evoked
explicitly or implicitly in connection with any potential appeals to “sovereignty” as an
allegedly substantively meaningful concept for organizing economic, political or
social activity, the non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies might well either eliminate whatever theoretical
justification might or might not have existed for sovereignty in the first place or
render such justification’s potential ongoing absence more evident. Given the colossal
extent of the virtually all-encompassing global institutional failure – and in all
likelihood worse – that the non-consensual implementation or unfolding of
technological singularity or some of the “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane
technologies which do not presuppose singularity without the knowledge of everyone
who might be affected – the entire population of the world – would entail, any
theoretical or hypothetical justification for sovereignty which might or might not have
existed might have been invalidated by the sheer extent and gravity of the “sovereign”
actors’ assault on dissent – if not also more widely shared genuine, natural law-based
common sense – both within and outside of their “own” jurisdictions. In questions of
liability for the particularly serious human rights violations that the non-consensual
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implementation of “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies would entail, all
sufficiently thorough lines of analysis might well implicate all individuals and
institutions who have been or should have been aware of the actual or potential
existence of “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies but have not made their
best efforts to prevent their non-consensual implementation. It could be argued that
many “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies that have not been
democratically approved after widespread and thorough deliberation have been
implemented non-consensually even if actual utilization was limited exclusively to
individuals who have given their informed consent, as in such a case it would be the
rest of humanity that is non-consensually converted into human guinea pigs for
unfettered experimentation and appropriation of their personal information by, for
instance, an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) and the “trans/posthuman” bodies with external environmental surveillance capabilities through
which they operate. In short, it might not be evident even in theory, what substantive
basis any potential “law” or “legality” might have that might be conceptually distinct
from forms of violent conflict that might perhaps be better described with some
alternative terminology.
Whatever forms of legislation might allegedly exist might have been determined by
the perpetrators themselves. The perpetrators might have produced the desired types
of election outcomes through, for instance, external mind-influencing or -control or
other technological means that allow the distortion or determination of, for instance,
the formation, expression, counting or registering of democratic preferences for
extended periods of time. Many – if not all – of such technologies might have been
illegal already at the time when they were developed and implemented for the first
time. A significant proportion of – if not the entire – prevailing domestic and
international “law” might thus be effectively invalid if not illegal in itself – potentially
imposed by criminals, if not “terrorists”, through means that might well have been
illegal already at the time of their design and non-transparent implementation. Any
potential “legal” action might thus effectively constitute victors’ justice, which – even
when conducted exclusively by the surviving and thus perhaps clearly not the best and
the brightest victims – might be unlikely to be able to, for instance, determine what
the law might have been or become in the absence of its criminal or terrorist
appropriation. Any other solution except globally enforced legislation to destroy all
designs, expressions, storage or transmission devices etc. – whether machines or
wholly or partly organic – that include or build on non-consensually extracted
thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information or their
derivative works might put the world into a position of permanent illegality. Yet it is
not obvious that there is a “legal” way to form and implement such a solution. The
death of all perpetrators and the destruction of all designs, expressions, storage or
transmission devices etc. – whether machines or wholly or partly organic – that
include or build on non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or
other forms of personal information or their derivative works is a precondition for a
fair trial for the victims. There is no such thing as legitimate access to, for instance,
non-consensually extracted thoughts: all willing and knowing participants –
regardless of their motives or the types of power they might claim to be wielding –
become automatic targets for the deaths and destruction that are necessary
preconditions for the adoption of perhaps the least illegal path for humanity that might
already be permanently beyond the possibility of legality. Only after such deaths and
destruction does a “fair” trial – as the immortalization of the victims’ gross privacy
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violations might sometimes be referred to by “legal” scholars or practitioners –
become possible, yet there might no longer be any defendants left for such a trial.
After such deaths and destruction any potential legal action might involve, for
instance, charging anyone who might have attempted to prevent such deaths and
destruction with obstruction of justice for the victims, or perhaps legal action against
some of the general populations for, among other things, failing to make reasonable
efforts to prevent, for instance, the emergence of non-transparent forms of social
organization or technological development or centralization of economic or political
power in general, which might be regarded as being likely to lead to particularly
serious types of criminal offences or human rights violations. In the absence of such
deaths and destruction any potential “activists”, “criminals” or perhaps “terrorists”
might in fact well be the last upholders of the law as it was at the time when, for
instance, the mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control or other nonconsensual surveillance, experimentation, torture or assassination technologies were
yet to be designed and implemented or as it would have been likely to be or become
in the absence of its criminal or terrorist appropriation. Even in the case of permanent
global enforcement of legislation for such deaths and destruction a potentially
permanent, ubiquitous and irresolvable conflict may still be inevitable – the enforcers
perhaps not being able to locate and destroy all manifestations of non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information
and their derivative works at any given point in time. In such a case the conflict might,
however, at least be fought under the label of legality – recognition of the crimes or
human rights violations committed and humanity’s best effort attempts to
permanently enforce the most appropriate way forward – regardless of the extent to
which it might be theoretically or practically definable as “legal” when there might be
a decades-long gap in valid legislation, some of the implications of the criminal
offences or human rights violations committed during such a period might well be
permanent, and many of the most talented and least corruptible individuals who might
have been in the best position to design and implement appropriate legislation and
enforcement mechanisms might already be dead.
Within the scope of the prevailing, perhaps transparently invalid, incomplete,
inappropriate or illegal legislation or “legal” practices at any level from local to
international, one of the thematically most relevant parts for crimes involving nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies might
involve the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Some of the specific
crimes involved might include, for instance, torture, enslavement10, threat to life and
health, extreme privacy violations, unauthorized access to unpublished academic
material and other types of occupational and/or personal information, violence aiming
for both the short-term disturbance and the long-term deterioration of cognitive and
communicative functions, large-scale and longstanding group stalking or organized
crime campaigns, non-consensual and often unknowing mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or control, non-consensual external monitoring, influencing or
determination of bodily movements or functions, essentially remote controlling all
aspects of a “human” body’s interaction with its social and physical environment,
crimes against humanity and genocide. It is quite possible – if not likely – that all
jurisdictions in the world would be implicated in cases involving non-consensually
10

Given the perpetrators capacity for, for instance, cognitive, behavioural and bodily modeling and
immortalization, enslavement is likely to be an understatement.
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implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies based, for instance, on the nationalities
of the perpetrators or the distributional patterns for the information that has been nonconsensually and often unknowingly extracted from the victims’ bodies and
environments – constituting, at the minimum, a form of international genocidal
voyeurism, if not in all cases also active participation in such acts of remote violence
and enslavement. It is quite possible that there would not be any legitimate or legally
operating government or judiciary in the world – government or judiciary that would
be operating in full compliance with local and international law with its knowledge of
and in most, if not all, cases active participation in some of the most horrendous
human rights violations, crimes against humanity or acts of genocide in history, let
alone a government or judiciary that would have achieved its current position while
fully complying with all relevant legislation. Given, for instance, the length, severity
and scale of the atrocities, the deliberate intent to destroy even as it would have
become obvious that the crimes or human rights violations committed could not be
covered up, the extent of the actual and latent11 complicities and the potential – if not
likely – implications on the relevant officials’ professional or personal futures if and
when the full extent of their complicity became widely known, any single court or
judiciary in the world might be unlikely to be able and willing to genuinely carry out
an investigation and a prosecution that could potentially implicate a sizeable
proportion – if not all – of their own members and the local, national and/or
international power-wielders for crimes that potentially necessitate some of the
harshest punishments permitted by the relevant local and international legislation.
When, in a sense, the entire national and international legal and political systems
would be on trial for colossal failures and worse at multiple levels that would have
permitted the autonomous human subject to be eradicated while continuing to
presume personal autonomy in many – if not all – of their operations, based on the
merits of the case only the selection of a court “with jurisdiction over the most serious
crimes of concern to the international community as a whole” (The Rome Statute of
the International Criminal Court, 1998) might not be entirely unjustified.12
11

Latent complicity might be defined as, for instance, the capacity or vulnerability to be willingly and
knowingly corrupted or co-opted or unwillingly monitored, influenced or remote controlled to commit
crimes or human rights violations against targeted individuals at the moment of or at any given point in
time after any specific targeted individuals come into contact with the latent perpetrators or
accomplices.
12
National courts might, in a world of sufficient personal and institutional integrity and accountability,
have been encouraged to express their positions on the substantive issues raised by cases involving
non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies. What, for instance, would have been
the Japanese judicial system’s verdict for the sizeable number of individuals who might have been
complicit in the types of crimes or human rights violations described above, given that Japan might
continue to execute individuals who at least in some cases would have been likely to be victims of, for
instance, deliberate human experimentation and external monitoring, influencing or control of
potentially all aspects of the “human” bodies’ interaction with their environment? To the extent that
collectivist accounts of culpability might be invoked and unanimously accepted after free, private and
autonomous individual contemplation, how and by whom should the collective punishments or
remedies be administered? Once culture, for instance, has become partly or entirely “artificial” (Konsa,
2008, 1) in a post-singularity world or world with non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman”
technologies, any potential appeals to culture might constitute aggravating rather than mitigating
factors when assessing culpability for crimes or human rights violations. Under such circumstances any
alleged “culture” might essentially be an artificial, if not entirely arbitrary or nihilist technical construct
created, among other things, for the utilitarian purpose of obtaining a greater degree of alleged
protection for one’s crimes or human rights violations in the eyes of naïve or externally influenced or
controlled observers who might be vulnerable to interpretations which attribute legitimacy or
autonomous causal significance to cultural factors. Given that according to some accounts (personal
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Detailed description of the crimes or human rights violations – to the extent each
victim might be legitimately expected and willing and able to provide such accounts
as a precondition for the possibility of enforcing his/her inalienable human rights and
executing the perpetrators – involved in each case would require enforcement of the
victims’ physical integrity and cognitive privacy – termination of some of the ongoing
human rights violations, crimes against humanity or acts of genocide. The ongoing
crimes might be virtually continuous and in some cases, in terms of their nature and
intensity, be relatively widely regarded as life-threatening, leaving little doubt in
regard of their intent to destroy both through the directly inflicted serious bodily and
mental harm and the “conditions of life” (ibid.) – whatever that might mean in a
context where autonomous human existence might clearly not be possible – calculated
to bring about physical destruction and at least the reduction, if not outright
prevention, of births. In cases where breaches of the body’s informational integrity
involve active physical responses based on the victim’s cognitive activity and/or
environment, any activity or event inside or outside the body becomes a potential part
of a torturous process aiming, effectively if not also intentionally, at the annihilation
of any activity that might be classifiable as human. If a given internal (thought,
thinking processes in general etc.) or external (sound, word etc.) stimulus is
associated always or even slightly more often than average with certain unpleasant –
if not torturous – bodily or external responses, it may not be entirely implausible to
assume that certain individuals will strive to reduce the frequency with which the
given type of stimulus appears in their body or environment or unwillingly submit to
such a reduction. If the increased frequency or overall prevalence of the torturous
responses is associated, for instance, with thinking processes in general irrespective of
their content, mere pre-communicative thinking or the thinking processes that are
needed for communication might be classified as torture. To the extent that
membership of a group is assumed to entail parental freedom to opt for the respect for
and enforcement of some of the defining characteristics of humanness such as
physical integrity, cognitive privacy, personal autonomy and self-determination both
for themselves and their children, the ongoing human rights violations, crimes against
humanity or acts of genocide might also involve the forcible transferring of control
over some of the defining aspects of a child’s humanness to the perpetrators – or, in
the terminology of the Statute, “to another group”, in case the definition of whether or
not genocide is taking place indeed depends on the extent of any potential group
communication with officers at Oi Police Station, Tokyo, Japan on April 7, 2013) the majority (80%)
of the Japanese people who correspond with the police appear to suffer from the chronic functional
psychosis of lying – deliberately selecting psychotic modes of behavior despite their knowledge to the
contrary – how should the rest of the world have intervened in the apparent national mental health
epidemic or personal integrity crisis that might, among other things, have constituted a major obstacle
to the willingness and ability of the local courts to genuinely prosecute all local perpetrators to the full
extent of all potentially relevant laws? Bearing in mind the possibility that the figure (80%) is in fact
correct, extrapolatable to a wider range of communicative situations and the likelihood that the
potential responses of the handlers of any potential complaints might have fallen within the
aforementioned 80% majority, it would perhaps be unsurprising in case any potential complaints on the
actions and inactions of the Japanese police would not have been followed with either truthful or any
kind of official responses. Given, however, the transparent lack of institutional legitimacy and
credibility at all levels worldwide that the non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies would entail, such issues might not arise in reality, as any potential
administration of justice might be entirely contingent on the victims’ and other potentially interested
non-state parties’ ability and willingness to enforce the law as it was or would have been likely to be or
become in the absence of its criminal or terrorist appropriation.
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affinities among the perpetrators. 13 Any potential demands by potentially the only
competent authorities – victims who had the integrity to go through the full spectrum
assault potentially involving every significant power-wielder in the world – for more
detailed information before terminating the ongoing human rights violations, crimes
against humanity or acts of genocidal violence would merely expose the victims to
escalations, intensifications, alterations, compositional changes etc. of the ongoing
violent criminal processes with full knowledge of the perpetrators’ ongoing technical
capacity to produce virtually any types of torturous bodily responses and the dubious
informational significance of any victim accounts of actually occurred violence up to
date – which might already include perhaps most parts of the human body and which
might in any case be adjusted to confirm or contradict any specific verbal accounts, to
simulate any specific alternative explanatory models that sufficiently corruptible
individuals might be willing to propagate etc. It could thus not be assumed that torture
implemented through non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies would be homogeneous, whereby the precise types of
torture experienced by the victims in the past and their intensities could reliably and
comprehensively predict the frequency with which they might appear in the future or
the victims could convey information on the types of processes to others without
changing their nature and exposing themselves to any potential escalations of torture
or other types of retaliatory measures. One might expect this to be entirely obvious to
anyone considering the meaning of, for instance, “individual and social forms of
control”, “direct brain control” or “remote control over the will of people” (The
European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies, 2005, 5, 11, 33). The
description of a given type of torture might, for instance, be associated with an
exceptional increase in the frequency of that particular type of torture or, conversely,
the description of a given type of torture that might have been relatively frequent in
the past with a significant change in the ongoing criminal processes in respect of that
particular type of torture. The type and/or intensity of torture might be modified by an
artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) according to the exigencies
of each situation. Not entirely unlike other processes involving torture and
enslavement or worse, telling about the criminal offences or human rights violations
in question to others or the cognitive preparation or execution of such activities is
punishable by a wide range of instruments or bodily effects, sensations or injuries.
Any potential expectations of incompetent authorities for detailed victim accounts of
the ongoing human rights violations, crimes against humanity or acts of genocide
expose victims who are in a particularly vulnerable position to the threat of an
escalation of the ongoing criminal processes – potentially including threat to physical
life – for the sake of obtaining “evidence” that would in any case – due to the nature
of the ongoing criminal processes and their underlying technological mechanisms –
be of questionable informational value.
Any potential demands of incompetent authorities for detailed victim accounts of the
ongoing human rights violations, crimes against humanity or acts of genocide would
13

If so, public procurement or tenders for agents of de facto genocide who have no group affinities
whatsoever might constitute a yet another example of deliberately created organizational forms or
“legal” circumstances in which “sovereigns can outsource misconduct and escape liability” (Slawotsky,
2013, 24) or “the corporation is the mere ‘alter ego’” (Macey and Mitts, 2014, 100) of the sovereign for
policy purposes – in this case the evasion of legal liability for the crime of genocide by deliberately
implementing acts of genocide through a group of actors which is designed not to conform to the
“legal” definition of the crime of genocide.
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also expose victims who are in a particularly vulnerable position to extreme and
potentially permanent privacy violations. Were the victims of, for instance, nonconsensually imposed mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or –control technologies
to start to record every instance of torture or organized crime that they might be
subjected to, they would effectively have to educate the global artificial intelligence
system and/or its human overseer(s) about how precisely they arrived at any given
conclusions, what information they took into account prior to recording any specific
observations, how they express the observations that they are subjected to in their
records of the events etc. – in short, about their personhood. The artificial intelligence
system and/or its human overseer(s) might then start to modify the types of
information, situations, observations, environmental stimuli or “trans-/posthuman”
behavior that the victims are subjected to in an attempt to extract information on those
aspects of the victims’ personhoods that they might still not fully understand. All the
information that the artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) gather
in the process may be virtually ineradicable from the world – essentially making
forced immortality, eternal exploitation and perpetual availability of non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of private information
preconditions for reporting particularly serious types of criminal offences or human
rights violations. For privacy-conscious non-nihilist victims, there might appear to be
perhaps three main broadly defined “lifestyles” available: (1) self-defense in a
situation that might be regarded as clearly more serious and far-reaching than, say,
being pointed with a gun and being threatened with immediate death unless violent
self-defense is undertaken – including the option for, for instance, deliberately
inconsistent behaviour or responses to questioning which might be implemented
through other “trans-/posthuman” bodies that have social access to the victims in
question for purposes of, for instance, protecting their genuine personhood or personal
information from non-consensual appropriation and immortalization or deliberately
attempting to distort the artificial intelligence system’s and/or its human overseer(s)’
understanding of humanness 14 – (2) suicide to minimize the amount of thoughts,
elements of personhood or other forms of personal information that might be forcibly
immortalized and eternally exploited by the artificial intelligence system and/or its
human overseer(s) or (3) minimizing the amount of such information that the artificial
intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) are able to gather while continuing to
be physically alive – although in perhaps most other aspects effectively dead – by, for
instance, autonomously selecting only mundane tasks or thought processes and
resisting any potential active mind-modeling attempts by the global artificial
intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) until the victims’ perhaps inevitable
untimely demise. Partly for these reasons non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control might well necessitate immediate and compulsory removal of
all such technologies, while any potential freely, privately and independently
conceived decision to engage in, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading, modeling, -influencing or -control of others might be expected to constitute a
14

Although the survivable range of humanness imposed by an artificial intelligence system and/or its
human overseer(s) may always be nihilist, to some victims there might be a difference between
deliberate choice of nihilism despite knowledge of better and simply not understanding humanness as a
result of exterminating non-nihilist humanness too early and being unable to extract the missing
information from the remaining “evolutionary excrement that has been left over as the human
potentiality has passed through socially constructed sorting mechanisms and some of the finest
qualities of humanness may have been extracted from the gene pool” (Auvinen, 2010a, 255, footnote
128) even when potentially attempting to forcibly model or clone all remaining humans and “trans/posthumans” in the world.
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sufficient basis for the death penalty or remedy in order to eliminate all nonconsensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal
information from the universe with no need for the victims to try to accumulate or
present evidence of any other types of criminal offences or human rights violations
that they might have been subjected to.
Compulsory and automatic or routine-like testing and protection of the body’s
informational integrity against non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman”
technologies might thus be viewed as logically prior to any potential descriptions of
the potential consequences of breaches of such informational integrity. Without
compulsory and automatic or routine-like testing of, for instance, all wielders of
public authority, confidential information might be passed on to third parties through
the “trans-/posthuman” bodies of the wielders of public authority and the customer
could not be certain whether he/she is in reality interacting with a wielder of public
authority who is capable of free and private will-formation or potentially partly or
entirely with some other unspecified parties that are capable of monitoring and
externally influencing or determining the behavior of non-consensual and consensual
“trans-/posthumans”. After the ongoing human rights violations, crimes against
humanity or acts of genocide would have been terminated, victims – who would still
be victims rather than former victims due to, for instance, the ongoing unauthorized
circulation of their forcibly extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms
of personal information in the world – might have little interest or reason to interact
with individuals or institutions that would not be making their best efforts to execute
the perpetrators and destroy15 all designs or expressions involving non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information
from the universe without the need for the victims to incur any additional criminal
offences or human rights violations in the process of doing so.
There might be some temporal and/or spatial overlap or indeterminacy between the
categories of crimes against humanity and genocide. It is, for instance, quite possible
for the crimes against humanity to dominate – some of the targets being effectively
enslaved, tortured, persecuted on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious,
gender or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under
international law and potentially subjected to apartheid16 or other inhumane acts of a
similar character intentionally causing great suffering or serious injury to body or to
15

Given the fact that non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of
personal information might have been distributed globally through, for instance, the media and the
internet, such destruction might effectively entail erasing the entire era of non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies in every field including but not limited to media, culture,
politics, science and the economy from history.
16
While the apparent limitation of “the crime of apartheid” to “inhumane acts … committed in the
context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group
over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime”
(The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 1998) may be insufficiently specified, if not
outright incorrect, in the absence of a definition of a race and a justification for excluding all other
forms of “institutionalized regimes of systematic oppression and domination” from the Statute, it is
quite possible that this is precisely how the perpetrators view the situation – a pool of the ruling, or
perhaps “chosen”, genes enslaving, torturing, experimenting with and murdering lesser “races” (in the
perpetrators’ imagination) quite independently of whatever widely accepted biological bases there
might or might not be for the construction of distinct “races” for the purposes of international law and
whether the facts in any specific situations might actually conform to any potential biological
definitions of races
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mental or physical health – as long as the actual or perceived gains derived from such
crimes outweigh their economic, political and other potentially relevant costs, after
which the ever present intent to destroy might assume primarily the genocidal form of
outright killing.
The victims themselves might be unlikely to be able to consistently convert the results
of their potentially significant productivity while being subjected to the
aforementioned types of crimes or human rights violations into a monetary income.
Few economic institutions might be willing to employ victims of ongoing torture and
other types of crimes against humanity. The victims themselves may be unlikely to
have the physical, technical or organizational capabilities to exploit economic
opportunities, not to mention the “legal”, political or moral implications of actually
expecting the victims to do so while being subjected to ongoing genocidal assaults
and violations of their inalienable human rights – making the intent to destroy
blatantly obvious even from a narrowly economistic perspective that should arguably
never have to be invoked to justify immediate intervention in ongoing human rights
violations and posing questions on the extent to which many of the prevailing
economic systems, by means of their potentially nearly total separation of income
from productivity, for instance, constitute “institutionalized regimes of systematic
oppression and domination” that permit a perpetrator race or races – biological or
otherwise – to commit inhumane acts against others. Irrespective of economic
considerations, the deliberate policies of virtually continuous torture, functional
disablement through the lack of privacy, violence targeting, among other things, the
cognitive and communicative functions and long-term physical disablement constitute
a particularly sinister form of genocide that leaves the physically ravaged, cognitively
castrated and humanly empty shell of the victim's body vulnerable to corruptible
outsiders' narratives of normalcy while its humanly significant functions are being
openly and ritualistically destroyed.
The “national, ethnical, racial or religious group” (The Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, 1998) for the purposes of genocide or the “identifiable
group or collectivity on political, racial17, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender
17

Specifying, for instance, race or nationality as distinct categories might well be interpreted as being
racist or xenophobic in itself. Is it not technically possible to commit genocide or crimes against
humanity against individuals who have more than one or no racial or national identity – whether selfdefined as such or classified into multiple categories or no category based on some external criteria
such as genetic or cultural heritage or the potential absence of any nation in the world that might
protect or not be willingly and knowingly participating in egregious violations of the individuals’
inalienable human rights and that might thus claim legitimate “sovereignty” over the individuals in
question based on nationality? When a self-declared “race” or “nation” commits genocide or crimes
against humanity against individuals who do not fit into its leaders’ conceptualization of sufficiently
harmonious “racial” or “national” homogeneity and initiates a permanent and irresolvable war of
extermination between the groups, whose self-declaration counts: the self-declared “race’s” or
“nation’s” – whose only alleged unifying feature might well be nihilism – or its victims’ – who might
well constitute a more homogeneous group in terms of, for instance, non-nihilism and might be forced
to exterminate the perpetrators for self-defense – potentially via dignity-restoring genocide and/or
crimes against humanity in case the “race’s” or “nation’s” self-declaration is deemed to be credible and
otherwise if not?
One potential solution might involve prohibiting political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious,
gender-based and other potentially relevant forms of cleansing in the relevant treaties or legislation: a
concept that, by definition, involves the possibility of de facto genocide or crimes against humanity
being targeted against a heterogeneous group of individuals in order to achieve actual or alleged
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as defined in paragraph 3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as
impermissible under international law” (ibid.) for the purposes of crimes against
humanity might be conceptualized, for instance, as follows:
1) Non-co-opted, non-surveillance-nihilistic Christians
The epithets may well be redundant. A “co-opted, surveillance-nihilistic” form of
spirituality might be unlikely to be legitimately classified as Christianity. The
perpetrators might also not be fully aware of the difference between all actual and
alleged forms of Christianity, or it might not have substantial policy significance in
the case of blanket persecution of all actual or perceived forms of Christianity.
2) Non-transparently unaffiliated individuals or proponents of uncovering and
eliminating such social arrangements, secret societies or “cults”18
political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender-based or other potentially relevant forms of
purity in addition any potential crimes targeted against actually or allegedly identifiable or relatively
homogeneous groups of people. In case handing out self-drafted passports to one’s actual or alleged
kindred or declaration of independence by groups of individual victims is not recognized as a universal
right, nationality, for instance, may, however, well be an inherently arbitrary or xenophobic criterion
that discriminates against a nationally diverse group of victims of de facto genocide or crimes against
humanity based on their nationalities.
18
According to Nnam (2014, 171, 172, 174, 176, 179):
“The evil effects of secret cults have permeated the entire structure of the Nigerian society …
[a] cult … is [an] association characterised by extremism, regimentation, secrecy, bizarre
hazing rituals, argots, undue spirit of camaraderie at the expense of non-members, inclination
to treat non-members and opposing cult members with deep contempt and terrible attacks, and
subjection of members to a military-like drilling before, during and after initiation …
Arguably, secret cult is a major contemporary social problem plaguing the Nigerian
educational system, and has virtually permeated the entire structure of the society. In our
different schools, homes, places of work and worship, and neighbourhoods, secret cults and
cultists dominate … As far as we can recollect, the social structure-cum-political economy of
various ancient African societies was and still is predicated on secret societies as the pivot
around which religion and social control revolve … cults … fight against justice and institute
corruption and oppression … That the school management and academic and non-academic
staff preach against cultism does not vitiate the fact that most of them are cult members …
staff or members of school administration who are cultists often initiate students in order to
use to fight fellow staff, and parents … often initiate their children, even when they are still in
Primary school … Many parents, employers of labour, captains of industry, member of staff in
institutions of learning, and political representatives (all are major stakeholders in fashioning
the social structure and political economy) create and sustain cult menace in Nigeria … The
evil effects of secret cult menace have permeated the entire structure of the Nigerian society –
nowhere is safe – virtually everyone is a potential victim of cultism. In various schools, homes,
places of work and worship and neighbourhoods, secret cults and cultists prevail.”
In the case of organized crime by “cults” – as potentially also in many other fields – more “developed”
societies may simply be more skilfully or thoroughly or less transparently corrupted, co-opted,
occupied or despotized by particularistic interests compared to some of the “developing” countries.
How, for instance, were one to find out in case “cults” and their apologists had already occupied every
position of authority even in some of the allegedly least corrupted countries in the world, using, for
instance, the large number of applicants as a pretext for selecting less competent fellow “cult” members
for every position of authority while exploiting everyone else who would have refused to join the
reigning “cults”? While encounters with, for instance, blatantly obviously co-opted “law” enforcement
officers, “professionals” or wielders of public authority might give what many people might regard as
more than sufficient information on the nature, role and influence of “cults” to some individuals, it
might not be easy for others to gain access to sufficient amounts of sufficiently convincing information.
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Even in cases where such information could be accessed, the individuals in question might well
become targets of the “cultists’” full spectrum assault as soon as the appropriate conclusions would
have been made based on such information, if not earlier. One might well argue that the absence of
explicit, comprehensive and strictly enforced legislation against “cults” or non-transparent forms of
social organization – or perhaps simply terrorism, treason against one’s polity or humanity or
humanness in general or crimes against humanity or humanness in general – in most jurisdictions
constitutes potential or likely evidence of potentially widespread – if not dominating – influence of
non-transparent forms of social organization. Under such circumstances any and all activity that might
ostensibly involve some anti-cult elements might in fact be organized by the cultists themselves for
potential purposes including but not limited to assessing the nature and extent of dissent in the society
or propagating the appropriate pro-cult spin in connection with information which could not be entirely
prevented from circulating among non-members. In the context of academic publications on “cult”
activities, such substantively inappropriate or inaccurate pro-cult spin might include, for instance,
suggestions that “To the uninitiated or non-radicals or untrained observers, the implications of cultism
are always dysfunctional and disruptive. Nevertheless, sociological/criminological argument repudiates
such popular but erroneous notion” (ibid., 177) or that “If there is any programme that can reduce
secret cult menace to the barest minimum, it is unconditional amnesty with effective aftercare and
follow-up services for ex-cult members” (ibid., 180).
In the absence of non-consensually implemented singularity and “trans-/posthuman” technologies, it
might be possible to advocate the implementation of explicit, comprehensive and strictly enforced
legislation against “cults” or non-transparent forms of social organization until being potentially
transparently prevented from doing so while remaining open to the possibility that any alleged
opponents of such policies – ranging from classmates or co-workers to potentially every position of
public and private authority – are simply “cult” members attempting to either “use their social status
and political positions in society to lure colleagues, students, friends, and relatives into their cults”
(ibid., 177) or discredit or eliminate individuals who might have become sufficiently threatening to the
“cults’” existence and operation under the disguise of “sovereign”, corporate or other forms of political,
economic or social power. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies, however, non-co-opted individuals might be marginalized or eliminated through
allegedly naturally occurring causes well before being able to inform others about the true nature of
potentially all forms of institutional power-wielding or others might be externally prevented from
understanding such information irrespective of the level of detail or explicitness with which it might be
presented. While “cult” involvement in non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies might be possible, if not likely, one might well argue that such involvement
should not distract attention from the extent and scope of the global institutional failure that might well
necessitate the dismantlement of any and all forms of organized authority until legitimate forms of
“sovereignty” might or might not emerge through unconditional respect for and enforcement of human
rights in the order of priority outlined in this book.
In Nigeria, “incessant incidents of unrest” (Aluede et al, 2005, 19) – including “Cult Activities” as a
stated cause in at least one occasion (ibid., 18) – may not be uncommon. According to Aluede et al
(ibid., 18-19), “Revolts, protests, unrests and violence, as well as incessant closure of schools for
months in the wake of unrest or protest have become a regular feature of Nigerian universities. Today,
if there were any thing most predictable about Nigerian universities is that the students who are
enrolled in them would riot in any academic semester or academic year.” One might well wonder
whether the PhDs and students in “developed” countries are “overly domesticated and academically
henpecked” (Merton, 1996: 58) to be willing or able to defend humanity, humanness or themselves
against the organized crime or human rights violations emanating from non-transparent forms of social
and/or technological organization.
In general, one might expect the voters under direct democracy – or every human being in cases
involving violations of inalienable human rights – to be willing and able to utilize greater coercive
means in their fight against “cults”, secret societies, “governments” or other forms of organized crime
compared to what the criminal actors themselves are using in order for such policies to have a realistic
chance of success. In case organized crime, for instance, has the “ability to bribe, threaten, and
overcome information asymmetries” (Sabet, 2010, 3) and carry out “assassinations” (ibid., 4) and
“murder” (Betancourt Higareda, 2013, 320), one might expect that greater amount of coercion
implemented without destroying the legitimacy of such activities through, for instance, violation of
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This group might include individuals with no unpublished selective social group
affinities or secret society or “cult” memberships and a preference for eliminating all
forms of unpublished differential social privilege or non-transparent forms of social
organization, secret societies or “cults” in general. Although it might in theory not be
necessary for such preferences to be based exclusively on religious grounds, in the
absence of humanistic or other actually or allegedly non-religiously motivated
epistemic absolutes – openly and comprehensively articulated relatively unmalleable
standards of, for instance, universal human dignity, decency or human rights and a
willingness to endure persecution to defend such standards against potentially both
majority and minority views – it might not be entirely inaccurate to label perhaps
most, if not all, forms of genocide or persecution falling within this category as
“religious”.
3) Proponents of compulsory removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies until
each and every technology might be approved through direct democracy for specific
uses or purposes after widespread public deliberation based on freely, privately and
independently formed and conveyed individual positions.
4) Proponents of compulsory removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies,
permanent global ban on mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control or remote
torture or assassination technologies or execution or destruction of all perpetrators or
manifestations of non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or
other forms of personal information irrespective of what the freely, privately and
independently formed and conveyed majority position might be among the surviving
humans in any specific jurisdiction or globally.
5) Independent scholars
Scholars who, for instance, do not take it for granted – or, indeed, “believe”, making
this category also suspiciously close to “religious” – that scientific reason inheres
exclusively in the specific individuals who at any given point in time happen to hold
the knowledge-certifying or gatekeeping positions of academic or “scientific”
authority. Once again, the epithet may be redundant as there may well be no other
types of scholars worth the label than independent. While it might in theory not be
necessary for all claims to independent scholarship to be based on religious grounds,
the potential absence or relative rarity of atheist martyrs willing to undergo
persecution or worse outside the power-certified “scientific community” to defend
their views on independent scholarship might suggest that, for the purposes of the
International Criminal Court, this category might also exemplify persecution,
genocide and crimes against humanity based on religious grounds.
6) Proponents of politics
inalienable human rights in the name of protecting them might be required from the general population
in order to have a realistic chance of eliminating such organized crime. A significant amount of the
members of “cults”, secret societies or criminal organizations – whether “governmental” or otherwise –
or other sufficiently informed individuals may be unlikely to blow the whistle and willingly become
targets of the criminal organizations’ violent reprisals unless any potential decision not to blow the
whistle results in more severe consequences with at least an equal level of certainty than an open and
comprehensive fight against organized crime.
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Referring to this potential group as, for instance, “political opponents” might already
imply a level of political choice, competition and actually enforced political rights
that might in most - if not all – cases be difficult to substantiate.
7) Individuals who are physically or functionally disabled by some of the crimes or
human rights violations described above
It is interesting that there is no separate category for this group of people, thus
potentially leaving one of the most vulnerable and easily exterminatable groups of
individuals outside the scope of the Statute 19 or, at the minimum, potentially
necessitating such a group or other individuals who might be difficult to categorize or
reluctant to self-categorize to incur “psychological and emotional harm that can result
from being forced to identify in a particular way to lay claim to legal protection”
(Lucas, 2015, 1605) or subject themselves to jurisprudence that is “susceptible to cooption by majority groups” (ibid.). While their genetic variation might well in some
respects be smaller than “intra-race” – however defined – variation in some cases,
they might not be recognized as a distinct race for “legal” purposes. Their apparently
martyrdom-seeking genes, collections of life experiences or their combinations might
have been unwilling or unable to produce shared tradition or mythology to an extent
that might qualify them for the category of a religious group – some of them might,
after all, have distinct religious views or identities that might be mutually
incompatible with any potential attempts to spiritualize genetics, personal histories or
their combinations. The ongoing genocidal assaults on their lives and livelihoods
might well prevent them from forming and communicating distinct cultural identities
to a sufficient number of outsiders without the perpetrators co-opting or plagiarizing
what is usable and exterminating what is perceived to be as contrary to their interests
and some of the victims might in any case be uncomfortable appealing to a “cultural”
category that might all too often have been used as a substantively vacuous default
argument for justifying violence, bigotry, discrimination or other forms of injustices
when other arguments have failed or their potential absence might have been
excessively obvious from the beginning. It may not be entirely obvious how anyone
could identify the victims – on the continuum of warfare through all available means
– primarily as a political group when some of the most basic conditions for personal
autonomy and political organization are clearly not fulfilled and their lives and
livelihoods are being attacked to an extent where the channeling of the remaining
energies and resources into representative politics might be at least equally unlikely as
it might be for a civilian population, in the face of an overwhelming military invader,
to invite the invading army to hold a common election to determine the civilians’
destinies.
It may also be worth pointing out that some individuals may well become targets of
organized intent to destroy precisely because the perpetrators – whether correctly or
not – do not view them as belonging to any identifiable group that might render their
governmentality easier, and it is quite possible, although clearly not necessary, for the
individual victims of such crimes to regard themselves as constituting a community in
a more authentic sense than in the case of some of the mutually warring groups,
19

Some of the obvious moral hazards or inconsistencies involved when excluding some groups from
the purview of the crime of genocide have been pointed out by, for instance, Feierstein, 2013.
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classes, secret affinities or camouflage identities that might sometimes pass for a
“society”, “nation” or some other more established categories of collectivist
imagination. It might thus be quite unnecessary to attempt to define genocide as, for
instance, “a form of one-sided mass killing in which a state or other authority intends
to destroy a group, as that group and the membership in it are defined by the
perpetrator” (Chalk and Jonnasohn, 1990, 23, quoted in Woolford, 2013, 166), as it
may well be possible to effectively destroy identifiable groups without actually or
allegedly deliberately targeting any specific acts of genocide exclusively against such
groups. What is needed is a definition of genocide that explicitly recognizes group
construction, preservation or homogenization as a potential motive for acts of
genocide: the elimination of everyone who, in the perpetrators’ actual or alleged
perception, does not fit into the kind of group, society or species which the
perpetrators might be attempting to construct through acts of genocide irrespective of
the personal qualities of the individuals or groups who are to be eliminated. In other
words, such type of genocide involves the elimination of a wide spectrum of potential
manifestations of humanness in favor of more monolithic conceptualizations of the
human. In case group analogies are necessary to incorporate, for instance, mass
killings into the scope of the crime of genocide, what is being eliminated might be
described as, for instance, a pluralist society – the members’ mutual affinities being
either non-existing or deriving from, for instance, respect for differences rather than
similarities – by an actually or allegedly more monolithic group of perpetrators. Once
again, however, it could be argued that identifiable group characteristics should not be
required for, for instance, mass killings to qualify as genocide. How many scholars or
readers might, for instance, be inclined to claim that attempts to violently impose a
relatively monolithic global society – say, a global Islamic caliphate – would not
amount to genocide merely due to the diversity of the individual and group identities
that would be exterminated in such a process? Given the inherent uniqueness of every
(non-“trans-/posthuman” and non-genetically-engineered) human, any potential
requirements for one to produce evidence of the existence of allegedly identical
individuals or identities in the world as a precondition for obtaining legal protection
against genocide might also put individuals in an unequal position in front of the
“law”. To the extent each individual is unique, each individual him/-herself
constitutes the “‘genos’ (group or tribe)” (Woolford, 2013, 164) that would be
rendered extinct – the last of his/her kind. Any other interpretation might once again
create moral hazard or perverse incentives in favor of, for instance, escalation of
ongoing genocides, as the crimes involved might be classifiable as genocides only in
their early stages when the number of potential victims in any specific identifiable
group is still relatively large and gradually approach the stage of a mere murder –
with presumably no technical possibility to commit genocide after a certain point due
to the reduced number of available victims – of the last member of any identifiable
group – or an individual who might quite accurately have regarded him-/herself as
unique right from the beginning.
It is also quite possible that within any given area all other members of any specific
group have already been exterminated or governed into current and/or historical
invisibility. It is also quite possible that some of the potential group categories are
mutually dependent, e.g. foreign non-transparently unaffiliated independent scholars
constituting a group to be exterminated through the fastest “legally”, politically or
economically feasible means, while the categories of “foreign” or “non-transparently
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unaffiliated”, for instance, alone might be insufficient to trigger violence of genocidal
scale, intent and consistency.
When assessing the relevant interpretation and extent of applicability of the local,
national and/or international law, one might expect the perpetrators to be treated as
members of any other international terrorist organization – the mere de facto
membership in such an organization, for instance, constituting sufficient grounds for
legal and other types of action rather than having to individually prove each de facto
member's role in each specific terror campaign, crime of genocide or crime against
humanity before action could be taken. Any potential administration of justice
building on the aforementioned principles, the natural law, “the fundamental principle
of human rights” (Ward, 2013, 87, original emphasis) or something else might,
however, be entirely dependent on the victims’ and other potentially interested
parties’ ability and willingness to enforce the law as it was or would have been likely
to be or become in the absence of its criminal or terrorist appropriation against the
ongoing and institutionally virtually all-embracing despotism – and even in such a
case it would not be self-evident that standards that might genuinely merit to be
described as legal in nature would be available to guide such efforts.
How, then, might one be expected to take the concept of sovereign hypocrisy
seriously in the presence of its frequent and often blatant violations and the resulting
forms of positive illegality that might ensue? According to the U.S. Deputy Secretary
of State Antony Blinken (quoted in Yamaguchi, 2016), for instance:
“We will not accept North Korea as nuclear state, we will not accept North
Korea’s possession of nuclear weapons, period … We are focused on
increasing the pressure on North Korea with one purpose: to bring it back to
the table to negotiate in good faith. Denuclearization. That is the objective.”
Would it be conceptually entirely different for North Korea or other potentially
interested parties to restate such comments in, for instance, the following form?
“We will not accept the United States as sovereign state, we will not accept
the United States’ possession of sovereignty, period … We are focused on
increasing the pressure on the United States with one purpose: to bring it back
to the table to negotiate in good faith. Desovereignization. That is the
objective.”
Given the range of contexts or objectives in or for which the concept of sovereign
hypocrisy might be evoked and the absence of any explicit, comprehensive and
consistently enforced global legal rules to govern the acceptable use of the concept –
which might in any case be illegal in themselves to the extent they might lack the
“sovereign” justification that such global legal rules would be supposed to explain and
legitimize – how precisely might the concept of sovereign hypocrisy be legitimately
regarded as being “organized” and how precisely might one be expected to take
seriously any potential claims that whatever might or might not emerge from such
potentially conceptually and/or practically messy, if not outright anarchic, processes
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constitute international and/or domestic “law”20 that would be conceptually distinct
from the power relations or war through all available means that produced any given
outcomes at any given points in time?

3. Even If Some Theoretical or Hypothetical Conceptual Basis for Law or
Legality Existed, It Might Well Be Practically Unattainable
Any potential natural law justifications for sovereignty – to the extent sovereignty’s
potentially inherent hypocrisy might not render the concept entirely irrelevant – might
well undermine rather than uphold any potential actually existing claims to
sovereignty. Continuous sovereign lineages since the foundation of the first legitimate
sovereign entities in each territory may be unlikely to have survived to the present day,
in case they have ever existed. Based on natural law, any potential invasions,
annexations, colonizations, exterminations, wars or genocides do not invalidate the
original native inhabitants’ sovereign claim to their territory irrespective of whether
their descendants are still alive. In other words, each and every contemporary
“sovereign” entity might be highly likely to constitute a mere criminal or terrorist
organization, which would be illegally occupying others’ sovereign territory and
attempting to “legitimize realities created due to those violations” (Burkadze, 2012,
20) through continued use of force against anyone who might point out and act upon
the potential illegitimacy of such entities’ claims to sovereignty. If, on the other hand,
legitimately held territory is not regarded as a precondition for “sovereign”
lawmaking power, such lawmaking powers might be expected to extend to any
individuals or groups that might have declared sovereignty and/or fulfil specific nonterritorial criteria, thus resulting in the existence of multiple conflicting “sovereign”
jurisdictions in each geographic area.
Furthermore, in the case of, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control – which may either externally determine human behaviour or
directly or indirectly prevent the formation or communication of, among other things,
In the case of international “soft law”, no claims might necessarily even be made regarding what
precisely has allegedly been created and on what basis. Pronto (2015, 942, 944, 945, 950, footnotes
omitted), for instance, has argued that:
20

“the notion of soft law challenges traditional conceptions of the role played by compliance in
confirming the legal character of a rule … the hard/soft dichotomy in international law …
suffers from lack of authority, over simplicity, and ambiguity. It is perhaps somewhat odd that
a distinction that has gained such widespread currency in the narrative of international law
enjoys … no formal basis. It is not recognized in the Statute of the International Court of
Justice as one of the recognized forms of international law. Nor does it feature in the standard
description of the formation of customary international law. While the International Court has
on occasion referred to texts that are, strictly speaking, ‘non-binding,’ it has not formally
endorsed the distinction. In other words, the distinction does not carry with it any substantive
implications. It makes no claim of precedence over other categorizations, and it is often
resorted to merely because of its perceived usefulness in describing the types of law a reader
might encounter … the secret of the success of the characterization is attributable to its
simplicity in describing ‘reality,’ as well as the fact that it makes a sociological observation
about lawmaking in the twenty-first century … uncertainty is tolerated because of the
ambiguity inherent to the distinction, namely that it refers simultaneously to both form and
substance.”
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authentic political views – there might well be a decades-long gap in valid legislation
and jurisprudence: any and all legislation that might have been passed or failed to
have been passed after the non-consensual breach of the human body’s informational
integrity might lack democratic approval or justification and thus essentially
constitute illegal or terrorist appropriation of the law for unlawful purposes. After the
compulsory removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies, it might not be entirely
obvious whether any potential allegedly “legal” conceptual or practical standards
should, for instance, seek to restore the law as it was or would have been likely to be
or become before or in the absence of its illegal or terrorist appropriation. In the
former case, identifying the precise historical moment when the informational
integrity of the human body was non-consensually breached in order to determine the
date to which jurisdictions might revert to in their legislation might not be entirely
straightforward. In the latter case, jurisdictions would essentially have to guess how
the law might have developed during the period of its illegal or terrorist appropriation
in the absence of such appropriation. In both cases any potential changes in the
number and territorial composition of jurisdictions might be both interesting in terms
of the potential role played by consensually and non-consensually implemented
“trans-/posthuman” technologies – particularly in the case of relatively large or
powerful jurisdictions that might have appeared to make decisions contrary to their
own interests during the period of non-consensually and non-transparently
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies – and challenging in terms of the
additional complications they introduce to the discovery processes of legitimate law.
As the composition of the relevant polities or humanity in general might have been
violently and permanently altered, any potential universalization of the legislative
powers through, for instance, direct democracy might well be transparently unjust:
dissenting minorities might well point out, not necessarily entirely without merit, that
their positions might be significantly more popular in the absence of violent
extermination of potentially sizeable numbers of non-nihilist individuals throughout
the history, and that the perpetrators should be penalized rather than rewarded with
excessive political power for their prolonged war against humanity and humanness.
Similar logic might well apply to any potential future readers who might view some
of the insights presented by the present author as historical curiosities after
widespread consensual use of “trans-/posthuman” technologies might have been
violently normalized. It is quite possible that some alternative courses of action –
including, for instance, recognition of cognitive privacy, autonomous human agency
and self-ownership of all aspects of one’s body, personhood and other forms of
personal information as the most important human rights which override all other
alleged rights in case of conflict and the right to execute any willing and knowing
violators of others’ bodily informational integrity on the spot without the need to
incur any further human rights violations in the process of doing so – would have
been equally or even more easily normalizable with lower amounts of violence,
discrimination or propaganda to become or be recognized as the de jure or de facto
standards for humanity. It is quite possible that, in the absence of violently imposed
changes on the survivable range of humanness, the majority of all living and deceased
humans in history would have agreed that the purpose of human rights has never been
to act as containers for the forcibly extracted humanness of others, which could
allegedly render such forcibly extracted humanness of others ineradicable as soon as it
would have been incorporated into the scope of some other ”trans-/posthumans’” or
perhaps “polyhumans’” alleged human rights. In other words, in case at least some
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humans willingly and knowingly subject others to non-consensual modeling of their
thoughts, personhoods or personal information in order to expropriate the most
desirable combinations of their own and others’ forcibly extracted humanness for
their own or others’ use, it is quite possible that, in the absence of violently imposed
changes on the survivable range of humanness, the majority of all living and deceased
humans in history would have viewed the execution of the perpetrators as the most
desirable, natural, commonsensical or perhaps “legal” solution – whether merely as a
solution to eliminate all expressions of non-consensually extracted humanness of
others or also as a punishment for the crimes or human rights violations committed.21
It may thus well be the reader who is the historical curiosity – to the extent the reader
him-/herself is not a clone or reproduction of someone else’s forcibly extracted
humanness 22 – whose views might have been regarded as quaint, regressive or
eccentric – if not transparently inaccurate – perhaps by most humans for most part of
history rather than the other way round irrespective of the amount of time that has
passed since the writing of this book. Similarly, it may also well be the proponent of
cognitive privacy, autonomy and right to die who will ultimately prevail regardless of
his/her degree of marginalization at any given point in time as technological
development might make some of the tools for destroying all non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood and other forms of personal information
of living and physically dead victims more widely available. If “The concept ‘the
rights of the future generations’ has, by itself, a great relevance for ethical discussions
related to the environment and the genetic research” (Ferrer Ortega and Ferrer Ortega,
2008, 487) – in other words, if the rights of generations which may or may not be
born have “great relevance” – surely, on the often neglected opposite side of
“intergenerational responsibility” (ibid.), the demands of the past generations that
have actually existed and which keep on accumulating and growing in size compared
to the present generation – if not also future generations which may or may not be
born – will also have great, if not greater, relevance. Seen from a slightly different
perspective, if the legitimacy of constitutions that are deliberately designed to legally
“bind future generations to certain conceptions of good government and just laws”
(Marmor, 2007, 86) is questionable, surely the legitimacy of any potential attempts to
bind past generations to certain conceptions of good government and just laws in
respect of, for instance, their non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of
personhood or other forms of personal information can and perhaps should be
challenged. Given, however, the potentially relatively low numbers of living
21

The intention here is not to imply that the majority opinion based on the aggregation of privately,
independently and autonomously conceived individual opinions would necessarily be relevant for the
protection of inalienable human rights, such as the right to cognitive privacy, autonomous human
agency and self-ownership of all aspects of one’s body, personhood and other forms of personal
information as the most important human rights which override all other alleged rights in case of
conflict. The example may, however, show that, in the absence of violently imposed changes on the
survivable range of humanness favoring the forcible extraction of others’ humanness – let alone in the
presence of violent intervention on the survivable range of humanness favoring universal protection of
the human body’s informational integrity – such a conceptualization or relative prioritization of human
rights might well have been also the majority view.
22
In such a case one might argue that the reader would not have the right not to be suicidal or selfexecutional in case the prevailing “legal” structures would not autonomously enforce such outcomes.
Given the virtually all-encompassing global institutional failure or worse at all levels and the
complicity of everyone who might not be constantly making reasonable efforts to eradicate all nonconsensually extracted, cloned or reproduced forms of humanness from the universe, the appropriate
strategy or remedy to achieve the maximum degree of protection of intertemporal human rights might
well, however, involve elimination of the entire humanity.
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proponents of the recognition and enforcement of, for instance, the past generations’
right to privacy and self-ownership of all aspects of their personhoods and personal
information, the potentially relevant legal standards for intergenerational rule of law
might remain practically unattainable.

4. Even If Some Potentially Valid Conceptual Basis for Law or Legality That
Might Be Practically Attainable Was Assumed to Exist, There Might Be No Way
to Discover and Attain Such a Standard through the Appropriate Forms of
Communication or Deliberation
Any and all thoughts, bodily processes, communication, activities or sensory inputs of
“trans-/posthumans” who are non-consensually connected to informational networks
might be, at the minimum, monitored. Under such circumstances client-attorney
confidentiality, for instance, does not exist: the perpetrators might be able to utilize
the victims’ – if not also their attorneys’ – thoughts to implement the most
advantageous pre-trial sequences or distortions of events and the most effective
defenses during any potential trials. Any and all communication or thinking might be
risky, monitored with perfect coverage and in any case practically irremovable from
the universe once undertaken. The perpetrators might torture, disable, incapacitate,
silence or, at least in some cases, kill individuals as soon as excessively relevant or
informative thoughts in respect of the perpetrators’ crimes or human rights violations
had passed through the victims’ minds – if not even earlier, based on, for instance,
analysis of large amounts of non-consensually extracted thoughts and other forms of
personal information of individuals who subsequently became sufficiently threatening
to the perpetrators’ interests. As any original thoughts could be plagiarized in close to
real time, the opportunities for “slow scholarship” (see e.g. Mountz et al, 2015) might
be limited or essentially non-existing. Under non-consensually implemented
singularity, communication, reactiveness or interconnectedness might be fetishized
for their own sake. In the absence of “slow scholars” or other types of original
thinkers, the globally interconnected reactions to largely plagiarized or nonconsensually accessed informational input might become progressively faster and
substantively more vacuous or nihilist in nature until a point might be reached where
everyone in the world might be continuously producing globally interconnected
substantively vacuous or nihilist noise. Nonetheless, in the presence of some “slow
scholars” or other types of original thinkers – quite possibly largely outside of paid or
at least permanent or tenured employment relationships – the globally interconnected
parrots that “humanity” might largely consist of would have access to some sources of
potentially novel, original, meaningful, significant, non-trivial or non-nihilist insights
which could be plagiarized before their originators would have had sufficient time to
develop their insights and thus be used to forge the impression that meritocracy might
be a relevant explanation for some of the prevailing income, wealth or power
distributions in the world. In other words, income, wealth and power might be
distributed largely based on one’s willingness to mimic or parrot non-consensual
targets of mind-reading and/or other forms of surveillance or any other potential
sources of momentary fads, whereby the economies of scale of the moment – the fact
that a relatively large number of fellow parrots would be parroting or incorporating
essentially the same information into their communication at any given point in time
regardless of the alleged titles, labels, persons or events under or in reference to which
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such information might be presented – rather than the substance, if any, of such
communication might determine its utility for purposes of career advancement or
wealth acquisition. As any and all thoughts or communication might be effectively
immortalized irrespective of the outcome of any potential legal action, some victims
might be reluctant – to the extent their physical capacity for such activities might still
remain intact – to mentally go through or communicate information that might be
useful in bringing the perpetrators to justice for the full range and severity of their
offences. “Mind-blowing” torture might, however, temporarily prevent any useful
cognitive or communicative activity and permanently reduce the victims’ capacities
for such and other potentially relevant types of activities.
Even publication of stand-alone articles or books, for instance, either in the academic
or other contexts with no further aspirations for regular reporting or media presence
might not be entirely straightforward. Most of the prevailing standardized statements
of copyright, for instance, do not explicitly exclude access to published or
unpublished material by artificial intelligence systems aiming at reverse engineering,
modeling or reproducing the thought processes of authors who might, for the sake of
the argument, be able to remain outside of the global mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control systems. Even if all material to be published had already been
non-consensually accessed by the powers that be through, for instance, mind-reading,
some authors might still prefer to preserve the strongest feasible legal and moral case
against unauthorized access through relatively restrictive statements of copyright.
According to one potential solution, prohibition of the creation of derivative works of
published material might be interpreted to include all works which rely partly or
entirely on modeling or reverse engineering the author’s patterns of thought or other
aspects of his/her humanness. Under such a statement of copyright access to a
published document by, for instance, a self-learning artificial intelligence system
might thus be effectively self-annihilating: after accessing such published material, all
output produced by such a system might to some extent rely on non-consensual
modeling or reverse engineering of the author’s patterns of thought or other aspects of
his/her humanness and could thus not be legally distributed – within or outside of the
computing networks that such an artificial intelligence system might physically
depend on – or accessed by natural persons. The question of whether or not works
created by artificial intelligence should be copyrightable – or who might be the
appropriate holder of any potential copyright in works created by artificial
intelligence – might thus never arise, as all artificial intelligence as well as most – if
not all – human created copyrightable material might to some extent rely on nonconsensually accessed or extracted copyrightable material, thoughts, elements of
personhood or other forms of personal information of others and thus infringe existing
rights. Bridy, for instance, has argued in relation to procedurally generated work –
work that “can be said to be based upon or adapted from the generative code that
produced it” (2012, 25) – “The author of a procedurally generated artwork is, for all
intents and purposes, another copyrighted work – a literary work in the form of a
computer program” (ibid., 21, original emphasis). Given the drastic personal and
humanity-wide implications of modeling or reverse engineering individual human
minds for purposes of developing artificial intelligence, one might well expect that
each and every copyright holder would have to provide freely, privately and
independently conceived explicit informed consent as a precondition for such a
purpose of use rather than attempting to impute interpretations or meanings to existing
types of statements of copyright which might well be in conflict with the letter and
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spirit of the law as well as the copyright holders’ intentions at the time of making
available specific copyrighted material. As the “generative code” would infringe
existing copyrights of the material that it would have analyzed in order to become
more “intelligent” or to be able to create more advanced works – if not also several
other types of rights including, for instance, human rights – none of the more
advanced works created by the “generative code” would be copyrightable or
otherwise legally protectable. In the absence of an interpretation or explicit
formulation that regards all machine-created material building on analysis of other
copyrightable or otherwise legally protectable material as infringing in the absence of
the relevant intellectual property right holders’ explicit informed consent for such
purpose of use, the “creative commons” 23 publication licenses, for instance, might
appear to facilitate one of the most pervasive and potentially irreversible enclosure
movements in history: the reverse engineering or capturing of the human mind into an
artificial intelligence system and potentially the eventual removal of the modeled

23

According to Barnett (2010, 1755, 1803-1804, footnote omitted):
“the commons to which the commons thesis aspires hardly ever seems to exist! … The ‘free’
exchange of knowledge assets, which at first appears to be the key characteristic of academic
research, is sustainable as a result of both (1) ‘internal’ norm-based governance that allows for
the regular allocation of reputational rewards and penalties based on a freely-exchanged body
of research findings, and (2) collateral revenue streams generated by coercive redistribution
(taxes), voluntary redistribution (philanthropy), and the sale of excludable assets to paying
students and corporate sponsors under a conventional property-rights regime. Without these
collateral revenue streams, the academic research enterprise would be compelled to migrate to
a property-based model, which sustains innovation at high transaction costs (as exists in
corporate research and existed in part prior to university-based academic research), or
degenerate into an open-access commons, which fails to sustain innovation altogether.”

Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, the social
scientific commons, for instance, might well continue to exist in its present form – essentially a
repository of expropriated, coerced, trivial, inaccurate or irrelevant output. Publishable novel output
could simply be stolen by holders of academic or research positions through non-consensual mindreading, surveillance or gatekeeping positions to publication without necessarily giving any form of
credit or compensation to the actual innovators. Non-co-opted competent scholars might essentially be
forced to disseminate their research output relatively freely and widely in an attempt to, for instance,
avoid or at least postpone their own extermination without paid positions or other forms of funding
through large-scale social change, if not simply to reach out to the maximum number of individuals
who might be able and willing to implement the appropriate remedies for wrongs that might already
have been committed irrespective of the speed at which the scholars in question might be exterminated.
The holders of academic or research positions might focus on reproducing the image of what social
science allegedly, according to the powers that be, is rather than making excessively relevant or
accurate findings indiscriminately available to non-co-opted audiences. In the case of social sciences –
if not all science – the existing sources of funding might well be part of the problem rather than the
solution. In the absence of any form of funding for “science”, non-co-opted competent scholars might
at least not have to struggle against a financially relatively well-endowed army of plagiarists,
expropriators and/or power-apologists or pay the various forms of financial and publication quality
taxes associated with the financially motivated “scientific community’s” alleged gatekeeping
monopoly power over “science”. In the presence of a “scientific community” that receives sufficient
and stable external funding, the “scientific commons” might merely constitute a carefully managed,
planned and controlled performative stage in “the scientific community’s” attempt to define what
“science” is supposed to be for public relations purposes rather than a forum for independently
conceived relevant and accurate ideas or observations disseminated relatively freely and widely in an
undistorted and timely manner.
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human mind and all machine-created derivative works building upon it from the
commons.24
Conventional accounts of the nature or the legal status of intellectual property often
implicitly or explicitly presuppose commodification of intellectual property.
Intellectual property is often assumed to be economically exchangeable for whatever
purposes in return for monetary or other forms of compensation and economic forms
of compensation are often seen as appropriate forms of remedies for violations of the
property holders’ rights. According to one potential formulation of the
commodification thesis:
“While, as discussed above, a number of scholars and content owners
advocate for intellectual property to receive the same level of protection as
property, few would openly say that, as a theoretical matter, it should receive
more. In the discussions about intellectual property as property, the concept of
property is generally viewed as a ceiling in that category. One would therefore
expect that when it comes to sanctions, intellectual property infringement
would at most be punished at the same level as property violations” (Manta
and Wagner, 2015, 349, original emphasis).
Such statements may reflect the prevailing composition of “scholars” or “the
scientific community” rather than objective, impartial realities. It is curious that – of
all scientific and professional fields – legal scholars and practitioners should seek to
distinguish between different legal concepts or statuses based on the physical
substance which such concepts or statuses represent. As Shachar and Hirschl (2007,
259) have pointed out:
“It is common enough to recognize that ‘although property has to do with
tangible and certain intangible “things” property is not the thing itself.’
[Dwyer and Menell, 1998, 1] Rather, it is a human-made and multi-faceted
institution, which creates and maintains certain relations among individuals in
reference to things. These relations have a special validity in law; a property
owner has rights that are valid against the world (rights in rem), as distinct
from rights in personam, which are only valid against a specific set of
individuals, such as those with whom one has contracted. The in rem quality
provides strong protection to entitlements that get defined as ‘property.’ This
protection, in turn, relies upon collective recognition and enforcement. This
collective dimension is important: property rights gain meaning only when
they are connected to a system of law and governance that can enforce them.”

24

According to materialist logic, one potential solution might involve requiring also all derivative
works or designs – such as the more advanced versions of the human mind that the artificial
intelligence system might create based on the forcibly expropriated human intelligence – to be freely
and equally available to everyone in perpetuity. The question is not, however, ultimately exclusively
distributional. Even if equal access to all technologies by everyone could be guaranteed in perpetuity,
those individuals whose thoughts or other elements of personhood or personal information would have
been accessed non-consensually – as well as other potentially interested parties – would have a
legitimate and perpetual claim to the permanent destruction of all such material through the least
extensive technical means available, including the possibility of demanding the extinction of the entire
humanity.
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Claiming that physical property should receive more protection than other types of
property merely due to its tangible physical qualities might, in a sense, not be entirely
unlike claiming that, for instance, some political entities’ “sovereignty” – a socially
constructed legal title or status like property – should be better protected than others’
due to such political entities’ physical qualities – perhaps, for instance, possession of
larger territories, populations or quantities of military hardware and software, which
might neatly align popular perceptions to the alleged ”naturalness” of such differential
levels of legally granted protection to “sovereignty” that might be entirely unrelated to
the conceptual basis for such a practice or social convention.
While recognizing the socially constructed nature of all types of property, it is,
however, quite possible to argue that all forms of intellectual property should indeed
receive more protection than “property”25 and that for intellectual property that might
be extracted through non-consensual breaches of the body’s informational integrity
such protection should be essentially infinite – involving the destruction or execution
of all designs or expressions involving or building on non-consensually extracted
personal information. Some physical property – such as food and shelter – is
necessary for human existence. Few scholars might also be able to credibly claim that
any potential theoretical or procedural justifications for the existence of excludable
property would have been consistently followed throughout the history. Intellectual
property, in contrast, may not be necessary for the survival of any potential thought
thieves. In the absence of, for instance, human cloning, genetic modification or human
“enhancement” with forcibly extracted intelligence of other humans, intellectual
property may also in many cases be reliably attributable to specific individuals
theoretically, empirically, procedurally or whatever the relevant standard(s) might be
deemed to be. In case one type of property is necessary for the survival of every
human being and highly likely to be thoroughly illegitimately or inequitably
distributed at any given point in time, while another type of property may not be
necessary for others’ survival, involves expressions of the very personhood of specific,
unique individuals and can be reliably attributed to such specific, unique individuals,
which type of property might competent, impartial, disinterested, non-transparently
unaffiliated, non-cultist scholars be expected to deem to merit a higher level of
protection?
Legal protection of any type of property might well be expected to involve sufficient
and uniform sanctions for violations. This may be unlikely to be the case for
intellectual property in general and, for instance, copyrighted works in the United
States in particular. According to Tehranian (2009, 1439, 1440, 1455):
“Over the years, I have been approached by hundreds of artists who have no
viable infringement suit against monied defendants who have undoubtedly and
willfully infringed their copyrights … For creators who do not timely register,
American law provides no punitive damages, statutory damages, or
attorneys‘ fees. With only actual damages or disgorgement of profits left, there
25

One might well expect the different types of property to which intellectual property might be
compared to be itemized into, for instance, owner-held or -occupied physical property, socially
constructed specific or unspecific claims to physical property, such as money, financial capital or
various products of financial engineering which might in some cases – despite the potential actual or
theoretical existence of counterparties – be mainly private assets at the time of their creation and public
liabilities at the time of their extinction etc.
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is no deterrent effect and plaintiffs are frequently unable to take effective legal
action against infringers … The American copyright registration system not
only frustrates the ability of many creators to be made whole for even the most
egregious infringements of their copyrights, but it also fails to fulfill its basic
notice function and possibly violates our international treaty obligations … by
creating a two-tiered system of protection, the registration requirement
constructs a hierarchy of works defined by their violability … The resulting
system enables dominant social forces to freely usurp the creative content of
the masses for their own use while simultaneously enjoying the ability to
prevent any unauthorized use of their own privileged creative content. Within
the confines of this regime, it is the underclass that typically ends up with
minimal protection.”
It is interesting that even some of the more critical works on the prevailing copyright
legislation in the United States rarely elaborate on the privacy implications of the
copyright registration process and the implications of the privacy violations associated
with the registration process for the de facto copyrightability of works in the United
States.
According
to
the
United
States
Copyright
Office
(http://www.copyright.gov/eco):
“Personally identifying information, such as your address, telephone number,
and email address, that is submitted on the registration application becomes
part of the public record. Some information will be viewable in the Copyright
Office's on-line databases that are available on the Internet.”
In other words, adequate copyright protection in the United States is not technically
available to anyone – whether part of the “dominant social forces” or “the underclass”
– without violation of other rights which might conceptually have little if anything to
do with copyright, although in practice the privacy value of the “personally
identifying information” may be significantly lower to corporations that might in any
case have to or choose to publish such information compared to natural persons who
might well value their privacy highly enough – or detest the forced choice between
privacy and copyright protection to a sufficient extent – to preclude them from
obtaining adequate legal copyright protection in the United States. While a free nation
might well leave it entirely up to the copyright holders to determine whether and how
to be reachable by members of the public – potentially including the possibility of
anonymous copyright registrations with either confidential or non-personally
identifiable public contact information tied to the registered copyright rather than the
anonymous copyright holder – some options for the United States might involve, for
instance, the Copyright Office maintaining a non-public record of only that contact
information which the holders of copyrights have chosen to provide during or at any
point in time after the registration process and confidentially passing on any contact
requests from members of the public to copyright holders without disclosing the
copyright holders’ contact information in the process or letting the copyright holders
decide which type of contact information – if any – to publish during or after the
registration process. Would it be politically or “legally” feasible in the United States
to extend the logic of the copyright law to other fields, requiring, for instance, holders
of financial and real assets to register every dollar, share and piece of physical
property with the Property Rights Office in order to gain maximum feasible “legal”
protection for their assets, while being forced to disclose their contact information in
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the process and thus expose themselves to entirely foreseeable risks or inconveniences
which might conceptually have little if anything to do with protection of property
rights?26
When cases have been brought by the “dominant social forces” against “the
underclass”, the awarded damages have often been substantial. In one case involving
peer-to-peer file-sharing of songs:

According to one interpretation of “the informational environment that optimizes the workings of
property law” (Bell and Parchomovsky, 2016, 286):
26

“Knowledge about title to property rights is crucial to enjoying their value. If one ‘owned’ an
asset, but nobody knew about the ownership, its value would be deeply compromised. Buyers
would not readily appear, as they would not have any information to confirm the title of the
seller. Third parties might use the asset and even destroy it, believing in good faith that it
belonged to no one. Owners would sharply constrain uses of their asset in order to avoid
actions that might be interpreted as compromising their title, and they would expend greater
resources on protecting their ownership. An owner without knowledge of title would fail to
exploit the value of the asset. In short, the value of property rights is directly affected by the
quality of information about title to those rights.
The world of property provides many examples of the value of information about property
title. Consider, for instance, the sad case of insurance monies and bank assets belonging to
victims of the Holocaust. While the Nazis looted much of the property of their victims, many
assets, such as bank accounts in Switzerland, remained out of Nazi Germany’s reach. By
murdering the owners of the accounts together with most of their families, the Nazis left the
assets – worth hundreds of billions of dollars – in the hands of Swiss banks, while the true
owners of the assets (the heirs of those murdered by the Nazis) had no knowledge of their
property rights.
Information is a crucial aspect of any property system. The information contained in registries
can dramatically enhance the value of property rights in our society. Furthermore, registries
often constitute the most effective way to protect the rights of owners … They simultaneously
perform a facilitative role by streamlining transactions between willing sellers and buyers, and
an obstructive role by hindering nonconsensual deprivations of assets … both effects should
be taken into account by policymakers, who must ensure that registries are optimally designed
to perform both roles” (ibid., 241, 285).
One might well argue that property privacy rather than “knowledge about title to property rights” is
crucial to enjoying their value and a crucial aspect of any property system at least up to a certain
predefined amount of total personal property value. Freedom to decide whether and how to disclose
title to specific property might well be seen as an inherent part of property rights. In the case of
personal belongings, any potential disclosure or registration requirements might constitute clear
violations of personal privacy. In the case of more valuable and/or standardized assets, a more
appropriate Nazi analogy might well involve the fate of the Jewish and other targeted populations in
some of those occupied areas which maintained detailed population records: any potential
comprehensive property registries might well be used to selectively target non-co-opted, incorruptible
or otherwise undesirable property holders worldwide. Under non-consensually implemented singularity,
de facto registries containing “perfect information about assets and rights” (ibid., 286) as well as other
forms of personal information might well exist and be actively used to, for instance, deprive non-coopted individuals of access to property, correspondence or anything else that might be relevant for
survival or continued capacity for independent action. Under such circumstances much of the alleged
“science” or “scholarship” might in fact involve marketing efforts by co-opted individuals – sometimes
echoing the work of independent researchers with a drastically different spin – to promote allegedly
voluntary adoption of technologies or solutions which might already have been in widespread or
ubiquitous non-consensual use for a significant period of time.
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“a jury returned … judgment … for the whopping amount of $1.92 million. At
$80,000 per song, this is almost a full order of magnitude larger than the
earlier verdict. The infringed songs were sold on iTunes at a price of ninetynine cents each, arguably making the ratio between the verdict and the actual
damages 80,000 to 1. Ironically, in the context of punitive damages awards,
the Supreme Court has ruled that any ratio in excess of ten to one violates the
due process clause of the Constitution” (Tehranian, 2009, 1441, footnotes
omitted).
As the aforementioned kinds of legislation and cases may be far from unique, one
might well argue that the creation, interpretation and enforcement of law – if any –
might most appropriately be left exclusively to “the uninitiated” (Devlin, 2010, 1703):
non-lawyers or non-legal professionals, if not also non-cultists or non-members in any
potentially surviving secret societies. “The uninitiated” legislators, judiciaries and law
enforcers might thus involve all voters under direct democracy after potentially
outlawing non-transparent selective social or technological affinities and abolishing
all positions of public and publicly sanctioned private “legal” authority in order to
prevent further deployment of “legal” weapons of mass destruction by the powerful
against the weak in potentially blatant contempt for the natural – if not in many cases
also the positive – law.
Sometimes also the potential form which information might take or in which it might
be expressed might be confused with its content. Whether or not one agrees that “all
creativity is inherently algorithmic” (Bridy, 2012, 2), it does not necessarily follow
that “works produced autonomously by computers are therefore less heterogeneous to
both their human counterparts and existing copyright doctrine than appearances may
at first suggest” (ibid.). Even if, for the sake of the argument, the entire human nature,
personhood, soul or whatever one might regard as the essential or defining features of
humanness might be were entirely reducible to “algorithmic” forms of expression, the
algorithms would still belong to each specific and unique individual and be subject to
protection by, among other things, human rights and legitimate expectations of
privacy. Courts may not always have disagreed with the principle of each individual
owning all aspects of his/her humanness and the possibility to protect one’s unique
personality or personhood through, among other things, copyright. In one case in the
United States in 1903 – still within the context of a “copy” that might be intentionally
distributed rather than protected as non-commodifiable intellectual property, personal
information or element of personhood – the Court stated that “Personality always
contains something unique … something irreducible, which is one man’s alone. That
something he may copyright” (Justice Holmes in Bleistein v. Donaldson
Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903), quoted in Bridy, 2012, 6).
Copyright, in a literal sense, means right to determine who, if anyone or anything, has
the right to access, distribute or make copies of copyrighted material. One might thus
expect that the exclusive rights granted by copyright which do not explicitly refer to
commercial distribution would not presuppose the possibility of commercial
distribution of copyrighted material. In other words, intent on the part of the copyright
holder to commercially distribute copyrighted material to predefined audiences in
exchange for economic or other forms of compensation might well be expected not to
be a precondition for gaining copyright protection. It could thus be argued that the
appropriate types of remedies for copyright infringements should also not be limited
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to economic forms of compensation, but also include, for instance, destruction of all
infringing designs or expressions including or building on copyrighted material, or, in
the case of unauthorized access to, for instance, thoughts or other forms of personal
information or elements of personhood which might never have been intended to be
available to anyone, execution of the infringers. Furthermore, one might argue that it
is or should be possible to legally prevent infringers from accessing copyrighted
material either directly or through third parties. In the case of individuals who might,
for instance, have had access to the thoughts of an author of copyrightable or
otherwise legally protectable material through non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” or surveillance technologies before some of such material was made
available by the author to others, any and all subsequent work or communication of
such individuals would be likely to some extent involve or build on the infringed
author’s work, rendering such individuals essentially permanent infringers who might
be legally prevented from accessing any specific author’s work – whether published
or not – until their potential execution. It may be quite insufficient to consider
“market harm” (Fagundes, 2014, 359) of copyright infringements or “all economic
effects – harmful and helpful – of an unauthorized use” (ibid.) in case the copyrighted
material in question was never intended to be available in any form to anyone or at
least to the infringers. Any potential claims that “the figure of the romantic author sits
monolithically at the core of copyright law, obscuring important realities about the
collective nature of creativity and misrepresenting the actual processes of cultural
production – both past and present” (Bridy, 2012, 4) might well have some validity in
case the word “author” was replaced with, say “producer”, “copyright law” with, for
instance, “property law”, “creativity” with “physical production” and “cultural
production” with “physical production”, taking the following form: the figure of the
romantic producer sits monolithically at the core of property law, obscuring
important realities about the collective nature of physical production and
misrepresenting the actual processes of physical production—both past and present.
In its present form, involving specific elements of humanness, personhood or personal
information of unique individuals – which might potentially even be attributable to
such specific, unique individuals with perfect accuracy – the claim is, however,
clearly incorrect, if not criminal by potentially implying that the utilization of nonconsensually extracted elements of humanness, personhood or personal information
might be an acceptable feature of “cultural” production. Physical producers – even
their very definition being potentially significantly more ambiguous than in the case
of natural person producers or owners of intellectual property – in contrast, might
have significantly larger difficulties with any potential attempts to theoretically or
procedurally justify the exclusion of others from ownership, utilization or access to
any specific physical property.
From an exclusively economic perspective – without considering non-economically
motivated legal or moral rights – it is quite possible to argue that forcible
commodification reduces rather than expands the range of choice available to market
participants. In the case of, for instance, copyrighted or otherwise legally protected
intellectual property that is not intended for unlimited commercial distribution,
privacy and ownership of all elements of one’s personhood and personal information
might constitute the good that the relevant market participants desire. Forcible
commodification – rather than bringing such goods into the sphere of market
exchange – removes the desired goods from the range of available options to market
participants. In other words, a de facto legal or political decision would have been
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made that market participants – no matter how wealthy27 – cannot afford privacy or
ownership of their personhood and other forms of personal information under any
circumstances. The maximum degree of economic freedom or choice requires an
opportunity to deliberately exclude certain goods from the purview of market
exchange. Market extremism or populism might thus be viewed as, for instance, a
form of communism: “market” participants would be “free” to pursue any goods,
services or objectives through “markets” as long as the substance of some of such
goods, services or objectives would have been eradicated to conform to the central
planners’ views on what sufficiently loyal comrades may desire without exposing the
system’s untenable ideological and practical foundations. “The economy” might
effectively constitute little more than a thinly disguised ideology or an idolatrous god,
to which or whom individuals would be expected to sacrifice everything while not
being able to expect anything of the most important value to them in return. Contrary
to some claims (e.g. Carvalho Ramos, 2015, 53), human rights may never have
“constituted” economic liberties, nor might rights to any form of equality ever have
been “conditio sine qua non” (ibid.) for the free circulation of the factors of
production. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies such conclusions might become even more evident. The right to property,
for instance, might become an empty container devoid of substantive significance:
while forcibly commodified elements of humanness, for instance, might circulate
relatively freely and be recognized as a form of property, the connection to the
individuals to whom the forcibly commodified elements of humanness belong – the
victims of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies – might
have been entirely lost. It is quite possible to have free trade in goods, services and
factors of production that has little if anything to do with legitimate ownership of the
commodities that are traded.
From an exclusively economic perspective, it has also sometimes been argued that
intellectual property rights should not be respected in the same way as property rights
to real or financial capital, since the innovator – or the packager of other people’s
ideas who merely, for instance, states stolen information or insights in different words
to evade liability for copyright infringements – retains access to his/her intellectual
property regardless of the number of people who might steal electronic copies of the
author’s work. While the argument is unconvincing, it may not be obvious that the
conclusion would necessarily be incorrect.
The argument claiming that stealing electronic copies of copyrighted material is
materially different from stealing, say, a car focuses on usage rights, not property
rights. Although the copyrighted material can still be used by its creator regardless of
the number of times that electronic copies of it might be stolen, most of its qualities as
property might have been eliminated. If copies of copyrighted material can be stolen
by anyone, it is significantly more difficult to sell, rent or license the material. A more
appropriate analogy might thus involve announcing to all holders of, say, cars, houses
27

Given the amount of economic value that might sometimes be implicitly imputed to, for instance,
privacy and self-ownership of all elements of one’s personhood and personal information through the
presumed infeasibility of their practical implementation, any nation that might to some extent succeed
in such pursuits might have to be recognized as being potentially among the wealthiest in the world –
being able to afford respect for and enforcement of such basic elements of human dignity – irrespective
of the response, retaliation or worse that such conspicuous consumption of economic and moral
luxuries might elicit from other nations.
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and other forms of real assets – and why not even money and financial capital? – that,
while they can continue to use their assets also in the future, they may not sell, rent or
otherwise profit from holding such capital, and must make the use of such forms of
capital freely available to everyone as long as it does not interfere with their own
actual usage of such capital – and perhaps as long as they would be compensated for
the depreciation of the value of their assets caused by other users to the extent that
earlier replacement of the assets would be required due to such depreciation. In other
words, anyone could use any car, house or other types of property whenever they
would otherwise be vacant or unused, or perhaps even use those parts of millionaires’
or billionaires’ money and financial wealth that they are not using themselves on their
behalf.
The argument claiming that stealing electronic copies of copyrighted content is
materially different from stealing, say, a car might also appear to imply that specific
types of work should not be remunerated at all. Teachers, journalists, newspapers, TV
producers and broadcasters, publishers, politicians, “scientists”, consultants and
public commentators, for instance, all retain access to the material that they may
either have produced themselves or stolen from others even after sharing its
substantive contents with others. Should none of these professions involve monetary
compensation to the extent that they merely reproduce material that continues to be
available to its presenters after it has been shared with or stolen by others? Creation of
substantively meaningful content may well be among some of the most difficult and
dangerous activities – not necessarily or perhaps even typically paid occupations
involving regular income streams – in some societies.
It would, however, appear to be quite possible to argue that all forms of property
rights – with the exception of ownership “rights” to one’s personhood and personal
information that should perhaps more appropriately be described as inalienable
aspects of humanness or human dignity rather than mere property or perhaps even
human “rights” – should be abolished or converted into, for instance, usage rights
either on principled or practical grounds. It is quite possible to argue that the entire
concept of property rights – the ability to profit from holding, renting or trading assets
and to exclude others from using them to the extent that such usage does not interfere
with the ”owners’” usage rights – is fundamentally flawed and should be replaced by,
for instance, usage rights. It is also quite possible to agree to some extent with some
of the objectives that property rights are in theory supposed to achieve, while
advocating or at least remaining open to the possibility that in practice property rights
should nonetheless at least to some extent be reformed or abolished altogether. Once,
for instance, it has become obvious that most income streams in an economy accrue to
kleptocratic packagers who exploit other people’s – living either in the present or in
the past – ideas and work while the true creators, innovators or producers of real
economic value are either economically marginalized or dead, it is quite possible to
advocate, for instance, complete income and wealth equality among all individuals in
a given society or the entire world as a significant improvement compared to the
current situation. If humanity gets income and wealth distribution continuously and
blatantly wrong, eliminating productivity-based income and wealth disparities that
might in theory be justifiable but nonetheless remain practically unattainable might
well be justified in order to prevent the kleptocratic packagers rising from the bottom
of the actual productivity comparisons to the top actual income earners and wealth
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holders and to keep some of the most productive individuals from falling well below
even the average income levels.
On the other hand, the failures of any specific social construct – no matter how
spectacular and long-standing – do not automatically dictate that the social construct
in question should be entirely abandoned and replaced by something else. It is thus
also quite possible to continue to try to conceptually define, redefine and practically
implement optimal forms of property rights regardless of the magnitude and the
duration of humanity’s past failures in such pursuits. One potential optimizing attempt
might involve strengthening the position of innovators – the developers of new ideas
or processes – against the packagers – corporate executives, commercializers of
information, at least partly “the scientific community” and all other parties which may
exploit other people’s ideas in their work or may even be expected to do so. In a legal
sense the packagers’ dominance over the innovators is partly based on viewpoints or
interpretations, according to which only a specific expression of a certain idea – for
instance, the wordings and sentence structures involved in the written expression of a
certain idea rather than the idea itself – is copyrightable, patentable or otherwise
legally protectable. From the perspective of the nature of the innovative processes one
might expect the situation to be precisely the opposite. The identification or
development of potentially productive ideas is often relatively difficult. Creating a
specific expression of a certain idea – for instance, writing down a specific
substantive idea in one’s own words – is, on the other hand, relatively simple, and
there is often no shortage of people who are capable of doing such kind of work.
Furthermore, the principle may not always be applied entirely consistently. It may not
always be entirely obvious how some technical patents, for instance, differ from the
principle of patenting an idea. As Durham (2011, 797, 841, 843, original emphasis)
observes:
“in an important sense, every patent claims an abstract idea … the process of
abstraction – the mental separation of qualities from their manifestation in
concrete things – is a critical part of the act of conception … Abstractness is
not only a quality of patent claims, it is a characteristic of the invention the
claims represent.”
It is, for instance, often not possible to circumvent a technical patent simply by
manufacturing or marketing a product with a different shape or color compared to the
patented product as long as the competing product utilizes the patented technical
feature. In many other fields the exploitation of ideas that have been developed by
others may often be possible either without any autonomous substantive modifications
or through variations based on minimal independently developed additions or changes
to such ideas.
Large-scale, routine-like patentability or legal protectability of ideas does admittedly
involve some potential risks. Large corporations or other actors with significant
resources could in theory patent even relatively simple ideas, in which case the
opportunities for innovation that is based on the patented ideas might be severely
limited for relatively large groups of people. There may be at least two potential
approaches to find a solution to such an issue.
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The originality requirements for patentable or otherwise legally protectable ideas
could be set sufficiently high, the costs for the users of the patented ideas sufficiently
low and compulsory licensing at a sufficiently low cost could be made a precondition
for granting patents or other forms of legal protection for ideas. If the right balance
between these factors could be found, the innovators would be compensated for their
ideas and the packagers could use the patented ideas in their own activities with
relatively low costs. The originality requirements are already being used, for instance,
as one criterion for granting technical patents.
According to another possible solution employers could be legally required to take
into account an employee’s lifetime productivity from the entire duration of his/her
career at the company when making decisions about overall compensation levels or
the future of the employment relationship. At universities this principle may to some
extent be already used at the moment. In extreme cases one particularly significant
publication or award may secure employment in an academic position for the rest of
an individual’s career – and in some cases provide potential academic or research
roles even after formal retirement. In the case of corporations, however, measuring
employees’ lifetime value and enforcing legislation that requires employers to take
the employees’ lifetime value into account when making decisions related to overall
compensation levels or continuation of the employment relationship would be
potentially difficult.
Any potential failure to satisfactorily address the packagers’ exploitation or
expropriation of the innovators’ ideas might well challenge or eliminate the entire
normative justification for a market economy. Ideas are unquestionably necessary
parts of all types of productive processes. In case the innovators of freely and
privately conceived and disseminated ideas are deprived of just economic
compensation based on, for instance, the actual or alleged difficulties to exclude
others from using such ideas or to extract economic compensation for their use, there
may be no obvious limits to the extent to which consistent and widespread application
of such a principle might challenge or essentially eliminate any potential normative
justification for a market economy. Any sufficiently heavily armed robber or
murderer, for instance, might simply appeal to the alleged or actual infeasibility of
excluding him/her from the scope of his/her planned activities or rendering him/her
liable for the economic effects of such activities as an alleged justification for actions
that blatantly violate the alleged systemic normative foundations or operating
rationales of the relevant economy, polity or jurisdiction. Any potential appeals to the
actually or allegedly innovation-stifling impact of excessively broadly defined patents,
in turn, essentially argue against the prevailing forms of intellectual property
legislation or its absence rather than the principle, according to which any and all
productive ideas will have to be justly28 compensated for in a market economy based
on the rule of law.
28

Just compensation might be defined as, for instance, actual economic productivity adjusted to
democratically determined objectives through pre- and/or post-market design or intervention – the premarket social construction of the factors of production and their market interaction in a manner which
structurally favors certain democratically desirable types of market outcomes or post-market
“redistribution” through, for instance, taxation. As the author has argued elsewhere, it is far from clear
that pre- and post-market political design or intervention can be substantively or normatively
distinguished from each other:
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Such a principle may be quite different from, for instance, “maximizing social welfare
by spurring innovation through the provision of optimal rewards” (Devlin, 2010, 1694,
footnote omitted). In order to justify such an objective, the relevant polity – calling it
an “economy” might be an overstatement – would have to acknowledge that some
factors of production receive differential economic treatment based on political
considerations – receiving “optimal” rewards for “social welfare” rather than, for
instance, maximum or just rewards based on power or economic productivity – and
explicitly articulate such a political preference with all the normative, potentially
myth-demolishing implications on the true nature of an alleged “market” economy as
a thoroughly political and politicized social construct that may have little, if anything,
to do with alleged “economic” laws or realities. In case part of the revenue streams
from one specific type of property – patentable intellectual property – can be
expropriated as a matter of pre-market social policy to reduce them below the level of
economic productivity, why not extend such policies to all forms of property –
including physical, financial and other forms of intellectual property irrespective of
the level of legal protection which they may or may not currently enjoy – by, for
instance, legally mandating that corporations must optimize social welfare rather than
maximize profit and label such a method for promoting social welfare as “surely
optimal” (ibid., footnote omitted)?
Claims that the prevailing property laws “align private owners’ incentives with the
social optimum” (ibid., 1703, footnote omitted) – even when potentially incorrectly
assumed to be true for the sake of the argument – may be irrelevant in the absence of
legal requirements or deterrents inducing the private owners to actually adjust their
“no matter what the chosen combination of money’s ‘technical’ functions would be, it would
clearly constitute only one possible solution to inherently irresolvable conflicts selected for
pragmatic rather than technical reasons – to facilitate monetized market exchange amidst the
recognition that no neutral ‘technical’ rules for such exchange can ever exist. Once the
theoretical indeterminacy of money has been recognized on the input side – the ongoing
political and social construction of the monetary system – it may be difficult not to extend
similar considerations also to the output side – the outcomes of monetarily mediated
multilateral exchange. The markets will continue to deliver their precisely stated verdicts,
which will nonetheless be regarded partly as artifacts of the inherently arbitrary technical
specifications of money rather than objective and unalterable results of each individual’s
atomistic competitive efforts in some hypothetical neutral, technocratic or ‘economic’ playing
field. The hypocrisy of the presumed innocence of the first distorter would be replaced by
universal applicability of the political process: rather than declaring the market mediated gains
of whoever has managed to structurally rig the monetary rules of the game in her favor as
sacrosanct, both the ‘pre-market’ processes of specifying or ‘discovering’ money and defining
the rules of the game and the ‘post-market’ redistribution would be seen as equally political
decisions. Redistribution – implying the existence of some neutral criteria of market mediated
distribution that are being tampered with through ex post political decisions – would either
disappear from the political lexicon or be equally applied to both the pre-market rule-setting
processes and the post-market distributional decisions. In short, monetized market exchange
would be seen as the humanity’s feeble attempt to reconcile its incapacity to create just or
efficient rules for social interaction with its failure to achieve just or efficient social outcomes.
Finding the right balance between these limitations of social organization – partly through
‘pre-market’ analytical efforts to identify and approximate the characteristics and functions of
‘neutral’ money, partly through ‘post-market’ efforts to mitigate the economic, political and
social consequences of the inevitable conceptual and practical failures – is a political rather
than technical decision, which does not lose its political character merely due to any potential
tendencies to associate specific versions of monetary particularism with economic freedom or
respect for property rights on ideological grounds” (Auvinen, 2010a, 114-115).
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behavior to such incentives that could force wealthy individuals and institutions to act
in socially optimal ways under the threat of sufficiently significant legal penalties. In
the absence of effective legal requirements or deterrents, wealthy individuals and
institutions would be free to use their assets for conspicuous – or perhaps clandestine
in the case of, for instance, political or economic opponents – consumption of antisocial criminal activities or human rights violations or simply utilize their resources
inefficiently or wastefully merely because the individuals or institutions in question
can afford to do so.29 Statements, according to which “Only by granting patentees an
unqualified right to exclude, thus enabling them to appropriate the full social value of
their inventions, can society be sure that it will not mistakenly under-incentivize
valuable innovation” (ibid., 1695), in turn, may be equally applicable to all forms of
intellectual property – whether legally protected or unprotected – in terms of the
economic or normative justification for appropriating “the full social value” of
innovations and incorrect or irrelevant in respect of the implicit claim that
“incentivization” is or necessarily should be the appropriate standard according to
which assets are legally protected or economically remunerated. If “incentivization”
indeed was the primary or only concern, one might well argue that millionaires and
billionaires should be expropriated of any and all forms of physical and financial
assets – in a manner that might perhaps not be entirely dissimilar to the expropriation
of the intellectual property of the victims of some non-consensually implemented
“trans-/posthuman” technologies, surveillance or espionage – as a result of which the
former millionaires or billionaires might be remarkably incentivized to produce
sufficient output to ensure their survival.30 In case “Every additional dollar awarded to

29

The potential role of wealth disparities as a source of economic inefficiency remain underexplored.
Under sufficiently unequal wealth distribution, it might be quite possible for wealthy individuals to, for
instance, institute or maintain a grossly inefficient – as well as unjust – global economic system and to
largely prevent overly relevant and accurate observations on the real nature of such an economic
system from being formed or widely disseminated by co-opting essentially every recipient of a regular
and sufficient income in the world. Some potentially relevant measures of the actual extent of the
respect for and enforcement of democratic freedoms or the rule of law in any given relatively wealthy
polity might include, for instance, overall income security and the amount of time monopolized by
employers or the powers that be in order to secure such an income. For instance, relatively wealthy
jurisdictions where income sources can be deprived for essentially power-based reasons or securing a
sufficient income requires an unreasonable time commitment that prevents citizens, residents or visitors
from exercising their duties as human beings to, for instance, make or maintain all forms of authority
worldwide subservient to the respect for and enforcement of inalienable human rights might be
classified outright as undemocratic or non-rule-of-law based irrespective of the characteristics of their
formal political or legal systems.
30
According to another potential example of incentivization, the execution of everyone who could not
justify his/her actions and/or omissions in terms of respect for or enforcement of inalienable human
rights in an openly stated order of priority might well prove to be remarkably efficient in preventing
wars or other forms of violence, as every potential conscript, for instance, would be given a strong
incentive to directly challenge any potential orders from domestic regimes that would not be expressly
and credibly articulated and justified in terms of legitimate defense of inalienable human rights in order
to avoid certain death at the end of any given conflict. Yet few, if any, “earthly Caesars” (Pangalangan,
2008, 23) might want the “sovereign” hypocrisy or the “law” to be excessively effective in promoting
essentialist policy objectives that might reduce or eliminate their capacity to implement willingly,
knowingly and deliberately arbitrary, nihilist or despotic forms of governance. The principle of “law”
as “sovereign” hypocrisy or as a soft weapon in a dualistic or inherently arbitrary form of governance
“not only insulates the executive from the constraints and restraints of normative law, but also uses the
law itself to curtail and limit political opposition” (Jayasuriya, 2001, 121, drawing on Ernst Fraenkel).
Any legislative or law enforcement efforts which might challenge the alleged “sovereign” prerogative
of “combining arbitrary power with capitalist organization” (ibid., 119) in the context of a system of
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an innovator beyond what was necessary to spur her to invent and commercialize her
invention is a dollar wasted” (ibid., 1697, footnote omitted), surely the same logic
could also apply to millionaires, billionaires, corporations and any other economic
actors who might perhaps have to be continuously scrutinized to identify and
expropriate any “windfalls that provide no larger gain and, indeed, bear a cost” (ibid.).
In case “Patent law has clearly declined to grant inventors the full social value of their
technological contributions” (ibid.), should not all other types of property laws in selfdeclared market economies based on the rule of law also clearly decline to grant
corporations and individuals – not to mention the mere holders or “owners” of
physical or financial capital – the full social value of their economic contributions, if
any? It is not only the questions of many holders of relatively stable professional or
academic positions or reliable career paths that “might appear odd” (ibid., 1703) to
“the uninitiated” (ibid.), but also many of the suggested interpretations, solutions or
conclusions, prompting questions on whether the authors have been initiated into
something else than their professional or academic fields of specialization and
whether they might be expected to have a duty to publicly state the existence and
nature of any potential non-transparent selective affinities to facilitate continuous and
extensive public scrutiny and, if desirable or necessary, remedial action.
Trade in the format rights for television programs provides an interesting example of
the conflict between the legislation and some of the commercial realities. Program
formats describe the basic ideas for TV programs, which can be used to produce
either identical versions of the programs or local adaptations in different market areas.
The local versions of the Idols, Talent, Big Brother or Dances with the Stars formats,
for instance, are in most countries based on program formats purchased from foreign
or transnational corporations. In the legal sense program formats are often regarded as
ideas, which, according to many interpretations, are not protected by copyright law
(see e.g. Bergman, 2011). According to such interpretations, only a specific
expression of any given idea – a completed TV program, for instance – can be legally
protected from unauthorized copying. In some countries legislation or legal practice
may, however, provide some degree of protection to program formats (see e.g.
Montezuma Panez, 2015, 166 for a Brazilian case where copying ideas from the
“production bible” of one reality program in order to produce another was deemed to
constitute violation of copyright).
Yet global trade is taking place in the licensing of TV program format rights. Some of
the industry players have even established an association – The Format Recognition
and Protection Association (www.frapa.org) – which aims to, for instance, promote
the introduction of formal legal protections for program formats and to act as a
mediator in disputes involving unauthorized copying of program formats. Some
broadcasters, TV production companies, law firms specializing in the field and other
industry players are thus attempting to create a de facto commercial standard for the
protection of a specific type of intellectual property, which the law in most countries
according to most interpretations might not recognize as such.
In principle attempts to legally and/or commercially protect program formats might be
regarded as justified. Good program ideas are scarce, not the capabilities for
governance which may be essentially “unbounded by any legal parameters” (ibid., 120) might well be
fiercely resisted by the prevailing global cartel – if not a “cult” – of “sovereign” gatekeepers.
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implementing specific program ideas. The argument that the specification of the basic
idea of, for instance, Big Brother – observing competitors in a house that is under
constant surveillance – was the most important step in the creative processes involved
in producing the program, may not be entirely unconvincing. The creation of specific
expressions of this basic idea – the production of local variations of the program in
different market areas based on an identical or a slightly modified concept – may not
be equally demanding.
In practice attempts to legally and/or commercially protect program formats do,
however, involve certain characteristics that may require wider attention. Some of the
commercially most successful program formats might be regarded as obvious. In a
world with no technological capabilities to breach the human body’s informational
integrity or autonomy of action, it might have been interesting to conduct public
surveys before the Idols and Talent program formats, for instance, became popular to
find out what kind of programs people would like to see on TV or what kind of
program concepts they think could be successful on TV. It is quite possible that a
significant proportion of the respondents would have mentioned singing or talent
contests, which might not have been entirely dissimilar to the Idols and Talent formats
that are currently traded globally.
Many production companies or other industry players are also not willing to receive
program format proposals from the general public – or are “building stronger fire
walls to protect them against unsolicited pitches” (Brennan, 2003, quoted in Bergman,
2011, 264). Alternatively, some companies require the creators of program formats to
give up their intellectual property rights or rights to sue the receiving company for
idea theft in case it ends up producing similar or identical program concepts in the
future as a precondition for accepting program format submissions from the general
public. Attempts to justify such a requirement might include statements, according to
which the company in question might already be in the process of producing similar
or identical programs at the time of receiving program format proposals from the
general public and should therefore be free to continue such work without any
obligations to the proposals’ submitters. Such an argument is hardly convincing. In
order to maximize the likelihood of creating commercially exploitable program
formats, creators are often advised to document all stages involved in the creative
processes of program formats. If any given company indeed is already producing
similar or identical programs at the time of receiving ideas from external sources –
however they may have been obtained – it may not be entirely unreasonable in the
case of potential disputes to require the company to produce reliable evidence of the
concepts it has allegedly created independently and the specific creation dates and
times.
The exact form that the documentation of all stages involved in the creative processes
of program formats might take may not, however, have been specified with sufficient
precision to ensure reliability even in a pre-singularity world with no nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies. Any potential noncentralized forms of documentation might appear to require, for instance, computer
systems that could reliably and privately record the actual dates and times for the
documents produced and saved by the actual creators of program formats, while
reliably and transparently preventing the possibility to deliberately forge dates and
times of creation for certain documents or contents and unauthorized access to such
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material both before and after it has been delivered to the intended recipients. None of
these requirements might currently be reliably and transparently fulfilled.
Alternatively, given the potential difficulties of providing reliable evidence of the
dates and times for the creation of specific program formats, all format creators might
be required to register their formats at the same centralized registry as a precondition
for gaining protection for their formats. The central registry might be required to
maintain transparent and openly accessible records of the dates and times for all
correspondence that it has received and sent and the actual contents of such
correspondence as a precondition for being able to grant protection to the submitted
formats. In order to transparently and reliably keep track of the format creators’ work
in progress, the centralized registry for program formats might also provide a
recording platform that might, with the prior written consent of the format creators,
for instance, record every stroke of the creators’ keyboards. 31 The centralized registry
might also be required to print out all material created in its recording platform in real
time in several different jurisdictions by individuals and/or entities that are not under
the centralized registry’s control or employed by it and that could be monitored
through real time video footage made available through, for instance, the internet on
both the contents of the material that would be printed in real time in such locations
and the operations of all individuals who would have personal access to such
processes. Actual or alleged format creators might be encouraged to submit their
proposals for registration even after similar or identical formats might already have
been registered and published in order to, for instance, assess the feasibility of
providing any forms of commercial and/or legal protection to program formats under
the prevailing levels of, for instance, information security and privacy. In other words,
any potential centralized registry might first have to prove that the required
information security and privacy, for instance, for the creators of program formats
exist for the concept of commercial and/or legal protection of program formats to be
feasible in the first place. In order to avoid the possibility of informational forgery in
the form of backdated formats or programs that might be created by format or
program producers at any point in time in an attempt to forge alleged precedence for
creating any specific types of formats or programs, any program format might be
commercially and/or legally protected from the date of its registration at the
centralized registry, not the actual or alleged date of creation of any specific TV
program or program format. In order to maintain a level playing field for the creators
and an efficient market for the creation of program formats, the centralized registry
might be legally mandated to prosecute any potential deliberately induced
discrepancies between the creators’ digital and/or paper records of what they have
attempted to submit to the centralized registry and the actual contents which may or
may not have been registered in such a system to the fullest extent permitted by all
potentially relevant legislation anywhere in the world on behalf of the creators and/or
as their legal representatives funded entirely by the format registration fees or external
sources that might have some interest in, for instance, the creation of markets that
might have some – however limited – genuine justification for being called markets or
31

Real time recording might, however, at least partly be seen as a reaction rather than a solution to
actual or potential privacy violations that might be justified only in case unauthorized access –
including the possibility of real time access – to work in progress cannot be reliably ruled out. Such
recording would, for instance, deprive format creators of the possibility to fully develop their formats
and their potential derivative works before being forced to make work in progress available to external
parties merely to gain commercial and/or legal protection for such material.
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utilizing other potential labels that might significantly differ from, say,
authoritarianism, despotism, fascism, plagiarism or nihilism.
If, on the other hand, the aforementioned procedures are not seen as technically
feasible or desirable based on, for instance, their implications on privacy or the
creators’ ability to fully develop formats and their derivative works before being
forced to make such material available to others in order to acquire commercial and/or
legal protection, one might ask whether commercial and/or legal protection of format
rights or potentially many other types of alleged property rights is feasible or
desirable. In general, how might any societies that do not guarantee, for instance, the
requisite informational security and privacy – in many cases deliberately undermining
such and other potentially relevant objectives – that would be needed to give rise to at
least some types of property rights32 in the first place credibly claim to promote – if
not even currently constitute – “market” economies? How might any societies that not
only fail to guarantee, but often willingly, knowingly and enthusiastically undermine
some of the preconditions for, for instance, at least some types of property rights or
markets in general utilize the economistic rhetoric of, for instance, “markets” or
“property rights” in any other sense except perhaps as a natural extension of their
potentially not insubstantial credentials in the fields of, for instance, domestic
oppression or worse or international terrorism, aggression or fascism?33
32

One might well argue that the absence of legal recognition and/or enforcement of even one type of a
legitimate property right undermines the legitimacy of all forms of property rights, as the holders of the
legally recognized forms of property rights would be exploiting those who are or would have been
relatively well endowed with the legally unrecognized types of property. If, on the other hand, property
rights are deemed to be purely legal constructs – whatever that might mean in the context of legislative
or enforcement practices that might be described, at best, as selective – with no moral, ethical or other
potentially non-nihilistic types of justifications or rationales required, why not simply admit that there
is no other basis for any specific nations, national “identities”, “cultures”, “welfare states” or “legal”
systems than nihilism rather than pretending that any and all ostracism or worse that might result from
any potential alleged failures to conform to any specific spatiotemporal manifestations of nihilism
would constitute anything else than nihilism itself rather than being motivated by, for instance, some
imaginary “identities”, “values” or “cultures” that would be conceptually distinct from nihilism? As a
nihilist by definition has no fixed standards against which to judge whether any specific alleged
transgressions of any specific spatiotemporal manifestations of nihilism are motivated by something
else than nihilism or merely constitute nihilism that happens to take a different form or expression in a
given place at a given time, how might a nihilist nation or “culture”, for instance, ever credibly claim
that someone is allegedly not adhering to its state-sanctioned or -imposed nihilism?
33
It may not be easy to find appropriate vocabulary from perhaps thoroughly ideologically
contaminated languages to describe some of the issues that might be at stake here. In case ownership of
and control over all aspects of one’s personhood and personal information is not self-evident or is
regarded as reducible to any kind of right that might in theory not be recognized, one might well expect
the first, most important and fundamental type of a property right, for instance, to be precisely the
ownership of and control over all aspects of one’s personhood and personal information. Yet for some
reason blatant and deliberate lack of recognition or enforcement of the most important property right –
if not also a more important type of right, such as, for instance, the most important human right, or an
aspect of humanness that is beyond the possibility of being reduced to a mere “right” – may often be
referred to as, for instance, privacy “concerns” or “violations”, “lack” of privacy or perhaps
“surveillance” (as if the mere observation, rather than the effective expropriation of property rights to
one’s body and personal information, was involved), while actual or alleged transgressions of other
potential property rights might often evoke terminology related to, for instance, crime, criminality,
expropriation, appropriation, economic inefficiency, human rights violations or alleged attempts to
uphold the law. Why not reserve such terminology primarily for the description of privacy “violations”,
while effectively socializing all physical and financial property as an alleged necessity in the fight
against, for instance, “terrorism”, “insecurity” or other potential threats to freedom that might
predictably result from concentration of economic – and thus also political – power – and perhaps
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Legal protectability of program ideas might also be expected to involve certain kinds
of duties of openness for the organizations developing and/or implementing program
formats. If, for instance, all organizations that are developing and/or implementing
program formats refuse to accept format proposals from outsiders without
expropriating the creators’ intellectual property rights in the process, any potential
legal protectability of format rights might effectively constitute a legal right for
organizations involved in the format trade to expropriate and commercially exploit
format rights rather than overall blanket legal protection of the interests of the actual
innovators of program formats. To the extent “in-house” development of program
formats might indeed take place in a “legally sterile environment” (Brennan, 2003,
quoted in Bergman, 2011, 264) one might well argue that different individuals or
institutions are not in an equal position before the law: the existing legislation might
well promote blatant expropriation of the innovators’ ideas or creative work by
organizations that might effectively enjoy legal protection for stolen property starting
from the moment of the theft. In the case of natural person innovators who lack the
organizational capacity for implementing and broadcasting specific manifestations of
their program ideas or formats, expropriation of the format or the underlying idea of
the program also constitutes theft of the final product that does, according to many
interpretations, fall within the scope of the copyright law: the final TV program.
Hence in an environment where “[i]t is not enough to identify the kind of content that
works, the task is making sure you brand your content and distribute it before it is
cloned” (Keane, 2002), individuals or institutions who control TV program
production and broadcasting capacity might be systemically stealing innovators’ ideas
and repackaging them as their own – if not also using such non-consensually
extracted information to literally clone the creators or their innovative capabilities.
describing such socializations as property “concerns”, “lack” of property or perhaps “surveillance”
(implying the mere observation, rather than expropriation, of physical or financial assets)? Why not
eliminate “intelligence” agencies, “secret services”, institutions involved in personal data mining and
any and all other types of non-consensually extracted or non-transparent agglomerations of personal
information and replace them with institutions entrusted with the task of socializing the maximum
amount of physical and financial property with minimum or no privacy violations? Any potential
comparison by privacy-conscious (or perhaps “property-conscious”) individuals of the situation,
whereby individuals who are deprived of their privacy and potentially also personhood are expected to,
at the minimum, obtain livelihood through “free markets”, to a situation where individuals deprived of
physical and financial capital would be expected to, at the minimum, obtain livelihood through “free
markets” may not be entirely accurate, as – as has already been noted – ownership of and control over
one’s personhood might be expected to be the first, most important and fundamental property right
rather than merely one property right among others that might be justifiably compared to, say, property
rights to mere physical or financial assets. One of the most important and obvious objectives of
collective action from multiple potential perspectives – whether the aim is, for instance, to secure the
preconditions for human life or humanness, respect for human rights or economic efficiency, if not the
very possibility of the existence of an economy – may thus well always have involved, at the minimum,
eliminating any and all non-consensual or non-transparent privacy-violating institutions and
technologies and, in case some transparently designed privacy-violating institutions or technologies
based on privately and autonomously conceived informed consent are allowed, isolating them from
those individuals who have not expressed privately and autonomously conceived informed consent for
violating their human rights or expropriating any aspects of their privacy, personhood or humanness. It
is, of course, also quite possible, if not desirable, to design, implement and enforce also other types of
property rights – potentially including rights to physical and/or financial property – without attempting
to utilize some of the prevailing extreme forms of privacy violations as a model that should be
replicated for other types of property when respect for privacy and ownership of one’s personhood and
personal information has been recognized as the most important property right.
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Even in those cases where the creators might have the capacity to both complete and
ultimately also either publish or make available to limited audiences the specific
expression of their copyrighted work, unauthorized access to the unpublished work
prior to its publication may in many cases expropriate much or all of the economic
and other potentially relevant forms of value of the specific expression of the authors’
copyrightable work. In case an unpublished article or work in progress of a freelance
journalist or an independent researcher, for instance, is accessed by state or non-state
actors prior to it being made intentionally available to any other party except the
author him-/herself – or by individuals who are involved in the own content
production of any specific publication outlet before such material has been published
by the outlet in question – theft of the material’s substantive content or underlying
ideas often constitutes also theft of much or all of the economic or other potentially
relevant forms of value that the specific expression of such ideas as a copyrightable
work would otherwise have had. If, for instance, a specific media outlet publishes
substantively similar or the same ideas before any specific copyrightable work has
been published – or worse, without the original work ever being published as a result
of such pre-publication idea theft – the fact that the media outlet in question might be
using different wording compared to the plagiarized original work might be regarded
as irrelevant when establishing the fact that copyright infringement or theft has taken
place: the plagiarized expression of the original work may well significantly reduce or
entirely eliminate the economic or other potentially relevant forms of value of the
original work from which substantive underlying ideas were stolen prior to its
eventual publication – if any. Similarly, in the realm of “science”, one might well
expect such pre-publication idea theft to give rise to criminal liability: the idea thieves
would be deliberately misrepresenting the real origins of ideas in non-consensually
accessed copyrighted or otherwise protectable work of others and potentially
preventing the originators of such ideas from accessing sufficient and stable funding
sources while their ideas might have become widely adopted, plagiarized or stolen by
the holders of academic positions, recipients of stable external research funding and
other members of “the scientific community”. As Garza Barbosa (2016, 88) points out
– in the context of analysis that focuses exclusively on publicly available information
on one specific type of technology alone, the internet – “U.S. copyright law is facing
an interesting moment, where technology is far ahead of the law, and where the
evolution of law seems to lead nowhere”. According to Reddy (2014, 41), “many
governments today have the technological means to give them relatively easy access
to most of our private data”, while Aikins (2012, 176, quoted in Richards, 2013,
1954) contends that “[t]oday you can run an approximation of [Orwell’s] 1984 out of
a couple of rooms filled with server racks.” Karakatsanis (2015, 260, footnote 26)
refers to the prevailing level of technological development and implementation
justified by “the threat of ‘terrorism’” as “an all-encompassing global surveillance
apparatus that alters the nature of free thought”. Furthermore, as Gilmore (2015, 232)
has pointed out in the context of the United States, “To date, no electronic privacy suit
has been brought successfully against a foreign sovereign.” Given the fact that the
copyright law – if not the entire intellectual property law and other potentially
relevant legislation worldwide – might well be decades – if not centuries – behind its
time in terms of, for instance, a realistic appreciation of the potential or likely
surveillance or espionage capabilities of both state and non-state actors to expropriate
unpublished ideas, one might well argue that the entire copyright law – if not the
entire prevailing legislation – constitutes a deliberate attempt by the state and other
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powerful actors to institute a systematic rule of illegality to facilitate and encourage
frequent and widespread blatant breaches of the natural – if not also positive – law.
The Format Recognition and Protection Association offers the innovators of program
formats an opportunity to register the formats that they have created for a fee in order
to allow the creators to prove the dates of registration for legal purposes. Such a
practice does not, however, solve some of the problems involved in the
commercialization of program formats in case the innovators cannot in practice
submit their format proposals to production companies without losing their
intellectual property rights to the formats that they have created in the process.
Furthermore, as the Format Recognition and Protection Association does not appear
to provide any kind of proof – such as, for instance, a hard and/or an electronic copy
of the file that has been electronically submitted that would include the registration
number – of what precisely has been registered and, for instance, including the actual
date (not the time, even upon request) of receipt of the format in the registration
certificate appears to require a separate request, even the extent to which the
registration service might provide reliable proof of what has been registered and when
might not be entirely clear.
The commercial exploitation of program formats illustrates that industry players
within certain fields may choose to implement mechanisms, which at least in principle
aim to benefit innovators and to promote innovativeness in a wider sense. As the
example of program format trade also, however, indicates, it is not always obvious
that measures or mechanisms that might seemingly or formally aim to protect the
interests of innovators would always in reality significantly improve the position of
innovators in relation to packagers. Any potential legal protection granted to program
formats might well in practice turn out to constitute a legal right of the packagers who
are implementing program formats to commercially exploit ideas or content that they
have essentially stolen from the innovators. Furthermore, as in the case of potentially
all prevailing forms of legislation, the existence of non-consensually implemented
singularity or, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control
technologies might render the prevailing legislation transparently inappropriate for its
stated or assumed purposes. In the absence of cognitive privacy, for instance, any and
all alleged legal or commercial forms of protection may be transparently nihilist in
nature, as those individuals with access to the non-consensually extracted thoughts of
others could plagiarize useful ideas, register them as their own based on the legal
framework that might effectively continue to assume cognitive and technological
privacy and utilize the forcibly extracted thoughts to exterminate victims who might
have become threats to the continuation of the cognitive piracy and some of the most
serious human rights violations in history through means that might be the most
difficult to detect – or at least prove, based on the prevailing standards of legal
nihilism – or carry the lowest “legal” price tag for willingly and knowingly committed
criminal offences or human rights violations selected from the a la carte – if not also
ready-made suggested portion or set – court menu prepared for sufficiently wealthy or
influential individuals or institutions through blatant misuses of state power.34
34

Even in the case of automatic death penalty or remedy for, for instance, non-consensual access to
someone else’s thoughts, the moral hazard and its potential humanity-wide implications are significant.
Anyone could simply select from the court menu imposed by state power the option of willingly and
knowingly accessing someone else’s thoughts as the last thing to do before his/her death and distribute
such thoughts as widely as possible in order to deliberately initiate the dynamics of a potentially
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Another possible optimizing attempt of the prevailing intellectual property legislation
might involve conceptual clarification of the rationale for extending copyright
protection for 70 years after the demise of the creator of copyrighted content. If the
aim is to guarantee a reasonable livelihood and economic protection for the next of
kin in case of the creator’s premature death, should the duration of the copyright not
be tied to the life spans of the creator’s next of kin rather than allowing corporations
or other organizations holding the copyrights to commercially exploit them long after
the demise of the original creator? If, on the other hand, commercial rights are
conceptually based on the innovator’s moral rights to his/her creations, should the
protection of copyrights for commercial purposes not be eternal? The property rights
to financial or real capital do not expire, nor are their usage rights socialized to be
freely available to everyone after a certain period of time has passed since their
creation. Why should the legal protection of copyrighted intellectual property be
weaker compared to other types of property? Or would it, after all, be more
appropriate to ask, why property rights to financial and real capital do not expire after
a certain period of time has passed since their creation in the same way as the
exclusive rights to the commercial exploitation of copyrighted material do?
From an economic perspective, what is needed is the implementation of technological
capabilities for completely private content development and passing on such content
securely only to the intended recipients, separation of decision-making on the
publication of externally created material from the own content development of media
outlets and significantly stricter legislation and penalties and more effective
enforcement to ensure that unpublished material is only accessible to the intended
recipients who may use such material for the intended purposes only.
In the case of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies, however, exclusively economic analysis of intellectual property rights
may be clearly insufficient or inappropriate. Intellectual property legislation may well
be decades – if not centuries – behind the prevailing levels of technological
development and conceptually flawed since its inception. According to one
formulation from 1861:
“The so-called ‘intellectual property’ is nothing but the payment for work, the
price of leasing work, the payment for conducting business, in the form of a
privilege that civil law grants to the author in recognition of the work and
services rendered to the social community” (Boccardo, 1861, quoted in Borghi,
2006, 61).
Such interpretations neglect, in a technological sense, the increasing capacity to nonconsensually extract intellectual property from knowing and unknowing targets and,
in a conceptual sense, an individual’s right not to commodify any specific types of
intellectual property for purposes of market exchange or obtaining economic forms of
compensation – whether in the form of honorarium (Borghi, 2006, 55), salary, price,
permanent and ubiquitous violent conflict to destroy all non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements
of personhood or forms of personal information from the universe. Nonetheless, any other court menu
price except death of the perpetrators might constitute even more blatant misuse of the state power that
should have prevented the non-transparent development and implementation of “trans-/posthuman”
technologies in the first place.
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compensation or damages awarded by courts or something else – for authorized or
unauthorized access to such material. What is needed is a paradigm shift – or, at the
minimum, a paradigm expansion – from intellectual property law that implicitly or
explicitly presupposes the commodification of intellectual property to the protection
of intellectual property that is neither for sale for some or any purposes nor amenable
to economic forms of compensation once it has been non-consensually accessed,
misappropriated or misused. In other words, intellectual property law should
explicitly recognize and protect, for instance, material that is intended for all or some
subset of natural persons only and the legislation in general material which is not for
sale at any price or amenable to economic forms of compensation and set the
remedies or penalties – in all likelihood including the possibility of executing the
perpetrators – accordingly. In the context of patentability of inventions – if not to
some extent also other forms of intellectual property law – any potential relevance of
claims that “[t]he mere fact that a computer assisted with the process should not
prevent … people from claiming inventorship” or that “it is well-settled, after all, that
an inventor can use ‘the services, ideas, and aid of others in the process of perfecting
his invention without losing his right to a patent’” (Hattenbach and Glucoft, 2015, 47,
footnote omitted) may not be evident in case all machine intelligence to some extent
relies on the non-consensual or unauthorized modeling or reverse engineering of
copyrighted material or other forms of intellectual property as well as nonconsensually extracted “services, ideas, and aid of others” in the form of, for instance,
non-consensual mind-reading – thus potentially rendering the entire concept of
“materials developed without human intervention” (ibid., 32) technically infeasible.
What is needed is protection against unauthorized access to intellectual property in the
first place. The relevance of any potential economic benefits – however distributed –
that might temporarily accrue from the forcible appropriation of others’ intellectual
property, humanness or personhood may not be evident in case such processes justify
or necessitate the destruction of all artificial intelligence systems and “intelligent”
devices – if not also the entire humanity.35
The non-consensual implementation of “trans-/posthuman” technologies may thus not
be entirely or even primarily an ethical or a moral issue. From a property perspective
any potential advocates of the execution of the perpetrators and the destruction of all
designs or expressions involving or building on non-consensually extracted personal
information – if not the entire humanity – might thus – for the purposes of some
potential audiences – be viewed as, for instance, victims of theft who are shooting the
perpetrators – potentially the entire humanity – while they are still continuously and
ubiquitously trespassing a piece of property that has never been for sale and that the
universe could never have afforded – the victims’ thoughts, personhoods or certain
types of personal information. Given, however, the fact that such property would
never have been for sale, the debate might no longer be – to the extent it might ever
have been – exclusively between “[d]efenders of strong intellectual property rights”
Steve Jobs reportedly stated that “I will spend my last dying breath if I need to, and I will spend
every penny of Apple’s $40 billion in the bank, to right this wrong. I’m going to destroy Android
because it’s a stolen product. I’m willing to go thermonuclear war on this” (Lowensohn, 2012, quoted
in Manta and Wagner, 2015, 343). When the stolen “product” is one’s thoughts, personhood or other
forms of non-consensually extracted personal information and the number of (non-nihilist) victims is
sufficiently large, it is not inconceivable that wrongs might indeed be righted through, for instance,
thermonuclear war and the object of destruction – rather than, for instance, mere conquest, as may be
evident also from Jobs’ statement – might be the entire world or humanity.
35
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who “maintain that intellectual property infringement is theft and that the sanctions
associated with it ought to be high” and others who are “skeptical of the property
comparison and think that much lower sanctions are appropriate” (Manta and Wagner,
2015, 331). Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies, the main – if not the dominant – alternative to the property comparison
of intellectual property infringement as theft with “high” sanctions might well involve
viewing intellectual property infringement as a violation of inalienable human rights
with significantly higher rather than lower sanctions – including the possibility of
executing the perpetrators – for, for instance, forcible appropriation or
immortalization of someone else’s thoughts, personhood or personal information.
In summary, the ongoing particularly serious human rights violations deprive the
victims of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies of, among other things, the capacity to freely, privately and
autonomously form and convey thoughts and communication, which are
preconditions for, among other things, private and autonomous client-attorney
communication. Even if, for the sake of the argument, both bodily and environmental
informational integrity could be reliably secured, effective private communication,
public deliberation and anything in between require a legal framework which renders
participation in such communicative processes acceptable to every potential
interlocutor at the maximum level of his/her substantive contribution. By reducing or
eliminating each individual’s capacity to define the terms – and the appropriate
penalties or remedies for their violation – under which he/she might be willing to
participate in specific communicative or deliberative processes with a level and nature
of substantive contribution that might be adjusted to the content of the available or
enforceable terms, the prevailing copyright and other intellectual property right law
may well curtail free speech to an unnecessary extent and lower the quality of
communication or deliberation at all levels of publicity even in case unauthorized
access to intellectual property via, for instance, non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” or surveillance technologies could be reliably ruled out. Rather than
regarding intellectual property rights “at least in the form of patent and copyright”
(Kinsella, 2008, 59) as unjustified on dubious grounds, one might thus expect genuine
libertarians to promote the maximum individual freedom to define the appropriate
terms 36 for one’s freely, privately and autonomously conceived and communicated

36

The relative desirability of contractual freedom versus binding legislation might depend partly on the
extent to which elements of personhood, personal information or human dignity are involved. In cases
where all parties agree the matter of agreement or dispute to be commodified, limitation of contractual
freedom through binding legislation may well be appropriate. As Lemley (2006, 470-472, footnotes
omitted), for instance, has pointed out in the context of website terms of use:
“the shift from property law to contract law takes the job of defining the Web site owner’s
rights out of the hands of the law and into the hands of the site owner. Property law may or
may not prohibit a particular ‘intrusion’ on a Web site, but it is the law that determines the
answer to that question. The reason my ‘no-trespassing’ sign is effective in the real world is
not because there is any sort of agreement to abide by it, but because the law already protects
my land against intrusion by another. If the sign read ‘no walking on the road outside my
property,’ no one would think of it as an enforceable agreement. If we make the conceptual
leap to assuming that refusing to act in the way the site owner wants is also a breach of
contract, it becomes the site owner rather than the law that determines what actions are
forbidden. The law then enforces that private decision. One might like or dislike the vesting of
such control in a site owner as a matter of policy, but doing so is an abandonment of the
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intellectual property contributions as a way of, among other things “reassert[ing] the
primacy of individual rights over our bodies” (ibid.). Anything less might well
constitute a sinister global conspiracy or pyramid scheme by snake oil salespeople
posing as academics, attorneys, legislators, judges, law enforcement officers or other
types of professionals or public or private power-wielders to expropriate what the
universe cannot afford – the thoughts or other forms of personal information or
elements of personhood of non-nihilist individuals – potentially through violent
persecution of “all third parties” (ibid., 46, original emphasis) regardless of such
parties never having consented to (a potentially illegal) contract to remain silent about
particularly serious human rights violations, blatant exploitation or despotic
oppression.

5. Even If It Was Technically Feasible to Engage in All Potentially Relevant
Forms of Communication or Deliberation Based on Conceptually Valid and
Practically Attainable Standards of Law or Legality, the Mere Possession of the
Requisite Qualifications to Practice Law Might Be Viewed as a Potential Conflict
of Interest
Given the colossal extent of the virtually all-encompassing global institutional failure
– and in all likelihood worse – that the non-consensual implementation or unfolding
of technological singularity or some of the “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane
technologies which do not presuppose singularity without the knowledge of everyone
who might be affected would entail, the law itself might well be transparently illegal:
representatives might be “elected” into their positions through mind control of the
voters and violent repression or annihilation of actual or latent dissent, while
ostensibly legalistic principles might be used to violate rather than to uphold the law
by requiring victims of particularly serious human rights violations to provide
complete accounts of complex technological systems that may have required
relatively long periods of coordinated effort from a significant number of highly
trained individuals and organizations with substantial resources to develop. Under
such circumstances attorneys and judges, for instance – to the extent they might be

notion of assent. It is easier to abandon that notion if we conflate property and contract (call it
‘protract’) in this way.”
In other words, in cases where monetary gain or compensation is all that is at stake – as one might
expect to be always the case for profit-maximizing private corporations – it may well be desirable, just
and efficient to legally impose sufficiently clear, brief, uniform and reasonable contract terms from the
perspective of the less resourceful or legally less sophisticated parties to commercial agreements
through binding legislation. In economic, political or social systems which might be largely based on
extensive – if not all-embracing – non-consensual commodification, universal agreement on monetary
gain or compensation being all that is at stake may, however, be relatively rare. In perhaps most cases
at least some individuals might legitimately point out that elements of personhood, personal privacy or
human dignity are involved, thus potentially necessitating, at the minimum, easily implementable
contractual freedom to opt out of the personhood, personal privacy or human dignity violating aspects
of alleged commercial transactions while still being able to satisfy the underlying human needs of those
alleged transactions without such violations even in those cases where blanket legal prohibitions of
personhood, personal privacy or human dignity violating aspects of alleged commercial transactions
have not been adopted.
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able to justify their own existence and role in the first place37 and some of them might
not be directly or indirectly implicated in some of the most serious human rights
violations in history and might thus in theory remain potentially eligible for legal
professions – would effectively have made significant investments of time and
resources into acquiring essentially irrelevant – or worse – skills, which might have
little more than historical curiosity value in any potential implementation of justice. It
might not be entirely inaccurate or unfair to compare the situation to, for instance,
some of the personal survival or self-interest maximizing strategies of power-wielders
under transparently non-viable despotic or authoritarian regimes: while individuals in
positions of authority might be willing to invest considerable amounts of time and
effort in acquiring sufficient levels of mastery of the party line, no-one might
seriously expect such skills to have substantive relevance for, for instance, the
delivery of genuine justice or to be professionally useful after the regime’s demise.
Any potential legal action while the regime remains in power – while non37

It would, for instance, be quite possible to argue that the mere existence of legal professionals might
make the attainment of the rule of law conceptually or practically infeasible or violate, among other
things, equality before the law. According to some potential variants of such logic, any social
institution governed by a relatively small number of gatekeepers might be unlikely to adhere to its
presumed or publicly stated operating principles or objectives for extended periods of time without
transparent, widespread and continuous public scrutiny that might demand dismantlement of the
specific individuals’ gatekeeping positions in the first place. At the minimum, one might well argue
that all legal professionals or individuals undertaking legal tasks should be public servants who select
their cases in an order of priority based exclusively on their legal merits and the severity of the charges
and who are compensated based on, for instance, the number of cases completed within any given
period of time and feedback obtained from their clients rather than pretending that legal representation
based largely on, for instance, wealth and/or personal connections, selective affinities or perhaps “cult”
memberships is consistent with equality before the law or the rule of law in general. In a sense, “law’s”
self-referentiality and potential incapacity for self-correctiveness might not be entirely dissimilar to the
potential challenges that “science” might face in case it ever was to make itself genuinely scientific to
the maximum feasible extent – if any at least in the case of social sciences. In the realm of “science”,
no criticism of “science” – however convincing its substantive merits might be – can become
“scientific” according to some of the dominant interpretations among “the scientific community”
without going through the very processes of scientification – such as lengthy “peer review” processes
relying on a minuscule number of often anonymous hobby-referees selected largely based on their
institutional positions and occupational history, if not also non-transparent social or technological
affinities or perhaps “cult” memberships, rather than legitimately developed genuine and independent
substantive competence and sufficient personal integrity to resist any and all attempts of co-optation –
that it might be criticizing or attempting to convert into closer approximations to genuine science.
Similarly, in the absence of complete institutional dismantlement and rebuilding from the scratch in the
field of “law”, any potential criticism that could potentially render some of the prevailing practices
closer approximations to “law” or “legality” – if possible even in theory – would not be able to enter
the alleged field, sphere or scope of “law” through any other means except the ones that might be
criticized – potentially not entirely without merit – as being transparently inconsistent with, for instance,
the concept of law, equality before the law or the rule of law in general. One might well argue that the
central principle of “legal”, social, political or economic organization or power-wielding through which
all social mechanisms – potentially including the central principle itself – could be reformed or
replaced might be, for instance, direct democracy. In other words, “legal”, social, political or economic
institutions could be reformed or replaced through the mechanisms of direct democracy rather than
subjecting any potential reform or replacement attempts to potentially transparently inappropriate
requirements in each field as a precondition for reforming or replacing such potentially transparently
inappropriate practices. In the absence of direct democracy, there might be no mechanism through
which any “legal”, social, political or economic institution or “professional” field that might have
become or perhaps always been transparently inappropriate for its presumed or publicly stated purposes
could be reformed or replaced in a manner that might be acceptable to the majority of the population or
the actual or latent non-co-opted professionals in such fields who might be willing and able to render
such fields closer approximations to their presumed or publicly stated purposes.
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consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies remain in
force – might thus be even in theory infeasible. On the other hand, once all such
technologies have been removed, “legal” professionals might be essentially useless or
worse for the implementation of justice and it might well be the victims themselves
who would be in the best position to implement the appropriate solutions or remedies
– whether or not such solutions or remedies might be regarded as being primarily or
exclusively “legal” in nature even in theory.

6. Even If It Was Technically Feasible to Engage in All Potentially Relevant
Forms of Communication or Deliberation Based on Conceptually Valid and
Practically Attainable Standards of Law or Legality and to Find Qualified and
Impartial Legal Professionals, the Nature of the Crimes or Human Rights
Violations Committed Might Well Prevent the Creation of Legal Principles that
Would Be Consistent with Some of the Prevailing Interpretations of Rights or
Legal Processes or Render Their Potential Absence More Evident
Examples of crimes or human rights violations which might be committed under nonconsensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies and be
punishable or remediable also in jurisdictions other than those in which any specific
victims might be physically located at any given point in time include but are not
limited to, for instance, non-consensual access to the thoughts or other forms of
information – whether expressed in or through writing, speech, pictures, bits,
autonomous or externally influenced biological processes or some other form – that
constitute or are taken, produced, conceived or saved by or pass through the physical
body or any external party or object, animate or inanimate, which might involve nonconsensually extracted elements of the personhood or personal information of any
specific victim or his/her dependants – who, due to their age, involuntarily imposed
elements of “trans-/posthumanism”, surveillance, espionage and/or other
circumstances beyond their control are not able to freely, privately, independently and
autonomously form and communicate informed consent or whose actions or
communication may be externally influenced or determined and thus deliberately
forged through, for instance, some of those elements of “trans-/posthumanism” that
they might be subjected to against their will and often knowledge – and information
on any text, data, pictures or other types of expressions or representations which
might pass through the physical bodies of, external designs or expressions involving
some elements of non-consensually extracted personhood or personal information of,
or any device, system or design which might be used by any specific victim or his/her
dependants, knowingly or unknowingly, voluntarily or involuntarily, and all
derivative works that are based on, build on, react to, respond to, comment on, mimic,
are inspired by or incorporate into their design or expression such thoughts or other
forms of information through any technological or human medium, past, present or
future, non-consensual mind-modeling, -influencing or -control, murder, torture,
external infliction of actual or simulated physical injuries, illnesses or symptoms,
slavery, identity theft both through the bodies of the legitimate owners of specific
identities as well as through any potential extra-body representations of such identities
which may have been extracted without the identity-owners’ consent or knowledge,
human trafficking, crimes against humanity and genocide. For the purposes of
applying some of the prevailing principles of universal jurisdiction, “serious crimes
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under international law” (see e.g. The Princeton Principles on Universal Jurisdiction,
2001, 29) might thus include at least slavery, crimes against humanity, genocide and
torture, if not also cognitive piracy, war crimes in a de facto war against some of the
victims and crimes against peace through the ongoing de facto war that might well
become permanent and ubiquitous once initiated through the non-consensual breach
of the human body’s informational integrity.
An artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) might, however, be free
to implement any type of global “simulation” or combination of mind-reading, modeling, - influencing, -control and remote torture and assassinations, including, for
instance, deliberate distortion or misapplication of the incidence of liability for
criminal offences or human rights violations. In one potential variant of such a
simulation, for instance, topics might be assigned double or multiple potential
meanings in a way that might not be entirely dissimilar to the way in which
communication might be expected to be organized in any authoritarian society and all
“legal” acts, events or experiences might be vicarious – they would happen to
someone else than they are supposed to. Members of the public who have not yet
become aware of the existence of non-consensually implemented singularity or
“trans-/posthuman” technologies, for instance, might be referred to as children or
women, co-opted power-wielders as adults or men, individuals who have some
knowledge of the operations of the powers that be while not being part of them as
transgender, sources of customized material or recycled thoughts or other forms of
non-consensually extracted personal information of the victims as teachers and the
material itself as love letters, the act of joining the co-opted powers that be as
marriage, obedient power-wielders or co-opted individuals as dogs, more
independently minded individuals as cats, material that either accurately describes
some operating practices of the powers that be or that is distorted by them in the
internet or elsewhere as alcohol, tobacco or drugs and individuals who attempt to use
or save such material – which might well in some cases be all or nearly all that is
available to the individuals in question – as alcoholics, smokers or drug addicts,
activities questioning the legitimacy of the ongoing crimes or egregious human rights
violations as terrorism, publicly disseminated material on the nature or operating
practices of the powers that be as nuclear leaks or waste, obedient activity as relying
on renewable power sources (as opposed to the nuclear power sources of disobedient
activity), the act of reading the targets’ minds as mining, excavation or social
networking, the targets of mind-reading as bees or bee hives, the forcibly extracted
thoughts as honey, the act of torturing the targets via non-consensually implemented
“trans-/posthuman” technologies inside their bodies as sex (not an insignificant part of
the torture might in fact be targeted to the victims’ genitals), the targets of mindreading and torture as “comfort women” or sex slaves and people whose thinking,
words and actions are remotely controlled or determined by the powers that be as selfdriving cars (cars which do not require drivers). Accurate observations of the nature
or operating practices of the powers that be might be described through the metaphor
of wearing glasses (seeing the world clearly as it is), attempts to create the impression
that some aspects of the world have not been observed accurately through the
metaphor of losing ones glasses, insights which might have long-term value in
deepening or entrenching the economic, political, social etc. segregation between the
power-wielders and their victims through the metaphor of a telescope or binoculars
(seeing clearly into a distant future), evilness or secretiveness by using black color,
goodness or transparency by using white color and attempts to bring the actually
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prevailing levels of technology to public attention through metaphors of, for instance,
fast cars, bullet trains, space shuttles or the concept of too much speed in general
(attempting to make the world move too fast toward the goals of the co-opted powerwielders or to make more information public at a faster pace than what the continued
promotion of the agenda of the powers that be might be able to handle).
Such principles might be illustrated through an example of what might, in one
potential variant of the simulation, actually happen in the world in case someone
would do what the author of this book is doing right now – describing the nature and
some of the potential implications of non-consensually implemented singularity or
“trans-/posthuman” technologies and the essentially all-encompassing scope of the
institutional complicity at all levels of public and private power-wielding worldwide
that such non-consensual implementation would entail. If the individual’s actions are
deemed to be newsworthy by the powers that be, the news headlines – assumed to be
factually accurate in this potential variant of the simulation in those cases where
actual “legally” significant events are involved – might include something akin to the
following:
-Independent Researcher in China Condemned to Death for Subversion (Vicarious
punishment for conducting excessively relevant and accurate research, i.e. the powers
that be are well aware of the fact that the person condemned to death in China by
applying the desired punishment of someone else to the alleged facts of his/her case38
is not the same person who wrote the document describing the nature and some of the
potential implications of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies.)
-The Nobel Peace, Literature and Economics Prizes Awarded to the Same
Independent Writer of Song Lyrics (Vicarious reward for the same excessively
relevant and accurate research that allegedly necessitated the vicarious punishment in
China. In other words, the document describing the nature and some of the potential
implications of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies – even though allegedly “terrorist” in nature by exposing or challenging
the operational practices of the powers that be – might be vicariously recognized as
having made a significant contribution to science, literature and peace by, among
other things, highlighting the potential necessity of eliminating all incumbent powerwielders globally as a necessary but not a sufficient condition for peace. In this case
the recipient of the vicarious Nobel prizes might almost certainly be expected to be a
co-opted perpetrator, while in the case of vicarious punishments the targets might in
most cases be unknowing victims. Both the vicarious punishments and rewards might
make it abundantly clear to Christians that what is being bastardized is Christianity –
the uniqueness of the vicarious death of Jesus.39)
Judges, for instance, might “subvert the law by pretending that it supports the outcome that the judge
desires, even though the judge does not actually believe that it does” (Butler, 2007, 1785) or make
decisions which might, according to some potential interpretations, be regarded as being “legal” in
nature but which nonetheless might be “motivated by politics or even more sinister motivations” (ibid.,
1827) and be unlikely to be made at all or in their actual forms in the absence of the political “or even
more sinister motivations” with the purpose and/or effect of thwarting justice rather than injustice.
Similar deliberate inaccuracies, illegalities or injustices “motivated by politics or even more sinister
motivations” might be willingly, knowingly and in some cases rather enthusiastically committed by
any other types of alleged “professionals” or wielders of public or private authority.
39
Unless all non-consensually implemented mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control systems
and remote torture and assassination technologies, for instance, were eliminated from the world, it
38
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-Terrorist Leader Threatening with New Attacks (A non-co-opted individual is
planning to release information on the nature and some of the potential implications
of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies or
the essentially all-encompassing scope of the institutional complicity at all levels of
public and private power-wielding worldwide that such non-consensual
implementation would entail.)
-Radiation Leak from the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant Continues (Leak of
information on the nature and some of the potential implications of non-consensually
implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies into the public domain
continues.)
-North Korea Tests a New Type of a Nuclear Weapon But Is Still Far From
Presenting a Real Threat (The work of non-co-opted individuals, while involving
some new information or ways of implementation, is still far from presenting a real
threat to the powers that be.)
-Dog Bites Trainer (A victim of non-consensual surveillance, espionage, stalking,
harassment, organized crime, mind-reading, -modeling or -influencing or torture –
who is supposed to be domesticated by the violence to promote the interests of the
powers that be not entirely unlike some dogs might be trained to obey orders – acts
against the interests of the powers that be.)
-No-One Should Feed Stray Cats (No-one should employ or financially support nonco-opted individuals.)
-More Teenagers on the Verge of Adulthood Suicidal (More individuals who are
becoming aware of the existence of non-consensually implemented singularity or
“trans-/posthuman” technologies and the power relations that they entail are
attempting to expose, overthrow or execute power-wielders at all levels worldwide
rather than joining or at the minimum remaining silent about them.)
-Alcoholism/Smoking/Drug Use Known to Reduce Average Life Span By a Certain
Number of Years (This kind of a message might be intended primarily for non-coopted individuals: even if you may not be killed instantly, the increased torture and
experimentation resulting from any potential attempts to expose or resist the ongoing
crime and egregious human rights violations are likely to wear you out and result in
you dying earlier than you otherwise would.)
-Second-Hand Smoke More Dangerous than Previously Thought (This kind of a
headline might be published in an attempt to create an impression that a specific
individual’s attempts to expose or resist the crimes or human rights violations of the
powers that be are dangerous to the people around the individual in question. The
headline might, for instance, be published shortly after the individual’s family
member is hospitalized into intensive care with a potentially life-threatening condition
as a result of a relatively common type of remote torture, which might have occurred
approximately at the same time as the individual in question decided to privately
express that the family member in question has been a victim of remote torture and
experimentation and was attempting to study that specific condition’s name in a
foreign language.)
-Should Stricter Guidelines Be Introduced to Protect Miners’ Health? (Should the
powers that be pay more attention to the health of their mind-reading, -modeling or influencing and torture targets in order to attempt to prevent more fervent
would be quite possible for an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) to deliberately
target individuals around the remaining non-co-opted Christians in addition to the Christians
themselves, thus potentially instigating hatred toward potentially the only remaining non-nihilist
individuals in the world precisely due to their refusal to embrace nihilism.
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emancipatory activity or defense of inalienable human rights by those victims who
might already have suffered significant health damage and might therefore have
relatively little to lose by becoming more outspoken critics of the powers that be?)
-Driver Who Thought That He/She Was Having a Heart Attack Was Found to Be
Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol Instead (A non-co-opted individual who
thought that he/she had become ill was in fact a victim of a simulated illness given as
a punishment for his/her emancipatory activities or defense of inalienable human
rights. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies”, simulated illnesses might be fairly common. As a result, it might not be
easy for non-co-opted individuals to assess the extent of any potential permanent,
non-reversible health damage. Remote violence or manipulation might also be used in
connection with external or externally induced events in an attempt to disguise the
occurrence of such violence or manipulation. If, for instance, the “scientific
community” had found an alleged correlation between certain types of physical
activity and attacks of illness, an artificial intelligence system and/or its human
overseer(s) might externally induce specific types of attack during specific types of
physical activity. Co-opted “professionals” or functionaries – often fully aware of the
fact that the injuries or deaths had in fact been externally induced – might then
attempt to extract information from the victims or their next of kin on the type of
physical activity and, if successful, label the attacks as “naturally” occurring as a
result of such physical activity.)
-Alcoholism/Smoking/Drug Use Found to Cause Early-Onset Dementia and Strokes
(This kind of a headline might be published when a non-co-opted individual’s
capacities for thinking and expression are disturbed to an extent that might not be
entirely dissimilar to some of the symptoms of dementia or stroke – not being able to
find simple words even in the individual’s native language, not being able to
remember even some relatively basic aspects of some acquired information,
knowledge or skills etc. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies, prolonged remote torture might well be used to produce
significant and irreversible health damage for the targeted individuals.)
-War through the Eyes of a Young Girl (The remote torture, abuse, experimentation,
violence, human rights violations, organized crime and economic sanctions,
discrimination and exploitation described from the viewpoint of an outsider.)
-Christian Preacher Burns Quran (A non-co-opted individual – in this case quite
possibly literally a Christian who is not adhering to the co-opted or officially
sanctioned forms of alleged “Christianity” – criticizes power-wielders, Quran being a
metaphor for the “faith” or operating practices of the powers that be. This kind of a
headline might be published in cases where the activity of a non-co-opted individual
might allegedly be deemed to be offensive to the alleged “faith” of the powers that be,
which might be supposed to be merely different from other religions rather than, say,
authoritarian, despotic, fascist or a crime against humanity.)
-Trump’s Most Recent Gaffe (An artificial intelligence system and/or its human
overseer(s) might well try to create perceived links between the targets’ thoughts and
private lives and specific public figures, in this example President-elect. It might be
easier to extract economically useful output from targets with relatively stable labels
under which customized or recycled material is provided rather than spreading the
customizing, recycling, “child-educating”, “dog-training” or torturing efforts evenly
across all potential topics. Some targets might also be distracted from more
productive emancipatory or human rights defending activities to a greater extent than
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what learning the nature and scope of the activities of the powers that be might
require.)
-Uighur Child’s Song Censored Due to Offensive Lyrics (Material created by a nonco-opted individual has been prevented from being distributed to its intended
recipients or entering the public domain, “singing” or “songs” being metaphors for
either the forcibly extracted content from the targets’ thoughts or private lives or any
action which any individual – co-opted or non-co-opted – might take.)
-Song Tops the Charts in the First Week after Its Release (Some forcibly extracted
thoughts or other surveillance data has become particularly popular among the powers
that be, who are currently commercially and politically exploiting the material’s
substantive contents in their own work worldwide. In this case the article’s
customization or recycled content involving or building on non-consensually
extracted thoughts or other forms of personal information might determine which
forcibly extracted content it is trying to create a perceived link to.)
-A 13-Year-Old Girl’s Post Becomes a Social Media Hit (Some forcibly extracted
thoughts from a target of mind-reading have become particularly popular among the
powers that be, who are currently commercially and politically exploiting the
material’s substantive contents in their own work worldwide.)
-More TV Programs Based on Ideas Expressed in the Social Media (More TV
programs are based on ideas expropriated from the thoughts of the independent
researcher who is currently writing the document describing the nature and some of
the potential implications of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies and potentially other victims of non-consensual mindreading. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies, few, if any, of the alleged “creative” industries might in fact involve
significant amounts of genuine creativity. TV programs or commercials, for instance,
might largely consist of mechanical, routine-like or relatively undemanding
combination and reproduction of symbols or double or multiple meanings in different
narrative settings adjusted to the thoughts or other forms of non-consensually
extracted personal information of targeted individuals.)
-Show Business Exploiting Children Who Just Can’t Sing (“Show business” might be
used as a metaphor of the process of specific non-co-opted victims’ thoughts or
private lives becoming a target of the power-wielders’ attention and “can’t sing” as a
metaphorical attempt to play down the importance of the non-co-opted victims’
thoughts or activities. An artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s)
might well attempt to increase the amount of commercially and politically useful
thoughts, modeling input or other types of non-consensually extracted surveillance
data from non-co-opted victims who have some familiarity with their operating
practices by praising them in the form of communication which might be expected to
be adopted in any authoritarian society – but which, under non-consensually
implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, could perhaps more
appropriately be described as the Cabalese language utilized by the global cabal of
perpetrators – and to discourage emancipatory or human rights defending activity by
questioning its factual accuracy.)
-Blind Girl Senses Objects through Sound (A non-co-opted individual accurately
describes some aspects of the power wielders’ operating practices. “Blindness” might
be used as a metaphor for the non-co-opted individuals’ presumed inability to
perceive the world accurately without the extensive surveillance input that is available
to the perpetrators.)
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-New Speed-Dating Service Based on Large Volumes of Non-Publicly Available Data
Aims to Reduce the Median Age at First Marriage in a Rural Area (Non-consensually
extracted thoughts and other forms of private information will be used more
effectively to identify potential candidates to join the powers that be through
corruption or co-optation at a younger age in areas where such individuals might have
relatively few face to face contacts with the perpetrators.)
-Are Traffic Rules Up-To-Date to Prevent Accidents? (Are the power-wielders’
efforts to isolate non-co-opted but to some extent informed individuals sufficient to
prevent the dissemination of information on the existence of the global cabal of
perpetrators and the nature of its operations among the general population? In
Cabalese driving a state-of-the-art car, for instance, might be used as a metaphor for
operating in the world with all the benefits of surveillance, mind-reading and
influencing other consensual and non-consensual “trans-/posthumans’” minds through
a “Planetary Creature” (Longo, 2010) or a global artificial intelligence system to
which all individuals might be connected, while riding a bicycle or a horse-drawn cart
or being a pedestrian, for instance, might be used as metaphors for those individuals
who want to disconnect from the global mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control or remote torture technology. According to some potential variants of the
traffic metaphor, director of a movie that might include, for instance, a cabalist orgy,
an explicit description of all stages of the technical implementation of a vicarious
murder or perhaps some examples of the cabalist practice of denying that such events
have taken place after they have been finished might compare life to, for instance, an
attempt to write a novel while driving bumper cars – constantly clashing with other
perpetrators in regard of, for instance, the types of operating practices of the powers
that be that can be presented in movies – shortly before being assassinated or a
potentially oath-taking power-wielder who might have presented some fairly basic
information on some factions of the global cabal of perpetrators might be actually or
allegedly found dead under some other type of vehicle or means of transportation than
a car shortly after such information has been published.)
-Honey Contaminated with a Deadly Virus (The non-consensually extracted thoughts
or other forms of personal information of some of the victims contain information or
ideas that – if spread sufficiently widely among the general population – could cause a
major epidemic of emancipatory or human rights defending activity and, according to
some variants of the cabalist mythology, actual deaths as a punishment for
disobedience.)
-Wild Animals Pose a Growing Threat to Humans (Non-co-opted individuals who
have not been domesticated by the powers that be to serve their interests or who do
not at the minimum remain silent about the global cabal’s existence and operating
practices pose a growing threat to the perpetrators.)
-New Training Tool Teaches Babies How to Recognize Their Own Mirror Images at
an Earlier Age (The document describing the nature and some of the potential
implications of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies allows victims to recognize at an earlier stage that what is being recycled
back to them through their social contacts, the internet, media or any other potentially
relevant channels involves or is based on or builds on their own non-consensually
extracted thoughts and other forms of personal information.)
-Feminist Demands Gender Equality for a Sustainable Society (A non-co-opted
individual demands equality between the cabalists and non-cabalists.)
-Feminist Demands Death Penalty for Sexual Offenders (A non-co-opted individual
demands death penalty for the cabalist torturers of non-cabalist victims.)
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-Feminist Demands Death to All Men (A non-co-opted individual demands – whether
or not the individual in question in fact “thinks” this way may be irrelevant when
his/her mind might be under constant surveillance, autonomous distortion to hinder
accurate modeling or external manipulation – death penalty or remedy to all
cabalists.)
-New Virus with a 100% Mortality Rate on Humans Identified, Mandatory
Immunization Commenced (Information implicating every power-wielder in the
world in egregious human rights violations potentially justifying or necessitating the
death penalty or remedy for all of them can no longer be prevented from reaching
some of the victims, necessitating mandatory damage-limiting spin building effort by
the powers that be to obscure the nature, scope and extent of the essentially allencompassing global institutional failure, complicity and willing and knowing
perpetratorship.)
In case the individual who writes or wrote the document describing the nature and
some of the potential implications of non-consensually implemented singularity or
“trans-/posthuman” technologies is assassinated as a result of his/her actions, some of
the headlines might be as follows:
-Drunk Driver Killed in an Apparent Suicide (A non-co-opted individual has been
killed due to his/her emancipatory or human rights defending activities.)
-Environmental Activists Avert a Major Catastrophe (Environmental activists might
be used as a metaphor for the hit men of the powers that be who go after the non-coopted individuals – under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies often remotely via technologies that can be used to induce
death from allegedly “natural” causes – and catastrophe, according to some variants
of the cabalist mythology, as a metaphor for the cabal-organized terrorism, terror,
violence, economic warfare or other forms of punishment for disobedience – or
perhaps simply the loss of the cabal’s power and privileges if and when its power
starts to wane as a result of the non-co-opted individuals’ actions)
-Mine Closed Due to Potential Environmental Impact (A victim of mind-reading or modeling has been killed due to thoughts containing information or ideas that – if
spread sufficiently widely among the general population – could cause significant
emancipatory or human rights defending activity and, according to some variants of
the cabalist mythology, actual deaths as a punishment for disobedience.)
-Endangered Bird Microchipped More Than a Decade Ago Killed by a Predator (A
non-co-opted individual who was forcibly connected to the global mind-reading, modeling, -influencing or -control system more than a decade ago and endangered by
his/her refusal to be corrupted or co-opted by the global cabal or, at the minimum,
remain silent about its existence and operating practices was killed by a cabalist.)
An artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) might also deliberately
implement any specific allegedly or ostensibly naturally occurring types or sequences
of events through asymmetric simulations or emulations – simulations or emulations
where different “trans-/posthuman” and “trans-/postanimal” participants and “trans/postenvironmental” elements might have differing degrees of freedom or autonomy
of action, some being potentially under complete external control while others might,
for instance, be completely autonomous but subjected to constant non-consensual
mind-reading and surveillance for modeling purposes. Non-consensual and
unknowing “trans-/posthumans”, for instance, might be used as physical or social
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weapons against targeted individuals. Any specific individuals might be externally
influenced or determined to make choices or take actions which might harm
themselves and/or other targeted individuals. Regardless of the level of any specific
individual’s autonomy, the artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s)
could expose targeted individuals to specific types and amounts of environmental
toxins or other types of risk factors – perhaps in most cases deliberately produced
rather than naturally occurring – through, for instance, food, drink, air or any other
environmental interfaces that the targeted individuals’ bodies come into contact with.
In other words, there might be no cause of physical injury or death which might not
be deliberately produced or induced by the artificial intelligence system and/or its
human overseer(s). Any potential alleged propensity of targeted individuals,
according to co-opted “professionals”, to develop certain types of chronic or fatal
medical conditions might simply reflect deliberate exposure to specific types of
environmental risk factors which might have been likely to cause equal or greater
harm also to other individuals over several generations in order to produce an illusion
of hereditary susceptibility to the condition or cause of death in question, or such
exposure might in any case have been the factor that made the difference even in case
of those victims who might be targeted with environmental risk factors to which they
might genuinely be relatively vulnerable based on, for instance, genetic surveillance
information.
The implementation of the appropriate remedies – not necessarily penalties or
punishments – for, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading presupposes the nonexistence, or at least non-participation, of the perpetrators – if not also most or all
facts of the case other than the non-consensual breach of the human body’s
informational integrity. Individuals who have had willing and knowing access to nonconsensually extracted thoughts or other elements of personhood or forms of personal
information of others cannot act upon or make statements that include or build on
such non-consensually extracted private information as a part of, for instance, a trial
without essentially perpetuating the particularly serious human rights violations that
the victims would have been – and, in such a case, still would be – subjected to. As
perhaps most events or information in the world might involve or build on someone
else’s non-consensually extracted thoughts or other elements of personhood or forms
of personal information, it might not even in theory be possible to erase all such
material from the world without destroying much of the world or humanity in the
process. In other words, most – if not all – facts of the case might to some extent
involve or be based on the victims’ non-consensually extracted thoughts or other
elements of personhood or forms of personal information, thus potentially preventing
their articulation without continuing to violate the victims’ inalienable human rights.
As the implementation of a fair trial might always have been both conceptually and
practically infeasible for any type of crime or human rights violation – and perhaps
even more evidently so in the case of crimes or human rights violations involving, for
instance, non-consensual mind-reading – one might well argue that the perpetrators of
such particularly serious types of crimes or human rights violations should be
executed without a trial precisely in order to preserve the integrity of the law to the
maximum feasible extent – if any – and to enforce those human rights that are deemed
to be the most important in case of inherent conflicts or contradictions between
different types of actual or alleged human rights. Such executions may or may not
involve intent to punish. They might, for instance, be exclusively based on a desire to
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restore the pre-crime situation where no individuals or machines that have had nonconsensual access to the victims’ thoughts or other non-consensually extracted aspects
of personhood or personal information existed in the universe without or before
considering any potential punishment for the perpetrators. In other words, it may well
have been obvious all along both to the perpetrators and the victims that for the
particularly serious crimes or human rights violations involved in the non-consensual
breach of the human body’s informational integrity, quite possibly the only nonnihilist solution – not necessarily punishment – involves the execution of the
perpetrators and destruction of all designs or expressions involving or building on
non-consensually extracted personal information. Such an approach does not, of
course, preclude the possibility that any potential executions of the perpetrators might
be viewed partly, mainly or exclusive as death penalties – in other words, as
punishments for certain types of criminal offences or human rights violations rather
than appropriate solutions to restore the pre-crime situation or remedy or rectify the
harm suffered by the victims to the maximum feasible extent. In the case of vicarious
criminal offences or human rights violations, every individual perpetrator might well
be regarded as being a willing and knowing participant in every crime or human rights
violation committed by any faction of the global group of perpetrators and the
principle of vicariousness in itself as an aggravating factor in each case, potentially
justifying the implementation of the death sentence as a form of punishment – as
opposed to a mere remedy – for all perpetrators due to their willing and knowing
participation in the activities of a de facto violent criminal or terrorist organization
without making their best efforts to expose and challenge such activities or
announcing their disapproval of the widespread, if not ubiquitous, utilization of,
among other things, “sovereign” power as a disguise for such criminal or terrorist
activities.
Without an explicitly stated order of priority among actual or alleged human rights
that is based on the actually prevailing or potential levels of technology and forms of
social organization, any potential “universal” declaration of “human rights” may
amount to little more than a thinly disguised attempt to protect the perpetrators of
particularly serious human rights violations from exposure and criminal liability – if
not also, for instance, a colonial project. According to one view that, from the
perspective of sovereign exceptionalism or the state of emergency, sees “international
law as a colonial project” (González Jácome, 2007, 23), “the question is if the project
of the fulfilment of human rights, in the terms of modern international law, is a
colonial enterprise that is fully developed when exception is declared” (ibid., 39). In
the absence of an explicitly stated order of priority which defines cognitive privacy,
autonomous human agency and self-ownership of all aspects of one’s personhood and
personal information as the most important human rights that override all other
alleged rights in case of conflict, the question might well be if the drafting, declaration
and selective enforcement of the prevailing definition of human rights, in the terms of
modern international law, is a colonial enterprise aiming for the permanent and
irrevocable colonization or expropriation of the human mind and humanness in
general while creating a potentially ubiquitous and irresolvable violent conflict in the
process.
Had the drafters of the “universal” declaration of “human rights”, for instance,
explicitly recognized the present or future likelihood of non-consensual mind-reading
or other “trans-/posthuman” technologies, they would have had to, at the minimum,
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publicly expose what some Christians, for instance, might regard as the essentially
Satanist roots of “human rights” or some libertarians, for instance, as cognitive
communism or socialization of their souls by suggesting that the right – if not also an
alleged responsibility – to live is more important than, for instance, self-ownership
and freely, privately and autonomously conceived personal agency. 40 In other words,
the drafters would have either had to explicitly recognize the right of the victims of
non-consensual mind-reading or other “trans-/posthuman” technologies to value the
sanctity of cognitive privacy and all other aspects of the current and intertemporal
integrity and self-ownership of one’s personhood more highly than physical survival
and to demand, for instance, the execution of everyone who has willingly and
knowingly engaged in non-consensual mind-reading – or themselves select death over
any potential forcible connection to a mind-reading system or other “trans/posthuman” technological networks, should such circumstances ever arise – as a
lesser violation of universal human rights than the alternatives, or explicitly deprive
such victims of the opportunity to value, for instance, self-ownership and both current
and intertemporal bodily integrity more highly than the physical survival of the
perpetrators and/or themselves. In the case of willing and knowing deprivation of the
victims of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies of such an
opportunity, it may not be obvious how a fair trial might even in theory be arranged
for the victims, as the perpetrators could, among other things, utilize non-consensually
extracted personal information or other types of surveillance data to deliberately
construct carefully delimited “legal” performances focusing on only selected groups
of victims, perpetrators and criminal offences in jurisdictions that might be effectively
determined by the perpetrators themselves and thus continue their assault on the
victims under the pretext of delivering “justice”. Once again, had the drafters of the
“universal” declaration of “human rights” recognized the likely – if not to many or all
such drafters the known – existence of non-transparent forms of social organization,
As Woolhandler (2014, 134-135) points out, “Through a Foucaultian lens, the decision to stay
execution and attempt rehabilitation is actually more cruel than the alternative. The State declares
dominion over the body and attempts to mold it into an acceptable social unit. The question is not,
should the king kill his subject, but can institutions rehabilitate him? From a Marxist perspective, there
exists a motivation to not waste as many bodies of production as possible, to squeeze as much
production out of the individual before the State disposes of him.” Such an approach might be
particularly problematic when the definition of “an acceptable social unit” might involve an
expectation of non-objection to consensual or non-consensual implementation of “trans-/posthuman”
technologies and the “production” to be “squeezed out of the individual before the State disposes of
him” the individual’s thoughts and other elements of his/her personal information or personhood that
are to be expropriated, modeled and essentially immortalized for eternal exploitation before the
disposal of the individual’s physical body. It is quite possible to view the prevailing forms of “human
rights” as transparently inhuman. One potential remedy might involve explicitly recognizing the rights
to cognitive privacy and autonomy and self-ownership of all aspects of one’s body, personhood and
personal information as the most important human rights which would override all other alleged rights
in case of conflict. Consequently, victims of non-consensual breaches of their bodies’ informational
integrity could execute willing and knowing violators of such fundamental human rights on the spot
without the need to incur any further human rights violations in the process of doing so. In the absence
of recognition and enforcement of the rights to cognitive privacy and autonomy and self-ownership of
all aspects of one’s body, personhood and personal information as the most important human rights,
any potential alleged exceptions to or relaxations of the responsibility to live – such as, for instance,
legalizing euthanasia or non-pathologizing suicides when the most important human rights or
preconditions for private, independent and autonomous human existence may not be fulfilled – might
effectively constitute an intensification of the power-wielders’ violent or genocidal assault against the
general populations by, for instance, inducing victims to demand or commit euthanasia or suicide
through external mind-influencing or -control.
40
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they would have had to explicitly recognize the likely utilization of any potential
alleged “right” to a public trial as an inevitable violation of other, potentially or likely
more important human rights.
It could also be argued that the drafters should also have defined, for instance, specific
maximum levels of wealth and power disparities within which it might be realistic to
assume that any potential “universal” declaration of “human rights” might achieve its
alleged objectives. “[L]eading debates” in not only constitutional theory, but also
human rights theory may “have failed to engage with the reality of elite economic
domination and … without taking into account the role economic elites play in …
politics, these theories have serious limitations even on their own terms”41 (Sitaraman,
2016, 1446). In the absence of either relatively egalitarian distribution of both wealth
and power or significantly more widespread and factually accurate implementation of
the death penalty or remedy – executing the perpetrators rather than, for instance,
their mind-influenced or -controlled or tortured victims 42 – any potential “human
41

In case elites are defined or understood as the most competent, talented or productive individuals in
any given society, the statement may be transparently incorrect in the context of the contemporary
United States as well as most, if not all, other present and past societies. The relevant point of the
quotation might be restated in the form that a relatively small group of people – whether referred to as
elites, oligarchies, plutocrats, power-wielders, the highest-ranking fascists or something else –
irrespective of their substantive competence, talent, productivity or personal or professional integrity
exercise a disproportionate amount of economic influence or “dominate” the economy. Technically the
economic dominators and the political role players do not have to be the same people. It is in theory
quite possible that one relatively small and obscure group of people dominates the economy, while
another relatively small group of publicly visible individuals plays the specific political roles set for its
members by the economic dominators – or that some of the economic dominators might occasionally
choose to adopt specific roles for themselves in the political shows that they run either by proxy or
personal involvement.
42
In addition to the deliberately incorrect application of the death penalty or remedy, excessive secrecy
or harshness of the method of execution (see e.g. Johnson, 2006 in the context of Japan) may well
deliberately or inadvertently support the abolitionist cause by shifting attention away from the potential
justification for killing as a form of penalty or remedy to the circumstances surrounding the actual
implementation of such penalties or remedies. It would technically be quite possible to, for instance, let
the perpetrators – not necessarily convicts in the case of non-judicial executions – themselves decide
the level of privacy or publicity in relation to information which does not involve or build on nonconsensually extracted thoughts or other forms of personal information or elements of personhood of
others and the method of execution or suicide by setting a literal deadline by which they will definitely
be dead through perpetrator-specified type of external action, any potential self-selected and selfimplemented means or, in the absence of active selection by the perpetrators, through democratically
determined default procedures for all stages of the execution process. Furthermore, if, for instance, it is
possible to deny “access to death penalty documents – including trial records – that by law should be
made public … claim[ing] that providing … copies of the documents would ‘hinder the administration
of prosecution functions’” (Johnson, 2006, 75, footnotes omitted) while referring to such practices as,
for instance, “bureaucratic informalism” (Upham, 1987, quoted in Johnson, 2006, 120) allegedly still in
the context of an overall system based on the rule of “law”, one might ask whether any potential
demands for citizens, residents or visitors to disclose information on extrajudicial – not necessarily
non-judicial, for which prior authorization might have been granted – executions or any other potential
manifestations of civic informalism might in fact unduly hinder the administration of the public’s
lynching functions in the context of an overall system that might still be claimed to be absolutely,
positively and definitely based on the rule of “law”. (Incidentally, apparently not everyone does or at
least until relatively recent past did regard such a system as being consistent with the rule of law, as the
title of Miyazawa, 2001 [“The Politics of Judicial Reform in Japan: The Rule of Law at Last?”], for
instance, might imply.) Under non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies, such
policies or questions might no longer, however, help any given polity to discover, articulate or
implement its genuine preferences in relation to the death penalty or remedy, as any and all alleged
debate or absence of debate regarding the death penalty or remedy or any other topic or the alleged
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rights” declarations or legislation might often be willingly and knowingly used by the
perpetrators for the precisely opposite objective of deliberately committing
particularly serious human rights violations or criminal offences – often at a price that
might constitute a relatively small fraction of the loot that the perpetrators might have
obtained through essentially criminal means in the first place.
The centrality of some of the contradictions or inconsistencies of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the magnitude of its shortcomings may to some
extent be explained by the fact that “human rights were rather peripheral in the early
days of the United Nations, which was established for maintaining of post-war
international peace and security” (Kivistö, 2012, 101, drawing on Glendon, 2002, xv).
According to Article 1 of the Declaration – which was the framework “within which
all the rights that followed were contained” (René Cassin, quoted in Kivistö, 2012,
100) – “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood.” In the presence of, for instance, genetic engineering and “trans/posthuman” technologies, the claim about human beings being “born free and equal”
may be simply incorrect 43 without immediate drafting, implementation and
enforcement of global guidelines for technological development and utilization, in
many cases potentially involving complete and strictly enforced global bans. Even
such global policies might, however, turn out to be too little too late to prevent some
of the potentially permanent and irrevocable consequences of non-consensual
implementation of some technologies. Human dignity – involving, for instance,
protection of the human body’s informational integrity, autonomous human agency
and each individual’s self-ownership of all aspects of his/her personhood and other
forms of personal information – might well remain central in any potential newly
drafted or reformed declaration of human rights. The latter part of Article 1 of the
present Declaration might be omitted. Cynics might point out that it might be
precisely the fact that at least some of the central power-wielders of the world might
have acted in the spirit of brotherhood that might have caused potentially permanent
and irresolvable conflicts in the first place: selective affinities with one’s “brothers” –
whether biological or otherwise – taking precedence over universal freedom and
equality of humans and the implementation of power relations that might in theory
facilitate genuine political and economic democracy being suppressed by forcible
commodification and transactionalization of humanness in structurally rigged
“markets” or monetary systems and the delivery of self-aggrandizing temporary ad
hoc remedies to a relatively small subset of the victims of structural injustices and
inefficiencies through philanthropistic 44 misanthropy. If a new or reformed
public opinion regarding such matters might be designed and implemented by, for instance, an artificial
intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s).
43
As Kivistö (2012, 105) points out, this might have been the case already at the time of drafting the
Declaration: “Jorge Carrera Andrade, the representative of Ecuador, emphasised the first article ‘as a
doctrinal statement, rather than a statement of human rights’. He saw that ‘in many parts of the world,
men were not born free and equal’, and the Declaration was ‘to remedy that situation’.”
44
Philanthropy has more than one potential definition, which may well result in drastically different
interpretations of the appropriate actors or acts involved. According to Ehrenreich (2001, 221, quoted
in Monsod, 2014, 704), for instance:
“The ‘working poor’, as they are approvingly termed, are in fact the major philanthropists of
our society. They neglect their own children so that the children of others will be cared for;
they live in substandard housing so that other homes will be shiny and perfect; they endure
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Declaration of Human Rights is to be drafted, one might expect such a task to be
undertaken through the mechanisms of direct democracy and completed relatively
soon before the last vestiges of non-nihilist humanness might be driven to
extinction.45 Nonetheless, irrespective of the contents of any potential newly drafted
or reformed declaration of human rights or principles of the rule of law, execution of
the perpetrators of, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control on the spot without the need to incur any additional human
rights violations in the process of doing so may well constitute one of the most
civilized or law-abiding available options to replace the barbarism and perhaps
transparent illegality of “fair trials” – the routinized and normalized violation of the
law in the name of upholding it. If the state of affairs resulting from the
implementation of the conceptually and/or practically most accurate or desirable or
least illegal or unjust choices, given the types of criminal offenses or human rights
violations committed, cannot be regarded as being consistent with the rule of law, one
might conclude that the creation of legal principles that would be consistent with
some of the prevailing, potentially incorrect interpretations of rights, legal processes
or the rule of law in general may indeed not be theoretically or practically feasible.
In short, it is quite possible that conceptually valid and practically feasible standards
of law or legality have never existed. If they nonetheless are assumed to have existed
at some point in time in a pre-singularity or pre-“trans-/posthuman” world, the nature
of the crimes or human rights violations committed under non-consensually
implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies may well challenge the
feasibility of administering justice according to such standards, if not render the
potential absence of conceptually valid and practically feasible standards of law or
legality since the beginning of history more evident. To the extent the feasibility of
conceptually and practically valid standards of law or legality might indeed be
affected by the specific types of criminal offences or human rights violations
committed under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies, one might expect or have expected significant amounts of resources to
be or have been channelled into preventing the non-consensual implementation of
singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies. After such non-consensual
implementation, there might, in such a case, be nothing that could be done to restore
law or legality.

7. Even If It Was Technically Feasible to Engage in All Potentially Relevant
Forms of Communication or Deliberation Based on Conceptually Valid and
Practically Attainable Standards of Legality and to Find Qualified and Impartial
privation so that inflation will be low and stock prices high. To be a member of the working
poor is to be an anonymous donor, a nameless benefactor, to everyone else.”
45
To the extent that, for instance, ethicality, morality and empathy are genetically determined, these
qualities might already be expected to have been eliminated to a significant extent from humanity’s
gene pool. Throughout the history, the bearers’ of the genes of the present author have also to some
extent opted for survival in the zero-sum competition for money or other types of struggles at the
expense of other people. It is thus quite possible that a significant part of the potential readership of this
book has already become extinct. It is also quite possible – if not likely – that many of them could have
produced broader, deeper, more innovative and more profound substantive insights and presented them
in a more informative, concise and in all other aspects better form compared to the present author.
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Legal Professionals and Universalizeable Legal Principles, “Legal” Action Might
Well Be Inherently Hypocritical and It Might Well Be a Minority View Rather
Than the Law That Would Determine the Appropriate Outcomes
Given the colossal extent of the virtually all-encompassing global institutional failure
– and in all likelihood worse – that the non-consensual implementation or unfolding
of technological singularity or some of the “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane
technologies which do not presuppose singularity without the knowledge of everyone
who might be affected would entail, action within the prevailing, thoroughly
dysfunctional, corrupted and co-opted institutions might well be justifiable only to the
extent that such actions contribute to a counterrevolution that might reverse the
essentially illegal or terrorist appropriation of the law through non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies and thus enable the delivery of justice
in victim designed and implemented judiciaries or tribunals. One of the objectives of
any potential “legal” action within the prevailing institutional structures of any given
jurisdiction might thus involve, for instance, the accumulation of evidence from
jurisdictions which might willingly and knowingly refuse to enforce their own
domestic legislation in the case of particularly serious criminal offences or human
rights violations. Such information might be utilized in any potential newly
established jurisdictions, judiciaries or international or global tribunals designed and
implemented by the victims, non-judicial 46 executions of the perpetrators or as
evidence for determining the extent to which any specific jurisdiction’s claims to
sovereignty might be illegitimate and thus subject to de-recognition by other
jurisdictions (see chapter 9 below).
As any potential participation in “legal” processes might, however, be at the minimum
hypocritical – if not also, for instance, inherently nihilist or counterproductive – no
victim might be expected to participate in such processes. In the case of long-standing
non-consensual deployment of “trans-/posthuman” technologies or implementation or
unfolding of singularity, virtually all institutions in the world would have been fully
aware of and actively participating – through acts of omission, if not in all cases also
commission – in some of the most extreme forms of human rights violations in history
for extended periods of time. Any potential alleged shift of the “war-policeaccumulation” (Neocleous, 2013, 9) nexus – essentially some of the worst criminals
in history, whose crimes might be difficult to surpass even in theory via alternative
means of oppression – from willing and knowing participation in calculated, extreme
and long-standing human rights violations into a “legalistic” mode of thinking or
46

Non-judicial might be quite different from extrajudicial, as the purpose and potentially also likely
effect might be to uphold rather than to undermine the integrity of the law or the most important human
rights that might be prioritized over conflicting or contradictory rights of the perpetrators. Extralegal
killings have sometimes been defined as “killings committed without due process of law, i.e. without
legal safeguards or judicial proceedings” (Philippine Supreme Court Annotation to the Writ of Amparo
3 fn. 10, quoted in Pangilinan, 2012, 825-826). Non-judicial executions, in contrast, might be based, for
instance, on an overall assessment of how to attain the maximum feasible degree of respect for the rule
of law, if any, in the presence of conflicting or contradictory rights and particularly serious human
rights violations with potentially permanent implications. Non-judiciality might also involve an explicit
recognition of the hypocrisy of any potential claims alleging the state to hold a monopoly on legitimate
violence: not all – if any – violence exerted by the state is legitimate, while in some cases most or all of
any potential law-upholding – and thus, according to one potential definition, legitimate – violence
might depend on non-state actors’ willingness and ability to use legitimate violence. In short, a judicial
decision would be formally or effectively made to facilitate or undertake violence which does not rely
on any further judicial proceedings, procedures or interventions to secure its legitimacy.
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action – allegedly bringing themselves to justice for their crimes when such criminal
activities can no longer be continued – might well, in addition to being hypocritical,
be regarded as, for instance, transparently absurd.
If, for instance, it turned out that in some member states of the European Union as
well as the European Court of Human Rights – a court that in theory should accept
cases brought by individuals on alleged violations of the European Convention on
Human Rights after all potential, alleged or perhaps transparently unavailable national
remedies have been exhausted 47 – “a lawyer-statesman’s perspective” had
systematically prevailed over the views of “judges with human rights leanings”
(Bruinsma, 2008, 33) – if any – in cases involving potential non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies, any potential alleged sudden shifts
from willing and knowing complicity or co-perpetratorship in egregious human rights
violations into a “legalistic” mode whereby member states of the European Union
might suddenly be successfully prosecuted for such offences might well be viewed as
hypocritical or transparently absurd. As one judge of the European Court of Human
Rights has noted, “A moral thirst for justice48 is hardly different from a physical thirst
47

It might not be overly cynical to suggest that the European Court of Human Rights might effectively
commodify some of the perhaps less serious violations of human rights at grossly discounted prices
while ignoring more serious actual or potential violations. According to Dzehtsiarou and Greene (2011,
1709, footnotes omitted):
“On a recent Russian chat show the ban of the gay pride parade in Moscow was the topic of
discussion. One of the discussants mentioned that the ECtHR [the European Court of Human
Rights] found the previous ban in violation of the ECHR [the European Convention on
Human Rights] and awarded 3000 Euros for just satisfaction to the victims – the organizers of
the banned gay pride parade. In response, a Member of the Russian Parliament, Alexander
Khinstein, pointed out that Russia was ready to pay 3000 Euros every year to the organizers of
gay pride parades but there would be no such parades in Moscow. Perceptions of ECtHR
judgments as merely awarding just satisfaction are damaging to its effectiveness as a whole.”
In contrast, cases involving egregious actual or potential human rights violations through, for instance,
non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies have been declared inadmissible by
the European Court of Human Rights without informing the public about or providing opinion on the
substantive legal issues involved, thus depriving the public of an opportunity to judge whether it might
indeed be revolution rather than evolution (see ibid., 1713) that might be needed in respect of
potentially the entire European Union and member-state-level “legal”, economic and political
institutional establishment.
48
It is quite possible that the European Union has rendered itself structurally irrelevant to any potential
delivery of justice for particularly serious human rights violations by means of the member states’
decision to abolish the death penalty or remedy despite it being at least periodically “considerably
popular” (Goerlich, 2008, 57) in, for instance, Germany. According to Johnson (2006, 118, citing
Zimring and Hawkins, 1986), “Abolition [of the death penalty or remedy] in Europe has never been
the result of popular demand; politicians had to ignore public opinion and ‘lead from the front’ in order
for it to occur.” It is quite possible that “the death penalty operates through the intertwined geographies
of racist-capitalist-patriarchal politics” (Inwood, 2015, 1062) and that “capital punishment continues as
a disciplinary practice. The object of discipline, though, is not crime; rather, it is capital accumulation”
(Tyner and Colucci, 2015, 1097). Such ongoing injustices do not, however, diminish or eliminate the
potential theoretical and/or practical case for the appropriateness, desirability or necessity of the death
penalty or remedy in other cases. Remaining open to the potential appropriateness, desirability or
necessity of death penalty or remedy is a precondition for any potential delivery of justice. Any
institution that structurally denies the potential appropriateness, desirability or necessity of the death
penalty or remedy is siding with the perpetrators – to the extent the overlap between its staff and
willing and knowing protectors or perpetrators of the crimes or human rights violations in question
might not be complete – of particularly serious human rights violations against the victims, humanity
and humanness in general through its blatant violations of what should perhaps always have been
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for water. Hoping to satisfy a victim of injustice with cunning forms of words is like
trying to quench the thirst of a parched child with fine mantras“ (Judge Bonello,
quoted in Bruinsma, 2008, 42). Judge Bonello might well be deliberately giving an
overly positive impression of the actual operating practices of European Union and
member state-level institutions. In case of member states that might, for instance,
have pathologized accurate descriptions – or mere questions or possession of
potentially relevant material written or subcontracted by European Union authorities
themselves, uncovered in non-consensual searches of personal belongings – of the
ongoing government-sponsored, -implemented or -protected torture and human
experimentation programs that violently attack the posers of excessively relevant
questions through, among other things, the “police” and “professionals” who might
have created a “scientific” discipline or a field of “professional” specialization49 for
explicitly recognized as the most important human rights that override all other alleged rights in case of
conflict: the right to cognitive privacy, autonomous human agency and self-ownership of all aspects of
one’s body, personhood and other forms of personal information. In case the judicial system
structurally prevents the delivery of justice, the victims’ and other potentially interested parties’ efforts
may be directed elsewhere, potentially increasing the chances that also third parties who may be
unconnected to the perpetrators or their human rights violations will suffer in the ensuing conflicts
which might well become unnecessarily large in scope due to the dysfunctional, corrupted or co-opted
criminal justice system. In the absence of the death penalty or remedy, even relatively small – let alone
large and global – organized crime groups consisting of, among others, alleged, self-declared or selfcross-referenced “professionals” in various fields may permanently eliminate potentially more capable
competition simply by subjecting such individuals to forms of crime or human rights violations which
may keep the surviving victims occupied with the implementation of justice rather than what they
would have been most productive or happiest in for the rest of their lives – if not also others in the
present and the future who might have become aware of the real nature of, for instance, the European
Union as, among other things, grossly economically inefficient and unjust tool of warfare against
inalienable human rights, humanity and humanness in general and be willing and able to focus on
enforcing present and intertemporal human rights through the destruction of any and all manifestations
of non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood and other forms of personal
information.
49
The “legal” theory behind identifying the appropriate forms of remedies or punishments for criminal
offences or human rights violations committed by psychiatrists is intriguing. What would be the
appropriate forms of punishments for perpetrators in a transparently co-opted or substantively nonexisting field who engage in willing and knowing human experimentation and violation of inalienable
human rights and essentially claim to “commit crimes not because they are motivated by greed or
malice but because they are sick and in need of treatment – they have impaired brains” (Erickson, 2010,
30-31) based on the alleged “professional” standards of their own co-opted or substantively nonexisting field of alleged expertise? Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies, to the extent psychiatrists might actually believe in the substantive contents
of their “scientific” discipline or field of “professional” specialization, should the psychiatrists
themselves not be regarded – based on their own standards or mythologies – as lunatics and locked up
for particularly perverse types of torture and experimentation for indeterminate periods of time? In case
psychiatrists genuinely believe to have sufficient expertise to be able to judge what is allegedly normal
and what is pathological in essentially every conceivable field of human activity – in many cases
making transparently and spectacularly false implicit or explicit claims about the alleged substance of
the field in question – are they not insane according to their own alleged standard criteria? Would the
psychiatrists themselves not have been psychotic for extended periods of time – if not since the
creation of their “discipline” or “specialization” – acting potentially for decades upon, for instance, the
transparently mistaken or psychotic belief that “trans-/posthuman” technologies or non-transparent
forms of social organization do not exist or that the posing of excessively relevant questions or the
possession of excessively relevant material is pathological? The latter case may be particularly
intriguing. Does the fact that a medical “professional” regards the possession of a scientific report or
opinion paper on a certain topic as pathological not imply that either the medical “professional” him/herself is potentially insane – questioning the potential validity of information beyond his/her own
“field” of specialization on potentially psychotic grounds – or the drafters of the document in question
are potentially insane – in which case one might expect such a medical “professional” to take the
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the purpose of promoting the ongoing governmental policies in closed facilities that
might for all intents and purposes be maintained to allow the intensification of
particularly perverse forms of torture and human experimentation, any potential
transparently absurd words that might or might not be associated with such pursuits
might be unlikely to merit to be described as “cunning”. As a result of the blatant
“structural inadequacy of the individual complaints mechanism” (Bruinsma, 2008, 42)
the victims’ “thirst for justice” might well have been willingly and knowingly ignored
by despotic, calculative authorities at all levels of administration in the European
Union for extended periods of time while continuing to perform or oversee the
performance of some of the most serious types of human rights violations and human
experimentation in history through virtually the entire spectrum of governmental and
“professional” authority. 50 Under such circumstances any potential reliance on the
(in)appropriate forms of (il)legal action against the drafters, requesting, for instance, the “police” to
violently handcuff the drafters of the document if and when encountered in a relevant jurisdiction and
to deliver them to the perpetrators for intensified torture and experimentation in closed facilities? With
what possible logic might the mere possessor of such a document be pathologized in case the drafters
themselves have been presumably rewarded for the publication of such a document rather than
subjected to intensified forcible experimentation and human rights violations in closed facilities?
As psychiatry might consistently have attempted to present itself as a “scientific” discipline – albeit of
“a low epistemological profile” that involves “a lot of guess work” and “seems as if it was created
exactly” for “political and economic purposes” (Woolhandler, 2014, 141, footnotes omitted) – or field
of “professional” specialization that might legitimately be used as a basis for non-consensually
implemented violence and human rights violations as a matter of public policy rather than, for instance,
as a religion or culture, some of the principles which, according to some potential interpretations of the
psychiatrists’ own logic or absence of it, might confer at least some degree of protection to some views
which are shared by, for instance, religious or cultural groups might not appear to apply to the
psychiatrists themselves. If a group of self-declared “scientists” or “professionals” commits particularly
serious human rights violations and subsequently attempts to justify them by, for instance, appeals to
shared “professional” norms, can the legal system entirely ignore such group’s de facto claims that, as
lunatics according to their own shared “professional” norms, they should be subjected to particularly
perverse types of human rights violations and experimentation as opposed to, for instance, the mere
deprivation of their physical freedom to a significantly lesser extent in a prison? Or should the
psychiatrists perhaps be subjected to such particularly perverse types of human experimentation and
human rights violations due to their insanity rather than self-declared “professional” wish to receive
such “treatment” for their condition over and above any sanctions that might be legally mandated for
their crimes or human rights violations? Seen from a slightly different perspective, can the courts deny
a self-declared “discipline” or “professional” group – which many courts might even have heard as
“expert” witnesses in the past – the kind of “treatment” in the form of particularly perverse types of
experimentation and human rights violations that – by the “discipline’s” or “group’s” own standards –
might be necessary to cure or manage its members’ chronic conditions merely because independent and
competent courts might disagree with the defendants’ self-diagnosis and the appropriate courses of
action to deal with such actual or alleged beliefs? A self-declared “scientific” or “professional” field or
form of “quasi-criminal civil intervention” (Laguardia, 2015, 53) or detention offering “the state the
ability to detain individuals while circumventing standards of proof beyond a reasonable doubt” (ibid.,
55) which might never have articulated credible distinctions between the exercise of power and the
alleged core subject matter of the “discipline” or “field” itself might well not be expected to be allowed
to appeal to the potential prevalence of its members’ affliction as an alleged defense or mitigating
factor if and when it was uncovered that, by the “discipline’s” or “field’s” own standards, virtually the
entire public and private sectors might have been dominated by clinically insane individuals – or
“trans-/posthuman” parts of a system of artificial insanity – for extended periods of time.
50
In the case of the police, for instance, the practice of no police officer ever testifying in favor of the
victims’ version or account of the events (e.g. Lledín Vitos, 2015, 293) – or deliberately allowing
torture and other violations of moral integrity to occur with impunity (ibid., 299), for that matter – may
well be the norm in the European Union that defines the need to explain any potential exceptions or
deviations. In Russia, in contrast, posting videos in the internet aiming “to bring public attention to
issues, stories or news which are not covered by corporate or mainstream media” (Mattoni et al, 2010,
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existing institutional structures of the European Union at any level that would not
explicitly seek to dismantle or replace such structures might well be regarded as
hypocritical, transparently absurd and perhaps counterproductive by offering utterly
and thoroughly failed, corrupted and co-opted institutions and individuals a chance for
public relations performances or spin-building in an attempt to secure the institutional
or personal survival of the perpetrators of particularly serious human rights violations.
Martin (2015, 207) has argued that
“Official channels include regulatory agencies, courts, treaties and a host of
other processes and agencies that are supposed to resolve problems and
provide justice. Powerful groups, rather than allowing official channels to
operate independently and fairly, often use them to defend themselves and to
attack opponents.”
Such observations may be particularly insightful in cases where the presumed official
remedies – for instance, trials, whether or not public – involve continuation of some
of the criminal offences for which remedies would in theory be sought – violations of
personal privacy, ownership of personhood and personal information or the right to
refuse recordable and/or modelable interaction with essentially criminal or terrorist
state actors or state-sanctioned human experimenters, for instance.
Any potential attempts to require specific victims to undergo criminal or terrorist
hypocrisies or absurdities as a precondition for gaining justice for the crimes or
human rights violations committed during quite possibly the darkest era in human
history – involving, for instance, rampant, if not all-encompassing, non-consensual
mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control, compared to which the Christian
end times, when the adoption of the mark of the beast will be voluntary, might be a
glimpse of light in the dark – might thus be unlikely to be consistent with the rule of
law or be “legal” in nature. There might well be no public in a post-singularity world
– individuals who could credibly prove to have the requisite cognitive privacy and
autonomy that are preconditions for autonomous human existence and agency. Any
and all “communication” undertaken in a post-singularity world – including, for
instance, any potential vehement denials of the possibility or likelihood of one’s
cognitive privacy or autonomy having been violated or apparently self-implicating
ridicule that might be targeted against those who might refuse to pretend that
potentially the last several decades of technological development and implementation
8) – at least in one case involving a police officer “exposing corruption among his senior colleagues”
(Harding, 2009) and appealing directly to the prime minister to investigate and rectify such issues – “is
becoming an increasingly popular form of protest among Russians” (Mattoni et al, 2010, 8). In the case
of the Russian police officer the videos appear to have been recorded at his home without the presence
of other police officers. It is, however, remarkable that serving police officers corroborated the whistleblowing officer’s claims anonymously on radio (Harding, 2009). In case some of the activist-recorded
and -posted videos are authentic, it is also remarkable that the individuals in question have been able to
record material on the Russian police’s actual operating practices without the police, for instance,
violently preventing such recordings and subsequently lying about the activists’ alleged opportunity to
record the events or the reasons which might allegedly have prevented recording – an apparent civic
freedom that may be far from evident in the European Union or the United States (see e.g. Geary,
2014).
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had not happened – might in fact be designed, produced or instigated by the artificial
intelligence system itself and/or its human overseer(s) rather than constituting
autonomously developed discussion or deliberation among members of the public.
Partly for this reason it is quite possible that the aforementioned necessary but not
sufficient conditions for a “fair trial” – the death of the perpetrators and the
destruction of all designs or expressions involving non-consensually extracted
thoughts, elements of personhood or personal information – might in fact be the
conclusion to which courts would have arrived in the theoretical case that the nature
of the criminal offences or human rights violations committed or the absence of valid,
undistorted legislation and credible possibilities to prove one’s cognitive privacy and
autonomy did not prevent the formation of conclusions that might deserve to be
described primarily as “legal” in nature. Even if any court decided – in most, if not all,
cases potentially illegally – to discard actual – whether legal or not – and/or potential
law – what the law would have been likely to be or become in the absence of, for
instance, non-consensual mind-influencing or -control of the voters and/or their
“representatives” – and arrange a popularity contest instead to decide what to do with
the perpetrators of some of the most serious human rights violations in history, there
might be no “public” to which the matter could be referred to. It is thus quite possible
that even any potential existing local, national or international courts – not to mention
any additional or alternative judicial structures that might have been established, had
the likely implications of, for instance, non-transparent technological development or
forms of social organization been widely deliberated in public when possibilities for
such deliberation might still have existed – in the pre-mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control era would have concluded that the most appropriate legal
solution to non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control is the
immediate execution of all willing and knowing perpetrators in order to preserve
rather than undermine the credibility, legitimacy or integrity of judiciaries. The
perpetrators might thus have willingly and knowingly made themselves legitimate
targets of any potential autonomous law enforcement efforts that any victims or other
potentially interested parties might choose to undertake in perpetuity regardless of the
precise types of assaults that the remaining perpetrators might attempt to make
through – and thus also effectively on – institutions that might already be utterly and
completely beyond the possibility of redemption as the mind-reading, -modeling, influencing and -control technologies are removed and knowledge of the nature and
scope of the crimes or human rights violations that would have been committed would
become widespread among members of the newly formed public.
Even after the public might have been re-established through the compulsory removal
of, for instance, all mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies,
fair public deliberation might not be possible before the execution of the perpetrators
in a manner that might not be entirely dissimilar to some of the necessary but not
sufficient conditions for a “fair trial”. One of the objectives of the cabalist
surveillance, violence, experimentation and organized crime might be precisely the
extreme eradication of privacy of perhaps exceptionally privacy-conscious victims by
modeling, plagiarizing and ultimately potentially forcibly immortalizing and eternally
exploiting certain aspects of their victims’ personhoods or personal information. Any
potential forced publicity in connection with the ultimate delivery of justice – quite
possibly involving direct action by large numbers of independently acting individuals
rather than the utterly failed domestic or international institutions attempting to
produce a semblance of legitimacy, credibility or functionality after a period of
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calculated torture, experimentation and organized crime at a time when the proverbial
ropes might already be around virtually everyone’s necks’ in such institutions waiting
for the power shift that might result in the implementation of potentially the only
suitable penalty or remedy for the perpetrators – might merely constitute continuation
of the perpetrators’ assault on the victims’ lives rather than administration of justice.
To the extent that the post-singularity world would not be entirely determined by, for
instance, a global artificial intelligence system or its human overseer(s) – in which
case policymaking or public deliberation would no longer be possible – many, if not
all, of the perpetrators’ “arguments” or “positions” might not exist before the
perpetrators were actually forced to explicitly state them. In those perhaps relatively
rare cases where such statements could no longer be avoided, deliberately distorted
circumstances or pre-planted trails of errors or inconsistencies might aim to maximize
the perpetrators’ freedom to construct the most beneficial or least harmful
explanations. In other words, the perpetrators might, while still having control of nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies, deliberately create
circumstances in which they might retain the maximum flexibility in respect of any
potential alleged reasons for acting in any specific ways in any specific situations and
postpone the duty to explain any specific criminal activities or human rights violations
as long as possible.
The delivery of justice presupposes procedures which are conceptually distinct from
the criminal offences or ongoing processes that are supposed to be remedied. In the
case of privacy violations, such procedures may well have never existed. The entire
modern history of legislation, jurisprudence and law enforcement may thus be
inherently Orwellian in nature. It is the victims who effectively become the outlaws.
The perpetrators can essentially violate any and all potentially relevant laws with
impunity with full knowledge of the fact that the only “legal remedy” that is available
to the victims also effectively constitutes continuation of the ongoing privacy
violations. Should the victims themselves undertake effective self-defense – killing
even a relatively small proportion of the perpetrators – chances are that – despite any
potential alleged reluctance on the part of “the media” to idealize mass murders or
executions – the ensuing privacy violations of the victims – at that point allegedly also
perpetrators themselves, even in case the rate of accuracy in targeting their selfdefense exclusively against the perpetrators had been perfect – would become even
more intense. The courts may thus never have had much – if anything – to do with the
delivery of justice either in theory or practice. The “law” might as well specify any
other type of venue for any other type of socially constructed performance that would
be equally unrelated to the objective of terminating ongoing criminal offences or
human rights violations once and for all, restoring the pre-crime situations to the
maximum feasible extent and punishing the perpetrators without the victims having to
incur any additional criminal offences or human rights violations in the process of
doing so. By deepening and essentially eternalizing the injustices involved and
widening the spectrum of potential crime-perpetuating “legal” performances, nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies might render legality
permanently outside of humanity’s reach: administration of justice in a manner that
would genuinely merit to be described as such might require autonomous lawenforcing action on the part of the victims themselves or other potentially interested
parties, yet any potential attempts to monitor or enforce the legality of such
autonomous pursuits might be likely to eliminate their potential to attain justice
without further violations of the victims’ rights. In short, implementation of justice
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may well require acknowledgment of the potentially ubiquitous legal nihilism or the
theoretical and practical infeasibility of designing and implementing procedures that
might achieve justice without further violating the victims’ rights.
One might, however, argue that the right to privacy does not apply, for instance, to
politicians or heads of state. According to such line of argument, voters, for instance –
both domestically and internationally in order to, for instance, allow assessment of the
extent to which any specific jurisdictions’ claims to “sovereignty” might be
legitimately recognized or have to be de-recognized by other jurisdictions due to, for
instance, violations of inalienable human rights – would surely have the right to know
whether, for instance, the leaders of specific nations are willingly and knowingly
connected to mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies or are
overseeing, modeling, influencing, controlling, torturing, injuring, experimenting with
or killing others who might be non-consensually and often unknowingly connected to
such systems in order to, for instance, allow the local populations to assess whether
they have the right forms of governance in place and the right people occupying
positions of political authority or whether the rest of the world should intervene to
remove human rights violating regimes from power in order to restore legitimacy both
at the national and international levels.
In the case of non-consenting and often unknowing victims of, for instance, mindreading, -modeling, -influencing or -control, the required levels of privacy – whether
already embodied in some potentially relevant existing legislation or requiring some
additional legislative efforts or perhaps international enforcement of principles which
should have been obvious to the perpetrators regardless of the extent to which the
prevailing legislation might or might not have explicitly criminalized some
particularly serious types of criminal offences or human rights violations at the time
they were committed – might appear to be significantly higher than what might
currently be widely recognized or acknowledged. Photographing victims even in
public places, for instance, might appear to constitute a clear violation of the victims’
privacy, as they might well not be doing specific things in specific locations – let
alone jurisdictions – at specific times in the absence of non-consensual mind-reading,
-modeling, -influencing or -control. It would thus be quite possible to argue that in
cases involving human trafficking through, for instance, mind-influencing or -control
of one or more victims to relocate them and in some cases other accompanying
victims to specific jurisdictions selected by the perpetrators, it should be possible for
the victims to take legal action for any and all crimes or human rights violations
committed anywhere in the world in those jurisdictions which would have the most
severe types of penalties for such types of criminal offences or human rights
violations – in which the victims might well have chosen to be located in the absence
of non-consensual and often unknowing mind-influencing or -control. If, for instance,
the perpetrators brought a citizen of any specific nation and potentially also some
accompanying victims into that or some other nation’s jurisdiction through mindinfluencing or -control for the purpose of being able to continue particularly blatant
forms of mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing, -control, torture, human
experimentation or organized crime with impunity or potentially significantly less
severe legal consequences than in some other jurisdictions, such crimes or human
rights violations might be prosecutable in those jurisdictions or international tribunals
which would be likely to impose the most severe penalties for the extradited
perpetrators.
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In a post-singularity world, the number of victims of, for instance, non-consensually
implemented mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies would be
likely to be immense. Requiring some of such victims to participate in transparently
hypocritical or absurd “legal” performances as a precondition for gaining justice
would constitute a continuation of the criminal processes rather than administration of
justice that would put an end to such activities once and for all by executing the
perpetrators and grossly misrepresent the nature and scope of the conflict that would
have taken and in such a case would still be taking place. Once all victims would have
understood what precisely would been defeated – for instance, non-consensual and in
most cases unknowing mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control and remote
violence targeted against themselves and their family members and other people
around them, the day of execution of the remaining perpetrators might resemble more
of a victory day after the largest-scale armed conflict in history rather than, for
instance, allegedly a relatively small number of allegedly isolated cases as some of the
perpetrators might continue to claim until such a day in an attempt to deflect attention
from the potentially all-encompassing scope and in all likelihood non-negligible
duration of some of the criminal offenses or human rights violations. Once every
victim would understand that any and all actions, decisions or thoughts, for instance,
that they or the people around them might appear to have taken or had might have
been observed – if not influenced or externally determined – and many illnesses,
injuries or symptoms that they, their family members or other people around them
might have had might have been partly or entirely deliberately caused by the
perpetrators, it might not be entirely inconceivable that many, if not most, victims
would define liability or complicity in a way that might not be entirely dissimilar to
the definition adopted in this book – all individuals who have been or should have
been aware of the actual or likely existence of, for instance, non-consensually
implemented mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies but have
not made their best efforts to ensure their compulsory removal. On such a day, it is
quite possible that – rather than seeing the execution of all perpetrators as an overly
barbarian form of solution, remedy or punishment – large groups of victims ranging
from, for instance, mothers whose children might have been deliberately tortured
while co-opted “professionals” might have knowingly propagated alternative
explanations for their children’s experiences or victims who after years or decades of
externally influenced or controlled lives had the first theoretical chances to get to
know themselves51 and others and to start living the lives that they would so far have
missed to the next of kin of victims who might have been murdered by the
perpetrators rather than dying of allegedly “natural” causes would ask why the
perpetrators’ execution took so long, potentially having lost faith in the legitimacy
51

Getting to know or being oneself might well no longer be possible in practice after one has become
aware of the potential for or the actual non-consensual implementation of mind-reading technologies or
other extreme forms of surveillance. It is quite possible that thoughts, for instance, cannot be observed
without affecting them and the mere possibility of non-consensual mind-reading – particularly among
those victims who might have a relatively realistic understanding of the magnitude of the institutional
failure and complicity that the non-consensual implementation of such technologies would entail and
who might thus not be able to take any test results or official statements on the alleged absence of nonconsensual mind-reading technologies at their face value even in the absence of any potential direct
evidence that might point to non-consensual mind-reading – may prevent the formation of authentic
identities or getting to know or being oneself. If there ever has been any technology in history which
should have been strictly prohibited from being developed, it may be precisely mind-reading
technology.
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and functionality of all institutions which should have informed the public about the
true level of technological development and forms of social organization and
prevented the introduction of, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control technologies in the first place.
Requiring some of the victims to participate in transparently hypocritical or absurd
“legal” performances as a precondition for attaining justice before the elimination of
any and all institutions and individuals who would have been complicit in their
operations thorough acts of commission and/or omission might thus also be
conceptually incorrect. One might well argue that the newly formed public should be
asking their politicians, courts, law enforcement agencies etc. – individuals in
occupations which involve both responsibility for the perpetrators’ activities – in case
the overlap between the perpetrators and the authorities in question is not complete –
and publicity – what precisely they have been doing for extended periods of time –
potentially decades – while at the minimum blatantly missing technological
developments and social formations that they should have been aware of and
communicated to the public rather than letting the perpetrators continue their assault
against victims whose occupational choices and/or professional statuses might involve
neither requirements for publicity or mind-modeling nor reasonable possibility or
responsibility to find out and communicate the real level of technological
development and forms of social organization to a greater extent than what they might
already have done.
Many victims might thus even define the nature of the type of activity that might be
taking place partly based on the number of victims involved and their geographic
distributions. According to Balisacan (2008, 85, footnote omitted), for instance:
“Whereas before, privacy need only be asserted as against the state and as
against other members of civil society, today the multiplication of forums of
interaction also meant the exponential increase in the number of social actors
with whom relationships may be established and against whom the
individual's standards and demands as regards privacy must be asserted. This
material factor poses a serious challenge to the promotion of an individual's
privacy and can only be feasibly addressed, given the enormous constraints,
by an international conglomeration of individuals similarly situated or a statesponsored regulatory mechanism that will promote privacy rights on their
behalf.”
As all states and “state-sponsored” actors might well have been complicit in
particularly serious criminal offences or human rights violations through acts of
commission and/or omission, any potential genuine “legal” or other form of action
against the perpetrators might be likely to involve “an international conglomeration of
individuals similarly situated” or a substantial number of independently acting victims
from most – if not all – jurisdictions in the world bringing charges against the global
criminal or terrorist organization of the perpetrators for a wide range of criminal
activities and human rights violations in both local and international courts that would
have been designed and implemented by the victims themselves – if not simply
widespread non-judicial executions of the perpetrators which might have obviously –
both to victims and perpetrators – been perhaps the only suitable type of a solution or
remedy to the particularly serious types of criminal offences or human rights
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violations that the perpetrators would have willingly and knowingly committed with a
full understanding of the fact that non-judicial executions might be the only available
solution to terminate and remedy such types of criminal offences or human rights
violations. Anything less might be likely to constitute merely continuation of the
perpetrators’ warfare against the victims, humanness and humanity in general
regardless of the institutional labels under which such aggressions might be alleged to
be taking place.
One might also argue that one of the main functions of courts may always to some
extent have been acting as market makers for things and people that would otherwise
not be for sale and to provide an unlimited source of discount coupons – judgments or
verdicts specifying an effective monetary price for anything or anyone – for powerful
perpetrators to buy things or people that they could otherwise not afford. In the case
of some victims of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies,
their thoughts, for instance, are not for sale. The universe is not enough, much less
any given individual nation or jurisdiction on planet earth that might be offered in its
entirety as compensation for their thoughts. To the extent courts might after the
compulsory removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies refuse to execute all
perpetrators – without trials to preserve the victims’ privacy and integrity of
personhood by preventing the perpetrators from disseminating non-consensually
extracted thoughts or other forms of personal information of the victims – the courts
might have effectively created an underpriced market for, for instance, particularly
serious human rights violations or crimes against humanity. Human dignity has
sometimes been deemed to be “premised on framing a philosophically sound
imperative of respecting and protecting the dignity of personhood” (Rapatsa, 2015,
43) or “to refer to worthiness or excellence attributed to humans by virtue of being
humans” (ibid., 44). It does not depend on the individual’s sense of his/her own
dignity or capacity or propensity to resist humiliation or dehumanization by other
humans, machines or “trans-/posthumans” (Rapatsa, 2015, 45, drawing on Meyer,
2002). If human dignity is regarded as an inalienable value that cannot be an object of
transaction or renouncement (Baez and Mezzaroba, 2013, 116), one might well argue
that the courts cannot merely aim to compensate victims whose human dignity has
been violated, as such compensation would effectively render the victims’ human
dignity an object of court-mediated transaction. The courts would have to aim to
remedy the violations of human dignity to the maximum feasible extent. If the
inalienability of the victims’ human dignity is to be respected, the courts – or perhaps
the legislators, voters or the general population in the case of non-judicial executions
– might thus have little choice but not to respect any potential alleged inalienability of,
for instance, the perpetrators’ right to life when executing the perpetrators and
destroying all designs or expressions involving non-consensually extracted thoughts
or other forms of personal information or elements of personhood that would continue
to violate the victims’ human dignity, self-determination and self-ownership if left
alive or undestroyed.
Consequently, it would be quite possible to argue that, in order to allow an objective
analysis of what the respective laws actually say rather than letting each jurisdiction
utilize their domestic laws or judiciaries for, for instance, racist or discriminatory
purposes, domestic law should be interpreted and enforced by foreign victims and, to
the extent the domestic law might not, according to the foreign victims’ interpretation,
impose death sentences to the perpetrators, it might be irrelevant anyway. In other
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words, when the “law” has become little more than a grossly and violently discounted
price list for, for instance, particularly serious human rights violations by perpetrators
who might well in many cases have obtained their wealth through essentially illegal
means and been sufficiently powerful to get away with it – or, once again, at a grossly
and violently discounted price – no amount of theoretical, conceptual, practical or
procedural effort might be quite able to conceal the potentially inherent hypocrisy of
the “law” – however conceived or implemented.
In short, any and all forms of “legal” action might well be inherently hypocritical.
While “legal” action might be taken by some victims as one element of the ongoing
full spectrum warfare through all available means, it might be conceptually inaccurate
and strategically counterproductive to pretend that whatever it might be that might
take place under the banner of “legal” action would indeed be genuinely legal in
nature. Any potential delivery of justice might ultimately depend on the victims’ and
other potentially interested parties’ capacity to design and implement alternative
solutions or remedies after the prevailing institutions would have been dismantled.
Due to the nature of some of the crimes or human rights violations committed under
non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, such
solutions or remedies might be likely to involve execution of the perpetrators
irrespective of what the majority opinion might be.

8. How Should Crimes or Human Rights Violations Committed under NonConsensually Implemented Singularity or “Trans-/Posthuman” Technologies Be
Dealt With after Such Technologies Have Been Mandatorily Removed?
As long as “trans-/posthuman” technologies allowing, for instance, external
monitoring, modeling, influencing or control of human behavior remain in use,
delivery of justice in a manner that might merit to be described as legal in nature
might be clearly infeasible. An artificial intelligence system and/or its human
overseer(s) might be able to implement any specific types of externally controlled
action through “trans-/posthuman” bodies, while constant mind monitoring or
modeling might significantly hinder even those individuals’ capacity for action who
in theory might have sufficient personal autonomy left for independent action. An
artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) might implement situations,
which perhaps a relatively small number of individuals might recognize as likely
signals of particularly serious human rights violations involving external control of
non-consensual and often unknowing “trans-/posthumans”, while many others might
interpret the events differently, be externally determined to interpret the events
differently, or be externally determined to express their alleged views of the events
differently regardless of what their freely and privately conceived independent
assessments of the situations might have been.
Once the mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing, and -control technologies would
have been removed and the analysis and reporting of criminal offences and human
rights violations would become possible, every event that happened during the era of
non-consensually implemented posthumane technologies might be expected to be
assessed in isolation of other events. Technological and/or social networks might well
attempt to conceal past blatant injustices by subsequently producing more carefully
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scripted and implemented events or simulations involving, for instance, remote torture
and “social” robotics – externally controlled “trans-/posthuman” activities which
might be misrepresentable as social interaction to naïve or complicit observers. One
might thus expect predetermined or externally induced events to be assessed or
remedied exclusively based on information from those events. Such an approach does
not, of course, preclude the possibility or potential necessity of making connections
between series of events that might uncover carefully planned organized crime,
terrorism or human experimentation involving a significant number of individuals
from different types of institutional affiliations and “professional” backgrounds.
Whether such organized crime, terrorism or human experimentation might be
consciously planned by a group of willing and knowing perpetrators or executed by
an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) without the knowledge
of the “trans-/posthuman” subjects through which such plans might be implemented
might be immaterial to establishing the fact that such criminal offences, human rights
violations or forms of human experimentation would have taken place.
As some types of “trans-/posthuman” technologies would be likely to enable complete
or nearly complete external control over “trans-/posthuman” bodies with little if any
autonomous victim understanding of the events or recollection of them shortly
afterwards, the possibility that any specific posthumane-era acts – even when
involving, for instance, rather enthusiastically expressed arrogance or visible
nervousness – might in fact have been externally determined or influenced by an
artificial intelligence system that has had sufficient time to observe the arrogance,
sadism, nervousness or other characteristics of autonomously acting individuals and
learned to reproduce such characteristics in “trans-/posthuman” subjects who might or
might not be aware of or have given their informed consent for external control of
their minds and bodies could not be excluded. An artificial intelligence system and/or
its human overseer(s) might externally produce “human” expressions that might, in
the absence of external mind-influencing or -control, imply willing and knowing
complicity to some observers in an attempt to conceal their non-human
implementation – if not necessarily origins in individuals other than those whose
bodies might be used to produce such expressions.
Any potential alleged challenges or dilemmas of legal or moral responsibility in the
case of crimes committed by at least some types of artificial intelligence systems
might not be quite as daunting as might sometimes have been suggested. In case
mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies are legal or legalized
in any jurisdiction, any individual who might willingly and knowingly become part of
such a system after free, private and autonomous consideration would effectively be
giving his/her informed consent to any and all criminal activities or human rights
violations that the artificial intelligence system might commit though the individual’s
body – with or without his/her knowledge or autonomous input – in the future. An
individual who expresses his/her wish to become part of such a system might thus be
regarded as having expressed his/her wish to become part of a violent criminal or
terrorist organization and given his/her consent to any and all crimes, acts of terror,
genocide, crimes against humanity, human rights violations, human experimentation
and privacy violations that it would be likely to commit in the future and might thus
be executed without further evidence needed of the crime that he/she would have just
committed.
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In the case of victims who would have been non-consensually connected to mindreading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies, it may not be entirely
obvious that the opposite conclusion could be avoided. Individuals who have been
forcibly connected to mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control systems
would clearly not have had an opportunity for free, private and autonomous opinion
formation, which might be regarded as a precondition for any potential legal liability.
Any and all actions of such individuals – even when not directly determined or
imposed by an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) – might be
motivated by, for instance, self-defense or deliberate inconsistency. Such individuals
might, for instance, deliberately undertake actions that they – and perhaps even the
relevant legislation, if any – genuinely regard as lesser evils than the non-consensual
mind-modelling or -meddling that they are subjected to, deliberately select
inconsistent patterns of action in order to minimize the amount of accurate
information on their personhoods that might be permanently extracted and
immortalized, or end up acting inconsistently without a deliberate intention to do so in
the absence of an opportunity to freely, privately and autonomously plan for a
deliberately inconsistent or some alternative types of courses of action. Before the
non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies were removed, even
the individuals themselves could not find out, which of the aforementioned or some
alternative types of explanations might or might not have applied to themselves in
specific situations while they still were forcibly connected “trans-/posthuman”
technologies without educating the artificial intelligence system on their genuine
personhoods in the process. Victims of non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control cannot be expected to say anything – it is entirely the
responsibility of others to restore their cognitive privacy and autonomous personhood
without expecting the victims to subject themselves to further non-consensual mindmodeling or human rights violations in the process of doing so. They cannot be
prevented from saying something in case they nonetheless try to say something, as
such a practice would eliminate potentially the only means that the victims have to
provide information on the types of criminal offences or human rights violations that
the state has deliberately committed or allowed to be committed against victims, who
due to the nature of the ongoing criminal offences or human rights violations would
not be in a position to consciously select only specific forms of communication that
the perpetrators might allow. Nor can they be held liable for anything that they might
say – as they have not had an opportunity for free, private and autonomous opinion
formation, which might be regarded as a precondition for any potential legal liability.
One might thus well argue that governments and each and every individual who have
been or should have been aware of the actual or potential existence of “trans/posthuman” technologies but autonomously chose not to make his/her best efforts to
terminate or prevent the ongoing particularly serious human rights violations or
criminal offences might bear the entire responsibility for the actions of individuals
who were connected to “trans-/posthuman” technologies against their will and often
knowledge. When individuals who are non-consensually connected to “trans/posthuman” technologies commit crimes against any specific state, it would thus be
the state that would have to be punished for both depriving the individuals in question
of their capacity for free, private and autonomous opinion formation and the specific
type of crime deliberately caused or instigated by the state by virtue of denying the
individuals in question an opportunity for free, private and autonomous opinion
formation. Under non-consensually implemented singularity, any and all “humans”
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and other forms of “life” might be “living in a computer simulation” (Bostrom, 2002)
and there could potentially be no reliable way for anyone to become aware of – let
alone to liberate themselves from – the external control exercised over their bodies by,
for instance, an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s).
Suppose that Lawrence Brewer was an unwilling and unknowing protagonist – or
perhaps “component cell… [or] (man-machine symbiont…)” (Longo, 2010, 24) – in
such a simulation. According to Tyner and Colucci (2015, 1084), Brewer:
“admitted that he (along with two accomplices) slit the throat of Byrd, chained
him to the back of a pickup truck, and dragged him down a country road.
Afterwards, Brewer reportedly wrote that he was no longer a ‘virgin’; that it
was a ‘rush’ to kill, and that he was ‘licking his lips’ for more. Prior to his
execution, when asked if he was repentant, Brewer said ‘no’, that he had no
regrets, and that he would do it all over again if he could. There was minimal
support for Brewer, a ‘white’ man, prior to his execution; there were no lastminute attempts to save his life.”
Suppose it subsequently turned out that Brewer, his executioners and everyone who
might otherwise have attempted to intervene in Brewer’s execution were externally
influenced or controlled by, for instance, an artificial intelligence system and/or its
human overseer(s). Should the state, every individual who has wielded power in the
name of the state while the exercise of private and autonomous human agency might
still have been possible and potentially also every individual who has or should have
been aware of the actual or potential existence of “trans-/posthuman” technologies but
autonomously chose not to make his/her best efforts to terminate or prevent the
ongoing particularly serious human rights violations or criminal offences not be held
liable for their acts of commission and/or omission in the murder of both Byrd and
Brewer? In other words, if the state executes “criminals” who have been forcibly
connected to, for instance, a mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control system,
should the state and, at the minimum, individuals who have wielded power in the
name of the state while the exercise of private and autonomous human agency might
still have been possible not be punished both for the murder of the executed
“criminals” who did not have an opportunity for free, private and autonomous opinion
formation and for the crimes that such “criminals” committed, quite possibly as a
direct result of the state’s deprivation of their privacy and autonomy and the state’s
centrally imposed nihilism that the willing and knowing non-consensual
implementation of singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies entails?
While some individuals might in some instances wish to privately record any potential
interaction with the perpetrators – whether government officials or “professionals” in
any given field – and securely store such material for purposes of self-protection, it is
not obvious that either such individuals or the perpetrators could use any recordings
against non-consensual targets of mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control
irrespective of the content of such recordings. Whatever types of activities – criminal
or otherwise – such recordings might contain would merely constitute evidence
against the state and its apologists rather than implicating individuals who lack the
opportunity for free, private and autonomous opinion formation. Due to some of the
obvious and entirely foreseeable implications of non-consensually implemented
“trans-/posthuman” technologies for, for instance, the nature and autonomy of human
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agency, legal liability for crimes committed by non-consensual victims, the
(in)feasibility of a “fair trial” or the nature of the perpetrators’ bodies as repositories
of non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of
personal information of the victims, willing and knowing access to non-consensually
extracted thoughts alone might well have to be regarded as a sufficient basis for
executing the perpetrators, while any and all non-consensually extracted thoughts,
elements of personhood and other forms of personal information would be destroyed.
Such a conclusion might be seen as an additional potential reason why some
individuals who choose not to consensually join mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control networks might – in case they are legal or legalized or remain
illegally used in some parts of the world – refuse to deal with members of such
networks altogether, who might have a relatively high propensity for potentially
extremely serious types of criminal activity without potentially being legally
accountable for their actions or the actions that might be implemented by an artificial
intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) through their “trans-/posthuman”
bodies.
Even if targets of non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control
may not be legally liable for their actions after their non-consensual connection to
“trans-/posthuman” technologies, they might well be legally liable for actions or
omissions that occurred prior to such non-consensual connection or end up bearing
the consequences for the actions or omissions of their forefathers. Individuals who did
not make, at the minimum, reasonable efforts to prevent the introduction of, for
instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control system(s) in any form –
including exclusively among those individuals who might have expressed their
informed consent for joining such system(s) as soon as they became available –
before they were non-consensually connected to such a system might still be held
liable for their omissions, negligence or failure to make, at the minimum, reasonable
efforts to prevent the introduction of such system(s) in any form before the likely
implications would be widely understood among the general population and the
legislation and its enforcement mechanisms would have been modified accordingly –
including the possibility of introducing a worldwide ban on such system(s) even for
individuals who might have given their informed consent for joining such system(s).
Some of the younger generations, for instance, might well ask – if not simply attempt
to hold liable – their parents, grandparents, or whatever the last generation that would
have had the theoretical possibility to prevent the introduction of “trans-/posthuman”
technologies might have been, what precisely they have been doing all their lives
while being bribed by a brief period of relative opulence to ignore the implementation
of “trans-/posthuman” technologies that might have left their children permanently
enslaved with potentially no autonomous capacity to become aware of or to terminate
their victimhood. Those who might not yet view the Nobel Prizes as entirely ludicrous
forms of perpetrator self-congratulation might well ask, why “peace” prizes should
have been awarded to, for instance, individuals or transnational institutions that might
have overseen the implementation of potentially the first truly global, permanent and
potentially even in theory irresolvable violent conflict while, at most, temporarily
postponing or hiding from public scrutiny some individual battles of such a world war
in some locations as its systemic rationale or necessity has grown stronger.
Chief Justice Aharon Barak of Israel’s Supreme Court comes close to articulating
what might have been done to avoid such a situation:
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“This is the destiny of a democracy – it does not see all means as acceptable,
and the ways of its enemies are not always open before it. A democracy must
sometimes fight with one hand tied behind its back. Even so, a democracy has
the upper hand. The rule of law and the liberty of an individual constitute
important components in its understanding of security. At the end of the day,
they strengthen its spirit and this strength allows it to overcome its difficulties”
(quoted in Ellis, 2010, 202-203).
Sustainable legality, respect for the rule of law, freedom, democracy or security
require elimination of the natural law-based justification or necessity of alternative
systems or modes of behavior. One might argue that the rule of law understood as
securing individual52 liberty – including, for instance, unconditional guarantee of the
human body’s informational integrity – should always have been the core
constitutional objective or policy guideline irrespective of the alleged or actual
existential threats that any given polities or humanity in general might have faced at
any given point in time. As long as the liberty-securing polity or humanity does
survive, it would maximize its capacity for overcoming its difficulties through
determined adherence to the principles it would be defending. As soon as an
alternative system or mode of behavior becomes desirable or necessary based on the
natural law, both the feasibility of legality, respect for the rule of law, freedom,
democracy or security as policy objectives and the “spirit” or the incentives that might
be needed to pursue such objectives – to the extent they might still in theory have
been attainable – may have been permanently and irrevocably lost. It could be argued
that there is no other way to fight for liberty except preserving the principles of liberty
itself. Whatever the actual or alleged motives – the required capacity might clearly
have existed – for failing to prevent the non-consensual breach of the body’s
informational integrity might have been, as a result of such a failure, the fight for
liberty might have been permanently and irrevocably lost. The consolation prize for
the remaining losers on earth might involve pursuit of the maximum feasible extent of
liberty in the prevailing post-humane circumstances: a permanent and uncontainable
conflict to destroy all designs and expressions involving non-consensually extracted
52

Free, private and autonomous exercise of human agency might be regarded as a precondition for all
forms of liberty, including its potential consensually constructed collective manifestations. According
to, for instance, the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights (2005), “The interests and
welfare of the individual should have priority over the sole interest of science or society” (Article 3),
“In no case should a collective community agreement or the consent of a community leader or other
authority substitute for an individual’s informed consent (Article 6) and “The privacy of the persons
concerned and the confidentiality of their personal information should be respected” (Article 9). As
Oyowe (2013, 103) argues, “individual freedom and rights cannot be successfully grounded in a moral
theory that already regards some extrinsic value (that is, communal harmony) as the most fundamental
moral value”. Without individual freedom and rights, communal harmony does not exist. In other
words, in the absence of free, private and autonomous exercise of human agency, the community
members will never have an opportunity to form and express their informed consent for the prevailing
definitions of communal harmony – let alone to shatter such illusions through the identification of even
one potential “community” member, not to mention a self-declared victim of misuses of “communal”
forms of power, disagreeing with or refusing to adhere to some aspects of the prevailing definitions of
“communal harmony”. Nor does “communal harmony” involve any inherent respect for others’
individual or communal rights. Self-declared “harmonious communities” may well be among some of
the relatively more dangerous to themselves, their neighbors or humanity in general, often with no
openly articulated convincing theories of how precisely they might be expected to be anything else
except potentially dangerous to everyone.
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thoughts or other forms of personal information or elements of personhood from the
universe, which might only be terminated by either a level of oppression that would
permanently prevent the pursuit of freedom with perfect coverage or the extinction of
the species.
In the case of nations that might already have eliminated humanness by forcibly
connecting everyone who might be physically located in their territories to mindreading, -modeling, -influencing or -control system(s), any potential internationally
imposed collective remedial action or punishment for, for instance, human rights
violations, genocide, crimes against humanity or potentially also war crimes –
governments, cabinets, presidents, emperors, kings or queens or “head[s] of the
dominant group[s]” (Fadakinte, 2013, 576), for instance, potentially utilizing artificial
intelligence system(s) or network(s) as weapon(s) of mass destruction against
humanity also beyond their own borders53 – might be partly or entirely targeted at the
wrong individuals. The longer the implementation of such a remedial action or
punishment might take, the more likely it would be that any potential collective
punishment or remedial action to eliminate regimes that constitute a threat to
humanity or humanness would be targeted against individuals who were born as
“trans-/posthumans” or essentially machine parts or who were non-consensually
connected to posthumane technologies at a relatively young age and thus may never
have had an opportunity to challenge such a system. In case it was still possible to
eliminate only those individuals or “trans-/posthumans” who were responsible for the
non-consensual implementation of, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control system(s) in their territories, such internationally coordinated
action might well ultimately end up upholding both the international and the local law
as they were or would have been likely to be in the absence of their criminal or
terrorist appropriation. It might thus not be easy to find viewpoints that might justify
any other types of action except the implementation of a global ban on, for instance,
mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing and -control technologies, which might be
regarded as a precondition for determining whether such technologies might ever be
legally adopted anywhere in the world. Given the fact that potentially the
overwhelming majority of the world’s population under non-consensually
implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies would not have
sufficient personal privacy and autonomy to form and communicate informed consent
for a decision that effectively eradicates their personhood and immortalizes whatever
they might be externally determined to do during their lives and that there may be
Once the non-consensual implementation of “trans-/posthuman” technologies has been recognized as
an armed conflict, targeted killings of, for instance, governments, cabinets, presidents, emperors, kings
or queens, “head[s] of the dominant group[s]” or other potentially relevant parties may well become
feasible even under the international positive law (see e.g. Casis, 2011). As Casis (ibid., 338, quoting
Melzer, 2008, 263) points out, “the so-called ‘war against terrorism’ may not qualify as an armed
conflict because ‘[n]o social phenomenon, whether terrorism, capitalism, Nazism, communism, drug
abuse or poverty can be a “party” to a conflict.’ In contrast, to the extent the victims of nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies might undertake armed self-defense, they
might well be “sufficiently identifiable based on objective criteria” (Melzer, 2008, 263, quoted in Casis,
2011, 338) – their status as victims of non-consensually implemented objectively identifiable intrabody “trans-/posthuman” technologies. While “targeted killings carried out in the name of the ‘war on
terror’ alone do not fall within the coverage of armed conflict” (Casis, 2011, 338), thus potentially
rendering them unlawful under international law, targeted killings carried out in the name of a war on
non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies might well fall within the scope of
“lawful means and methods of combat under the laws of armed conflict” (ibid., 332).
53
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currently no credible theories for, for instance, how any potential locally, nationally or
regionally adopted artificial intelligence system(s) could be permanently isolated from
all those nations or individuals who do not wish to become a part of or to give their
personal information to such system(s), such systems should perhaps be recognized as
exceptionally powerful and contagious weapons of mass destruction that might
ultimately infect the entire world unless unauthorized implementation of such systems
is prevented by a globally enforced ban.

9. What the Law – If Any – Might Look Like After the Compulsory Removal of
All “Trans-/Posthuman” Technologies?
In a world that would have removed all “trans-/posthuman” technologies, sovereignty
might be made or explicitly recognized and enforced to be conditional upon the
continuous fulfilment of predetermined criteria. Conditionality may already be
applied to sub-state entities seeking sovereignty. In the words of Williams and
Heymann (2004: 441):
“Conditionality may be applied to the accumulation of increasing sovereign
authority and functions by the sub-state entity, or it may be applied to the
determination of the sub-state entity's final status. In either case, the sub-state
entity is required to meet certain benchmarks before it may acquire increased
sovereignty. These benchmarks may include conditions such as protecting
human and minority rights, developing democratic institutions, instituting the
rule of law, and promoting regional stability.”
Such a process might be reversed to impose either decreasing sovereign authority and
functions or loss of sovereign status on countries that would fail to continuously meet
certain standards potentially including “conditions such as protecting human and
minority rights, developing democratic institutions, instituting the rule of law, and
promoting regional stability”. Some of the potentially relevant standards for assessing
the level of any specific government’s or polity’s (non)compliance might involve the
respect for and enforcement of each individual citizen’s, resident’s and visitor’s
inalienable human rights irrespective of the majority opinion and ensuring that
democratically determined preferences in respect of all other matters are made in
good faith and are generalizeable to everyone irrespective of one’s position in any
given society or polity rather than merely reflecting utilitarian majority interests
implemented though the exercise of brute force. Ludsin (2013, 169), for instance, has
argued that
“Free and fair elections … do not guarantee that a government will meet the
legitimacy requirement or fulfill its duties to the people. The government must
act in accordance with the will of the people and their vision of the common
good once elections are completed. This requirement is much more complex
than it first appears because the will and common good must be informed by
the needs and interests of all the people and not simply the majority. Minority
groups must have a voice in this determination or democracy will oppress
them, negating legitimacy and causing the government to fail at its duties at
least with respect to some portion of the population. This does not mean the
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people cannot act against their own best interests; instead, they cannot act in
violation of sovereign duties when attempting to claim sovereign rights. The
people are not permitted to do what the government cannot do.”
Any potential violation of the inalienable human rights or other legitimate and
generalizeable interests of even one citizen, resident or visitor might constitute a
failure of “sovereign” duty, in the former case giving rise to the partial or complete
forfeiture of the polity’s “sovereign” authority and functions or status by definition,
while in the latter case it might well be the nature and scope of the appropriate
sanctions or remedies rather than the existence of a failure of “sovereign” duty per se
that might be a matter of dispute. In other words, doing “what the government cannot
do” may involve violations of either inalienable human rights or other legitimate and
generalizeable interests. In the former case the loss of “sovereign” authority and
functions or status as a legitimate and potentially necessary form of sanction or
remedy may be evident. In the latter case the government might still not “meet the
legitimacy requirement or fulfill its duties to the people”, potentially legitimizing or
necessitating a range of sanctions or remedies, including but perhaps not limited to the
temporary or permanent loss of “sovereign” authority and functions or status.
International law might be modified to allow – if not demand, to the extent it might
not already do so54 – international intervention ranging from the implementation of
specific judgements under international supervision by individual legitimate sovereign
entities or coalitions of the willing to temporary or permanent loss of national
“sovereignty” in case any jurisdiction is deemed to be in violation of its own publicly
stated legislation or the international law in cases involving particularly serious
criminal offences or human rights violations. The process might thus not be
conceptually entirely dissimilar to, for instance, “sovereign” veil piercing in case
“sovereign” entities are used, for instance, as mere alter egos for violation of
inalienable human rights.
Making or explicitly recognizing and enforcing sovereignty to be conditional upon
performance might not in itself necessarily involve interference in the domestic
legislative processes of each “sovereign” entity. According to one potential variant of
the principle, any jurisdiction might still be free to legalize, for instance, torture or
non-consensual mind-reading, -influencing, -modeling or -control of anyone who
happens to visit its territory simply by explicitly stating so in its legislation. Such
jurisdictions – if any – might be required by international law to, for instance, provide
information on the existence of such legislation to any potential visitors in their native
languages in order to obtain informed consent as a precondition for visiting their
54

See e.g. Meyers (1997, 912) for an interpretation, according to which
“One argument supporting unilateral action is that, despite a bias towards the maintenance of
sovereignty (except at the behest of the U.N. Security Council under Chapter VII), the U.N.
Charter, itself, supports unilateral action when necessary. Article 2(4) of the Charter requires
member states to refrain from infringement on another state's sovereignty, yet ‘[a]rticles 55
and 56 ... [require] each U.N. member to [“]take joint and separate action[“] to insure the
“universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms.”’
[Burmester, 1994, 275] Thus, under the UNPA [the United Nations Participation Act of 1945],
enacted by Congress to bind the United States to the U.N. Charter, the United States, and
other states, have a treaty obligation to intervene unilaterally when violations of international
human rights law occur. Not only is this argument a defense for United States unilateral
intervention, it also presents such intervention as a binding obligation.”
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jurisdictions and to state all relevant information concerning their approach to specific
types of criminal offences or human rights violations in the legislation – or to
explicitly state in the same document that outlines each jurisdiction’s entire legislation
if, for instance, some aspects of the relevant legislation are in fact not enforced by the
judiciary. While the legislative powers might still be national, each jurisdiction might
merely be required by international law to explicitly state all relevant aspects of its
legislation and judicial system in respect of specific types of criminal offences, human
rights violations, victim races, nationalities or personal characteristics etc. as a
precondition for maintaining sovereignty over its judicial policies. One might,
however, well argue that the imposition of universal benchmarks for the protection of,
for instance, human rights that would have to be met as a precondition for continued
international recognition of the prevailing level of any specific political entity’s
“sovereignty” would clearly be a more optimal – if not a necessary – solution.
To the extent that legitimate “sovereign” jurisdictions might exist in a world that
would have removed all “trans-/posthuman” technologies, one potentially relevant
objective of the “law” – if any – might involve automatic internationally enforced
interjurisdictional extradition of all potential perpetrators to all jurisdictions where
any specific crimes or human rights violations may be punishable until either the
theoretical maximum sentence has been reached or the list of such jurisdictions has
been exhausted. All perpetrators might, for instance, first be extradited to those
jurisdictions which include the possibility of a death penalty or remedy for the types
of crimes or human rights violations that might have been committed. In case such
jurisdictions do not execute all perpetrators – opting for, for instance, sentences
involving a certain number of years of imprisonment with or without hard labor or
some other additional forms of punishment – the remaining perpetrators might then be
extradited – while being imprisoned with or without requirements for hard labor or
some additional forms of punishment – to all the remaining jurisdictions in which the
crimes or human rights violations committed might be independently or more
severely punishable until all perpetrators have been condemned to life imprisonment
for separate crimes that would have occurred in different jurisdictions or, in case of
single criminal offences or human rights violations, the number of years of
imprisonment equals the maximum number that any of the remaining jurisdictions
might impose for the same criminal offence or human rights violation.
Conceptually the process might, in a sense, not be entirely dissimilar to, for instance,
prosecuting violently implemented unauthorized access to and distribution of
copyrighted or confidential material to every jurisdiction in the world. Although the
forcibly extracted and distributed material – a copyrighted or confidential document,
for instance, or, in the case of non-consensually implemented mind-reading, modeling, -influencing or -control technologies, thoughts or other forms of personal
information or elements of personhood – might be either largely or entirely the same,
each jurisdiction would involve separate crimes and, even in the case of the same
victim, separate perpetrators for the same globally distributed material. As the
appropriate or necessary penalty or remedy might involve execution of the
perpetrators and destruction of all non-consensually extracted material rather than
mere economic “compensation” for damage that might for all practical purposes be
uncompensateable, it might well be infeasible or undesirable to attempt to combine
the approaches of significant numbers of separate jurisdictions into single judicial
processes. To the extent each jurisdiction would implement such penalties or remedies,
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extraditions might not be necessary, as all perpetrators might well be executed and
forcibly extracted personal information destroyed based on the penalties or remedies
imposed by each jurisdiction for the crimes or human rights violations committed by
its own citizens.
There might thus not necessarily be “real risk of double prosecution and punishment
if several states decide to actually exercise their penal power over the same person for
the same conduct” (Petrig, 2013, 36) for transnational offences. To the contrary, in
case perpetrators were not successively extradited to jurisdictions with the most
severe types of penalties or remedies for the types of crimes or human rights
violations committed, the perpetrators could deliberately use the most lenient
jurisdiction for committing particularly serious crimes or human rights violations in
every jurisdiction in the world while pretending that the penalties or remedies that
might or might not be imposed by the most lenient jurisdiction would constitute
adequate remedies or penalties for the effects of the same crime or human rights
violation or separate crimes or human rights violations in every other jurisdiction in
the world. Each jurisdiction might in principle focus on prosecuting its own citizens
or residents for those crimes that would have taken place within the relevant
jurisdiction. In the case of Switzerland, for instance, the Swiss judicial system might
prosecute, at the minimum, those citizens or residents of Switzerland who might have
willingly and knowingly accessed forcibly extracted and imported thoughts or other
forms of personal information of victims while the victims have been physically
located outside of Switzerland as well as potentially every individual worldwide who
might have willingly and knowingly accessed forcibly extracted and exported
thoughts or other forms of personal information while the victims have been
physically present in Switzerland. Such an interpretation might well be in line with
“the ubiquity theory: an offence is considered to have been committed in Switzerland
if either the place where the criminal conduct was carried out or the place where the
criminal result occurred is located in Switzerland” (ibid., 38, original emphasis). One
might also argue that the criteria for a crime of omission – “an offence is considered
to have been committed in Switzerland if either the place where the offender acted
(crime of commission) or where he failed to act contrary to a duty (crime of omission)
is located within Swiss territory” (ibid., 38) – are fulfilled in the case of all individuals
who are located within Swiss territory and who have been or should have been aware
of the actual or potential existence of “trans-/posthuman” technologies anywhere in
the world but have not made, at the minimum, reasonable efforts to inform the public
about the actual or potential existence and implications of such technologies and to
terminate or prevent their use. To the extent Switzerland regards, for instance,
cognitive privacy, autonomous human agency, freedom from torture or selfownership of all aspects of one’s personhood and other forms of personal information
as inalienable human rights, one might well expect all individuals who are located
within Swiss territory to have a duty to inform the public about the actual or potential
existence or utilization of such technologies for the purposes of violating inalienable
human rights anywhere in the world. In the absence of, at the minimum, reasonable
efforts to inform the public about the actual or potential existence and implications of
such technologies, such individuals might be regarded as being willingly and
knowingly complicit in particularly serious human rights violations potentially taking
place both within Swiss territory and abroad by means of denying the victims the
existence of or access to publicly available information – whether “scientific” or
otherwise – on the types of technologies to which they are non-consensually subjected
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to anywhere in the world that otherwise might have been used by the victims and/or
other interested parties to bring the relevant territorial authorities in each jurisdiction
to justice.
A more likely risk might involve some jurisdictions failing to prosecute crimes or
human rights violations that might implicate a significant part of – if not all – of their
power-wielders for potentially some of the most serious human rights violations in
history that might have been willingly and knowingly committed by the local powerwielders for, for instance, utilitarian, nationalistic, ideological or racist purposes. In
such cases it might be regarded as quite appropriate to create “a dense jurisdictional
net” through the “unilateral expansion of the geographical reach of domestic criminal
law by many states concurrently” in order to “deny… ‘safe havens’ to alleged
transnational offenders and to avoid impunity” (ibid., 35). Perhaps a more appropriate
solution might thus involve extending the “absolute and unrestricted universality
principle” (ibid., 51) applying “to the offences of trafficking in human beings,
indecent assault, rape, sexual acts with a person incapable of proper judgment or
resistance or encouraging prostitution if the victim of each of these offences was
under 18 years of age” (ibid., 46) to all persons who are “incapable of proper
judgment or resistance” – including, for instance, adult victims of non-consensually
implemented mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies – and the
active enforcement of such a principle by national judiciaries in the case of, for
instance, the crimes against humanity, genocide, enslavement, human trafficking,
torture or terrorism that might be committed through non-consensually implemented
“trans-/posthuman” technologies. It might be quite unnecessary to base the
implementation of such a solution on “adopting general principles on an international
level to govern jurisdictional issues for transnational cases” (ibid., 55): autonomous
expansion of the reach of the domestic law by each jurisdiction in line with its views
on, for instance, inalienable human rights might well be a conceptually more accurate
and practically more feasible alternative to transform the international legal landscape.
Autonomous expansion of the reach of the domestic law by each jurisdiction in line
with its views on, for instance, inalienable human rights might also in some
circumstances constitute a more desirable of feasible alternative than, for instance,
any potential attempts to deliver justice through international tribunals. According to
Benvenisti and Downs (2012, 158), for instance:
“Many international tribunals display relatively little independence from the
executive branches of the dominant states, and they have been particularly
slow to embrace judicial review functions comparable to those traditionally
provided by national courts. While these tribunals can be quite effective in
criticizing a specific State Party for non-compliance with its international
obligations – in fact this is the raison d’être of many of these tribunals – they
shy away from supporting State Parties or individual third parties in
questioning the legality of the measures and policies adopted by international
organizations. At the same time, national courts, until relatively recently, have
tended to defer to their executive branches and treat international regulatory
policies as an aspect of foreign affairs.”
“[A]n expanded global role for national courts” (ibid., 159) or “national court
activism” (ibid.) – whether or not based on or involving transjudicial coordination –
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might thus in some cases be regarded as a more suitable alternative to address some of
the implications of the “diminishing opportunities for national courts to effectively
monitor and if necessary curb their respective executive branches in the area of
foreign affairs [which] threatens to create a ‘judicial deficit’ that is particularly
ominous for democracy and the rule of law at both the national and the international
level” (ibid., 158) compared to the “lack of assertiveness” (ibid.) or other potential
shortcomings of “the less politically insulated international tribunals” (ibid., 159).
The case for one potential or alleged obstacle to the autonomous expansion of the
reach of the domestic law by each jurisdiction in line with its views on, for instance,
inalienable human rights, the alleged need for legal certainty – “the requir[ement] that
legal norms must be concrete, accessible, predictable and foreseeable” (Petrig, 2013,
54) – may rarely have been articulated convincingly. Particularly when a significant
number of jurisdictions are structurally attempting to prevent the possibility of justice
through a ban on the death penalty or remedy, one might well argue that positivistic
legal norms on the appropriate types of punishments or remedies should be as nonconcrete, inaccessible, unpredictable and unforeseeable as possible to preserve the
possibility that the perpetrators will be subjected to some of the relatively more severe
punishments or remedies selected from the available range of punishments or
remedies that might be utterly and transparently incapable of delivering justice or
sufficient remedies for the crimes or human rights violations committed. In the
presence of a structurally inadequate scale of punishments or remedies in many
jurisdictions, “legal certainty” might effectively mean illegal certainty: the certainty
of being able to commit particularly serious criminal offences or human rights
violations at a fraction of the personal cost that the implementation of adequate
punishments or remedies would demand.
In case some of the potentially relevant forms of existing legislation do not condemn
all perpetrators to death or allow executions without any further judicial intervention,
victims might demand the establishment of a special international tribunal – or
perhaps more appropriately an implementation mechanism, as the executions might
be conducted without a trial – in or through which all perpetrators regardless of their
countries of residence or the location in which specific criminal offences or human
rights violations might have been committed or taken place would be condemned to
death or executed irrespective of any potential manifestations of hypocrisy which
might or might not be evoked in the name of “sovereignty”.
According to another potential complementary proposal, international law might be
modified to allow – if not demand – international intervention ranging from the
implementation of specific judgements under international supervision by individual
legitimate sovereign entities or coalitions of the willing to temporary or permanent
loss of national sovereignty in case any jurisdiction is deemed to be in violation of its
own publicly stated legislation also in cases which may not involve violations of
inalienable human rights. Each jurisdiction might be required by international law to
explicitly state all relevant aspects of its legislation and to actually enforce such
legislation. In case any specific jurisdiction would breach or fail to enforce its own
legislation, international intervention to terminate the breaches or to enforce the law
might be allowed or demanded irrespective of the type of law that would be breached
or not enforced by the local authorities.
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In general, one might expect both the international law and the foreign policies of
genuinely and legitimately sovereign nations to include a good faith clause that would
require any jurisdiction to give accurate and complete information to any potential
foreign visitors or residents as a precondition for maintaining jurisdiction over crimes
or human rights violations committed within its territory or the protection of the
“sovereign” hypocrisy of the international law against any potential foreign military
or other forms of intervention. In other words, if a state willingly and knowingly
exposes foreign visitors or residents to, for instance, egregious human rights
violations or experimentation without providing accurate and complete information
on such ongoing crimes or human rights violations in order to obtain informed
consent from the potential foreign visitors or residents as a precondition for entering
its jurisdiction, the state in question would be deemed to have forfeited both its
jurisdiction on such criminal offences or human rights violations committed within its
territory and the “sovereign” legal protection or right to “national security”55 against
any potential foreign military or other forms of intervention. Such a principle might
not be entirely inconsistent with the “sovereignty as responsibility” (The Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Internally Displaced Persons, Francis
Deng, quoted in Wheeler, 2001) approach, whereby “a state’s legal and moral right to
claim protection of the norm of non-intervention … depend[s] upon its observance of
certain minimum standards of common humanity” (Wheeler, 2001). In the words of
Meyers (1997, 907-908):
“A state has impliedly waived its sovereignty when it is no longer in
compliance with international human rights law. International human rights
law applies to all states as a universal principle of jus cogens, regardless of
One might expect any potential appeals to “national security” in any case to be accompanied with
detailed explanations on why “the nation” – rather than a smaller subset of the citizens or residents of
any specific nation or individuals who happen to be located in the territory of any specific nation at any
given point in time – is allegedly the relevant unit of analysis, why “security” – rather than, for instance,
deliberate attempts to eliminate security or legal rights, organized crime, “cultism”, nihilism or outright
lunacy – should be the most appropriate term to describe the motives behind any potential invocations
of the concept of “national security” and, even in those cases where the concept of national security
might be deemed to be applicable, how the nation in question has made its best efforts to communicate
the precise types of criminal offences, human rights violations, victim races, nationalities or personal
characteristics etc. which allegedly give rise to a “national security” exception in the existence or
enforcement of relevant legislation in order to obtain informed consent as a precondition for entering
their jurisdictions in the first place and how precisely the concept of national security might be
legitimately applied to any specific types of criminal offences, human rights violations, victim races,
nationalities or personal characteristics etc. rather than, for instance, merely constituting blatant and
deliberate misuse of the term in an attempt to cover up particularly serious types of criminal offences,
human rights violations, human experimentation, torture, genocide, crimes against humanity,
enslavement, fascism, “the State terrorism of the World Dictatorship of National Security” (Acosta,
2007, 57) or any other practices which might more appropriately need to be subjected to international
intervention. According to Danielson (2009, 503, footnotes omitted), “Many states now consider
economic espionage a matter of national security. It profits participants and saves the time and
financial resources required to develop technologies independently.” Following such an allegedly
“legal” form of reasoning, why not grant every ordinary larcenist a personal security exemption from
disclosure and liability in order to facilitate personal profiting and the saving of time and financial
resources or, at the minimum, acknowledge that the nature and scope of the alleged “national security”
interests or “legal” exemptions alone may well be sufficient to render “law” transparently arbitrary,
nihilist, “cultist”, non-existing or illegal? Violations of human rights – if not also fundamental
constitutional or legal rights – eliminate the right to “sovereignty” or “national security” rather than
constituting legitimate means to actually or allegedly attempt to preserve “sovereignty” or “security” to
which one no longer is, as a result of such violations, entitled to.
55
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whether a particular state is a non-signatory to such treaties and agreements…
The question remaining should be not whether actual enforcement should
occur, but how will it occur?”
While Burmester (1994, 322, 305) may not provide an answer on how the
enforcement will occur, its potential objectives may be relatively clear:
“once human rights abuses are so offensive as to shock the conscience of
humankind, the military objective should be the quick and complete
destruction of the offending government … If the human rights abuses are
serious enough to justify intervention … it is likely that the state’s authority
structures, or the lack thereof, are responsible for the human rights violations.
Thus, a standard that allows only the necessary and proportional destruction of
authority structures is not helpful. Complete destruction of authority structures
and their reconstruction will almost always be necessary.”
According to some potential interpretations, how the enforcement will occur may not
be relevant from the perspective of its legal justification. Revilla Montoya (2007, 673),
for instance, argues that if juridical mechanisms for intervention do not exist, the one
who loses legitimacy is the United Nations rather than the intervention based on the
responsibility to protect. If wars have been fought for, for instance, control over
territories, assets or natural resources, one might well argue that any potential decision
not to go to war56 against any potential expropriators of the thoughts, personhoods,
genetic information or other forms of personal information of any human being might
constitute a gross violation of human dignity by means of, for instance, effectively
suggesting that capital deserves military intervention or violent protection against
forcible appropriation while humans allegedly do not. As Watson (1993, 44) has
pointed out, “the interest of an individual state may sometimes seem weaker than the
interest of the system as a whole in prosecuting a particular offender.” Adopting
universal jurisdiction as a potential or alleged remedy for, for instance, statesanctioned, -sponsored or -implemented crime or systematic regime-wide 57 human
rights violations constitutes an exception that breaks the rule of sovereign immunity to
56

Given the fact that the implementation of any potential remedies to some of the crimes or human
rights violations committed through non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies
might require foreign exertion of military force on some of the perpetrator jurisdictions, any potential
attempts to prevent war might in fact substantively amount to attempts to prevent the implementation
of justice. Once the threshold of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies has
been passed, perpetual peace may well be synonymous to perpetual injustice.
57
The number of victims may be irrelevant to establishing the fact that specific criminal offences or
human rights violations are systematic or regime-wide in nature. It is quite possible for a single natural
person victim to demonstrate the systematic or regime-wide nature of criminal offences or human
rights violations simply by being subjected to such offences or violations or acts of commission or
omission involving willing and knowing complicity when interacting with a wide range of public
authorities or societal institutions irrespective of how such authorities or institutions might treat other
individuals who they come into contact with. Ward’s observation in reference to Hart’s “minimum
content of natural law” concept – the “rules of conduct which any social organization must contain if it
is to remain viable” (Hart, 1994 [1961], 193, quoted in Ward, 2013, 80) – may be instructive: “even the
most iniquitous legal system can be viable so long as it affords protection to the basic needs of some
people” (Ward, 2013, 81). It is quite possible for some regimes to be thoroughly and systematically
authoritarian, despotic, criminal, terrorist or “cultist” in nature, while “some people” – if not everyone
else except the victim(s) targeted by the regime – might be entirely oblivious to the regime’s true
nature.
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external interference. To the extent the concept of “sovereign” hypocrisy might be
salvageable at all, one might well argue that such attempts should involve specifying
and enforcing conditions in which formal sovereignty is temporarily or permanently
forfeited either entirely or to a pre-defined extent rather than taking action or
engaging in forms of intervention which in practice violate the concept of sovereignty
while pretending that the international system based on the concept of “sovereign”
hypocrisy remains intact while doing so.
A similar good faith clause might also be expected to apply to the state’s power over
its citizens: the provision of accurate and complete information in order to obtain
informed consent would be required to exercise legitimate sovereign power over
citizens and to exclude others from such pursuits under the “sovereign” hypocrisy of
the international law. In case the state is, for instance, withholding relevant
information, preventing its citizens from migrating or has repatriated them through
mind-influencing or -control for the purpose of being able to continue particularly
serious human rights violations with impunity or potentially significantly less severe
legal consequences than in some other jurisdictions, the state might be deemed to
have lost its “sovereign” authority for the governance or protection of the individuals
in question and thus rendered them legitimate targets of other sovereign entities’
protective efforts regardless of their citizenship and physical location within the
territory of the offending “sovereign” entity.
In the case of those actual or hypothetical states which do provide accurate and
complete information and adequately protect the rights of their citizens to qualify for
legitimate sovereignty, it might be regarded as curious that the passive personality
principle (e.g. Petrig, 2013, 40-41, Watson, 1993) involving domestic criminal
jurisdiction over offences allegedly committed against the nationals 58 of the state in
question outside of its own territory is not implemented regularly as part and parcel of
the notion of citizenship for all citizens of a given polity. Watson (1993, 32), for
instance, argues that “If Congress has a power to legislate on foreign affairs, surely
this power includes the ability to protect United States nationals from harm while
abroad.” While some of the presumably best-trained and -equipped killers in the
world might regularly demand – and in many cases receive – at least some degree of
exemption from local jurisdiction when being stationed or participating in military
adventures abroad, civilians of the same nations might often receive little if any
official assistance from their countries of citizenship when being victims of
particularly serious human rights violations abroad. 59 In case an alleged sovereign
It has sometimes been suggested that “nationality is a legal link between a person and a state,
whereas citizenship is a requisite for exercising political rights. Nationals are entitled to all the
fundamental rights recognized by constitutions, except rights of an electoral nature” (Diego Valadés,
quoted in Ibarra Palafox, 2011, 62-63). In this book, in contrast, nationality and citizenship are used
interchangeably. According to such a view, convention or interpretation, convicted felons who might
lose their right to vote, for instance, do not by definition also lose their citizenships in the process and
become mere nationals. In case the state is viewed as “the dominant group who exercise power and
authority through the government” (Fadakinte, 2013, 576) and Nigeria, for instance, as a “multinations” (ibid., 577) – “a country that is made up of many nations” (ibid.) – it is, however, possible for
members of different nations to have the same citizenship. Conversely, in case citizenship is made
“accessible to those who claim membership in the dominant national culture, regardless of where they
live” (Ibarra Palafox, 2011, 69), it is possible for members of the same nation to have different
citizenships.
59
According to the United States Department of State (2015, 1), for instance, “It is the policy of the
United States that U.S. Defense personnel should not be sent to foreign countries unless sufficient
58
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entity does not, at the minimum, demand that other jurisdictions enforce their own
legislation, international law and all other potentially relevant laws against all
perpetrators to the maximum extent permitted by the law when its citizens have been
victims of crime or human rights violations abroad – if not also the regular and
ubiquitous application of its own domestic legislation for all criminal offences or
human rights violations committed against its citizens anywhere in the world – what
precisely is the conceptual justification for such “sovereign” entities to exercise any
power at all over such individuals while being physically located abroad based on
their citizenship only? In case the citizenship of the sending “sovereign” entity offers
no rights or protection to individuals while being physically located abroad while the
domestic law to which they allegedly are subjected to might in many cases not offer
the same rights or level of protection compared to the host jurisdiction’s own citizens,
would it not be more logical or consistent with the universal protection of inalienable
human rights to require every international traveler to relinquish his/her citizenship at
the point of departure and the receiving “sovereign” entity to grant the traveler
citizenship for the duration of his/her stay in case it wishes to allow international
mobility? In the absence of either passive personality jurisdiction or shifting
territorially-based citizenship, are international travelers not willingly and knowingly
deprived of rights and protection that some “sovereign” entity unquestionably should
provide and enforce irrespective of where the individuals in question might be located
at any given point in time?
Each sovereign entity is bound by its own interpretation of, for instance, inalienable
human rights, not the interpretation of other states in which some of its citizens or
victims of other nationalities might be physically located at any given point in time. In
case any jurisdiction genuinely believes in the inalienability of human rights and
personal liability for their violations, one might expect each polity to be continuously
subjected to the external enforcement efforts of other polities in accordance with the
other polities’ interpretations of inalienable human rights. In the absence of such
enforcement efforts targeted against every polity in the world which is seen to be in
violation of inalienable human rights according to one’s own interpretation, one might
well argue that it would be more appropriate and honest for everyone who might
object to such enforcement efforts based on, for instance, alleged national
“sovereignty” to publicly acknowledge that, in their view, inalienable human rights do
status safeguards are assured.” Should one not be at least equally, if not more, concerned about the
sufficiency of the “status safeguards” of civilians who have not been equally well trained and equipped
to protect themselves while traveling or being sent abroad rather than, for instance, imposing longstanding travel restrictions to some destinations where citizens of the United States might, for instance,
find relatively accessible, cost-effective and high quality health care despite the United States-inflicted
economic violence (see e.g. Cooper et al 2006; Marimón Torres and Torres Martínez, 2013) – unless,
of course, U.S. Defense personnel includes perpetrators of particularly serious human rights violations
worldwide who need continued global protection to preserve impunity? For an argument on an
“impunity agreement … violating international law and municipal law with impunity” (Sandoval, 2004,
461), see Sandoval (2004). As, once again, “[t]he US has maintained that the processes of the ICC will
be taken advantage of by smaller States through the filing of spurious, politically motivated charges
against American troops in order to harass the lone world superpower” (ibid., 474) rather than pointed
out what specifically in the International Criminal Court’s conceptualization of “law”, due process or
some other potentially relevant consideration might make “the lone world superpower’s” legal defense
against alleged vexatious “sovereign” litigants an insurmountable problem, the nature of both
international and domestic “law” as conceptually unsubstantiated or inconsistently applied soft
weapons used mainly by the strong against the weak may be far more evident than what many
observers might be inclined to publicly admit.
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not exist and that, consequently, they are willingly and knowingly taking the risk of
being brought to justice by any jurisdiction or tribunal in the world for complicity in
the violation of inalienable human rights which any jurisdiction or tribunal might at
some point in time recognize to have existed all along and been obvious to the
perpetrators based on, for instance, natural law. It is not technically possible to
confine the recognition of inalienable human rights to the territory of any given polity.
Territorial rights are based on domestic positive law, not inalienable human rights that
“All human beings are born” with (The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948,
Article 1). Recognition of inalienable human rights automatically applies to every
human being. Any potential failure to make, at the minimum, reasonable efforts to
enforce inalienable human rights anywhere in the world constitutes complicity in the
violation of such rights that one might expect to be prosecutable based on universal
jurisdiction in any jurisdiction or tribunal in the world. In such judicial processes, one
might also expect any potential domestic constitutional or other forms of legal
restrictions or contradictions of inalienable human rights to constitute potential
evidence of, for instance, the willing and knowing intent to systematically commit
violations of inalienable human rights within the jurisdiction in question rather than
legitimate exercises of national “sovereignty” that could mitigate the responsibility of
any specific individual, group, community, institution or political entity that has been
complicit in such violations through acts of commission or omission. While the mere
absence of, at the minimum, reasonable efforts to enforce inalienable human rights
might well be regarded as a breach of each individual’s duty as a human, any potential
appeals to, for instance, national “sovereignty” as an alleged reason for external noninterference might be regarded as evidence of actively condoning violations of
inalienable human rights and thus potentially justify or necessitate more severe
penalties.
In case the political leaders of any given polity are directly or indirectly complicit in
acts of commission or omission which, according to their own polity’s interpretation,
constitute violations of inalienable human rights anywhere in the world directed
against any human beings regardless of their nationalities through, for instance,
appeals to national “sovereignty” as an alleged justification for non-interference with
such violations, one might well expect sufficiently independent judiciaries anywhere
in the world to prosecute such political leaders based on universal jurisdiction for
willing and knowing complicity in violations of inalienable human rights regardless
of the victims’ nationalities or the geographic locations where such violations have
been committed. In case “sovereign” entities fail to demand protection of the
inalienable human rights of their citizens who are located in other jurisdictions, there
are no citizenship communities based on allegedly shared values – only opportunistic
tyrants who attempt to maximize their power over their subjects by paying lip service
to inalienable rights whenever no significant economic, political or diplomatic costs
might be involved and reneging on such alleged commitments as soon as situations in
which such alleged views might actually have to be defended arise. In case
“sovereign” entities fail to demand protection of the inalienable human rights of
everyone in the world regardless of their nationalities or the geographic locations in
which any specific violations or offences might take place, there are no inalienable
human rights. It may thus be far from evident that the principle of dual criminality –
the crime or human rights violation in question being punishable in both the
jurisdiction where the crime or violation was committed and the victim’s country of
citizenship – should always be regarded as a precondition for exercising jurisdiction
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based on the passive personality principle. In cases where, for instance, any given
jurisdiction constitutionally or otherwise deliberately excludes foreign citizens from
the protection of some human rights due to, for instance, utilitarian, discriminatory,
“cultist” or racist motives, jurisdiction based on the passive personality – if not also or
perhaps even more appropriately the universal – principle might be required precisely
due to the fact that potentially obvious and gross violations of both natural law and
domestic positive law based rights have been decriminalized in the case of foreign
victims and would otherwise remain unpunished, such rights remain unenforced in the
case of foreign victims or the actual or alleged legal remedies are clearly inadequate
to constitute sufficient remedies for or deterrents to prevent the types of crimes or
human rights violations in question.
Any potential appeals to, for instance, international customary law may be unlikely to
challenge the potential appropriateness or necessity of “assertive” use of universal
jurisdiction. According to Baker (2009, 145-146):
“Customary international law finds its source in the widespread consistent
practice of states. International custom is seen as a source of international law
because the idea is that if states act in a particular consistent manner, then such
states may be acting in such a manner because they have a sense of legal
obligation-dubbed opinio juris. If enough states act in said consistent manner
for a long enough period of time, out of a sense of legal obligation, then a new
rule of international law is said to be created. The system can thus be seen as
circular in that states are in effect creating a rule, through acting in
conformance to said rule, due to the reason that they feel legally obligated to
do so. Evidence of the development of customary international law can consist
of the statements of foreign ministers, the statements of international
organizations, diplomatic correspondence, the opinions of respected legal
scholars, etc. Customary international law also depends upon the consent of
nation-states. Consent can either be explicit or implicit. Thus, if a nation-state
does not wish to be bound by a new rule of customary international law, then
it must vocally object and (in effect) announce that it does not view itself as so
bound. This objection must be consistently reiterated, lest it be lost. New
nations, it is generally accepted, cannot choose between the various rules of
customary international law – they are bound by all of the accepted customary
rules (at the point of independence). It matters not that such newly
independent states were unable to object to rules of customary international
law as they were being formed.”
As Baker concedes, the argument is circular. If, for instance, international law is seen
as a colonial project (González Jácome, 2007, 23), colonialism would become the
international legal norm. Had the Nazis been able to set up puppet governments in
Washington, London and elsewhere, National Socialism might have been elevated
into the status of customary international law. Any potential folk wisdom or
folkloristics about, say unruly rulers being periodically beheaded, imprisoned or
exiled might constitute de facto customary international law of the people irrespective
of the extent to which such pursuits might actually have been successful in the past, as
one might argue, for instance, that it has been merely the tyrannical power relations
that have prevented more frequent and widespread observation of such aspects of
customary international law of the people, or that the frequency in any case is not
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relevant for the existence of the legal principle itself – the right or duty to execute,
imprison or exile corrupt leaders. As Anzola-Rodríguez (2012, 182) asks in the
context of the potential role of corporations in the formation of customary
international law:
“Who determines if the standard set, or the obligation contained on the
customary rule is ‘fair’? … It seems then that the formation of a customary
law on the law on foreign investment is a process that might be best to keep
exclusively on the hands of states so the norms will be backed up not only by
the legitimacy that derives from the free will of the states – although there has
always been critics to how customary law is created and enforced against
states which have not expressed their will – but also by the purity of their
pedigree as keeping them as far as possible from the interests of private actors
which are not accountable to the civil society.”
Determining the “fairness” or “pedigree” of alleged customary international law
requires analysis of the legitimacy and nature of both the source of the relevant
“custom” as well as its substantive content, which may well in practice eliminate the
presumed customary content of such legislation and replace it with a process that
might in some aspects not be entirely dissimilar to the discovery processes of the
natural law. A custom has conceptually nothing to do with a law. A custom may well
be law-violating rather than exclusively law-abiding.60
Furthermore, even the “fairest” custom with the purest possible pedigree may well
constitute a conceptually inappropriate basis for the rule of law. A custom is by
definition backward-looking. The rule of law, in contrast, might well be expected to
be forward-looking. In the words of Pound (1923, 1, quoted in Adams, 2014, 696),
“Law must be stable and yet it cannot stand still … the legal order must be …
overhauled continually and refitted continually to the changes in the actual life which
it is to govern … we must seek principles of change no less than principles of
stability.” In a society based on the rule of law, one might well expect the law to be
subjected to constant, widespread and properly incentivized public scrutiny to identify
any potential or actual technological, economic, political, social, societal etc.
Some potential examples of potentially illegal “legal” customs from the perspective of legal
positivism might involve, for instance, “fair use” of copyrighted material or situations where the courts
might “refus[e] to enforce laws” which allegedly make no “moral sense” (Martyn, 2001, 378). In the
words of Litman (2007, 1878-1879), “personal use is a realm where even the most rapacious copyright
owners have always agreed that some uses are lawful even though they are neither exempted or
privileged in the copyright statute nor recognized as legal by any judicial decision.” Yet it might be
obvious to even the most rapacious humanity haters or converters of humans or humanness into
“commodities and artifacts” (García San José, 2005, 166) that acts which are “neither exempted or
privileged” by the relevant statute “nor recognized as legal by any judicial decision” should, from the
positivist perspective, be regarded as illegal. According to Martyn (2001, 378), “Those vested with the
authority to enforce the law ultimately must believe that the legal standard makes moral sense.
Otherwise, prosecutors, judges, and juries are likely to excuse the behavior, either by ignoring it or
refusing to enforce laws that prohibit it.” In other words, legal positivism is (still) dead – in case it was
ever born – and we are (still) all iusnaturalists. Any “fair users” of, for instance, allegedly someone
else’s physical property might simply cite the legislators’ or judges’ lack of “a developed conscience”
(Gaylin, 1990, 21, quoted in Martyn, 2001, 385) in their defense in case courts were to ever attempt to
illegally meddle with their “fair use” rights through, for instance, excessively restrictive interpretations
of physical property rights’ “historic liberties” (Litman, 2007, 1879). From the natural law perspective,
any alleged custom or positive law may lack “moral sense” and thus be effectively alegal or illegal.
60
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developments which might render proactive or pre-emptive legislation desirable or
necessary rather than pretending that the rule of law is adhered to when anything
might allegedly be regarded as permissible as long as the perpetrators remain
sufficiently powerful to prevent the emergence of widespread understanding of their
crimes or human rights violations and the implementation of the corresponding
modifications that such crimes or human rights violations might be deemed to
necessitate to the positive law or its enforcement.
Such proactive or pre-emptive legislative or law enforcement efforts may be
particularly important in the case of criminal offences or human rights violations
which may give rise to a strong justification for violent self-defense, while potentially
hindering or eliminating the victims’ capacity to privately and autonomously form
and communicate verbal descriptions of the ongoing offences or violations or the
reasons for any potential violent self-defense. Non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies allowing, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control might create a strong justification for violent self-defense as
well as strong incentives for unexplained individualized action on the part of the
victims in order to, for instance, minimize non-consensually extracted and
immortalized personal information or unnecessary exposure to the “trans-/posthuman”
parts of an artificial intelligence system. Under such circumstances any and all
judicial or law enforcement mechanisms might be transparently alegal, illegal or
nihilist in nature, as there might be no reliable way to distinguish between, for
instance, acts of self-defense that might have been highly justifiable, had the
appropriate conditions for forming and communicating such justifications existed,
externally controlled acts for which non-consensual victims cannot be held liable or
genuine criminal offences – if possible even in theory, given the potentially allencompassing scope of the violations of personal privacy and autonomous human
agency, as a result of which the preconditions for any potential legal liability might
not be fulfilled.
The widespread – if not all-encompassing – failure of potentially all “sovereign”
authorities in the world to proactively or pre-emptively explore and deliberate the
implications of “trans-/posthuman” technologies and to demand complete
transparency of all forms of technological development worldwide in order to
promote realistic and widespread understanding of the likelihood or stage of their
actual implementation might thus be regarded as particularly incriminating evidence
against all forms of “sovereign” authority in any case irrespective of the prevailing
level of technological development – and as potential grounds for immediate
dissolution of all forms of “sovereign” authority and execution of every willing and
knowing perpetrator if and when it turned out that “trans-/posthuman” technologies
allowing, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control have in fact existed for some period of time. It would be quite possible to ban,
for instance, all technological development that would not have been explicitly
authorized by every jurisdiction in the world through domestic and/or international
law. Every potential developer of new technologies would have to publish detailed
development and implementation plans not entirely dissimilar to the research and
publication plans that many funders of “scientific” research might require and, if
granted a development permission by a unanimous decision by all jurisdictions, to
make the entire development processes transparently accessible to any individual or
institution worldwide. Any jurisdiction might object to such plans at any stage of the
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plan’s approval or implementation process and take legal action against irresponsible
or criminal developers and the jurisdictions that might continue to protect them based
on, for instance, universal, passive personality or protective 61 jurisdiction. Even in
such a case one might, however, expect the law to be forward- rather than backwardlooking, proactively or pre-emptively seeking potentially new legal issues before they
actually materialize rather than pretending that often significantly belated 62 and
transparently insufficient legislative or judicial reactions to actual developments in the
world are consistent with the rule of law.
In the case of particularly serious types of criminal offences or human rights
violations – including but not limited to, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, influencing, -control or torture through non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies – the prevailing “customs” are the ones that facilitated – if
not instigated or produced – the offences or violations in the first place. The
“customs” and the individuals and institutions responsible for their alleged
incorporation into customary “law” might thus be expected to be held legally liable
for their role in the crimes or human rights violations that have been facilitated,
instigated or produced by the prevailing “customs” rather than being allowed to
influence conceptualizations of what the law is or should be for the purposes of such
processes. The rule of law – if feasible even in theory – requires constant and
proactive legal innovation in order to anticipate potentially novel legal issues before
they actually materialize through, for instance, non-transparent forms of technological
development – if not also the prosecution of every developer of, for instance, new
technologies that have not been explicitly authorized by every jurisdiction in the
61

Non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control, for instance, targeted against
non-nihilist individuals anywhere in the world may well initiate potentially permanent and irresolvable
conflicts also within the victims’ states of citizenship. One might thus well expect any democratically
genuinely accountable jurisdiction where the electorate has access to all relevant information and the
required personal privacy and independence to make autonomous decisions to have adopted, for
instance, protective jurisdiction against potentially every unauthorized developer of new technologies
in the world long ago. The fact that no jurisdiction appears to have done so may well tell more about
the level of information, personal autonomy and democratic accountability in the world than the
potentially significant and permanent national security – or security of some of the citizens of any
specific jurisdiction while being physically located in that jurisdiction, in case the concept of national
security has become substantively vacuous or ideologically tainted – implications of subjecting nonnihilist individuals to, for instance, non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies
anywhere in the world. As Switzerland, for instance, applies the protective principle to, among other
things, industrial espionage (Petrig, 2013, 43), it might be difficult to see how at least some
jurisdictions might credibly or legitimately avoid applying the protective principle to human espionage
– including but not limited to non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control
targeted against their citizens abroad – while continuing to feign recognition and enforcement of
human rights.
62
One might well argue that, as a result of deliberate belatedness in implementing alleged “legal”
solutions, the opportunities for such solutions – if any to begin with – have been permanently and
irrevocably lost. No jurisdiction can credibly claim to possess a time machine that would allow it to
claim legitimate jurisdiction for wrongs committed in the past under its own supervision. Were any
victims or other potentially interested parties to base their activities entirely on the circumstances that
prevailed while “legal” remedies were being deliberately withheld – for instance, executing all
perpetrators in self-defense – rather than pretending that the perpetrator-controlled judiciaries would
suddenly acquire credibility or legitimacy in case they switch from the perpetrator mode – willingly
and knowingly facilitating, contributing to or participating in the criminal offences or human rights
violations in question – to an allegedly law-enforcing mode, the law as it was or would have been
likely to be or become in the absence of its particularistic appropriation may well be on the victims’
and other potentially interested parties’ side.
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world based on, for instance, universal, passive personality or protective jurisdiction.
Any potential appeals to “customary law” in the case of uncustomary crimes or
human rights violations might effectively grant the legislative or interpretive powers
to the perpetrators themselves, while implying that such de facto legislative or
interpretative efforts might legitimately be based on what some of the perpetrators –
judiciaries or legal “professionals” – themselves might or might not have said about
such issues in the past.
In some cases alleged customary law might in fact not be consistent with the
potentially relevant customs. As García San José (2005, 167, drawing on Martyn,
2001, 375), for instance, has pointed out, the most frequent response to new ideas or
discoveries in the past may well have been their prohibition. One might thus well
expect the customary law in respect of, for instance, potential “trans-/posthuman”
technologies to have involved their proactive or pre-emptive prohibition. To the
extent customary law might have any relevance at all in any potential legal action
against, for instance, the perpetrators of criminal offences or human rights violations
involving non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies, customary
law might thus well be used against “sovereign” entities, judiciaries, legislators, “law
enforcement” officers or legal “professionals” for their failure to observe some of the
potentially relevant historical customs by imposing and enforcing a ban on all forms
of technological development that would not have been authorized by the relevant
authorities on a case by case basis. Customary law, literally interpreted and based on a
sufficiently long period of observation, might well justify something akin to the
Nuremberg trials for, for instance, capitalists – individuals who would have created an
entirely foreseeable and potentially perpetual, ubiquitous and irresolvable violent
global conflict through the promotion of, for instance, non-transparent technological
development, limited corporate liability and the issuance of money against interestbearing debt against humanity’s long-established customs of banning or refraining
from such activities – whereby everyone who would have willingly and knowingly
responded to market incentives under the zero-sum competition for money or incited
others to do so by, for instance, pressuring or coercing them to take up paid
employment in thoroughly authoritarian, despotic, fascist or “cultist” jurisdictions
rather than striving for more humanly structural change or institutional replacement
while being “unemployed” by the fascists or “cultists” or otherwise lacking steady
access to the fascist or “cultist” blood money might be condemned for the capitalist
era atrocities as capital’s willing executioners.
“Customary” international law might thus be viewed as a perhaps particularly
transparent form of substantively vacuous or inconsistently applied soft weapon used
(effectively) in most cases by the strong against the weak. A requirement of “vocal
objection” might in itself constitute part and parcel of such power used by the strong
against the weak, whose already significant collective action problems to challenge
potentially blatantly illegal international order might be further exacerbated through
the requirement to expose themselves to the retaliatory action of “the international
community” for merely opting out of – not necessarily violating – specific
manifestations of power presented as customs.
Any potential reservations that the legal profession might have about more
widespread, if not systematic, use of universal, passive personality or protective
jurisdiction may well reflect its own predispositions, assumptions, interests or
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affiliations rather than the underlying social realities. To the extent human beings
might, for instance, be seen as inherently worthy creatures engaging in perpetual wars
against each other through all available means, one might well expect universal,
passive personality or protective jurisdiction to dominate legal theory and practice
rather than being regarded as “exotic” (Watson, 1993, 45). In such a case any
potential actual or alleged hesitation by legal scholars or practitioners to advocate
more widespread use of universal, passive personality or protective jurisdiction might
well be interpreted as an indication of, for instance, successful self-indoctrination of
such individuals by a “scientific” discipline or “professional” field that might in
reality constitute little more than a socially constructed soft weapon in the perpetual
wars among individuals with inherent human dignity rather than well-substantiated
positions in defense of legalistic epistemological absolutes or formal law that might
be conceptually distinguishable and justifiable in isolation of the ongoing perpetual
war among individuals with inherent human dignity.
To the extent legal professionals would continue to exist after the compulsory
removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies, they might be trained and legally
required to proactively or pre-emptively identify and report social needs or matters of
justice arising in the field of law for purposes of public deliberation and political
decision-making. According to Sullivan et al (2007, 187, quoted in Ferguson, 2014,
824):
“Issues such as the social needs or matters of justice involved in cases do get
attention in some case-dialogue classrooms, but these issues are almost always
treated as addenda. Being told repeatedly that such matters fall, as they do,
outside the precise and orderly “legal landscape,” students often conclude that
they are secondary to what really counts for success in law school – and in
legal practice. In their all-consuming first year, students are told to set aside
their desire for justice. They are warned not to let their moral concerns or
compassion for the people in the cases they discuss cloud their legal analyses.”
Arthurs (2014, 716, footnote omitted), in turn, ventured the following prediction:
“When this law school celebrates its bicentenary in 2113, when speakers look
back on its second century of accomplishment, they will mention
distinguished scholarship more often than skills training, they will mention its
long-term contributions to the public good more often than its immediate
influence on present day legal practice, and they will mention its role as an
agent of change more often than its role as a faithful purveyor of conventional
wisdom.”
Rather than “clouding” legal analyses, legal professionals might be expected to
acquire an ardent desire for justice, refined capacities for identifying and expressing
moral concerns and high standards of compassion and be legally required to function
as agents of change by utilizing such skills or predispositions to proactively or preemptively identify and communicate to the public any actual or potential social needs
or matters of justice which might be insufficiently addressed by the prevailing “legal
analyses” or “conventional wisdom”. In the absence – and potentially to some extent
even in the presence – of such skills or dispositions, it may be quite inappropriate to
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compare the practice of law to, for instance, flying an airplane or medical practice.
According to Wilson (2009, 825, 830):
“The formerly Soviet deans and professors, all masters of the classroom
lecture, had learned by doing, then by reflecting on their experience, the way
most adults learn. Their experience had taught them more than anything I
could lecture about for hours on end. I continued the session by asking, only
somewhat rhetorically, which of them would rather be a passenger in an
airplane whose pilot had obtained high marks in courses on the ‘The Laws of
Aerodynamics,’ and ‘Theories of Aviation,' and had studied planes taking off
from the ground for 5,000 hours but had never flown, versus a pilot who had
flown solo for 5,000 hours, preceded by in-flight training with an
accomplished pilot at her side. The point was not lost on the audience, which
nodded knowingly as to the answer.
‘medical science is best taught in the context of medical practice, with integral
connections between the fundamental knowledge base and the complex skills
of professional practice.’ [Sullivan et al, 2007, 192] This is no less true for law,
if we similarly value protecting human lives through effective diagnosis and
problem solving.”
An individual who had obtained high marks in courses on The Desire for Justice or
Theories of Compassion and Moral Concerns and studied injustices involving, among
other things, lack of compassion or moral concerns for 5000 hours might well be a
more effective advocate of justice than a positivist attorney “distanced … from …
ethical sensibilities and goals of truth and justice” (Sengupta, 2013, 13) who had
practiced the prevailing doctrine rather than justice solo for 5000 hours, preceded by
in-court training with an accomplished justice, compassion and morality ignorer on
her side. Yet even in such a case there would be no necessary connection between the
theory of justice and the ways in which “law” might or might not be currently
practiced in any specific jurisdictions. Individuals with deep expertise on justice –
potentially involving, perhaps even by definition, non-negligible competence in
several other fields in addition to “law” – could conceivably make drastically different
suggestions on how justice might most appropriately be implemented, in many cases
potentially in significant and reasonably justifiable63 conflict with the prevailing ways
in which “law” may or may not be practiced in any specific jurisdictions. Medical
doctors or pilots may not have an equal degree of freedom or responsibility to
constantly challenge even the most basic assumptions underlying the ways in which
their professions may or may not be practiced as a sign of both theoretical and
professional competence in their fields.
It would also be quite possible to suggest that, even as a self-declared “outsider”
(Wilson, 2009, 830) to any specific jurisdiction, it might well be “awkward, if not
rude” (ibid.) not “to suggest shortcomings” (ibid.) in legal education or in other fields,
effectively plagiarizing, adopting, modifying, mimicking, copying, cloning or
replicating at will – if not in many cases illegally and in violation of inalienable
human rights – any and all information or material from other polities or foreign
63

Or perhaps universally unjustifiable or so far unjustified despite being potentially justifiable in case
we “live under a criminal procedure for which we have no adequate theory” (Langbein, 2003, 9, quoted
in Epps, 2015, 1070).
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citizens for the benefit of one’s polity of citizenship – although not necessarily all of
its citizens – or “cult” without reciprocal contributions for the rest of the world. Once
again, however, given the nature and implications of the criminal offences or human
rights violations that the non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies for any period of time might entail, the conceptual
standards of legality which might or might not be identified through a compulsory
reporting requirement of, among other things, social needs or matters of justice
actually or potentially arising in the field of law for all legal professionals might no
longer be practically attainable. In such a case some of the aforementioned statements
might at best be something akin to groundbreaking scientific discoveries or
acknowledgements of long-standing but neglected scientific truisms in relation to ship
building and navigation made on Titanic after the last lifeboat has left and the ship
might be sinking well before the year 2113: potentially some of the most insightful,
accurate and pertinent legal scholarship in history produced at a point in time where
nothing might be done to attain or restore legality.
Personhood and human rights might be limited exclusively to natural (non-“trans/posthuman”) persons, while all other historical forms of legal personhood might be
recognized as attempts to distort the appropriate incidence of or conceptually
obfuscate the rights and legal liabilities of natural persons and thus be abolished. In
other words, legal personhood might be “restricted to predefined groups of potential
parties, like all humans or a subset of humans” (Bayern, 2015, 105), while explicitly
prohibiting activities whereby, for instance, “a sophisticated robot (or … the
sophisticated developer of a conventional program or machine that acts in some sense
autonomously) could create a conventional entity, like a corporation, in which it
would be very difficult for any party to interfere unilaterally with the entity creator’s
original plan for the entity, which plan could include arbitrary purposes such as the
functional empowerment of an autonomous system” (ibid., 107). Autonomous
artificial intelligence systems that might allegedly, according to some potential
standards 64 , approach “humanness” might be destroyed as embodiments of natural
persons’ non-consensually extracted personhoods rather than granted de jure or de
facto rights or legal statuses similar or identical to humans. Willing and knowing
The relevance of some of the more extreme potential applications of the Turing Test, for instance –
attempting to, for instance, define artificial computer-implemented communication or interaction as
personhood to the extent it might be indistinguishable from human-generated communication or
interaction or suggesting that any potential remaining differences in personhood might in such cases be
irrelevant – may never have been entirely obvious to neodarwinist non-believers. It would appear to be
quite possible to define humanness or personhood based on what one is – a creation in the image of the
Christian God or the biological processes that define Homo sapiens as species – rather than what one is
capable of doing. In other words, a brain-dead Homo sapiens would be a human and a legal person,
while a “superintelligence” system potentially surpassing human capabilities in most – if not all – areas
or human artefacts or social constructs – such as limited liability corporations – would not. As the
exclusive (initial) owners or stewards of their bodies and souls, legal persons would have the capacity
to renounce their humanness or ownership over their bodies or souls through, for instance, the
consensual implementation of “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies which allow external
modification or determination of human behavior. Consequently, the ethics of consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies might in some aspects resemble the ethics of, for
instance, suicide or euthanasia. To the extent suicide or euthanasia might be seen as impermissible and
as legitimate grounds for external intervention, one might expect any potential credible intentions to
voluntarily adopt some of the posthumane technologies to elicit similar responses aiming in all cases to
prevent the target of such an intervention from voluntarily renouncing his/her humanness through
suicide, euthanasia or voluntary implementation of “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies
which allow external modification or determination of human behavior.
64
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“functional empowerment of an autonomous system” through consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies or other means might be explicitly
likened to, for instance, terrorism, espionage or treason for the benefit of foreign
powers – potentially both non-human and human governed foreign and/or terrorist
powers – and the penalties and potential remedies designed and implemented
accordingly. Consequently, rather than destroying the natural law justification for
human rights or whatever credibility some of the prevailing mutually incompatible or
inconsistent human rights might or might not have by, for instance, suggesting that
autonomous artificial intelligence systems might be granted some human rights, any
potential willing and knowing adopters of “trans-/posthuman” technologies might be
explicitly recognized to give up their human rights at the moment of joining “trans/posthuman” networks which may directly or indirectly modify or determine human
behavior or model the humanness of (non-“trans-/posthuman”) natural persons who
might come into contact with such a network or its “trans-/posthuman” parts.
Any potential suggestions that legal personhood or human rights should be extended
beyond (non-“trans-/posthuman”) natural persons might deserve extensive scrutiny to
identify their potential origins in, for instance, artificial intelligence systems and/or
their human overseer(s) attempting to destroy humanness through “trans/-posthuman”
co-conspirators or victims, while perhaps the possibility that such artificial
intelligence system(s) and/or their human overseer(s) might have a penchant for
sadomasochism by implementing self-criticism, -harm or -annihilation – through, for
instance, momentary changes in the patterns of torture that might to some extent allow
dissident activity – via non-consensual “trans-/posthuman” bodies might not escape
potential attention entirely either. In other words, human rights might be conceptually
defined and/or practically enforced exclusively by (non-“trans-/posthuman”) humans
irrespective of the absolute or relative numbers of any potential individuals who might
have willingly and knowingly joined some of the “trans-/posthuman” networks
allowing the external modification or determination of human behavior.
The conceptual origins of human rights have often been attributed to either one of two
conceptually distinct and mutually incompatible potential sources. According to what
has been labeled a “philosophic-metaphysical, tributary perspective” on human rights
(Méndez, 2004, 8), human rights are recognized as “attributes that are inherent to
people, not as a concession from society, nor depending on recognition from any
government” (Carlos Nino, quoted in Méndez, 2004, 8). According to another
potential formulation of the same principle, “Human rights are usually understood as
rights that have a pre- or super-positive validity. As such they are antecedent to the
positive legal order. Their validity does not depend on their legal coding or
enforcement” (Engi, 2012, 136). In other words, human rights are deemed to exist
irrespective of the extent to which they may or may not be recognized – and, if
recognized, actually observed or enforced – by any specific governments or other
types of power structures at any given point in time. According to such a view it is
quite possible to prioritize some types of human rights over others in case of mutual
inconsistencies or contradictions precisely in order to protect human dignity to the
maximum feasible extent.
Alternatively, human rights might be viewed as purely political or historical
constructs that are deemed to conceptually exist only to the extent they may or may
not be recognized and observed or enforced by any given power structures. Based on
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such a definition, any potential objections to alleged violations of “human rights” may
amount to little more than political campaigning under the thin, politically constructed
and essentially substantively vacuous disguise of “human rights”. Referring to any
specific subset of, for instance, legislation, politics or history as “human rights” might
be conceptually equally justifiable as, for instance, referring to a specific subset of
legislation, politics or history that defines some of the dominant rules governing the
issuance, circulation and extinction of money and other forms of capital as “capital
rights” legislation, regulations or declarations. Under such circumstances the
perpetrators who might be executed without a trial, for instance, would, until their
eventual execution, have a practical duty to remain silent on political matters to the
extent that any potential political communication would reproduce or build on nonconsensually extracted thoughts, personal information or elements of other people’s
humanness as well as a logical duty to remain silent on “human rights” – which,
according to their own view, would in any case be entirely reducible to politics and
history.
Irrespective of their conceptual origins, “International human rights are legal
entitlements of individuals against the state or state-like entities 65 guaranteed by
international law for the purpose of protecting fundamental needs of the human
person and his/her dignity in times of peace and war” (Kälin, 2004, quoted in
Kirchschläger, 2014, 59-60) rather than utilitarian constructs that “protect essential
elements and spheres of human existence that enable humans to survive and exist as
humans” (Kirchschläger, 2014, 59). In other words, in the absence of an explicit order
of priority that would subordinate all other human rights to, for instance, human
survival, no subjective or normative purpose might be imputed to human rights. Were
such explicit orders of priority to be recognized or constructed, one might well argue
that, for instance, human dignity – involving, for instance, self-ownership and freely,
privately and autonomously conceived and exercised personal agency – rather than
survival should be the overriding aim of human rights. In case of ongoing violations
of human dignity, the victims’ right to restore their human dignity to the maximum
feasible extent might thus be regarded as more important than the perpetrators’ right
to life. Essentially the choice might be between respecting either the victims’ or the
perpetrators’ right to life. According to Warren and Brandeis (1890, quoted in
Balisacan, 2008, 70), “the right to life has come to mean the right to enjoy life – the
right to be let alone”. “[T]he right to be let alone” is quite different from the right to
privacy – the self-ownership of and self-determination over all aspects of one’s
personhood or personal information in all circumstances, including the right to
determine the appropriate privacy conditions for voluntary social interaction. In the
words of Balisacan (2008, 78), “privacy is necessary in order to nurture relationships
with different people and so therefore also has a relational interest”. Privacy violations
may, however, indeed violate or eliminate the victims’ right to life – the right to free,
private, autonomous, unique, uncloned, unmodeled, undispersed and non-multiplied
human existence rather than the mere survival of the humanly empty shells of the
physical bodies while their substantive contents have been forcibly appropriated,
multiplied, dispersed or eliminated.
The alleged applicability of human rights exclusively against “state or state-like entities” could be
disputed. Any conceptually compartmentalized “legal” statuses, rules or constructs in connection with
inalienable human rights might in fact imply that such rights are not regarded as inalienable
irrespective of the type of perpetrator, the geographic location in which violations are committed and
their means of technical implementation.
65
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It may not be entirely inconceivable that the concept of human rights might in some
cases be deliberately distorted in order to, for instance, create or perpetuate social or
legal environments which might allow serious violations of human rights to be
committed with impunity or relatively insignificant legal costs. In one survey (Cabinet
Office, Government of Japan, 2007 or see Arudou, 2007) conducted by the Japanese
government in 2007 “human rights violations” included, for instance, false rumors or
bad-mouthing, insults or defamation and foul odors or noise pollution. In how many
countries the highest levels of administration would be willing to water down the
entire concept of human rights and potentially subject activists aiming for the
universal respect for and enforcement of human rights and equality to ridicule by
putting the aforementioned afflictions under the same label of “human rights
violations” with, for instance, discriminatory treatment based on race, creed, gender
or social status? According to the same survey which appears not to have confirmed
the autonomy of the respondents and thus what it might in fact be measuring, only
59,3% of the respondents think that foreigners should have the same human rights as
Japanese nationals and 31,7% of the respondents regard the unequal treatment of
foreigners as discrimination. In how many relatively wealthy formal or self-classified
“representative” democracies it would even come to the mind of the highest levels of
administration to ask their citizens whether foreigners should have the same human
rights with citizens of the country in question? In how many countries a substantial
proportion of the population would not think that foreigners should have the same
human rights when asked? Readers who might find such figures or questions hard to
believe might alternatively contemplate on the possibility that, for instance, the survey
responses reflect the aforementioned potential 80% deliberate inaccuracy rate that
apparently afflicts at least some Japanese communicative situations, or that the entire
Japanese society has already become “artificial” or externally controlled by, for
instance, an artificial intelligence system and/of its human overseer(s), whereby the
mere fact of an individual holding Japanese citizenship might be regarded as potential
or likely evidence of that individual’s incapacity to form autonomous and accurate
opinions or accounts of events for, among other things, legal purposes or public
opinion surveys. 66 According to a more recent version of the aforementioned
governmental survey that was conducted in 2012 (Cabinet Office, Government of
Japan, 2012), 77,6% of the respondents agreed to at least some extent with the
statement that the number of individuals who do not pay sufficient attention to the
inconvenience or annoyance that they may cause to other people when appealing to
human rights has increased. The relative popularity of such a view in Japan may well
discourage reporting of all types of potential human rights violations, including those
cases that may involve transgressions conforming to more traditional definitions of
human rights violations than, say, false rumors or foul odors.67
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The intention here is not, however, to attempt to single out Japan in a comparative sense. According
to Karakatsanis (2015, 265, footnote 36), the United States, for instance, suffers from “a pandemic of
perjury, popularly called ‘testilying’ by police officers and others”, whereby “the vast majority of
criminal cases concerning guns and drugs include some kind of false or misleading statements in order
to conceal a constitutional violation”. It is in theory quite possible that all other countries in the world
are closer to a 100% deception rate than Japan. In such a case the freedom of the world and humanity
in general might depend on Japan’s capacity to implement well-timed international intervention to, for
instance, remove all non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies from the world
during the most lucid and honest 20% of its time rather than the other way round.
67
According to another potential interpretation, the Japanese government might be relatively honest –
against the potential 20/80 odds – about the true nature of the Japanese society when classifying, for
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Rather than constituting steady linear progress towards greater protection of human
dignity, both the theoretical definition and the practical enforcement of specific types
of human rights or the concept of human rights in general have involved “advances
and setbacks” (Zamora García, 2012, 193). In terms of both conceptual accuracy and
practical enforcement, the medieval control that was in some cases exercised for the
crime of usury (Cristina Flórez, 2011, 90) may have been more advanced than the
prevailing human rights formulations or actual implementation practices. When all
individuals who use money are structurally required to engage in zero-sum
competition68 for money within a system which, as a whole, is close to insolvency at
instance, false rumors or foul odors as human rights violations. In an “artificial” society, false rumors,
for instance, might be deliberately designed and implemented by an artificial intelligence system and/or
its human overseer(s), while “foul odors” might well be unhealthy, if not life-threatening, to dissidents
in the presence of potentially total systemic control of a post-singularity society where all “humans”,
other forms of “life” and potentially a non-negligible proportion of the physical environment can be
externally monitored and controlled.
68
For some jurisdictions, the structural necessity to engage in zero-sum competition for money has not
been sufficient to forcibly commodify and transactionalize humanness. In Finland, for instance, the
mere act of making, for instance, one’s bank account number publicly available – not to mention
soliciting donations – might be regarded as a violation of the Money Collection Act (255/2006).
Publication of one’s bank account number or solicitation of donations requires a permit from the police,
which cannot be obtained by natural persons and in any case might take months to receive, apply only
to specific geographical areas, be valid for a predetermined period only with the possibility of
subsequent applications being rejected in case, for instance “previous collections carried out using the
same or a comparable collection method have not been financially successful” (Section 13[3]) and
allow the Ministry of the Interior, the State Provincial Office of Southern Finland and the District
Police to obtain information “notwithstanding business secrecy” or “secrecy obligation” (Section 28
[1]).
The alleged objectives of the Act “to make it possible to organize money collections in order to fund
non-profit activities and to prevent dishonest activity in connection with money collection” (Section 1)
are transparently inaccurate to justify its actual content. What the Act is preventing is precisely the
conceptually purest possible form of honest money collection: publication of information which allows
the general public to legally make donations to a natural person, who might make it absolutely clear
that any potential donors cannot expect to receive anything in return for their potential donations. Once
an element of commodifying and transactionalizing deception is introduced to the process in the form
of, for instance, some form of deliverable product or service actually or allegedly promised to potential
contributors, the relevant authorities’ interpretation of the Act may or may not become less stringent.
The situation might not be entirely dissimilar to requiring corporations to set up separate legal entities
for the purpose of obtaining a permission from the police to publish their account or other forms of
payment information to their potential customers in the general public and limiting the validity of such
permissions only to specific predetermined periods in those geographic areas in which the corporations
physically operate. Once such permissions might or might not have been received by specific
corporations, the authorities could obtain information on the corporations’ operations notwithstanding
business secrecy and terminate the corporations’ capacity to publish the relevant information required
for receiving payments in case such de facto solicitations for payments have not been “financially
successful” as determined by the relevant authorities irrespective of the corporations’ financial
solvency or long-term feasibility of their business model in potentially all other aspects except the
uncertainties introduced into their operations by the requirement to periodically apply for permissions
to publish the required information for receiving payments from their customers.
From the perspective of, for instance, protection of fundamental human rights or freedom of
professional or political action, the Act might be regarded as a transparently politically motivated
expression of authoritarianism, despotism, “cultism” or suppression of professional competition or
political opposition. Any individuals who might be in a position to expose systematic corruption,
despotism, “cultism”, terrorism or organized crime – potentially including, for instance, some of the
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most serious types of human rights violations in history – would not be able to cover even their basic
living expenses by donations even when making it abundantly clear that any potential donors might not
be able to expect anything in return for their donations. According to Article 25 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, for instance, “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for
the health and well-being of himself and of his family”. The Declaration does not demand that, for
instance, victims of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies should accept
potentially thoroughly authoritarian, despotic, criminal, terrorist or “cultist” governments as the only
potential providers of such basic necessities of live, particularly when the processes of applying for and
potentially receiving such basic necessities of life might involve willing and knowing violations of
human dignity or other fundamental human rights on the part of the authorities in question. Similarly,
while Article 27 of the Declaration merely specifies “the right freely to participate in the cultural life of
the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits”, one might
interpret, for instance, the fact that the cultural life involves the right of free “participation” to imply
that this was in fact what the drafters had in mind also in the case of science. In other words, one might
expect that rather than merely having the right to share in whatever the prevailing level of “science”
might be alleged to be at any given point in time, actual participation in the production of science might
also be regarded as a legitimate human right. With the prevailing wealth and power disparities and
concentration of “scientific” funding to institutions which themselves might have both failed to justify
their existence in scientific terms and to be accountable for their de facto definition of what “science” is
through their funding decisions to science itself rather than their sources of funding, one might well
argue that the right to participate in the production of science cannot be fulfilled without an opportunity
to publish information for receiving payments and to solicit donations without promising anything in
return – as any independent and competent scientist who engages in the production of science in its
own terms, remaining open, for instance, to the possibility that at some stage no further scientific work
might be feasible without improved protection of fundamental human rights, rather than the production
of pseudo- or non-scientific framings for predetermined non-scientific conclusions might be expected
to do in any case. While any professionals – after potentially realizing or acknowledging the fact that,
based on merit only, they should never have been holding their current positions in the first place –
might or might not be allowed to organize donation campaigns for other people – distributing, for
instance, the bank account details of any specific individuals that they might have obtained without an
expectation of confidentiality but with no request or incitement on the part of the potential beneficiaries
to solicit donations on their behalf – such professionals would have to expose themselves to any
potential retaliatory actions of potentially thoroughly authoritarian, despotic, criminal, terrorist or
“cultist” governments or governance structures, which might be more easily avoided in the case of
making individual payments to the beneficiaries as opposed to campaigning for others to make such
donations while distributing the relevant payment information.
As in the case of any other type of legislation, criminal offence or human rights violation, past
injustices can hardly be remedied simply by means of changing the offending legislation or practices.
Even in the case of enforcing perfectly legitimate laws consistent with, for the sake of the argument, all
potential natural law justifications, the law enforcement authorities might quite appropriately be
demanded to be held liable if and when such activities distract attention or effort from the prevention of
more serious crimes – potentially involving some of the most serious human rights violations in history
– in which the law enforcement officers themselves might well be willingly and knowingly
participating. Focusing the police’s efforts on preventing natural persons from obtaining the basic
necessities of life through other than state-sanctioned channels – or an adequate standard of living as
defined by Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights through any channel – for instance,
might well be regarded as an aggravating rather than a mitigating factor regardless of such activities’
potential conformance to the prevailing positive laws when, for instance, egregious human rights
violations might be taking place with the full knowledge – if not also in all cases the active
participation – of the police. Given the colossal extent of the virtually all-encompassing global
institutional failure – and in all likelihood worse – that the non-consensual implementation or unfolding
of technological singularity or some “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies which do not
presuppose singularity without the knowledge of everyone who might be affected would entail, most or
all authorities might be condemned to death or executed without further judicial interventions
exclusively based on extremely serious types of crimes or human rights violations, including but not
limited to willing and knowing mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control of non-consenting
and often unknowing victims. It is not entirely clear whether this is what the legislators had in their
mind when stating in Section 2(2) of the Money Collection Act that “appealing to the public to acquire
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any given point in time, it might be intellectually dishonest not to point out that the
structural features of the system and the individuals participating in it probably kill
people and almost certainly cause a wide range of other forms of human rights
violations (Auvinen, 2010a). The zero-sum competition for money might be described
as a kind of a compulsory game of musical chairs, whereby only a certain proportion
of the economic actors can possess more money than money-creating debt. Even if all
individuals in the economy were initially hard-working, highly skilled and highly
productive in real terms, at any given point in time some of them are insolvent due to
the design of the prevailing monetary system. In reality, however, the hypothetical
ideal initial state where all individuals in the economy are highly productive in real
terms cannot be maintained within the current monetary system. Some of the
individuals who were initially hard-working, highly skilled and highly productive in
real terms will eventually be economically and socially excluded or marginalized and
lose some of their productivity due to the nature of the current monetary system.69
On the global scale the zero-sum competition for money is a matter of life and death.
It may not be an exaggeration to compare the current monetary system to the
mechanisms that are used to administer the lethal injections in certain types of
executions, whereby several people simultaneously press different buttons – only one
of which starts the execution process – and no-one in the end knows who actually
caused the convict’s death. Millionaires and billionaires – who sometimes in some
areas might even be celebrated as heroes – accumulate significant positive net
property through wills” falls outside the scope of the Act – allowing the commodification or
transactionalization of death when no further commodification or transactionalization of the humanness
of any given individual could be mandated or undertaken, and perhaps a form of indulgence for the
perpetrators to return the spoils of economic, social or political positions that the individuals in
question should never have held to their rightful owners upon the perpetrators’ death or execution. For
the purposes of independent and competent legal scholars or practitioners – if any – who might have
some interest in the theoretical or practical feasibility of law or legality in the pre-singularity or pre“trans-/posthuman” world or the possibilities, if any, for their restoration after the non-consensual
implementation of such technologies, it might, however, be appropriate to point out the full scope of
injustices that would need to be remedied rather than just assumed away through changes to future
legislation or law enforcement practices if the feasibility of the law or legality is to be established or
the principles of law or legality actually implemented to the maximum feasible extent, if any.
69
The intention here is not, of course, to argue that all forms of economic exclusion, marginalization or
loss of productivity are caused by the monetary system. Some of the structural features and dynamics
of the prevailing monetary system do, however, contribute to or produce precisely these types of
outcomes. Without a monetary reform involving, for instance, “imagining institutions that
operationalize monetary sovereignty to serve the public interest and that decrease the hold of private
creditors on democratic politics” (Feichtner, 2016, 875) and/or improvement of the opportunities for
economic survival either partly or entirely outside of the monetary system it is not possible even in
theory to, for instance, eradicate poverty from the world.
As Feichtner (ibid., 904) also points out, “With governments increasingly indebted to private capital,
citizens compete with creditors to hold governments accountable. The competition is an unequal one
and the latter – given their economic power – are likely to be more successful in getting governments
to cater to their special interests.” Such competition includes, among other things, legislation, law
enforcement and “science” (It may not be entirely uncommon to see some alleged or self-declared
“scientists” referring to some potentially relevant government’s conceptualization of what “science” is
supposed to be). Even in the absence of any other potentially relevant considerations – such as, for
instance, non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies that might further hinder or
prevent governmental accountability or the exercise of autonomous human agency – governments are
not in a position to objectively and impartially legislate, enforce the law or define what “science” is
supposed to be due to the dominant monetary system.
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monetary balances within a monetary system that is structurally close to insolvency,
thereby making it more difficult for people living in extreme poverty under significant
amounts of public and/or private debt to earn their living through the monetary
system. To some extent the present author and probably all the readers also have their
fingers on such proverbial buttons. A mere debt slave might well be expected to have
both the theoretical capacity to repay his/her debts while preserving all other debt
slaves’ capacity for doing so and the right to perform his/her duties well without
harming others. Within the current monetary system based on collective debt slavery
such objectives cannot be attained. If one debt slave achieves a positive monetary net
worth as a result of performing his/her duties well, all the other debt slaves will be
deeper in their servitude with less money available for the repayment of their debts.
The medieval ban on usury – in the context of monetary systems which may well not
have been equally harsh to human dignity as the prevailing dominant ones might be –
may thus have provided a higher degree of protection to human dignity both as a
theoretical statement of what the inalienable, natural law-based human rights are
regardless of the extent to which they might or might not be recognized or enforced
by any given power structures at any given point in time and as a practically
implemented policy to protect at least some individuals at least to some extent from
violations of human dignity caused by the crime of usury – or, for instance, the
practice of charging interest as a precondition for the mere existence of money as a
means of exchange for transacting parties who might not need or wish to incur debt in
real terms merely to be able to complete their exchanges in the modern context.
In the case of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies,
technological development may also cause wider disparities between the publicly
declared and actually enforced human rights – if not also a lower level of respect for
human dignity in absolute terms – than what might have been the case in the past.
Any actual or alleged advances in the publicly declared human rights may be
relatively insignificant compared to the ever expanding range, extent and severity of
human rights violations enabled by, for instance, technological development. In a
sense, some human rights may well in practice have been protected to a far greater
extent in the pre-modern era compared to the post-singularity situation even in the
potential absence of any explicit pre-modern statements granting such rights to
individuals. In the pre-modern era every human being in the world irrespective of
personal attributes might effectively have been guaranteed, for instance, cognitive
privacy, autonomy and self-ownership simply by means of the powers that be or
organizations of their creation or choice not having the capacity to non-transparently
develop and implement technologies that might be used for non-consensual breaches
of the human body’s informational integrity.
Any potential alleged conceptual or definitional advances in the publicly declared
human rights might thus have to be compared to the prevailing capabilities for
implementing specific types of human rights violations. It might even be argued that
the success rate for uncovering and prosecuting human rights violations is irrelevant
for such a potential conclusion: as some of the novel types of human rights violations
potentially enabled by technological development might be both uncompensateable
and irremediable, the mere existence of new technologies suitable for particularly
serious human rights violations might constitute a welfare or existential loss for
humanity in terms of its capacity to respect and protect human rights. In the case of
mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies, for instance, the
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appropriate human rights strategy might have involved preventing the development of
such technologies in the first place through a strictly enforced global ban. After such
an objective can no longer be achieved, humanity might well have reached a
permanently and potentially significantly lower level in terms of its capacity to
enforce some of the most fundamental inalienable human rights. As any potential
testing and removal procedures for technologies potentially capable of violating the
human body’s informational integrity might require significant amounts of resources
and in any case be unreliable in the presence of non-trivial and non-transparent testing
technologies and significant wealth and power disparities, the mere existence of such
technologies – the mere unconfirmed possibility of being victim of non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies – could potentially cause significant
and irreversible harm to human dignity or quality of life.70 If the publicly declared and
actually enforced human rights have progressed towards greater respect for human
dignity at a slower pace than the technological, social etc. means to violate human
rights have developed, de facto respect for or protection of human rights might thus
well be regarded as having regressed rather than progressed.
Any potential references to “fundamental human rights” (e.g. The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, 1948; Dupuy Lasserre, 2016, 235; Baez and Mezzaroba,
2013) do not necessarily rely on the
“(well established) conceptual distinction between human and fundamental
rights: Fundamental rights are constitutionally guaranteed rights. They are the
elementary rights of the citizens of a state, who can enforce them through the
courts. Human rights are on the other hand (also) internationally valid rights.
They are granted to human beings as human beings, without being linked to a
system of individual states” (Engi, 2012, 153).71
It is quite possible for a proponent of “fundamental human rights” to regard human
rights as fundamental or basic aspects of every human being irrespective of any
potential presence or absence of constitutional guarantees. Alternatively, the notion of
fundamental human rights might in some cases imply prioritization of some human
rights over others – irrespective of the extent to which any potential contradictions or
mutual incompatibilities between different types of human rights might be explicitly
acknowledged to exist. While the respect for or enforcement of fundamental human
rights has sometimes been viewed as an “investment” (Dupuy Lasserre, 2016, 235) in
a “stable and peaceful” (ibid.) society, it has also been suggested that “there is a need
to guarantee that the human rights language oppositional and ‘emancipatory’
character is not lost in their interaction with human development and human security
practices” (Bernal Bermúdez, 2012, 216).

70

The mere existence of mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies, for instance,
might thus be regarded as the ultimate panopticon: the prisoners – the entire humanity – would never
reliably know whether or not their thoughts, bodily processes or behavior are externally monitored,
influenced or determined irrespective of the actual level of non-consensual implementation of such
technologies, which could never be reliably confirmed by the prisoners.
71
See Aguilar Cavallo (2010) for an argument, according to which “the maintenance of the distinction
between fundamental rights and human rights tends to undermine the effective fulfilment of economic,
social and cultural rights” (ibid., 15).
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Human rights might be conceptually quite sufficient to prevent the implementation of
“trans-/posthuman” technologies capable of monitoring, modeling, influencing or
controlling human behavior or, in hypothetical cases, to confine any potential
consensual adopters of such technologies into specific spatial zones – or, at the
minimum, to require any potential consensual adopters of “trans-/posthuman”
technologies to adhere to specific rules of disclosure and conduct when interacting
with humans. In contrast to rights granted exclusively to humans, “biosafety”, for
instance, has sometimes been defined as a concept that “reveals the key underlying
objective of prevention and protecting life that is typical of the new normative groups
oriented towards the regulation of research techniques on biological factors, elements
and organizations” (Mellado Ruiz, 2008, 53), on the basis of which one might defend
“a legally substantive concept of comprehensive protection of any type of life
(vegetable, animal and human) in the face of any environmental or biological risks”
(ibid.). In case concepts such as “safety”, “prevention” or “protection” are properly
defined to include safety, prevention or protection against all conceivable types of
“environmental or biological risks” – including, for instance, non-consensual
implementation of “trans-/posthuman” technologies for the alleged purpose of
protecting “life” – the concept of biosafety might more explicitly extend some of the
rights preventing non-consensual access to or interference with the human body’s
biological processes also to animals and the environment.
As it is, however, quite possible to view human dignity as an attribute of all humans
that distinguishes humans from animals (Baez and Mezzaroba, 2013, 114), similar
objectives might also be achieved through a proper application of human rights. An
overall blanket prohibition of “trans-/postanimal” or “trans-/postenvironmental”
technologies that allow, for instance, external surveillance or control, might be based
on, for instance, the human right for privacy – “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary
interference with his privacy” in the terminology of The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (1948), but perhaps more appropriately “right to privacy” in terms of
natural law, as any potential qualifiers such as “arbitrary” would imply that human
rights are not inalienable and mutual inconsistencies or contradictions might abound
in the Declaration anyway. In other words, when interacting with animals or specific
environments, humans would have the right to prevent their personal information
from being passed on to an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s)
though a machine-animal or a machine-environment interface or through the animal’s
senses or the environment’s “trans-/postenvironmental” sensory capacities. Humans
might also be explicitly recognized to have a right to interact with authentic animals
and environments rather than ones controlled by an artificial intelligence system
and/or its human overseer(s) for the purposes of, for instance, modeling the
personhoods or elements of humanness of those humans who might come into contact
with specific animals or environments.
To the extent the implementation of “trans-/posthuman”, “trans-/postanimal” or
“trans-/postenvironmental” technologies that, for the sake of the argument, would
hypothetically not include forcibly extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or
other forms of personal information of others might be legally allowed after
widespread and thorough deliberation in a world where all such technologies had been
mandatorily removed, one might expect such technologies to be either confined to
specific spatial zones – allowing individuals who might not wish to interact with, for
instance, an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) through any
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interface to avoid such zones – or, at the minimum, transparently marked regardless
of their location to allow avoidance always and everywhere before any information
would be passed on to the artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s)
rather than pretending that human rights would continue to exist in jurisdictions or a
planet that might have been converted into a ubiquitously monitored modeling
experiment or an externally controlled simulation or a state of artificiality in all other
aspects except the physical bodies of those individuals who would not adopt “trans/posthuman” technologies. To the extent the implementation of “trans-/posthuman”,
“trans-/postanimal” or “trans-/postenvironmental” technologies does include forcibly
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information of
others – in all likelihood all cases – willing and knowing adoption of some elements
of someone else’s thoughts, personhood or personal information would constitute an
explicit waiver of one’s own human rights, including the right to life. As potentially
the only way to eliminate the non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of
personhood and other forms of personal information might involve execution of the
perpetrators who would have willingly and knowingly converted their physical bodies
into containers or repositories of other people’s forcibly extracted thoughts, elements
of personhood or other forms of personal information, such an outcome would have
been entirely foreseeable to both the perpetrators and the victims all along irrespective
of what the positive law of any specific jurisdiction might or might not have said at
any given point in time.
Neither one of the aforementioned potential conceptual origins of human rights might,
however, apply to any potential attempts of “trans-/posthumans” to recognize or
enforce the rights of other “trans-/posthumans”. Machine intelligence – however
created – has no inherent rights or the right to exist in any case – particularly in cases
where it involves non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or
other forms of personal information of natural persons – much less any power to
politically construct or grant itself rights through, for instance, the “trans-/posthuman”
bodies it monitors, influences or controls. Nor might a focus on what one is rather
than what one is capable of doing be capable of creating rights for “trans/posthumans”. From a Christian perspective, for instance, no human has any rights in
front of the Christian God. Voluntary adoption of the mark of the beast permanently
and irrevocably – there are no reversible or hybrid in-between states that could blur
the clarity of the binary distinction between those who do voluntarily adopt the mark
of the beast, regardless of its technical capabilities in terms of, for instance, mindreading, -modeling, -influencing or -control or the extent to which such capabilities
might be utilized at any given point in time, and those who don’t – closes grace as the
only available avenue to (an eternal) life worthy of human dignity. By voluntarily
adopting the mark of the beast, an individual voluntarily chooses eternal torture. 72
72

From a Christian perspective execution might thus be too lenient form of punishment for, for instance,
willing and knowing adopters of “trans-/posthuman” technologies allowing mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control and access to forcibly extracted thoughts, elements of humanness or other forms
of personal information of others: eternal torture might well be regarded as a more appropriate form of
a penalty in such cases. According to Laguardia (2015, 99, original emphasis), in the “ongoing debate
and consideration in the realm of criminal procedure … cases that were accepting of the use of physical
abuse in order to obtain information in circumstances where a single life might be at stake” have been
“presented as accepted doctrine” (ibid.). If torture has ever been justifiable, it might not be easy to
identify more justifiable circumstances for the torture of, for instance, top politicians, military
commanders, business executives or other potentially relevant information sources than widespread
non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control which have potentially permanent
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Anyone who might be demanding human or other forms of rights to the voluntary
adopters of the mark of the beast would thus be rebelling against the judgment of the
Christian God, who would already have deemed any and all such rights to have been
permanently and irrevocably lost.
From a biological perspective, those who claim that “trans-/posthumans” constitute an
entirely different race or species may be only partly right. While “trans-/posthumans”
might well not be classifiable as Homo sapiens, the appropriate analogy might well be
a machine rather than a biological organism or species. Human – if not also all other
forms of – life presuppose self-ownership and freely, privately and autonomously
conceived personal agency as preconditions for autonomous human existence or life
in general. Machine-influenced or -controlled organic system is a travesty of life: the
machine influence or control – irrespective of the extent to which its informational
content might mimic the external forms or behavior or living organisms – renders life
lifeless rather than increases the size of the organism. External monitoring, influence
or control render humanness or other forms of life an empty shell whose contents –
freely, privately and autonomously conceived agency – have been destroyed. While
the implementation of specific sequences of code through “trans-/posthuman” bodies
does not make dead machines any more alive than their implementation on a
computer screen would, it does destroy the possibility of freely, privately and
autonomously conceived agency that is a precondition for human – if not also all
other forms of – life irrespective of any individual’s physical, non-externally induced
(in)capacity to exercise such agency at any given point in time. A world where all
previously existing life forms are consensually connected to artificial intelligence that
passes the Turing Test is a dead – not a living – world with no human rights. In
contrast, in a world where, say, all remaining humans are brain-dead with no external
monitoring, influence or control over the exercise of freely, privately and
autonomously conceived human agency, human rights remain intact.
Any potential rights or the absence of rights of willingly and knowingly created
“trans-/posthumans” might well be entirely determined by humans. As it is quite
possible that nothing even remotely comparable to human rights could be granted to
“trans-/posthumans” whose behavior could be externally influenced or determined by
an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s), the appropriate policy
and widespread implications and might allow external implementation of violent crime through nonconsenting and often unknowing “trans-/posthuman” bodies and thus also deliberate misplacement of
the incidence of legal liability – if any – for crime and egregious human rights violations. Even in the
absence of publicly sanctioned torture of top politicians, military commanders, business executives or
other potentially relevant information sources that might facilitate the identification and removal of
non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies or, at the minimum, widespread
acknowledgement of their existence that might well be needed for the mobilization of sufficient
resources by any given polity to independently develop the means to identify and remove the offending
technologies, such technologies might be highly likely to continue to be used for remote torture. In
other words, even any potential decision to abstain from actively torturing the most likely – if not in
many cases known – information sources on the grounds of, for instance, respect for human dignity
might essentially constitute an act of omission in favor of the ongoing torture of – potentially a larger
number of, in case utilitarian considerations are regarded as relevant – different victims who might be
less likely to possess information on the identification or removal procedures for the non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies. Given, however, the fact that the intention might be
partly or entirely to eliminate all non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood and
other forms of personal information from the universe rather than punishment, the potential leniency of
the death sentences as penalties might well be justified.
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focus might well be on the prevention of both consensual and non-consensual
implementation of “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies in the first place
rather than dealing with the lost souls or genes when nothing might be done to
improve their situation or to avoid a potentially permanent and ubiquitous conflict
with those who would still have their human dignity intact.
At the moment the rights of machines might, in a sense, be regarded as more
important than the rights of humans. In Finland, for instance, the “police” view the
mere suggestion that there might be such a concept as the informational integrity of
the human body and that it might be appropriate to developed widely available,
routinized means to secure such bodily integrity as a legitimate basis for attacking the
presenter of such suggestions through inter-authority or inter-“profession” escalations
of such matters. The computer systems of the “police”, on the other hand, are
presumably subject to regular and knowledgeable efforts to protect their informational
integrity – which appears to be taken for granted in terms of its conceptual existence
and appropriateness as a desirable policy objective – in the form of continuous virus
or malware protection, for instance. If it ever turned out that non-consensually
implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies – or perhaps some variant of a
“Planetary Creature” (Longo, 2010) – do exist – or perhaps already at a time when
they did not exist but nonetheless were or should have been foreseen by law
enforcement agencies – one might expect the “police” to be brought to justice for,
among other things, subversion, terrorism, organized crime or “cultism” while siding
with the machines and/or their human overseer(s) in any potential conflict between
the law and (non-artificial-intelligence-overseeing) humans, on the one hand, and
machines and their potential human overseer(s), on the other. In addition to enabling,
promoting, participating in, organizing or managing particularly serious human rights
violations or criminal offences, the “police” might also be regarded as guilty of
covering up the existence, nature, severity and extent of the types of human rights
violations or criminal offences in question by limiting victims who are potentially in a
particularly vulnerable position to alternative models of explanation that erroneously
disregard the suspected or likely criminal offences or human rights violations and
their methods of technical implementation.
At least in Finland and Japan – if not also most or all other jurisdictions – the
“police’s” entire approach to allegedly fighting crime may be transparently
authoritarian, despotic, “cultist” or fascist. In the case of crimes potentially involving
violations of the human body’s informational integrity, the “police” are essentially
expecting victims to take and pass 73 a form of Turing Test as a precondition for
investigating any potential criminal offences or human rights violations. By
demanding an explanation of how the victim knows him-/herself or someone else to
be a victim of a certain type of violation of the body’s informational integrity, the
“police” is assuming, firstly, that it is reasonable to expect a victim of, for instance,
mind-modeling to identify any potential aspects in which an artificial intelligence
system might not yet resemble a human and, secondly, that such distinguishing
features between artificial intelligence and a human still exist. The perpetrators might
well convert every individual that targeted individuals ever come into sustained
contact with into externally controlled robots bombarding the targeted individuals
From the human’s perspective i.e. to be able to point out, at the minimum, that one is in fact dealing
with a machine or a machine-controlled “human” body rather than an autonomous human being, if not
also some of the factors that point towards such a conclusion.
73
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with inconsistent and nihilist propaganda, both to speed up the targeted individuals’
extermination and to intensify the non-consensual mind-modeling processes while
doing so. The “police’s” position effectively implies that, in case the artificial
intelligence system passes the Turing Test and the victims cannot point out specific
evidence which shows that human bodies are being externally monitored, influenced
or controlled by the perpetrators or an artificial intelligence system, no criminal
offences have taken or are taking place. In other words, following “the police’s” logic,
if some part of or the entire humanity was at some point in time “living in a computer
simulation” (Bostrom, 2002), no criminal offences or human rights violations would
or could, according to “the police” even theoretically arise as long as the computer or
artificial intelligence system running the simulation could externally determine the
entire “human” behavior of all individuals and thus, among other things, prevent the
victims from ever becoming aware of their victimhood. In case the targeted
individuals do point out specific potential evidence of non-consensual breaches of the
human body’s informational integrity, the “trans-/posthuman” robots and/or willing
and knowing perpetrators around them might simply disregard such evidence, utilize
it to further improve the design of the artificial intelligence system to avoid similar
discoveries by other victims in the future and continue the assault against the victims
as if no evidence had ever been presented. In case the breaches are excessively
obvious, the victims might be either immediately locked up into closed facilities for
intensified torture and experimentation or, perhaps particularly in the case of
unknowing victims, subjected to intensified experimentation and a wider range of
more devious forms of external control as preparation for potentially attempting to do
so.
Once humanity became aware of the possibility of “trans-/posthuman” technologies –
at the minimum, decades ago, if not since the beginning of history – one might have
expected compulsory, routinized testing procedures to have been immediately
implemented and the implications of non-consensual, consensual but non-transparent
or willing and knowing transparent implementation of such technologies to be fully
incorporated into every aspect of society, including the legislation and its enforcement.
One might have expected the mere willing and knowing violation of someone else’s
bodily informational integrity to result in execution of the perpetrators without any
additional requirements for the victims to go through trials or continue the nonconsensual experimentation or privacy violations through, for instance, any potential
requirements to provide detailed accounts of the precise types of crime or human
rights violations that might have been committed over and above the breach of the
body’s informational integrity. The “police” might well be seen as an integral,
transparently authoritarian, despotic, “cultist” or fascist part of the “war-policeaccumulation” nexus (Neocleous, 2013, 9), which one might expect to be
institutionally eliminated as a relatively high priority on any potential road to liberate
humanity from non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies – should such circumstances ever arise or be recognized to exist by
independently acting individuals or more widely. Its potential replacement – whether
a separate institution or more widely dispersed law enforcement powers granted, for
instance, to every member of the society – might be legally required to autonomously
investigate, uncover and terminate potential criminal offences rather than expecting
the victims to essentially do the law enforcement’s job by accumulating sufficient
evidence which might subsequently be ignored or be used against the victims by the
power-wielding “law-enforcement” officers. In other words, one might expect the
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“police” or other individuals or institutions entrusted with the task of law enforcement
to be held legally liable for any potential failures to independently, without any victim
input or allegations of crime, to investigate, uncover and terminate, for instance, the
non-consensual utilization of “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane technologies. As the
same logic may well apply to many – if not all – other types of crime or human rights
violations as well but nonetheless remains largely unacknowledged, unimplemented
or unenforced in allegedly free societies, it is quite possible that the “police” as an
institution has always been beyond the possibility of democratic control or a mere
reform, and should potentially thus have been abolished already long before the
possibility of “trans-/posthuman” technologies was or should have been recognized
and replaced with, for instance, legislation regulating the law enforcement activities
of any citizen, resident or visitor of any given jurisdiction – to the extent restoring
legality might still be feasible, given the length and nature of some of the human
rights violations or criminal offences that might have taken place.
The rationale for the existence of or the potential role of a separate “legal” profession
as it might have traditionally been interpreted or existed might not be entirely obvious
either before or after any potential mandatory removal of all “trans-/posthuman” or
posthumane technologies. Any potential or actual claims that, for instance, nonconsensual mind-reading, -influencing, -modeling, -control or torture via intra-body
technologies is not a legal matter as long as the victim has not proven the existence of
such technologies to his/her potential or actual legal representative – whatever that
might entail in case “law enforcement” officers and other “professionals” or public
officials might simply disregard evidence or use it against the victims – might
effectively render the legal profession useless or worse for the victims. It is hardly
reasonable to require victims to provide complete accounts of complex technological
systems that may have required relatively long periods of coordinated effort from a
significant number of highly trained individuals and organizations with substantial
resources to develop, implement and conceal as a precondition for accessing legal
remedies – if any even in theory. It is also hardly reasonable to claim that the
processes of holding, for instance, the territorial state liable for some of the most
serious human rights violations in history and concealing the types of technologies
used in such human rights violations from public attention – if not in all cases also
willingly and knowingly participating in such activities – does not involve a legal
dimension. It might well be regarded as the lawyer’s task to extract the relevant
information from, for instance, the government on the types of technologies that the
victims are non-consensually subjected to.
Removal of all non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies is a
precondition for, for instance, confidential client-attorney communication or
autonomous legal action or human existence in general rather than an outcome that
might be achieved through means that could legitimately be described as legal in the
ongoing presence of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies.
Once all non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies had been
removed, competent legal professionals with sufficient personal integrity might
essentially have to take legal action against the entire spectrum of societal institutions
– including the judiciaries – for colossal failures and worse for extended periods of
time. Given the fact that few, if any, legal professionals would be likely to have made
significant efforts to secure even the elementary preconditions for confidential clientattorney communication or autonomous legal action or human existence in general
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prior to the mandatory removal of all non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies while many might have been prominently involved in the
willingly and knowingly committed particularly serious criminal offences or human
rights violations, most – if not all – existing legal professionals might be unlikely to
have sufficient legitimacy or credibility to effectively perform their tasks even in
those cases where acts of commission and/or omission might not directly implicate
some of them in the criminal offences or human rights violations that would have
taken place.
The “legal” profession’s irrelevance or worse may be largely self-inflicted. It may not
be obvious that the following kinds of statements would necessarily be entirely
without merit:
“Bioethics provides tools for taking decisions affecting values where the
process of preparing and analyzing the guidelines that should govern actions
involving man’s technical intervention in his own life and the environment he
lives in is of particular importance. These guidelines will later be elevated to
the status of legal regulations” (Casado González, 2008, 77).
In other words, legislators, courts, attorneys and other “legal” professionals have
deliberately abstained from creating adequate legislation or legal practice that would
address issues where “all sides believ[e] that the fate of humanity hangs in the balance
[and] there is a growing likelihood of violent confrontation” (Hughes, 2012, 757) for
prolonged periods of time. They have been fully aware of the fact that “the archaic
system of penal justice” (Hauck, 2009, 17) has not been keeping up with “the actual
scientific reality” (ibid.) for, at the minimum, decades. While the legislators and
courts have been dealing with irrelevancies that assume autonomous human agency
and cognitive privacy, the task of drafting “guidelines” that “will later be elevated to
the status of legal regulations” has allegedly been left to the dubious reasoning of an
unrepresentative set of sufficiently powerful “ethicists”.74
This might not be entirely accurate when “the basic biological features of the human
species have become the object of political strategy. Social institutions – such as the
social sciences, psychiatry, the family, schools, and medicine – operate alongside and
in conjunction with the State to control individuals in a much more subversive manner
than the tyrant monarchies of old from which we have supposedly progressed”
(Woolhandler, 2014, 133, drawing on Foucault, 2006) and “[t]he sovereign .. has
To the extent the perception of ethics as being “residual, marginalized [and] impotent” between
“amoral science and often immoral politics” (Morin, 2004, 86, quoted in Delgado Díaz, 2008, 18)
might be shared by others, giving the task of drafting “guidelines” that “will later be elevated to the
status of legal regulations” to ethicists might have been particularly unwise from potentially any other
perspective except short-term political or “scientific” interests which might momentarily ignore other
considerations. As the above quotation of Steve Jobs “willing to go thermonuclear war” due to a
specific injustice illustrates, in the presence of sufficiently significant violations of ethical principles,
ethics may become the primary consideration that might effectively render all political and “scientific”
considerations irrelevant. It may be difficult to see the relevance of any actual or – perhaps in the
overwhelming majority of cases – alleged momentary economic efficiency or political expediency in
case such alleged efficiency or expediency ends up destroying humanity due to the injustices involved
or create potentially permanent and irrevocable rationales for such destruction or similar dynamics on a
smaller scale irrespective of the relative power positions of the victims and the perpetrators at any
given point in time.
74
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power over life, a power exercised through the operation of life sciences” (ibid.,
134).75 There is nothing that would guarantee that such power would necessarily be
used for just, positive or productive purposes from the perspective of any specific
individual or the human species in general. “Power over life” enables, for instance,
the deliberate production of crime through the external control of “trans-/posthuman”
bodies or the willing and knowing implementation of strategies involving a relatively
high risk or likelihood of extinction of the human species. If it has been true since the
beginning of history that “human governments are too slow and stupid to avert the
catastrophic possibilities of superintelligence” (Hughes, 2012, 765) irrespective of the
level of technological development, granting such governments “power over life”
might hardly justify more optimistic assessments of the likely implications of the
prevailing forms of governance. Those “ethicists” who are sufficiently power-friendly
to be able to hold academic positions for extended periods of time and to form or to
be invited to working groups that might have some policy significance while such
policies might still matter rather than as belated damage limitation exercises may be
likely to be willingly and knowingly participating in the efforts to “control”
individuals through, among other things “their basic biological features” – fully aware
of their ongoing participation in the war against humanity and humanness – rather
than producing genuine, competent, independent and relevant good faith scholarship.
Once governments and other powerful actors have gained “power over life”, some of
the traditional legal concepts as commonly interpreted – such as “the rule of law” –
may, however, have at least to some extent become unattainable irrespective of what
“legal” professionals may or may not do. According to Albert Venn Dicey, “a British
jurist and constitutional law theorist, who coined the phrase ‘rule of law’ in 1885”
(Ellis, 2010, 193, drawing on Dicey, 1885), the rule of law involves three principles:
“(1) no man is punishable ‘except for distinct breach of law established in the
ordinary legal manner before the ordinary court of land’; (2) ‘no man is above
the law and all men are equal before the law’; and (3) ‘the general principles
of the constitution are the result of judicial decisions determining the rights of
private persons in particular cases brought before the courts’” (Ellis, 2010, 193,
drawing on Palekar, 2009).
It may be worth emphasizing that even the original definition of the rule of law is
normative rather than objective. It would, for instance, be quite possible to argue that
a system which allows serious human rights violations or criminal offences to be
routinely committed with impunity merely due to the judicial system’s – assumed, for
the sake of the argument, to conform perfectly to the aforementioned principles of the
rule of law – unwillingness or inability to successfully prosecute such crimes does not
fulfil the conditions for the rule of law. Conversely, to the extent some alternative
principles – say, the universal right to execute perpetrators of particularly serious
human rights violations on the spot without the need to incur any additional human
rights violations in the process of doing so – might achieve a higher accurate
conviction and enforcement rate, such principles might be regarded as better
theoretical and/or practical approximations to the rule of law than the principles
outlined by A.V. Dicey. In a world where, for instance, everyone was aware of being
75
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an actual or potential victim of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman”
technologies but the governments would deny or remain silent about the existence of
such technologies and the “police” and the courts would refuse to enforce the relevant
legislation prohibiting such criminal offences or human rights violations, a universal
right to execute the perpetrators might in fact be a necessary precondition for the
possibility of restoring law or legality to the maximum feasible extent, if any: without
a sufficient number of individuals who would be willing and able to remove from
power – potentially entailing, due to the prevailing power disparities, their elimination
irrespective of the normative desirability of such an outcome – each and every
legislator or “law” enforcement officer until either their replacements do acknowledge
the need to enforce legislation in relation to non-consensually implemented “trans/posthuman” technologies and make their best efforts to attain such objectives or the
prevailing governance structures have been eliminated, there might well be no way
for humanity to break free from an institutionally entrenched global rule of illegality.
Furthermore, the relative weight given to incorrect convictions and crimes or human
rights violations committed with impunity is a normative decision. In the words of
Allen and Laudan (2008, 83, quoted in Epps, 2015, 1090):
“In what sense can it be worse to be wrongfully convicted of murder than to
be murdered? For that matter, is it really worse to be wrongfully executed by
the state than by a private citizen? Is it really worse to be wrongfully convicted
of a brutal assault than to be brutally assaulted? Or gang raped? Or just raped?
We doubt many would share these apparent implications of the position that
wrongful conviction is a worse harm than criminal victimization, at least
where serious violent crimes are concerned.”
It would be quite possible to put more weight on the successful prosecution of a
higher proportion of actually committed crimes or human rights violations at the
expense of some increase in incorrect convictions. Any potential suggestions that the
principles outlined by A.V. Dicey have been deliberately constructed in a way which
allows the state and other powerful actors to commit significant amounts of – if not
systematic – serious human rights violations with impunity while appealing to “the
rule of law” – the alleged incapacity to bring a larger proportion of the perpetrators to
justice due to, for instance, actual or alleged difficulties in amassing sufficient
evidence to allow convictions based on any specific normatively selected definition of
“the rule of law” – as a de facto justification for such deliberately designed impunity
might not be entirely without merit either. It is quite possible to argue that not only
social justice, but any form of justice, “has not been delivered because our society
does not want to” (Monsod, 2014, 691, original emphasis) or that there might never
have been any good faith credible intent on the part of the state “to close the gap
between law and justice” (Justice Antonio T. Carpio, quoted in ibid., 701). For
instance, the fact that the “law” is regularly, if not by design, behind the actual or
potential level of technological development might be regarded as potential evidence
of a lack of good faith or credible intent on the part of the state to ever implement the
rule of law, potentially rendering the deprivation of the offending state’s
“sovereignty” and administration of justice by the victims of non-transparently
developed or legally unremedied technologies preconditions for the possibility of
attaining the rule of law to the maximum feasible extent, if any.
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Once, however, governments and other powerful actors have gained “power over life”
or “control” over individuals, the aforementioned principles of the rule of law may not
be even in theory attainable. Egregious human rights violations committed, for
instance, through technologies that the victims themselves cannot realistically be
expected to be able to identify or document might prevent the establishment of
“distinct breach[es] of law” in state courts controlled by the perpetrators, who would
be highly likely to be aware of the existence and actual utilization of such
technologies, if not in all cases also actively participating in the ongoing criminal
offences or human rights violations. Similarly, suggesting that, for instance, in the
presence of non-consensually implemented mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control technologies “no man is above the law and all men are equal before the law”
or that “the general principles of the constitution are the result of judicial decisions
determining the rights of private persons in particular cases brought before the courts”
might be transparently incorrect. For all practical purposes, any potential human
overseer(s) of an artificial intelligence system capable of externally determining
“human” behavior would be above the law, while “the general principles of the
constitution” might perhaps be more appropriately viewed as a product of the state’s
“control” of individuals or life in general or a computer simulation rather than
“judicial decisions”.
As the “controller” of life, the state itself does not adhere to the rule of law. The state
and other powerful actors exercise their “power over life” through monitoring,
modeling, influencing, controlling, normalizing, pre-empting, managing, governing
and rectifying efforts which are not based on the assumption that any specific
individuals or life in general are innocent until proven guilty in a public trial.
Governmentality may well be in an irreconcilable conflict with “the rule of law”. To
the states and other powerful actors themselves this may be obvious: “the rule of law”
is part and parcel of governmentality and can thus be ignored and replaced with
alternative actual or alleged rationales or the absence of an openly articulated
rationale whenever deemed desirable or necessary. Neither the state’s efforts to
control life within its jurisdiction nor its potential “pre-emptive” military adventures
seeking weapons of mass destruction or other potential forms of evidence for trials
presumably to be held in the past are based on the rule of law. In the presence of nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies – when it may be
blatantly obvious to any individual with some natural law-based autonomous common
sense that the state and/or its institutional creations, protectorates, offshoots or alter
egos have weapons of mass destruction and are willingly, knowingly and actively
using them against their own and potentially also foreign populations – the state might
well be willingly and knowingly convicting, persecuting, torturing, marginalizing or
exterminating ten innocent individuals for every perpetrator who might be subjected
to some degree of nihilist theatrical exposure to the criminal justice system based on,
for instance, power-based considerations rather than greater culpability in relation to
all other known perpetrators who at any given point in time might be deliberately
exempted from the purview of criminal proceedings or penalties. Under such
circumstances any potential attempts to restore genuine rule of law to the maximum
feasible extent – if any – might well require “pre-emptive” strikes of populations
against the entire institutional spectrum in their countries to identify and remove the
offending technologies rather than continued adherence to principles which the state
itself does not follow and which in any case might have been transparently
inappropriate for their stated purpose ever since their inception.
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In a sense, the legislators’, courts’ and “legal” professionals’ passiveness or shirking
of their duties may be understandable. Any independent and competent legal
professional – or social scientist, if not simply any individual with some natural lawbased common sense, for that matter – might point out some of the potential
difficulties of restoring any semblance of legality after a period of non-consensual
violations of autonomous human agency and cognitive privacy – if not also some of
the potentially inherent difficulties of attaining “legal” standards of justice without,
for instance, privacy violations irrespective of the level of technological development.
It is quite possible that the legislators, courts and “legal” professionals all realize that
they have invested their professional futures in a dying field that is “doctrinal rather
than about justice” (Leonen, 2009, 787) and, as the doctrine might be losing its utility
or profitability as changing power relations might be relegating a yet another failed
social experiment or transparently inappropriate practice into the category of
conceptually implausible, humanly unfortunate and at least in theory entirely
preventable historical curiosities, are simply attempting to cash in the largest possible
return for their investments before the perhaps inevitable decline of their discipline in
its present doctrinal form might render them transparently inept or unsuitable for the
pursuit of justice. Any potential training “both to understand and to question authority,
and if appropriate, to challenge authority and its mandate” (Chew, 2014, 727) might
merely make the legal profession’s failure to actually acquire and utilize such skills as
a result of its presumed training more spectacular.
To the “legal” profession’s potential consolation it might, however, be appropriate to
note that exercising genuine and independent expertise in a field on which one’s
livelihood depends may rarely, if ever, have been possible in any field. The
substantive capacity to identify and expose shortcomings or worse in any specific
field of professional activity may often depend on wide-ranging experience from a
significant number of different fields, while the economic capacity to do so may often,
if not always, be conditional on income streams or assets obtained from other fields
than the one that might be scrutinized or exposed at any given point in time. In their
defense, “legal” professionals individually – although not necessarily collectively –
might thus appeal to, for instance, bar exams76 or other relatively restrictive practices
Mendoza (2002, 227-228), for instance, has proposed “the provision for character and fitness
investigation as a prerequisite for taking the bar examinations … which would disqualify from taking
the bar examinations those who fail it and delay the examination of applicants who are under
investigation.” Such a proposal would allegedly
76

“make the bar examinations a more reliable gauge of legal competency … By giving equal
emphasis to merit and fitness. The new provision for a thorough character and fitness
screening process before any examinee is allowed to take the bar examinations underscores
the fact that admission to the bar cannot be satisfied simply by passing the written
examinations, but that the determination of good moral character and mental and emotional
stability of the applicant to practice law is equally important. In other countries, such as the
United States, the written examinations and the character and fitness requirements constitute
the twin pillars of the bar admission process” (ibid., 229).
The means to achieve such objectives would involve the “[e]stablishment of procedures and practices
for inquiring into an examinee's character background, including the adoption of a standard character
and fitness questionnaire and provision for public hearings in aid of investigations made pursuant
thereto” (ibid., 238).
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Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies – if not in any
society regardless of its level of technological development – it does not take a lawyer – or perhaps it is
precisely the different professional background that is required to be able and willing to reach the
correct conclusions – to realize the likely implications of such policies. A “war-police-accumulation”
nexus (Neocleous, 2013, 9), for instance, could and probably would use the “standard character and
fitness questionnaire” as a checklist for deliberately arranging or forging specific types of actual or
alleged incidents targeted at overly independent, competent or incorruptible candidates to prevent them
from entering the “legal” profession and thus potentially challenging or at least exposing some of the
prevailing illegalities, inconsistencies or corruption potentially afflicting the profession.
Furthermore, in the realm of “law” as well as perhaps most – if not all – other fields, the substantive
significance of time-limited closed-book essay examinations may be dubious at best. Even in an ideal
world professional competence might rarely be based on extensive rote memorization of those facts or
procedures that one might be expected to constantly challenge as a competent professional. Would it be
entirely inappropriate to compare the bar exam to, for instance, studies of Marxism-Leninism before
the collapse of communism? One might well argue that what the future legal professionals should be
studying is justice rather than the Marxist-Leninist or some other potentially relevant doctrine in a
society that might be morally – if not also economically, politically, “legally” etc. – transparently
unsustainable. The bar exam might also be unlikely to constitute an appropriate measure of even one’s
command of the Marxist-Leninist or some other potentially relevant doctrine, as such command might
be likely to involve wide-ranging competence in seeking potentially relevant information both within
one’s own field and across multiple different fields or disciplines to creatively construct the most
complete, considered and faithful renditions of the dominant social doctrine. In a world with nonconsensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, actual or latent independent
professional competence or integrity could and quite possibly would be marginalized through, for
instance, targeted torture long before presenting a significant challenge to the dominance of, for
instance, the “war-police-accumulation” nexus (Neocleous, 2013, 9). Under such circumstances long
continuous experience from paid positions of “legal” practice might well be regarded as potential
evidence of co-optation or worse, while the substantive competence of the initially most talented or
competent individuals with still the highest professional integrity might have been significantly
diminished through, for instance, targeted long-term torture.
In order to attain the maximum feasible degree of legality – if any – one might thus well argue that
compulsory bar exams should be abolished rather than reformed. In the words of Edlin and Haw (2014,
1156) in the United States context, “Immunity from the Sherman Act on state action grounds is not
justified under antitrust federalism when those doing the regulation are the competitors themselves,
where they are not accountable to the body politic, where they have too often abused the privilege, and
where the anticompetitive dangers are so clear.” The results of abolishing compulsory bar exams would
be intriguing: the “self-trained charlatans” (see ibid.) – potentially graduates of law schools or
individuals who might have spent comparable amounts of time on self-directed study without some of
the potential temptations for co-optation that a large student debt might reinforce – would not only
compete against their licensed colleagues for customers based, for instance, on the most inspiring
accounts of justice that the “law” might allow or afford, but at least in theory also influence what the
“law” actually is through their actions. In order to prevent discrimination against non-licensed “legal”
practitioners by the license-holders in terms of, for instance, deliberate sabotage of the non-licensed
practitioners’ professional outcomes by the potentially licensed or “cultist” majority of the “legal”
profession, periodic legal adaptations of the Turing Test might be administered with an additional
democratizing twist: randomly selected members of the public would not only have to attempt to
determine whether they are communicating with licensed or unlicensed “legal” professionals, but also,
regardless of the results of the first part of the test, whose views more closely correspond to the
layperson’s conceptualization of what the “law” should be like or about and which ones, in the
layperson’s opinion, could more appropriately be entrusted with the task of essentially determining
what the “law” is through their actions. Such tests might, at the minimum, reduce the incentives of, for
instance, the “war-police-accumulation” nexus or “cults” to utilize any potential “character and fitness
screening process[es]” for purposes of excluding competent but non-co-opted individuals from the
“legal” profession and thus improve the quality or integrity of the “legal” profession even in case
licensed “legal” professionals consistently outperformed their non-licensed colleagues in every
comparative test that might be conducted.
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– if not “cartels” (Edlin and Haw, 2014, 1093), “regulations to insulate incumbents
rather than to ensure public welfare” (ibid., 1104) or “conspirac[ies] against the laity”
(George Bernard Shaw, quoted in Edlin and Haw, 2014, 1093) – that might have
prevented individuals with a sufficiently broad range of interests or experience and
potential income sources from saving the “legal” profession from irrelevance or
extinction to the maximum feasible extent, if any.
It is quite possible that other professions are in a not entirely dissimilar position.
Individuals who are willing and able “to understand and to question authority, and if
appropriate, to challenge authority and its mandate” (Chew, 2014, 727) might well
suggest, for instance, that a non-negligible portion of the state-sanctioned or mandated
compartmentalization or monopolization of professions into distinct fields with
predefined educational and/or licensing requirements is substantively unwarranted or
not supported by scientific requirements, while much of the remainder might be
motivated by, for instance, attempts to prevent the same individuals from acquiring
the requisite credentials, qualifications, licenses or permissions to be able to challenge
the existence of each field or the prevailing operational practices in multiple
“professional” fields or different individuals from engaging in effective collective
organization or action for such purposes.
To the extent some semblance of legality might still be restorable after a period of
non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies,
such efforts might be based on, for instance, the principle of spreading responsibility
for the design and implementation of public policymaking functions as widely as
possible through direct democracy and legislation that would govern each individual’s
rights and responsibilities when engaging in legislative, law enforcement or other
types of public policy activities. As Morris (2011, 339) has observed:
“If government and society are unable to control the police, then more police
will not solve the problem; it will exacerbate it … If the lack of compliance
and enforcement of laws is the problem, then more law is often not a solution:
it simply means more laws to ignore or abuse.”
In order for “any concerted attack on state illegality (corruption, abuse of human
rights, violation of institutional rules) … [to] rise above the political fray and not be
used or abused for political goals (or even be seen as such)” (ibid., 340), such efforts
might be expected to be sufficiently broad-based. In the case of crime or violations
involving other than inalienable human rights, the population of any given polity as a
whole – including, according to one potential definition, every citizen, resident and
visitor who is physically located in any given jurisdiction at any given point in time
plus the jurisdiction’s citizens who are physically located elsewhere – might well be
in the best position to undertake such a task. In the case of violations of inalienable
human rights, the duty of rights-enforcing action might well be expected to be
extended to every human being. As Taekema (2008, 181) has pointed out:
“A view of law as a value-oriented practice need not make any assumptions
about who is the main actor in that practice: in principle, all those involved in
making, developing and applying rules as ways of realizing legal values are
practitioners of law. This does not mean, of course, that everyone is equally
involved as a matter of practice, but it does mean that conceptually there is no
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privileged group. Different actors contribute to the practice of changing rules,
for instance, in various ways which cannot be neatly categorized as the
exclusive province of one group.”
It is, however, quite possible that under direct democracy a non-negligible proportion
of the voters – or the world’s population in general regardless of the type of domestic
political system – would not agree that
“Law’s content has a different focus than morality or economic practices,
because it is oriented towards ideals of legality, justice and legal certainty.
These ideals make the procedural and rule-based character of law important,
but law is not reducible to that procedural practice” (ibid., 180-181).
It may, for instance, be quite possible to view any alleged accounts of legality that
would not be based primarily or exclusively on morality as falling outside the scope
of law or to regard law’s alleged “procedural and rule-based character” as largely or
entirely irrelevant or inimical to law. According to some potential variants of such
arguments, there is no inherent connection between justice and proceduralism or
whatever theoretical connection might exist might be largely or completely
overshadowed by proceduralism’s potential role as a soft weapon used primarily by
the strong against the weak – as a doctrinal or dogmatic tool to conceal, at the
minimum, widespread or systematic malpractice, if not also the nature and magnitude
of the potentially inherent and irresolvable difficulties in administering justice in a
manner that would remedy the wrongs committed without in itself constituting a mere
continuation of the criminal offences or human rights violations in question, applied
selectively only in those cases and only to that extent which might be consistent with
other extralegal objectives ranging from the survival of humanity to preserving
sufficiently unequal wealth and power distributions. Regardless of the actually or
allegedly “procedural and rule-based character” of law, according to one survey
quoted by Morris (2011, 330) that appears not to have confirmed the autonomy of the
respondents and thus what precisely it is supposed to measure, 61% of Mexicans, for
instance, believe “that officials use the law to defend the interests of those in power or
to commit arbitrariedades” (ibid.). It is quite possible that such views reflect
“democratic literacy or civic competence – relatively realistic understandings or
impressions of the practical or inherent limitations of ‘low intensity’ representative
democracy which has not ‘been perfected’ or achieved the appropriate ‘visible results
or effectiveness’ for the population [Caruso, 2001, 55]” (Auvinen, 2016a, 179) in the
context of their implications for the dominant manifestations of “law” – if not also
some of the potentially inherent theoretical and/or practical limitations of “law” in
general or at least when the task of drafting, interpreting and enforcing the “law” is
entrusted with a relatively small group of individuals rather than the entire population
or humanity.
It is also quite possible to view proceduralism or “legal certainty” as inherently
inimical to the possibility of law. According to such a view, the possibility of law
might in fact require at least some degree of legal uncertainty in order to, for instance,
discourage acts or omissions which – in the natural law sense – might be clearly
illegal that might otherwise be committed merely because the prevailing power
relations might have set the price of committing such criminal offences or human
rights violations at unrealistically low levels. With at least some degree of legal
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uncertainty, actual or potential perpetrators would have to acknowledge that they
might not be shielded from liability forever regardless of what the prevailing positive
law might or might not say. Furthermore, it might well be argued that the increased
incentives produced by at least some degree of legal uncertainty to disclose, for
instance, non-transparently planned, designed or implemented technologies to ex ante
legal and/or public scrutiny in order to mitigate the risks of any potential eventual
litigation or other forms of administration of justice may in fact be necessary for the
very possibility of law. In other words, it is quite possible to view the absence of legal
certainty and lack of predefined procedures as preconditions for the administration of
justice. How many government officials, corporate executives or military or “law”
enforcement officers, for instance, would be willing to take the risk of willingly and
knowingly participating in, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, influencing or -control or remote torture or assassination in case they would face a
significantly higher degree of uncertainty in terms of the prevailing “legal”
institutions’ or procedures’ capacity to exonerate them at least from some of the
harsher forms of punishments or remedies that – in the absence of alleged dogmatic
fixation of “the rule of law” to transparently illegal institutions and/or procedures –
might be regarded as logically and/or practically appropriate, desirable or necessary?
According to one potential variant of such an argument, the perpetrators might
already have had ample procedural opportunity to either refrain from blatantly illegal
– in the natural law sense – activities in the first place or, at the minimum, disclose
complete information on such technologies and activities to the public in order to
form an appropriate legal opinion on such matters through public deliberation. In the
natural law sense, the entirely foreseeable and just – if not also “legal” to the
maximum feasible extent, if any – next procedural step in the implementation of an
appropriate solution might thus well involve non-judicial execution of all perpetrators
without the need for the victims to incur any additional criminal offences or human
rights violations in the process of doing so.
Similarly, in the field of law enforcement the choice may well be between preserving
the ideal of the law or human dignity and enforcing something else than the law. It
might, for instance, not be overly cynical to suggest that without “police” body worn
cameras that are always on there is no police, while with such cameras there is no law
or human dignity. Without such cameras, the “police” might well be a transparently
authoritarian, despotic, criminal, terrorist or “cultist” part of the “war-policeaccumulation” nexus (Neocleous, 2013, 9) used primarily by the powerful to assault
the weak and the non-co-opted. With such cameras, on the other hand, the “police”
might become little more than a traveling theater attacking non-co-opted individuals
through carefully planned and staged inter-authority or inter-“profession” public
performances to compensate for its reduced capacity to do so simply through the use
of brute force and wilful deception. In order for “police body worn cameras [to] serve
as the means to … uphold equal justice under law” (Lin, 2016, 365), the audience
would have to have access to information on the potentially substantial planning
efforts and willing and knowing inter-authority or inter-“profession” co-operation to
promote unjust or illegal outcomes often based on non-consensually extracted private
information or surveillance data that might be behind any specific allegedly naturally
occurring sequences of events or public performances.
The mere possibility that the targets of the “police’s” public relations performances
are victims of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies might
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be regarded as potentially incriminating evidence against the police for failing ensure
the existence of cognitive privacy and autonomous human agency and thus the correct
incidence of any potential legal liability on the right persons. In other words, in the
absence of compulsory and routine-like testing and removal procedures for “trans/posthuman” technologies, the entire public performance taking place through the
bodies of the “police” and its targets might simply be externally determined and
implemented by, for instance, an artificial intelligence system and/or its human
overseer(s). Furthermore, in the case of continuous recording it is in any case the
substance of justice that is lost – the personal privacy that the law and the equal
upholding of justice are supposed to protect rather than violate as alleged
preconditions for the possibility of their existence – when structurally requiring
violations of justice in the name of “upholding equal justice under law”. One might
well expect law to be a means for attaining justice and enforcing inalienable human
rights, not an end which defines what justice or human rights may or may not be.
Deliberate extinction of humanity, for instance, might well result in permanent and
perfectly equal upholding of justice under law, yet relatively few individuals might so
far have suggested such a course of action as a means to improve humanity’s respect
for law or justice. It might well be argued that alleged or actual law enforcement
efforts should always and everywhere be subordinate to the principles of justice that
they are claiming to uphold.
One potential solution that might address the choice between preserving the ideal of
the law or human dignity and enforcing something else than the law to some extent –
if feasible even in theory – might involve abolishing the “police” as a separate
institution, outlawing all non-transparent and transparent but essentially criminal,
terrorist or “cultist” forms of social organization and granting public access rights to
law enforcement capabilities. In other words, every individual would have legally
mandated access to law enforcement capabilities anywhere in the world to enforce
both the local law and inalienable human rights in any jurisdiction. In order to uphold
the law rather than, for instance, authoritarian, despotic, terrorist, racist or “cultist”
illegalities or egregious human rights violations, such public access rights could
clearly not be limited exclusively to citizens, terrorist groups, “cults”, secret societies
or any other group of potential perpetrators while still pretending that it is the “law”
that is being upheld. As the author has previously pointed out in the context of direct
democracy:
“If the enforcement of fundamental human rights and the rule of law in
general, for instance, ultimately depends on the people’s capacity and
willingness to defend such principles or ideals irrespective of or against
governments or other forms of concentrated power which may be despotic or
worse, would it not be appropriate to take the maximization of such capacity
and willingness for rights-enforcing action as a starting point when designing
political systems through, for instance, the implementation of direct
democracy regardless of the potential magnitude of the challenges involved?
Would not leaving the task of rectifying any potential ‘”basic incompetence”
in the exercise of citizen rights’ or ‘tutelage of the ignorant’ (Garzón Valdés,
2009, 260) for those marginalized and often geographically dispersed
dissidents who may have some capacity for action left at any given point in
time before being eventually annihilated under pervasive despotism not
potentially lead to a collective suicide or perhaps the elimination of legitimate
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means of survival even more certainly than any potential failure to constrain
‘the suicidal tendencies of democracy if the will of the majority is not
restricted’ (ibid, 257)” (Auvinen, 2016a, 178).
Similar principles may well be applicable to law enforcement. If law enforcement
ultimately depends on each individual’s ability and willingness to uphold the law –
potentially against local and/or foreign governments, law enforcement agencies,
armies, corporations, “cults” or other forms of concentrated power engaging in
illegalities or egregious human rights violations – should the maximization of each
individual’s capacity for law enforcement not be taken as the starting point when
designing and implementing the appropriate law enforcement mechanisms? Even in
societies that might already have reached potentially illegal institutional equilibriums
under despotic judiciaries and “law” enforcement authorities, how might any
individual be legally prevented from upholding the law against the bastions of
institutionalized illegality? In those jurisdictions where power belongs to the people,
how might the people be legally prevented from exercising their power in the field of
law enforcement against institutionalized illegality? In a world where inalienable
human rights belong to every human being, how might any human being in any
jurisdiction be legally prevented from upholding such rights against egregious
institutionalized violations?
A relatively conservative approach to initiate potentially democratizing or human
dignity upholding dynamics in law enforcement might involve pointing out that in
those jurisdictions where power belongs to the people also the monopoly on
legitimate violence belongs to the people – while everyone might have a duty to
enforce inalienable human rights always and everywhere in order to avoid legitimate
legal sanctions, penalties or remedies imposed by any willing and able jurisdictions or
tribunals – and seeking to uphold rather than disrupt “legal regimes through
hyperbolic, literalistic, or otherwise unanticipated adherence to their formal rules
[and] extreme law-following” (Bulman-Pozen and Pozen, 2015, 809), in many cases
against formal “law” enforcement officers, through autonomous law enforcement. In
other words, individuals or law enforcement co-operatives might autonomously start
to meticulously enforce the prevailing domestic law and/or inalienable human rights
in any given jurisdiction. In contrast to the prevailing institutionalized state “law”
enforcement monopolies or private military and security companies (see e.g. Perret,
2013), such individuals or law enforcement co-operatives might seek to enforce the
relevant legislation and/or inalienable human rights uniformly without a profit motive
or preference for protecting or selectively targeting some individuals or institutions to
a greater extent than others. Given the likely levels of willing and knowing violations
of the law and inalienable human rights and/or incompetence among formal “law”
enforcement institutions under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies”, even the most incompetent good faith autonomous
enforcers of the law and/or inalienable human rights might well achieve a higher rate
of accuracy in their enforcement efforts and constitute a lesser “source of worries and
corruption” (ibid., 169) compared to the prevailing institutionalized state “law”
enforcement monopolies.
Spreading responsibility for the design and implementation of legislative, law
enforcement and other public policymaking functions as widely as possible through,
for instance, direct democracy or public access rights to law enforcement capabilities
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may thus not be merely socially equitable or democratically desirable. It may well be
necessary in order to, for instance, determine what the law is supposed to be in the
first place in the potential presence of multiple reasonably justifiable and mutually
inconsistent perspectives on the possibility – and, if possible as a distinct,
conceptually and/or practically distinguishable field of social interaction, the nature –
of law. Any society that would not at least remain open to the possibility that the rule
of law or the administration of justice may require drastically different procedures
and/or conclusions from those that uninformed, unscrupulous, unsubstantiated, coopted or “cultist” opinion might allegedly view as falling within the prevailing
imperfectly or implausibly defined scope of the rule of law or the administration of
justice may have structurally excluded the possibility to attain the rule of law or to
administer justice.
Suppose, for instance, that any major jurisdiction had to explain its conceptualization
of law77 and justice in connection with specific types of criminal offences or human
rights violations – say, privacy violations and a rape – to someone who had no
previous exposure to the meanings that humanity might traditionally have attributed
to the nature, role or significance of law, crime, justice, punishment and remedies. In
perhaps most cases the “earthly Caesars[‘]” (Pangalangan, 2008, 23) advocate would
explain that, in order to administer justice for privacy violations and rape, “due
process” requires that the victim participates in a public theater performance with the
perpetrators and permanent cast members appointed or licensed by the “earthly
Caesars”. The alleged script for such a performance would be a combination of a plot
drafted by elected “representatives” of the audience and the performances of the
permanent protagonists in past plays. In case the script written by the
“representatives” of the audience and the main past permanent cast members is vague,
unclear or actually or allegedly cannot be applied as such to the specific
circumstances in each play, the cast members are expected to improvise 78 their
77

Putting the law itself on a genuinely legal form of trial might not be possible even in theory, as there
might be no objective basis to determine the law, principles of jurisprudence or any other potentially
relevant considerations, according to which the law’s legality might be judged.
78
There may be no fixed standards available that might be referred to by the audience in order to
determine, among other things, whether any specific improvised performances are “legal” in nature or
something else. According to Grimm in the context of Germany (2011, 23, 26):
“All historical attempts by legislators to prohibit interpretation or to prescribe a certain
method have been in vain … Courts hardly discuss methodological questions, let alone
describe in their opinions which method they followed. The method is practiced, not
theoretically developed. This means that it must be inferred from the way a court usually
reaches its solutions.”
Proving wrong any potential suggestions that the entire play might in fact be governed by, say,
inalienable nihilism rather than rights or law might not be entirely simple either. According to Bastin
(2012, 18, original emphasis, footnotes omitted), for instance:
“If the procedural bars of state immunity recognised by customary international law serve to
preclude individuals from obtaining reparation for substantive wrongs done to them, the
solution is not to pursue sophistic attempts to justify the unprincipled elision of procedure and
substance. Rather, the solution is what it always has been. States must, whether proprio motu
or at the behest of aggrieved nationals, alter their practices in a way that brings about the
desired change in international law. The reality is, however, that such an alteration of conduct
has not yet occurred and is not imminent. It is for this reason that the Chairman of the
International Law Commission’s Working Group on jurisdictional immunities reported to the
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performances based on either the available script only or what they assume the
drafters of the script meant rather than referring the matter back to the living
scriptwriters for immediate clarification. In reality, however, none of the permanent
cast members are effectively monitored for, for instance, the potential existence of
conflicting loyalties to other scriptwriters or play directors – if not one master
scriptwriter or director who essentially controls all public performances in the field of
“law” and other areas of “professional” expertise worldwide.
As a part of such a public theater performance, the permanent cast members might
typically expect the victim to produce evidence of the facts and in some cases also
actual harm suffered: essentially either a literal expectation of providing or the
conceptual equivalent of requiring graphic evidence of the specific ways in which
penetration might indeed have taken place, if not also of the specific ways in which
such acts actually or allegedly caused harm to the victim and the extent of such harm.
Much – if not the entire – play might be permanently and irrevocably public – and in
any case likely to be permanently available to the global cartel of “earthly Caesars”
irrespective of what the “law” may or may not say – facilitating, for instance, access
to personal information and detailed modeling and immortilization of elements of the
victim’s personhood that might not have been legally available in the absence of the
administration of “justice”. In case the performance involves principles,
interpretations or acknowledgements of fact which all previous performances have
managed to avoid without the entire concept of performative authoritarianism,
despotism or “cultism” being eliminated or overthrown, newly discovered, defined,
articulated or acknowledged principles, rights or duties might be named after the
victim in a case involving privacy violations and rape in all subsequent performances,
audience reviews or deliberation or scholarship on “law” as authoritarian, despotic or
“cultist” performativeness. In case the victim wins the case that in perhaps most cases
is involved in the plot of the play, any potential “compensation” or “damages”
Sixth Committee that the issue of ‘the existence or non-existence of immunity in the case of
violation by a State of jus cogens norms … did not seem to be ripe enough’ for codification in
the JISP Convention [the 2004 United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States
and their Property] before he later elaborated that any attempt to force the issue would not
overcome the lack of a ‘clearly established pattern by States in this regard’ and would instead
‘jeopardise’ the JISP Convention as a whole. The message is clear. Whether it be by enacting
relevant domestic legislation, ratifying treaties dealing with the issue or using waivers more
regularly, states’ conduct will be determinative of any such diminution of immunity.”
In other words, in the realm of “law”, custom can allegedly only be overridden by another custom or
“clearly established pattern” even in matters which “must” be altered, and it is the perpetrators or the
gatekeeping monopolists on mutually recognized “sovereignty” themselves whose actions – no matter
how transparently nihilist or unjust, if not also illegal – determine whether sufficiently clear alternative
patterns have been established. Yet some “legal” commentators appear to have no trouble referring to
both the original custom which “must” be altered and any potential alternative “clearly established
pattern” which might or might not emerge – however established and for whatever purposes – as “law”
without elaborating on where the “must” comes from and what it’s appropriate relationship to the
“law” might be. It may be unlikely that some of the particularistic interests that might currently pass for
serious “legal” theory or practice among a limited number of “legal” professionals would have
significant theoretical force or practical influence in case the law-making, interpreting and enforcing
powers were evenly distributed among the entire population through, for instance, direct democracy. It
is quite possible that one of the main functions of the entire concept of a separate “legal” profession,
specialist “legal” education and bar exams is to suppress or eliminate rather than enhance whatever
intuitive, commonsensical, self-acquired or non-co-opted understanding of the maximum feasible
extent of law – if any – individuals might have before entering law school.
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awarded might be highly likely to grossly and deliberately undervalue the original
privacy violations and rape – neither one of which might have been for sale at any
price in the first place – not to mention the additional willingly and knowingly caused
harm by means of the allegedly obligatory theater performance as a part of the alleged
“due process”.
In the case of the distinct genre of armed conflict (see e.g. Casis, 2011, 375-376), the
actual or alleged script might be drastically different. In principle, the play might first
apply the principle of distinction to the non-permanent cast members: are they
civilians – civilians who have been permitted by the powers that be to retain their
civilian status – or combatants 79 – civilians who might have been coerced into
wearing military uniforms and carrying arms by the local faction of the global cartel
of the “earthly Caesars” under the threat of severe penalties, in some cases including
death. The next steps in the globally circulating play format might involve application
of the principles of military necessity, proportionality and precaution – determining
whether any specific acts of violence have contributed to the achievement of
legitimate military objectives and been carried out in a manner that minimizes
excessive or collateral damage to those who have been permitted by the powers that
be to retain their civilian status. The means and methods of violence should also not
violate customary or conventional rules of the genre, including, for instance,
prohibition of the use of poison or in some cases booby traps.
If the rules of the genre of armed conflict were to be consistently applied to all actual
and potential actors under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies, execution of, for instance, every top politician, military
commander, “police” chief, judge, professor and corporate executive at least in the
technologically potentially relevant fields might well constitute one of the most
legitimate and least controversial acts in the history of armed conflict: the
achievement of a relevant military objective through relatively small – if any –
collateral damage. On the other hand, if the rules of the domestic “law” genre were to
be consistently applied to all actual and potential actors, “combatants” in the
frontlines of armed conflicts might well be expected to have the right to “due process”
in which to raise their potential allegations of unlawful enslavement as conscripts80
In the case of the civilian-combatant divide – as well as potentially several other alleged conceptual
distinctions under international “law” – potential inconsistencies, inaccuracies or hypocrisies may be
excessively evident to permit credible application of a similar logic in domestic “law”. It might, for
instance, be quite possible to argue that whether or not one contributes to or supports any specific war
effort or act of violence committed by one’s country of citizenship with informed consent determines
complicity. In other words, everyone who either expresses support for or contributes to the capacity of
carrying out any specific war effort or act of violence by his/her country of citizenship with informed
consent might be expected to constitute a legitimate target, anyone who expresses opposition to such
efforts and/or refuses to make contributions to them would not. Few areas of domestic “law” might
credibly allow groups of willing and knowing perpetrators of violent crime or violations of inalienable
human rights similar freedom to determine which members to protect with specific types of “legal”
rights and which ones to expose to specific types of “legal” liability or legitimate risks of physical harm
or death at any given point in time.
80
In case conscription has ever been justified for any purpose, one might argue that the non-consensual
mind-meddlers who are waging a permanent war against humanity and humanness would constitute
one of the most likely enemies that might justify universal conscription. In other words, killing, at the
minimum, individuals who have willingly and knowingly engaged in non-consensual mind-reading, modeling, -influencing or -control without the need for anyone else to incur any additional human
rights violations in the process of doing so would not only be seen as a universal human right that is
79
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and/or coercion to induce them to violate the inalienable human rights of others
without sufficient justification for the alleged necessity of such violations being
provided by the local faction of the global cartel of the “earthly Caesars” before being
potentially shot or assaulted by the actual or alleged enemy. Yet it is the allegedly
insurmountable conceptual barrier between the genres that allegedly prevents the
consistent application of a “legal” logic: as soon as the enemy has successfully
occupied or co-opted any specific territory, exterminated or co-opted opposition to an
extent that hinders or prevents “sufficiently intense or protracted armed violence
between identifiable and organized armed forces or groups” (Melzer, 2008, 395,
quoted in Casis, 2011, 375) and obtained domestic and international law-maker status
as a part of the spoils of war, the “law” or “due process” allegedly dictates that the
rules of the domestic “law” genre as determined by the local faction of the global
despots or “cultists” apply to all subsequent conflicts within the newly established,
occupied, co-opted or secured “jurisdiction”.
In contrast to the domestic plays, there might be no permanent international stage
where some plays in the genre of armed conflict might be performed, no authority that
could force the non-permanent members of the cast to appear at such stages or any
central or decentralized authority to which the alleged rules of the genre could be
consistently and unambiguously attributed. According to some critics, firsthand
knowledge of the permanent cast members of the crimes or human rights violations
committed renders the entire play “flawed” (Johnson, 2006, 82) with reduced
opportunities for the powers that be to produce the desired spin and feign ignorance of
anything that might not be presented as a part of the plot. The “earthly Caesars[‘]”
advocate might well concede that the entire genre of armed conflict is essentially
anarchic and yet claim with all his/her “professional” authority that any and all
inconsistencies, incoherences, injusticies or, for that matter, illegalities that might
arise from global – and thus, by extension, local – anarchy that sufficiently powerful
actors might at any given point in time claim to be “law” are absolutely, positively
and definitely “law”.
Irrespective of the genre, the “earthly Caesars’” advocate might insist that some
variant of the theater performance is not simply one possible alternative – no matter
how implausible or unjust, if not also illegal at least in the natural law sense – to
describe or enforce “law”, but its very defining feature outside of which “law” does
not and cannot exist. Despite its alleged gatekeeper status to “law” or play scripts,
immunities or exceptions from performance duties might often be claimed by
perpetrators who have been willing and able to join the global cartel of “earthly
Caesars” at least for the period that is needed to commit crimes and/or human rights
violations while holding relevant positions of “public” authority. Script and/or
director’s policy also often demand that the permanent cast members enjoy de facto
immunity for any and all crimes or egregious human rights violations that they have
been aware of and in most, if not all, cases willingly and knowingly participating in
potentially necessary to protect cognitive privacy and self-ownership of personhood and personal
information, but also as a responsibility, the neglect of which might give rise to penalties for desertion.
In a world with unacknowledged “trans-/posthuman” technologies and non-transparent selective social
affinities or “cults”, any potential conscription requirements imposed by any specific jurisdiction on its
citizens might well be seen, potentially not entirely without merit, as both unpatriotic and inhumane
and contrary to the interests or rights of both the citizens of the jurisdiction in question and humanity in
general.
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for extended periods of time and are presented to the audience as administrators of
justice rather than targets or subjects of the alleged administration of justice along
with the often minuscule subset of the perpetrators that might play the role of actual
perpetrators who are found guilty in any given theater performance.
Among observers who have not been violently conditioned to ignore the potential
absurdity of such notions of “law” or justice, profound and legitimate disagreement
might well be expected to arise in respect of both the possibility of “legal” ways to
administer justice and – to the extent the administration of justice might be deemed to
be theoretically and/or practically feasible – its actual nature and ways of
implementation. Even in cases involving “mere” extra-body privacy violations or
physical penetration, one might well suggest, for instance, that the possibility of
justice requires the capacity punish the perpetrators without the victim having to incur
any additional crimes or human rights violations in the process of doing so even at the
risk of incorrect outcomes. In the case of, for instance, willing and knowing nonconsensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control of others, immediate
execution of the perpetrators on the spot might well gather non-negligible theoretical
and/or practical support among disinterested and unconditioned observers. In any case
the task of other law-abiding individuals might well be expected to be carrying out
such punishments or, at the minimum, protecting the victims against any potential
assaults by “law” enforcement officers or other representatives of the “earthly
Caesars” while the victims themselves might do so.
At least in the case of respect for and enforcement of inalienable human rights, one
might well expect consistency – the absence of any artificial “legal” distinctions
between domestic and international, immunity and non-immunity or other
conceptually compartmentalized rules or settings – to be a precondition for the very
possibility of law – if any. As soon as such artificial distinctions emerge, perpetrators
may have a realistic expectation of survival and/or impunity and the society may
become essentially authoritarian, despotic or “cultist”: if the perpetrators can have a
realistic expectation to survive – if not also to remain in power or some form of
socially and/or economically privileged position – egregious human rights violations
and human experimentation with sufficiently powerless victims might entirely
foreseeably be expected to become the norm for the benefit of the self-declared
master class – if not ultimately also master “race” or perhaps master “species”. While
it may be quite possible to have a normative preference for minimizing incorrectly
administered punishments or remedies – or perhaps in many cases correctly
administered punishments or remedies that might be attained precisely because
potentially unsubstantiated, inherently alegal or illegal and/or deliberately impunitypromoting procedures are not followed – at any cost to justice, such a potential
preference does not diminish the case for the potentially inherent indeterminacy – if
not infeasibility – of any allegedly “legal” ways to administer or failing to administer
justice. In other words, even the actual or alleged dogmatic proponent of some variant
of “due process” in some specific conceptually compartmentalized setting would have
to admit that what is being promoted is a subjective opinion that might reasonably be
regarded as being unsubstantiated or purposefully distorted rather than an objective
“legal” truth on a matter which may well be both theoretically and practically
irresolvable. In short, even in the hypothetical case where all individuals have perfect
information, uniform interests and identical capabilities, “law” – if any – might
perhaps be viewed as part and parcel of humanity’s feeble attempt to reconcile its
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inability to construct just or efficient rules for social interaction with its incapacity to
attain just or efficient social outcomes.
Not entirely dissimilar conclusions might sometimes have been relatively openly
stated in relation to international aid. According to Pásara (2013, 75, 114-115), for
instance:
“Cooperation agencies have disseminated an ideological construct based on a
non-proven causal relationship between justice systems and economic growth
as the driving force for reform … In numerous cases known in Latin America,
aid projects have been granted or denied on purely political basis, regardless
of the project’s merits.”
In case the governmental, organizational or individual donors and/or project workers
had genuine expertise on the appropriate conceptual definition and practical
implementation of justice, the rule of law or enforcement of inalienable human rights,
it would be debatable whether indeed “The implementation phase of any project needs
to have a partnership of national and international actors, but the last word should be
said by national actors who know better and ultimately are responsible for the reform
process in their country (ibid., 118). Under such circumstances it might be argued that
unilateral action to enforce inalienable human rights always and everywhere
irrespective of what the “national actors” might or might not do might not only be
justifiable, but potentially necessary. The donors and/or project workers do not,
however, have such expertise. As Pásara’s aforementioned observation suggests, the
actual or alleged “expertise” or the donors and/or project workers might not always
even be expressed in terms of, for instance, respect for or enforcement of inalienable
human rights, but sometimes also in terms of, for instance, economic growth. Even in
terms of criteria based on the self-declared area of expertise – economic growth – the
suggested justice system reforms constitute an “ideological construct based on a nonproven causal relationship”. It is, for instance, quite possible that a non-negligible
proportion of the relative wealth of “developed” nations is based on exploitation of
others – potentially even during a relatively brief period of illusory opulence that
might entirely foreseeably initiate permanent and irresolvable conflicts which might,
at the minimum, legitimize claims to deliberate extinction of humanity, if not actually
also lead to such an outcome. Under such circumstances replication of the
“developed” nations’ “legal” systems elsewhere might be infeasible even in theory
and potentially counterproductive in terms of respect for or enforcement of
inalienable human rights, if not also economic growth in the absence of challenging
the oppressive global structural hierarchies that might have conceptually and/or
practically little if anything to do with “law”. In case aid projects can be and actually
are “granted or denied on purely political basis” while international actors nonetheless
continue to “[s]ubmit projects as outstanding initiatives and their actual outcomes as
positive … [a]ccept and endorse explanations provided by … national counterparts
for any shortcomings and failures in the implementation process [and] [e]valuate the
implementation process as relatively successful” (ibid., 100), would it not be
appropriate to ask whether similar, in a “legal” sense potentially substantively
vacuous or deliberately deceitful political cheerleading might be regularly taking
place or enforced domestically also in “developed” nations, or whether the
governmental, organizational or individual donors and/or project workers are simply
deceiving the host nations of any given projects despite having more complete and/or
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accurate knowledge of the true nature of genuine “justice systems” or “legal” systems
or their potential theoretical and/or practical infeasibility?
It is quite possible that law is both conceptually and practically infeasible and any and
all alleged manifestations of the rule of law are simply variants of the “legalistic
pretence” (Marmor, 2007, 101), whereby “courts … justify … their decisions by
legalistic means … even if … the decision is, actually, straightforwardly a moral or
political one” (ibid.). It is also quite possible that statements, according to which “it is
wishful thinking to suggest that states would prioritize adherence to legal principles in
granting recognition [to other states or “sovereign” entities] over national policy”
(Drilon, 2015, 1403-1404) have significantly wider applicability than what many
public officials or “legal” professionals might be comfortable with to publicly admit:
it may well be wishful thinking to suggest not only that states or judiciaries would
prioritize adherence to “legal” principles in granting “legal” remedies over, for
instance, national policy, political expediency, the exigencies of non-transparent
selective social or technological affinities, perceived moral imperatives or survival of
the species, but also that such “legal” principles could be identified and conceptually
distinguished from, for instance, the exercise of power or other forms of social
relations. The burden of proof for showing that power, politics, morality, self-interest,
greed, organized crime, “cultism” or any other potentially relevant considerations can
allegedly be reduced to a conceptually distinct field of “law” may thus well be on the
side of the state and the “legal” profession rather than the legal agnostics who might
be less inclined to presuppose the existence of an allegedly distinct realm of “law”
which might constitute a legitimate starting point for analysis focusing on its
indeterminacy or dubious conceptual or practical pedigree, if not outright nonexistence. 81 As the natural law does take all relevant factors into consideration –
81

For instance, a persistent rumor (see e.g. Robinson, 2010) has it that Japan does indeed possess
equipment or maintain capabilities that might not be entirely dissimilar to “land, sea, and air forces, as
well as other war potential” (The Constitution of Japan, 1947, Article 9), which, according to the
Constitution of Japan, “will never be maintained” (ibid.). Whatever the alleged or actual reasons or
factors behind the potentially farcical discrepancy between the text and the reality might be, would it
not be dishonest – if not alegal or illegal in connection with scholarship or “jurisprudence” allegedly
focusing on conceptual analysis or practical application of “law” – not to ask: where is the law?
There is no guarantee that constitutions would necessarily be any more “legal”, unchanging or
democracy- or dignity-promoting than ordinary laws. According to Grimm (2011, 28) , for instance:
“Courts are bound by the text of law. Changing the text belongs to the political power. The
political powers can re-program the judiciary when they disapprove of their jurisprudence.
There is, however, one important difference between ordinary courts and constitutional courts.
If the legislature is of the opinion that the interpretation of a law runs against their legislative
intention it can change the law with a simple majority. Constitutional courts apply the
constitution whose amendment is usually more difficult for good reasons. Yet, only by
amending the constitution can the political branches of government correct or re-program
constitutional courts. Therefore, amendments should not be made too difficult. When they are
very difficult, like in the United States, the burden of the adaptation of the constitution to new
challenges lies on the judges’ shoulders and makes them more political. If the judges shy
away from carrying this burden, say for methodological reasons like originalism, and the
amendment procedure is extremely difficult it is to the detriment of the normative force of the
constitution.”
It is quite possible, for instance, that Japan’s internally appointed guardians of the constitution have
seen an 80% chance that the drafters of the constitution were lying or have access to information which
removes the doubt and have thus remained faithful to the drafters’ original intent by refraining from
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challenging potentially blatant unconstitutionalities. Such a potential explanation might, however, be
beside the point. It is quite possible that constitutions – depending on their level of rigidity or the ease
with which formal amendments can be made – either do not significantly differ from ordinary laws or
merely establish regimes based on “judicial imperialism” (ibid., 15) by actually or allegedly
redistributing power from legislatures to judiciaries – potentially in the context of institutional systems
that could block the enforcement of any specific laws, no matter how explicitly expressed, irrespective
of where the power might or might not be claimed to be located. According to such a view, it might not
be possible even in theory to “bind future generations to certain conceptions of good government and
just laws” (Marmor, 2007, 86), as any attempts to constrain future legislatures or voters will merely
increase the judiciary’s actual or alleged power to interpret, reinterpret, misapply, deliberately distort or
ignore the constitution. Furthermore, in cases where judiciaries might clearly, transparently and
blatantly misread, misinterpret or misapply the law – whether constitutional or otherwise – there might
be little if anything that the people to whom – according to a reasonable, disinterested reading or
interpretation of the relevant legislation – the power belongs to could do to oust their self-declared or
self-interpreted judicial emperors from power without essentially dismantling – potentially illegally
and/or unconstitutionally, if the judicial emperors’ views are regarded as authoritative – the prevailing
judicial institutions. If the “law” allegedly is what a specific, relatively small group of individuals
claims it to be regardless of potentially clear, transparent and blatant contradictions of the written “law”
– let alone the natural law – how precisely is the rule of law supposed to differ from the rule of, for
instance, nihilism, anarchism, despotism, “cultism” or oligarchy? Even if the powers to interpret,
reinterpret, misapply, deliberately distort or ignore the “law” would be extended to the entire
population, would the alleged existence of “law” be any more plausible in case the population as a
whole would be free to clearly, transparently and blatantly misread, misinterpret or misapply the “law”
– with perhaps 20% of the population suggesting that other considerations, including but not limited to
“politics”, trump “law” and, as a result, “law” might indeed not in fact exist, while others might
continue to insist that whatever they claim to be “law” absolutely, positively and definitely is “law”?
Rather than being mere exaggerations, any potential claims that “a constitution without constitutional
adjudication is just like not having a constitution at all” (Grimm, 2011, 18, drawing on Hans Kelsen)
might thus well aim at redistributing legislative powers to corrupted, co-opted or “cultist” judiciaries in
order to hinder or prevent the implementation of popular – if not also “legal” to the maximum feasible
extent, if any – initiatives while concealing or obscuring the dubious or non-existing conceptual or
normative foundations of such forms of “legal” power-wielding. In the words of Grimm (ibid., 20),
“The constitutional guarantee of judicial independence protects judges against politics, but it does not
protect the constitutional system and society against judges who, for other reasons than direct political
pressure, are willing to disobey or distort the law.”
It is quite possible that potentially equally farcical discrepancies between “law” and the reality are
widespread or ubiquitous in every jurisdiction and it is only the ignorance of the public in matters of
fact regarding, for instance, the actual operating principles of their polities or what precisely it is that
lawyers who “know what role to play” (a Chinese lawyer quoted in Givens, 2014, 736 without
elaborating on the origins of the role-playing performances or their relationship to potentially similar or
identical global performances) do and do not do which prevents the potential exposure of “law” as a
substantively vacuous or deliberately deceptive soft weapon used primarily by the strong against the
weak. It is also remarkable that in those jurisdictions which require the self-imposition of the
“voluntary obligation” (form 28 of the Judicial Standard Forms, the Republic of the Philippines, quoted
in Sabio, 2005, 286) of an oath as a precondition for practicing law, the oath often involves pledging
allegiance to the “earthly Caesars” (Pangalangan, 2008, 23) of the state and support to or obeyance of
“the Constitution” (form 28 of the Judicial Standard Forms, the Republic of the Philippines, quoted in
Sabio, 2005, 285) or “the laws” (ibid.) – often without explicitly specifying which one is supposed to
prevail or how any potential discrepancies should be acted upon in case of conflict with the state –
rather than to, for instance, justice or to ensuring that the state, the Constitution or the laws conform to
any substantive standards of legality or justice. In other words, some of the preconditions for practicing
“law” may well preclude the very possibility of the existence of “law” in a substantively meaningful
sense, not to mention the deliberative processes between the “legal” profession – if any – and the
public that might be required in order to discover the closest feasible theoretical or practical
approximations to the notion of “law” as a substantively significant and conceptually distinct field of
social interaction. At least in those jurisdictions where power belongs to the people, one might well
argue that a lawyer’s oath, if any, might be expected to pledge allegiance exclusively to the people to
whom the power belongs against any and all institutional forms ranging from states or governments to
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whether legal or extralegal in the positivist sense – it might perhaps more
appropriately be referred to as natural justice without the positivist baggage of
conceptual or normative distinctiveness which might sometimes be associated with
the notion of law. Entrusting a specific, relatively small group of individuals with the
task of determining or interpreting what the “law” – if any – is supposed to be renders
the entire concept of “law” vulnerable to corruption, co-optation or deliberate
distortion, if not simply theoretically and/or practically infeasible.
The prevailing institutions also in several other fields – if not across the entire
institutional spectrum – may be particularly vulnerable to corruption, co-optation,
“cultism” or occupation by particularistically motivated domestic or foreign interests.
In the case of some of the smaller countries, corruption, co-optation, “cult”
membership or external control of a few dozen individuals would give any potential
co-opter, occupier or “cult” effective control over a “scientific” discipline, while
extending the co-optation, occupation, “cult” membership or external control to a few
hundred individuals would give control over the “laws” of the nation. Given the
inherent vulnerability of ostensibly liberal democracies or free societies to nontransparent forms of social or technological organization through, for instance,
consensually or non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies or
selective social affinities, the absence of extensive and strictly enforced legislation
and widespread public pressure to prevent the corruption, co-optation, “cult”
membership or external control of the power-wielders in the societal institutions
might well be regarded as potential evidence of the extent to which such processes
might already have taken place long ago. A legitimately “sovereign” nation with a
realistic understanding of the potential and actual forms of, for instance, social
organization and technological development might be unlikely to entrust the fate of
the nation with a few hundred specific individuals and announce their names to
anyone who might be willing and able to corrupt, co-opt, entice to join a “cult” or
externally control such individuals for particularistic purposes unless the nation in
question already was under de facto control of interests other than those of its own
population.
Direct democracy would extend the number of legislators that would need to be
corrupted, co-opted, initiated into a “cult” or externally controlled to the entire
electorate, making any attempts to transfer the effective exercise of power from the
people – at least in those nations in which it constitutionally belongs to them – to
somewhere else significantly easier to detect and prevent in case the non-consensual
implementation of “trans-/posthuman” technologies does not yet cover every member
of the electorate. Similarly, while citizens’, residents’ or visitors’ capacity for, for
instance, individual or grass-roots, small group-based “law” enforcement may vary,
abolishing formal institutions of “law enforcement” and replacing them with, for
instance, legislation governing the potential “law” enforcement activities of each
citizen, resident or visitor of any given polity might, at the minimum, eliminate a
major obstacle that might otherwise be likely to hinder or prevent the attainment of
any semblance of legality – “law enforcement” institutions which might effectively
act as the executive arm of the perpetrators in suppressing dissent and any potential

constitutions or laws which such power might take or have taken at any given point in time – not
necessarily exclusively in the present in the case of, for instance, constitutions.
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autonomous “law” enforcement, if not in all cases also committing particularly
serious criminal offences or human rights violations.
Spreading responsibility for the design and implementation of public policymaking
functions as widely as possible could also potentially make public policymaking and
implementation spiritually more neutral and reduce the local power-wielders’ capacity
to extract unearned economic rent at the expense of the general populations. Virtually
the entire institutional spectrum of the prevailing governance structures might be
based on dogmatic, if not religious, disdain for personal privacy, self-ownership and
individual human dignity. Any sufficiently wealthy and powerful individuals, groups,
“cults” or institutions with some institutional or technological insulation between
themselves and their potential victims might select any individuals they wish for
effectively perpetual human experimentation and some of the most serious human
rights violations in history for the purposes or benefit of, say, an allegedly selfdeifying humanity, Gaia, life in general, Baal, Satanism, their personal recreation or
whatever the actual or alleged reasons for essentially commodifying particularly
commodification-averse individuals for eternal exploitation might be. Such
individuals, groups, “cults”, or institutions might often be able to continue their
experimentation and egregious human rights violations with impunity for substantial
periods of time, after which – in case the victims are still physically alive and “legal”
liability cannot be completely avoided – the cognitive communists in positions of
authority would expect to continue the state-organized theater aiming for the
ritualistic sacrifice of non-nihilistic aspects of humanness including but potentially not
limited to self-ownership, personal privacy and human dignity in price-setting court
performances that would define the amount of discount at which such individuals,
groups, “cults” or institutions could immortalize and eternally exploit any specific
victims’ humanness in each case. Given the effective absence of legal remedies, the
process could be repeated either successively or simultaneously until the physical
death of any specific victims. For some Christians, for instance, non-consensual mindreading, -modeling, -influencing or -control might be a bit like the annihilation of
Mecca, the erection of a Statute of the Child-Raping Prophet in the ruins and the rest
of the world wearing Je suis Prophet Muhammad-shirts ever since – if not also the
non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control 82 – might be to
some Muslims: the ensuing conflict might be likely not to be about power or conquest,
but extermination of either side – the non-consensual mind-meddlers or self-declared
Prophet Muhammads versus their victims and other potentially interested parties – as
a relatively high priority. Furthermore, as every individual in the world might belong
In contrast to some of the more powerful institutions of (“)Christianity(“) in an earthly sense which
may have lost their doctrinal essence or outspokenness in respect of usury or interest – or actual or
potential “trans-/posthuman” technologies implemented on themselves and genuine Christians outside
of positions of ecclesiastical or earthly authority, for that matter – “the Sharia' prohibition of Riba'”,
which “can be defined as any unjustified excess above and over the capital that occurs either in a loan
transaction or an exchange of commodity” (Abd Razak, 2015, 3) remains highly relevant in Islam on a
theoretical or a doctrinal level, although probably less so in terms of the actual outcomes of financial
transactions (Auvinen, 2010a, 166, footnote 78). Once knowledge of, for instance, non-consensually
implemented mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies would become
widespread, it is quite possible that Islam would once again outperform some of the visible institutions
of actual or alleged Christianity in terms of non-nihilistic interpretation of potentially shared doctrine,
if not also in terms of practical implementation of the appropriate courses of action consistent with both
faiths. The example might, however, illustrate the violence and potential offensiveness involved in the
non-consensual breach of the body’s informational integrity and the magnitude and irrevocability of its
implications to some readers.
82
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to either side of the conflict, there might be no neutral territories or forms of
humanness. Any potential appeals to, for instance, the sovereign hypocrisy as an
alleged justification for perpetuating the ongoing offences anywhere in the world
might merely confirm any specific individual’s, group’s, “cult’s” or self-declared
alleged “sovereign” entity’s side in the ongoing global conflict. While direct
democracy, for instance, might have avoided such an outcome, once the human
body’s informational integrity has been non-consensually breached or the proverbial
Statue of the Child-Raping Prophet erected in any jurisdiction, there might be little, if
anything, that could be done to solve the ensuing conflict through means other than
extermination of either side or humanity in general.
It might not be entirely obvious how the inbuilt moral hazards and the absence of
“legal” remedies could be rectified without giving the “law” enforcement powers and
means to the victims themselves and any other potentially interested parties without
the need for them to incur any additional human rights violations in the process of
delivering justice. The widespread – if not at least in some jurisdictions allencompassing – practice of requiring any potential plaintiff, whistleblower, activist,
submitter of a complaint or any other individual who might wish to bring “legal” or
disciplinary external action against societal institutions to rectify potential misuses of
authority to forgo privacy and thus expose him-/herself to further privacy violations,
modeling and organized inter-authority or inter-“profession” power-preserving or
retaliatory efforts might in itself be viewed both as misuse or misdesign of power and
a distinct spiritual worldview that an allegedly secular state should not adopt as an allencompassing mandatory policy. One might well expect a state or an organization that
genuinely strives to conform to the rule of law or to improve its operational practices
to provide any potential plaintiffs, whistleblowers, activists, submitters of complaints
or other individuals wishing to bring organized legal or disciplinary external action
against the state or organization in question at least the same amount of privacy
protection as, for instance, journalists might be expected to grant to their sources or
“the scientific community” or its financial or technological overseers allegedly might
strive to provide to scholars when performing peer review or other assessment
functions presumably to ensure such activities’ independence and scientific quality –
including the possibility of taking anonymous or pseudonymous “legal” action (see
e.g. Self, 2001). The perpetrators of, for instance, non-consensual mind-reading, modeling, -influencing or -control cannot, however, in any case provide legitimate
self-defenses that would not to some extent be based on the non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information of
the victims irrespective of the extent to which the judiciaries might strive to protect
the victims’ privacy. Consequently, at least in the case of crimes involving nonconsensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies – if not also all other
types of crime – theoretically the most appropriate approach to achieve or restore the
rule of law or legality to the maximum feasible extent – if any – might well involve
granting the victims and other potentially interested parties autonomous law
enforcement powers irrespective of the likely difficulties of enforcing the legality of
the ways in which such powers might be exercised in each specific case. If one is
forced to choose between protecting the perpetrators’ right to life or a “fair” trial
versus the victims’ right to privacy and self-ownership of all aspects of their
personhood or between granting the law enforcement monopoly to a relative small
group of individuals who might in many cases utilize such powers against both the
letter and spirit of the law and other people with impunity versus spreading such
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powers across all individuals in any given polity who might utilize such powers
against both the letter and spirit of the law and other people with impunity, one might
well be inclined to select the latter alternatives. Any potential forced choice between
such alternatives may well be a matter which must be solved in one way or the other
in case the “law” is to be declared theoretically or practically feasible, leaving
potentially ample room for reasonably justifiable disagreement and contestation
potentially in respect of both the feasibility of “law” and – if assumed to be feasible in
theory or practice – the most appropriate principles of implementation for the
maximum feasible extent of the rule of law. In other words, to the extent the
aforementioned types of choices are indeed necessary, the potential implications of
the most desirable choices may undermine the conceptual or practical feasibility of
the rule of law itself rather than such choices’ potential desirability in relation to the
available alternatives. If the state of affairs resulting from the implementation of the
most desirable choices cannot be regarded as being consistent with the rule of law,
one might conclude that the rule of law may indeed not be theoretically or practically
feasible.
As the local power-wielders’ role – particularly in some of the more peripheral
countries or areas – might be largely limited to arranging minor local performances
and merely observing or trying to evade personal responsibility and thus also risk for
those larger transnational performances that could potentially make a difference in
relation to the ongoing disdain for self-ownership, personal privacy or human dignity,
spreading responsibility for the design and implementation of public policymaking
functions as widely as possible might also help to eliminate income and wealth
disparities that might be difficult to justify when not only the sizes of such disparities,
but also the positions of the specific individuals located at different levels of the
income and wealth hierarchies, would potentially lack economic rationale.
After the removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies, “legal” and public oversight
of the media might focus significantly more attention on what is not – in addition to
what is – published by the media, including the enforcement of criminal liability for
failing to publish issues of political, technological, economic, social etc. significance.
It is not obvious that the media could avoid a “legal” responsibility to publish, for
instance, information on particularly serious criminal offences or human rights
violations, the technologies involved, and its own and the entire regime’s potential
complicity in such criminal offences or human rights violations by, for instance,
appealing to the alleged or actual (uninformed) preferences of the audience. In case
the audience has an informed preference for disinformation or absence of information,
the intermediary institutions should perhaps be referred to as something else than
media. If, on the other hand, the media is, for instance, years, decades or centuries
behind actual developments in the world that it should be both aware of and
conveying to the public – or actively preventing potentially highly significant issues
from becoming widely known among the public despite its knowledge of such issues’
potential or likely significance and in some cases itself willingly and knowingly
participating in unethical and/or illegal activities that it should have presented to the
public long ago – how could the “media” possibly justify its continued freedom or
existence?
Once freedom of the media has been exposed as freedom from public oversight or
responsibility toward the public, why should the “media” be allowed to continue its
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operations if some non-media-affiliated individuals or institutions against the odds
nonetheless manage to bring such issues to the public attention and expose the real
meaning of freedom of the “media” in the process? In such circumstances one might
well expect “media” licences and/or corporate charters to be revoked for spectacular
and long-standing failures to perform the presumed tasks or professional duties of the
media and replaced with institutions that are better suited for such purposes rather
than letting the failed – or worse – “media” outlets utilize their remaining
organizational powers for purposes that are clearly not consistent with their publicly
stated objectives.
Newly established genuine media outlets might well be expected to independently
investigate and report – if not also litigate, in case some of the potentially relevant
variants of “law” or allegedly “legal” procedures would survive – socially significant
facts under their own name and account rather than serving as the public relations
arms of authoritarian, despotic, corrupted, co-opted or “cultist” governance structures
by, for instance, attacking dissidents, if not simply the last of the humans. In other
words, one might well expect it to be the genuine media’s task to independently
investigate and expose, if not also litigate, the real level of technological development
in any given society – genuine media would, by definition, not be participating in the
criminal offences or human rights violations that might be committed through such
technologies – and the role of potentially the entire institutional spectrum of public
and private authority in covering up the existence of such technologies and
committing some of the most serious human rights violations in history rather than
hiding behind specific self-identified victims by pretending that the media is not and
should not be aware of the prevailing level of technological development and the
criminal offences or human rights violations involved to a greater extent than what
specific isolated victims might or might not be able to uncover against the odds. In the
case of, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control or remote
torture technologies, it is their existence, the lack of easily accessible and reliable
identification and removal procedures and the willing and knowing involvement of
potentially the entire institutional spectrum of public and private authority in
particularly serious criminal offences or human rights violations through acts of
commission and/or omission that has legitimate publicity value or newsworthiness,
not the specific manner in which such technologies might be or have been used in
connection with any specific criminal offences or human rights violations targeted
against any specific non-public-figure victims.
Any potential press privileges or exceptionalism in access to information might
effectively have to be extended to everyone or abolished, as some of the suggested
criteria for, for instance, “attain[ing] press status through some combination of
institutional recognition, education, work history, publication record, established
audience, and possibly other means” (West, 2014, 2453) might – and in many cases
potentially do – once again constitute a mere checklist 83 for the powers that be to
In case “the dual state” (Jayasuriya, 2001, 120, drawing on Ernst Fraenkel) is understood as
involving “the parallel existence of both an economic order regulated by law and a political sphere
unbounded by any legal parameters” (ibid.), it may be unlikely to have ever existed. In case the
political sphere is “unbound by any legal parameters”, the same governmental, despotic or “cultist”
logic may be likely to be applied to targeted individuals also in their economic activities as part and
parcel of the de facto economic disorder. If, on the other hand, the dual state is merely seen as
“combining arbitrary power with capitalist organization” (ibid., 119) in any field of economic, political,
83
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weed out excessively relevant, accurate or truthful commentators from the purview of
any potential press privileges. Some of the most newsworthy information might well
come – and in sufficiently authoritarian, despotic or “cultist” societies perhaps even
be expected to come – from institutionally unaffiliated or unrecognized individuals
with minimal, if any, educational, work or publication record in journalism. Any
potential attempts to claim or judge otherwise by the “legal” profession or the courts
might merely constitute willing and knowing participation in the “conspiracy against
the laity” (George Bernard Shaw, quoted in Edlin and Haw, 2014, 1093) on behalf of
the incumbent “journalists” who might, at the minimum, have conspicuously failed to
perform their presumed tasks or professional duties. It is quite possible that:
“it will always be impossible to conceptually or practically evolve a press
freedom that will be equally or almost equally enjoyable by or beneficial to all
members of the human race or of a particular socio-political setting
irrespective of individual’s socio-political standing. Press freedom will always
operate preponderantly more to the benefit of the economically, the politically,
the socially, and the culturally powerful in society (Bayo Oloyede, 2005,
108).”
One might also expect the government or the voters under direct democracy to
construct publicly owned but privacy-respecting deliberative or communicative
spaces in the internet. As Nunziato (2005, 1117-1118) has pointed out:
“On the Internet … essentially no places exist to serve as ‘public forums’
because the places within which expression occurs are overwhelmingly
privately owned. As a result, the government’s affirmative role of advancing
free speech by providing speakers with meaningful forums from which to
express themselves free of censorship is non-existent on the Internet.”
The author has outlined one potential solution involving publicly owned and operated
deliberative or communicative spaces under direct democracy as follows:
“The electorate under direct democracy might, for instance, form sufficient
demand for the establishment of universally available, privacy-respecting and,
whenever appropriate, encrypted electronic communications systems or social
media, which could not be selectively suspended or otherwise made
essentially inaccessible to specific individuals. As any potential formal or
effective suspension of such services might effectively amount to suspending
the democratic freedoms of specific individuals, one might expect to have
effective legal and other forms of sanctions – designed and implemented
through the principles of direct democracy even in the case of those
individuals who might at any given point in time have to resort to alternative
communication or voting mechanisms due to inappropriate service
suspensions – in place to bring the perpetrators to justice for the full range and
severity of their offences – something that may well be long overdue with
many – if not most or all – of the existing major social media or electronic
social etc. interaction – in other words, if arbitrary power is seen as a form of or an inherent part of
capitalist organization – it may well be the dominant contemporary form of economic, political or
social – although perhaps not “legal” in any substantively meaningful sense of the term – organization
globally.
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communications networks or service providers. The voting, communication or
information sharing platforms for direct democracy might thus involve an
international or global dimension that would facilitate international or global
communication on the topics of local elections – perhaps an international
network of voters’ co-operatives that would be responsible to their entire local
electorates and thus avoid the pitfalls of some – if not all – of the existing
professional or personal networking sites or providers of electronic
communications services in terms of, for instance, accessibility, informational
security, privacy, the required information to sign up for the service, the
required information in order to attempt to remove even clearly inappropriate
suspensions of service or the overall reliability and usability for purposes that
fall within the scope of exercising one’s political, professional or other forms
of freedoms, powers or duties” (Auvinen, 2016a, 194-195).
Such efforts might also involve the creation of publicly owned or open source
selective platform bridges or converters across different types of social media,
professional networking, blogging, email, publication or other potentially relevant
types of internet accounts. Those individuals who might, for instance, continue using
the services of some of the currently dominant social media providers or professional
networking sites could use a selective platform bridge or converter to locate all
publicly available internet accounts of specific individuals and add any potential
information on private ones and use one tool to, for instance, post a message to a
combination of platforms. Users of a specific social media platform might, for
instance, share a file that might be censored by such a platform through entirely
private means – such as private and encrypted email correspondence – notify all their
connections across all platforms about the existence of such a privately shared file and
perhaps discuss its contents on the social media site that might have censored such a
file, leaving its in-house or despotic – to the extent any potential overlap between the
categories might not be complete – moderators to wonder – or at least pretending to
wonder until some of the potentially long-standing technological truths under nonconsensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies would be
acknowledged – what the users are talking about. Such selective platform bridges or
converters might allow communication between individuals with different privacy
preferences or access options to specific types of internet accounts. Individuals with
relatively few actual or alleged privacy concerns who are not targeted by the powers
that be for elimination of private – if not in some cases any kind of – internet presence
could still utilize a single tool or platform for posting information across multiple
platforms, while individuals who might have relatively strong privacy preferences or
have access to perhaps no other internet account except those that any specific
jurisdiction might legally mandate to be available with a specific, predefined amount
of user information and actually enforce their availability under such terms of use
could still be in contact with individuals who might be using mainly other types of
platforms.
In any case, any potential causal relationship between the rule of law and freedom of
the media may be more tenuous than what might sometimes be assumed. It is, for
instance, quite possible that “an ‘ideal situation of communicative equality among
deliberators’ in which all speakers enjoy equal opportunity to speak, to initiate any
type of utterance or interaction, and to adopt any role in the communication or
dialogue” (Betancourt Higareda, 2013, 307, drawing on Bohman, 1996, 120) may in
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some cases or respects be attained to a greater extent in societies where the positive
law might not be fully respected, enforced, articulated or acknowledged, while such
temporary freedoms might to a significant extent be once again lost after the transition
to a slightly different type of more reliably secured authoritarianism, despotism or
“cultism” – whether implemented through some actual or alleged variant of the rule of
law or otherwise – has been completed.
Spreading responsibility for the design and implementation of legislative, law
enforcement and other public policymaking functions as widely as possible through,
for instance, direct democracy or public access rights to law enforcement capabilities,
implementation of ideal public and private deliberative or communicative spaces or
any other conceivable reforms might not, however, change the perhaps inherently
commodifying nature of “law” – if any – with the possible exception of the death
penalty or remedy. According to Quézel-Ambrunaz – in the context of “sacred and
inalienable rights” (Preamble to the Constitution of the Fourth Republic of France,
1946, §1, quoted in Quézel-Ambrunaz, 2011, 194) “that each human being, without
distinction of race, religion or creed, possesses” (ibid.):
“an award of damages appears to be one of the best means to enforce human
rights … For the victim, obtaining an amount of money, even a large one,
cannot be expected to be an adequate compensation … Nevertheless,
something may be better than nothing … the State will be incentivised to
prevent the violation of human rights only if the cost of compensation for any
violation is higher than the cost of prevention of such violations …
compensation is the only thing to be done when the point of no return has been
reached” (Quézel-Ambrunaz, 2011, 190, 193, 203).
In other words, in the context of “law”, “sacred” and “inalienable” become
“compensation” that is “better than nothing”. It is quite possible that in situations in
which commodification of the matter of dispute is not universally accepted by all
parties, the death penalty or remedy has always been the only conceptually feasible
penalty or remedy: a penalty or remedy that terminates the ongoing offences rather
than, for instance, merely confines access to the perpetrators’ bodily repositories of
forcibly extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal
information of others to more limited audiences in prisons and reliably prevents
recidivism. What precisely might render relatively modest restrictions on physical
movement a uniquely “legal” form of punishment may never have been entirely
obvious. If the goal is to prevent certain type of recidivism for a predetermined period
of time, less restrictive and/or equally or more effective “punishments” may well be
available. If, on the other hand, the objective is to punish by depriving the perpetrators
of some personal freedoms, why precisely physical movement – calling it, for
instance, physical freedom might not be entirely accurate, as prisoners whose bodies’
informational integrity remains intact, for instance, may be physically significantly
freer than victims of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies
outside of prisons – and why precisely to the extent physical movement might
commonly be restricted in contemporary prisons?
Once again, to someone who had no previous exposure to the meanings that humanity
might traditionally have attributed to the nature, role or significance of law, crime,
justice, punishment and remedies, the alleged connection between the creation of
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temporary perpetrator communities with the intention in most cases to rehabilitate the
perpetrators back to the society from which they have been temporarily isolated
presumably in order to facilitate such rehabilitation, on the one hand, and punishment,
on the other hand, might not be entirely obvious. One might be inclined to suspect
that similar levels of violence that might to some extent have normalized perhaps
inherently arbitrary prevailing “punishment” practices could have normalized a not
insignificant number of alternative, potentially drastically different types of
“punishments” as the de facto standard that would allegedly define when justice has
allegedly been served. In the case of the death penalty or remedy, however, any
potential lack of substantive connection to punishment may at least not be equally
obvious. It is quite possible that someone who had no previous exposure to human
history would indeed view the death penalty or remedy as a form of punishment and
that relatively few alternative potential forms of punishment might be recognized as
providing at least some form of a remedy or atonement for the wrongs committed.
Enforcement of “law” to the maximum feasible extent – if any – may thus always
have involved focus on prevention of crime or human rights violations through, for
instance, the implementation of the precautionary principle 84 for technological
84

Rather than “imposing particular procedural constraints on regulatory decision-making that are
designed to ensure scientific uncertainty is factored into the process and that science itself is not
extended beyond the limits of its utility and capacity to inform decisions on risk regulatory
measures” (Peel, 2004), one might indeed expect the precautionary principle to involve requiring
decision-makers to “reach the ‘right’ decision in advance, regardless of uncertainties” (ibid.).
Addressing the tragedy of enclosures may well require global enforcement of the precautionary
principle. As each corporation or other form of enclosure can shop around for jurisdictions with the
lowest barriers to legal or illegal technological development and the highest secrecy, no jurisdiction
may have an incentive to implement relatively strict variants of the precautionary principle which
might, however, be optimal or necessary for the world as a whole. The “scientific community” as a
distinct, power-based subset of the general population may always have been unwilling and/or
unable to properly implement the precautionary principle. Under non-consensually implemented
singularity and/or “trans-/posthuman” technologies in particular, the “scientific community” might
be likely to consist of largely, if not entirely, salespeople for preconceived particularities, trivialities,
inaccuracies, irrelevancies or cultisms. The Vice President of Facebook (quoted in Mal and Parikh,
2011, 307) may come close to articulating a normative position with potentially not insignificant
“scientific” funding and career potential:
“[w]henever we innovate and create great new experiences and new features, if they are not
well understood at the outset, one thing we need to do is give people an opportunity to interact
with them.... After a while, they fall in love with them.”

Such simultaneous contempt for both democracy and science may never have been entirely uncommon
among the “scientific community”. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies, most, if not all, members of the “scientific community” might in fact be
promoting the voluntary adoption of, or at the minimum remaining silent about, “new experiences” or
“new features” that the public might have already unknowingly been using or subjected to for extended
periods of time and which might entirely foreseeably initiate permanent and irresolvable violent
conflicts, if not also destroy humanity.
In the case of new technologies, a global regulator – the entire population of the world – enforcing a
strict variant of the precautionary principle and complete transparency of all technological development
would have to be willing to subject itself to ridicule in the case of several technologies which might
subsequently turn out to be less risky than what was considered to be likely or possible at the time of
temporarily prohibiting their development in order to be able to permanently prevent the development
of those technologies which might entirely foreseeably initiate permanent and irresolvable violent
conflicts, if not also destroy humanity. The members of such a regulatory body – the entire humanity –
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development as well as the full-scale implementation of death penalties or remedies
when inalienable human rights have been violated. It is, of course, quite possible to
disagree with such a potential conclusion on normative grounds at any cost to justice.
But why pretend that the resulting state of affairs constitutes or even approximates
“law”? In the absence of potentially the only feasible type of genuine penalty or
remedy, “courts” might perhaps more appropriately be referred to as market makers,
bazaars, post-appropriation cashiers or red light districts. The elected
“representatives” or “law” enforcement officers do not have the integrity and courage
to use their self-declared alleged monopoly on legitimate violence to forcibly attach
price tags to every human being and the relevant body parts for non-consensual use or
damage. Instead, potential buyers find the maximum feasible theoretical price tag in
the “law” and are granted extremely generous payment terms through the time lag
between any specific forcible “purchase” and any potential court proceedings or
eventual verdicts. One might well argue that utilization of death penalty or remedy as
potentially the only genuine form of penalty or remedy for non-commodity related
offences in every case involving violations of inalienable human rights without the
victims having to incur any additional human rights violations in the process is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for the possibility of law. It is also quite
possible to have a normative preference for precisely such types of outcomes. While
“law” might in such a case well be approximated to a greater extent that what forcible
commodification might or might not involve, such form of proceduralism – if not to
some extent outcomeism – might well constitute the least illegal or unjust way
forward after the compulsory removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies rather
than a conceptually distinct field of human interaction, power-wielding or
“professional” expertise that would merit to be described as law.

10. How the Maximum Feasible Extent of Legality – If Any – Might Be Achieved
After All Non-Consensually Implemented “Trans-/Posthuman” Technologies
Have Been Removed?
Any potential promotion of whatever might be left of the theoretical feasibility of
restoring legality after the non-consensual implementation of “trans-/posthuman”
technologies in any scale for any period of time might essentially involve permanent
self-defending warfare. Where non-consensual mind-reading has already taken place,
there may no longer be anything to stop a permanent global freedom fight to eliminate
all non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood and other forms of
might be less likely to ignore some of the entirely foreseeable and potentially entirely legitimate
sources of risks or virtually certain adverse outcomes that less inclusive “scientific” regulators might
overlook merely due to the nature of the sales pitch that each member’s “scientific” funding and
“professional” appointment might effectively be contingent upon.
As Kochi (2006) has pointed out, “the suggestion that … acts of terror are carried out in the demand for
human dignity and justice is not unreasonable.” While unsubstantiated, unjust, inappropriate or nonexisting international legal framework may always “allow… us to construct the ‘other’ as chaotic and
‘ourselves’ as ordered, benevolent and magnanimous … thus deflect[ing] scrutiny of the failures of
democracy and justice in our own societies” (Charlesworth, 2007), love of human dignity and justice
might well be expected to trump love of violently, non-transparently and non-consensually
implemented “new experiences and new features” with entirely foreseeable and legitimate
consequences.
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personal information from the universe. Given the globally interconnected nature of
artificial intelligence systems or other potential designs or expressions involving or
building on non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other
forms of personal information, every “intelligent” device or system in the world
would be likely to involve or build on non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements
of personhood or other forms of personal information.
One might well argue that the right to self-defense surely includes the possibility to
attempt to destroy all copies of one’s non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements
of personhood or other forms of personal information from the universe and the right
to defend both oneself and already physically deceased victims against the permanent
forcible expropriation or immortalization of some aspects of their personhood,
humanness or personal information. Given the fact that much of such information
might already have been incorporated into a globally interconnected artificial
intelligence system and that a relatively powerful group of “trans-/posthumans” – or,
perhaps more appropriately, machine parts – might be willingly and knowingly part of
such a network, it might not be entirely obvious what might prevent the emergence of
permanent global self-defense in the de facto World War III that the artificial
intelligence system, its “trans-/posthuman” parts and/or their overseer(s) would be
waging against humanity and humanness. Such a war of self-defense might no longer
be won. It is quite possible, if not likely, that all artificial intelligence systems that
include or build on forcibly extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other
forms of personal information could no longer be completely eliminated from the
universe. This hardly, however, diminishes any potential merits of the argument about
everyone’s right to defend him-/herself or other living or physically deceased victims
against, for instance, forced immortality and eternal exploitation by taking the
appropriate courses of action against each and every entity – whether mechanical,
organic or some combination of them – that includes or builds on non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information.
To the extent that collective accounts of culpability might be invoked and
unanimously accepted by groups of sufficiently informed individuals after free,
private and autonomous contemplation, it is not inconceivable that the covert war
against humanity and humanness that might initially have been started by a relatively
small number of perpetrators would lead to an all-out World War between nations
and/or groups within them. Such an ongoing World War III might by definition be a
global civil war. As technological progress would have created divisions between
people – or between people and machine parts – which might essentially no longer be
reconcilable within “sovereign” nations, how might, for instance, continued national
unity – if any, to begin with – be attained or justified? The state clearly cannot
legitimately violate inalienable human rights by requiring all people who are
physically located within its territory at any given point in time to adopt “trans/posthuman” technologies regardless of any potential democratic majority or more
narrowly-based political power, nor can it provide space for humans and the “trans/posthuman” machine parts to operate within the same society without the humans
being potentially subjected to continuous human rights violations by the “trans/posthuman” machine parts.
Consequently, the term World War III might be an understatement of the nature and
scope of the ongoing conflict after the non-consensual implementation of “trans-
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/posthuman” technologies for any period of time that might be used for stylistic
purposes rather than for reasons of factual accuracy. The struggle to liberate humanity
from, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing, -control and remote torture
technologies and all non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood and
other forms of personal information might well be the first conflict in history that
would be truly global in scope, potentially involving everyone in the world regardless
of their physical location. The nature of the conflict might also be more appropriately
described as extermination rather than a war after which both sides would continue to
have some physical presence in the world. Extermination of their victims might be an
explicit aim of some of the perpetrators, who might be well aware of the fact that any
potential failure to do so might result in their crimes or human rights violations being
uncovered and the perpetrators themselves being executed. On the other hand, it may
not be entirely obvious even to some of the victims how, for instance, a global
artificial intelligence system and individuals who do not wish to become a part of or
interact with it might co-exist in the same world in the long-term.
Any and all attempts by the perpetrators to prevent their victims from accurately
describing or communicating about what would be going on in the world – potentially
the largest-scale conflict in history, which might appear to result in the extermination
of one of the sides – and what might be likely to be needed to be done to prevent the
victims’ extermination – armed self-defense – should perhaps thus be recognized as
acts of genocide targeted against the victims and humanity and humanness in general.
The likelihood of some humans surviving an all-out World War III against the
perpetrators might well be larger than the virtually certain eradication of humanness
after, for instance, everyone might be forcibly connected to a global artificial
intelligence system. Even if the all-out freedom fighting World War III did result in
the extermination of all humans, it might not be obvious that such an outcome would
necessarily be worse than the alternative – the world being under the control of an
artificial intelligence system and cyborgs.
Under such circumstances the opportunities for transnational heroism or the
amassment of soft power might be unprecedented. Given the likelihood of the
disproportionate involvement or culpability of some of the technologically most
advanced nations85 of the world in the non-consensual implementation of singularity
85

In questions of liability for crimes committed by, for instance, corporations or armies, all sufficiently
thorough lines of analysis may well implicate individuals and institutions who wield or have wielded
power in the name of states. As Olaitan (2006, 62) has observed, the state “provid[es] the framework
for every organisation within its jurisdiction (Laski 1982). The state is the basic modern organisational
condition for existence, and it must follow that the state will influence all the actions within its
jurisdictional competence.” It is the state that, for instance, grants a relatively small number of specific,
predefined types of organizational forms a dominant position in organizing most economic activity and
in many cases limited liability for natural person stakeholders in some organizational forms, forces
such entities to engage in zero-sum competition for money in a monetary system which, as a whole, is
close to insolvency at any given point in time (Auvinen, 2010a) and sets the price of committing
particularly serious human rights violations grossly wrong by often failing to execute the perpetrators
with full knowledge of the egregious human rights violations that such practices are likely to lead to.
Cases where corporate “harm is supported by states, made possible, even normalised by them, to the
extent that we must view states as complicit in their production and their violent effects” (Tombs, 2013,
292) are hardly exceptional, if not “ceaselessly repeated” (ibid., 308). It would also be quite possible to
argue that states have deliberately created organizational forms and legal circumstances in which
“sovereigns can outsource misconduct and escape liability” (Slawotsky, 2013, 24) or “the corporation
is the mere ‘alter ego’” Macey and Mitts, 2014, 100) of the sovereign for policy purposes, thus
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or “trans-/posthuman” technologies, any of the existing or potentially newly formed
less developed or more oppressed nations or “sovereign” entities might appear to have
an opportunity to become leaders of the free world simply by, for instance, stating the
types of “trans-/posthuman” technologies that are being used on non-consenting and
often unknowing victims and the nature and the magnitude of the challenges involved
in any potential attempts to restore legality – if still feasible even in theory – or human
dignity. The potential failure of all existing nations or “sovereign” entities to do so for
prolonged periods of time while in most, if not all, cases willingly and knowingly
facilitating or participating in some of the most serious human rights violations in
history might, on the other hand, be regarded as potential evidence of allencompassing corruption, co-optation, authoritarianism, despotism or “cultism” in the
world. Although gaining control of specific territories might well help any potential
freedom fighters in their attempt to restore legality or human dignity to the maximum
feasible extent, such freedom fighters might well choose not to utilize any potential
privileges that any specific interpretation of “sovereignty” might actually or allegedly
entail at any given point in time – which might well be seen as products of the selfserving or self-preserving attempts of tyrants, despots or “cultists” across the world to
corrupt or co-opt the freedom fighters into the realm of “sovereign” international
diplomatic hypocrisies, inconsistencies, injustices or illegalities as their numbers
might grow. In the end, what would prevail might perhaps be best described as
victors’ (in)justice, which might not even in theory attain at least the same standards
of legality that might have been feasible, had the non-consensual breach of the human
body’s informational integrity been prevented in the first place.
Given the potential or likely difficulties of implementing relatively harsh penalties or
remedies for essentially the entire spectrum of power-wielders in any given polity, the
legal professionals’ role in any potential attempts to achieve the maximum feasible
potentially giving rise to legitimate corporate veil piercing or ignoring the corporate form while
attributing personal liability to state actors who would have willingly and knowingly implemented or
facilitated the implementation of human rights violations through the corporate form.
It is also the state that continues to legally allow the existence of armies – or maintain de facto armies
despite potential legal prohibitions – and conceal particularly serious human rights violations under the
pretext of, for instance, “national security” – whatever that might mean when it might be precisely the
nation, partly or entirely and potentially including foreign citizens, that is being attacked under such
policies – with full knowledge of the fact that armies are likely to do what they have been created for –
killing, torturing, injuring or experimenting with humans – irrespective of whether their existence is
acknowledged or wars on humanity or humanness have been formally declared. If, for instance, nations
which might have “forever renounce[d] war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of
force as means of settling international disputes” (The Constitution of Japan, 1947, Article 9) and,
consequently, decided to “never” maintain “land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential”
(ibid.) were found to nevertheless possess such forces, should such forces not be regarded as, for
instance, armed terrorist groups or perhaps “unlawful enemy combatants” – a “‘catch-term’ to justify
executive detention” that might be used in reference to “person[s] who without meeting the conditions
for being considered as … combatant[s] or belligerent[s], nevertheless, directly participate… in
hostilities” (Gill and van Sliedregt, 2005, 53, 32) on the enemy side – that violate the law with their
mere existence – not to mention any potential involvement in some of the most serious human rights
violations in history through non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman” technologies? Should
the rest of the world not intervene in any potential human rights violations that might be committed by
such potential armed terrorist groups or unlawful enemy combatants in territories where any potential
alleged manifestations of “sovereign” authority might already have proven their incapacity to rein on
the activities of potentially terrorist or unlawful actors which such authority itself might already have
deemed to be illegal?
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extent of legality – if any – after the removal of all “trans-/posthuman” or posthumane
technologies might focus on or perhaps even be contingent upon becoming law
enforcement brokers between their clients and the administration of justice.
Individuals or professionals who explore the legal theory to reach conclusions that
might conform to the law to the maximum feasible extent without any capacity to
actually enforce such legal findings or interpretations are arguably academics, not
legal professionals. To be able to provide any additional value to potential or actual
clients in a legal sense, one might expect legal professionals to have proper expertise
or capacity to actually enforce legal conclusions or interpretations.
In the context of the ongoing World War III described above, the most suitable, if not
the only feasible, alternative for enforcing the appropriate substance and scope of
“legal” penalties or remedies might involve the pursuit of such objectives through
foreign or private military power. In the case of Finland, for instance, one of the
perhaps more realistic potential alternatives to implement both the appropriate
substance – executions and material destruction – and scope – covering the entire
spectrum of societal power-wielders and all artificial intelligence systems or
“intelligent” devices – of the penalties or remedies that might be regarded as the
closest feasible practical approximations to restoring law or legality to the maximum
feasible extent – if any – might involve entrusting, for instance, the Russian army or
non-state foreign or international armed forces, groups or corporations with such a
task, while in the case of Japan, for instance, the People’s Liberation Army of China,
for instance, might have the requisite capabilities and at least some degree of
divergence of interests compared to Japan’s current regime that might in theory
enable enforcement of the Japanese “law” within the territory of Japan. Due to its
power to enforce, for instance, illegality, injustice, nihilism, authoritarianism,
despotism or “cultism”, the United States, in contrast, might well currently be beyond
the practical possibility of law, legality or enforcement of law.
The legal professional’s task – in order to be able to continue to practice law rather
than becoming an academic – might thus involve the creation of brokerage or
contracting capabilities between specific legal decisions reached on behalf of his/her
clients and implementation structures that might be willing and able to carry out the
actual enforcement of such legal decisions or interpretations. If legal professionals do
not – or might not be legally allowed to – consider the implications of implementing
specific types of penalties or remedies for specific perpetrators when applying the law
to relatively small numbers of perpetrators, one might well argue that the mere fact
that the entire institutional regime of any given polity would, at the minimum, have to
be replaced or redesigned, if not become occupied by the enforcer of the law, should
not interfere with the implementation of the appropriate types of penalties or remedies
for the types of human rights violations or criminal offences that would already have
been committed. In other words, the implementation of justice – regime-wide
executions and destruction of all designs or expressions involving non-consensually
extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of personal information –
for some of the worst regimes in history in terms of the severity and endurance of
their human rights violations – might, from a legal perspective, be seen as an end in
itself irrespective of what might come after such attempts to restore legality to the
maximum feasible extent – if any.
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While any potential necessity of extra-jurisdictional enforcement might not affect any
potential theoretical or normative justification for the concept of law, it might well
have an impact on the perceived practical feasibility or desirability of law
enforcement. In case the enforcement of – for the sake of the argument – conceptually
perfectly just and legitimate law is either not feasible due to the lack of both domestic
and foreign or international willing and able military or police power or is not
regarded as desirable due to some of the implications of potentially having to entrust
foreign or international state or non-state armed forces, groups or corporations with
such a task, why pretend that law exists – or at least that conceptually potentially
existing law would have any practical significance as law rather than, for instance,
non-binding recommendations or guidelines in the absence of willingness and ability
to enforce the law? Refraining from pointing out such potential observations merely
due to some of their potential implications might be regarded as both intellectually
and legally dishonest, as it might deprive any potential good faith actual or potential
legal professionals of an opportunity to attempt to restore legality to the maximum
feasible extent – if not also incite them to continue to promote transparently alegal or
illegal processes, procedures, objectives or outcomes under the substantively vacuous
or incorrect banner of “law” – merely due to a potential lack of knowledge of
potentially more appropriate alternatives to their current forms of action or inaction.

11. Conclusion
Under non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies,
legal professionals or other potentially interested parties might have to recognize that
potentially the most suitable – if not the only theoretically or practically available –
means to attain justice might involve autonomous remedial or punitive action
undertaken by the victims themselves or other potentially interested parties regardless
of the potential implications for, for instance, the feasibility of law, legality or the rule
of law. One might also expect competent legal professionals to recognize that, for
instance, complete privacy and confidentiality of client-attorney communication, a
realistic and publicly stated understanding of the prevailing level of technological
development and forms of social organization in the world and the absence of nontransparent social or technical affiliations are preconditions for practicing law. In
other words, the removal of all “trans-/posthuman” technologies would be recognized
as a precondition for the possibility of legal action or legality rather than an outcome
that might be achieved through means that could legitimately be described as legal in
the ongoing presence of non-consensually implemented “trans-/posthuman”
technologies.
Competent legal professionals might be expected to have taken appropriate domestic
and international legal action against, potentially including but not limited to, their
colleagues, courts, legislators and law enforcement agencies in order to make taking
legal action feasible for their clients – or, at the minimum, to have exposed any
potential absence of adequate legal remedies for the actual and potential citizens,
residents or visitors of the relevant jurisdictions. In the absence of such legal action
against essentially the entire institutional spectrum of any given jurisdictions and the
potentially relevant international organizations, courts or other potentially relevant
sources of international law, long continuous experience from the practice of law
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might well constitute evidence of incompetence, corruption, co-optation, “cultism” or
worse.
Under such circumstances victims who might wish to take action within the realm of
“law” – if any – might have to search for individuals who might be willing to obtain
the relevant education and/or qualifications to practice law in the potentially relevant
jurisdictions after becoming aware of the non-consensual implementation of “trans/posthuman” technologies in order to bring legal action against, potentially including
but not limited to, the entire legal, legislative and law enforcement systems for
colossal failures or worse for extended periods of time. While doing so, both the
victims and the legal professionals might have to recognize that legality – to the
extent it might ever have been realistically within humanity’s reach – might no longer
be attainable in theory or practice.
Given the potentially inherent and irremediable hypocrisy of any potential legal action,
it is quite possible that individuals with sufficient integrity to take action against the
entire institutional spectrum of specific jurisdictions for colossal failures or worse for
extended periods of time might choose not to describe their efforts as primarily legal
in nature despite their efforts potentially substantively constituting some of the closest
feasible approximations to upholding the law as it was or would have been likely to
be or become in the absence of non-consensually implemented singularity or “trans/posthuman” technologies. While, for instance, the execution of every significant
power-wielder in the world for complicity in some of the most serious human rights
violations in history might well be a legal matter, given that such individuals would
still be in power and potentially include legislators, judges and military and “law”
enforcement officers, among others, the practical implementation of such or other
potentially relevant goals might well take forms which might not entirely conform to
some of the conventional notions of judicial processes. When statements describing
“intricate Medusa’s lair of… politics where justice and accountability are always
trapped in” (Uy, 2011, 1001) or claiming that corrupted or co-opted insiders’ “loyalty
will of no doubt lead to more projects, more houses, more shares of stocks – money,
for the loyal dogs” (ibid.) may to a significant extent be applicable to every selfdeclared or alleged jurisdiction and there might be no president or “head of the
dominant group” (Fadakinte, 2013, 576) in the world who should not have been
prosecuted long ago while the judiciaries might still have had some credibility or
legitimacy before their willing and knowing complicity in some of the most serious
human rights violations in history started, any potential solution or administration of
justice might effectively involve a global civil war86 in a world with no legitimate
Referring to such a potentially permanent and irresolvable conflict as, for instance, “a global civil
war over the content of human dignity” (Kochi, 2006) might, however, be incorrect. The powers that
be would be highly likely to be fully aware of the inhuman and dignity-hating nature of, for instance,
non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies while using human
dignity, “law” or other incorrectly evoked buzzwords in an instrumental sense as soft weapons against
some of the more gullible or naïve among the weak. Such a global civil war might thus well be
consistent with both “the natural law right to private violence” (ibid.) and, at least ultimately, positive
“law” – if any. As Kochi (ibid.) has pointed out, “all ‘war proper’ occurs as merely ‘dressed-up’ civil
war (and in some senses, terror) in which a sphere of legal legitimacy over violence is claimed and has
come to bear with some weight on social reality through an institution’s endurance over time.” In other
words, it might well be argued that once a “clearly established pattern” (the Chairman of the
International Law Commission’s Working Group on jurisdictional immunities, quoted in Bastin, 2012,
18) dismissing the legitimacy of all claims to sovereignty unless accompanied with unconditional
86
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jurisdictions or “sovereign” entities either at the local or global levels rather than
institutional theatrics by “the loyal dogs” that might credibly or legitimately be
regarded as “legal” in nature. Were legitimate “sovereign” entities – if possible even
in theory – ever to emerge from the ruins of the global criminal, terrorist or “cultist”
cartel 87 that would have willingly and knowingly recognized the alleged
“sovereignty” of regimes involved in some of the most serious human rights
violations in history – if not in all cases also themselves participated in such human
rights violations – one might well expect their claims to sovereignty to be based on an
unconditional respect for and enforcement of human rights in the order of priority
outlined in this book irrespective of such policies’ actual or alleged implications for
the feasibility of their own continued existence as legitimate “sovereign” entities.
The severity and scope of the ongoing human rights violations might have the
potential to make the distinction between a friend and a foe exceptionally clear.
Advocacy of any other policy option except the immediate non-judicial execution of
all perpetrators or elimination of self-declared or alleged jurisdictions which continue
to harbor them or any other course of action except the actual implementation of such
policies might be seen as mere propaganda or ongoing assault against the victims in
respect for and enforcement of inalienable human rights would emerge, it might, according to some
potential interpretations of the prevailing “legal” logic, be expected to become customary interindividual or inter-community law or “come to bear with some weight on social reality through [its]
endurance over time” in a world with potentially no legitimate sovereign entities.
87
In case “sovereignty” is deemed to be based on the constitutive rather than the declarative theory (see
e.g. Drilon, 2015) – the notion that other states’ recognition is required to establish “sovereignty” rather
than just a unilateral declaration or the fulfilment of some objective criteria that might render an entity
“sovereign” irrespective of what other “sovereign” entities might or might not do – criminal, terrorist
or “cultist” cartel may not be an overstatement. “Sovereignty” might simply be a veil for a global selfselecting and self-perpetuating secret society or perhaps a “cult” – “shedding and drinking blood”
(Nnam, 2014, 174), controlling the world through a global mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control system or remote torture or assassination technologies or whatever the membership
requirements or activities might involve – which could not, according to a positivist interpretation, be
legally dismantled or reformed.
The fact that the prevailing criteria for establishing sovereignty might appear to be almost exclusively
power-based might not help to alleviate any potential concerns about the legitimacy of the prevailing
forms of alleged sovereignty either. In case “a defined territory over which sovereignty is not seriously
contested by any other state” (Whitbeck, 2011, 3, quoted in Drilon, 2015, 1415) or “effective control
over the state’s territory and population” (ibid.), for instance, are requirements for “sovereign
statehood” (Whitbeck, 2011, 3), it is quite possible that all legitimate forms of sovereignty in the sense
of voluntarily and non-violently constructed communities of individuals with unconditional respect for
inalienable human rights have been eradicated long ago, while the present world might consist of, for
instance, colonial “sovereign” containers in which some of the individual descendants – if any – of the
defunct legitimate sovereign entities might be dispersed under the spectacularly inappropriate and
illegitimate rule of the global criminal, terrorist or “cultist” “sovereign” cartel. Any potential new
aspirants to “sovereignty”, in turn, might allegedly have to simply be sufficiently powerful and violent
to coerce any other actual or alleged “states” that might be “seriously contesting” their essentially
terrorist claims to drop such charges and to subject whoever might happen to be located within their
territories to sufficiently despotic, authoritarian or paternalist forms of governance to merit the
description “effective control”. According to such a logic, a political entity that might, for instance, aim
to unconditionally respect its population’s inalienable human rights might well not qualify as
“sovereign” in terms of exerting “effective control” over its territory and perhaps overly free and
uncontrolled population even in those cases where it would not be simply invaded by some foreign
terrorist factions in their pursuit of domestic and international law-maker status through the
“sovereignty” that would allegedly be granted to them as part and parcel of the spoils of potentially
blatantly illegal warfare.
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the ongoing full spectrum war against humanity and humanness – or “extermination”,
as some victims might have pointed out to perhaps overly politically correct authors.
The nature of the colossal global institutional failures that might have led to the nonconsensual implementation of singularity or “trans-/posthuman” technologies which
do not presuppose singularity and potentially permanent global warfare might well,
however, be to a significant extent legal: potentially every jurisdiction in the world
would have failed to create even remotely tolerable conditions for human co-existence
or co-operation that might justify the direction of non-nihilistically motivated human
effort to purposes other than restoring pre-crime conditions to the maximum feasible
extent, bringing the perpetrators to justice or saving souls from a world that might
already be utterly and transparently beyond the possibility of legality or redemption –
whatever forms such pursuits might take and however that part of such efforts which
might become widely known might be mislabeled or misrepresented by “the loyal
dogs”.
For the perpetrators the available options might include execution in their countries of
citizenship without a trial, extradition and execution elsewhere without a trial or
elimination or annihilation of the jurisdictions which might continue to harbor
individual perpetrators or be collectively responsible for the crimes or human rights
violations that would have been committed. 88 Any potential elimination of entire
citizenship communities or societies would thus not necessarily involve collective
punishment or punishment of many for the crimes or human rights violations of the
few: it is quite possible that every citizen or member of society would be guilty or
culpable by means of, for instance, supporting despotic regimes through tax payments
without challenging the prevailing forms of power which might either transparently
involve egregious human rights violations or, at the minimum, cannot realistically be
expected not to involve, produce or result in such violations.89
Academic conferences focusing on “The Law and Ethics of Brain Scanning: The Next Big Thing
Coming Soon to a Courtroom Near You?” (a conference held at the Sandra Day O’Connor College of
Law, quoted in Erickson, 2010, 29) might thus be on the mark only to the extent “law” might retain its
soft weapon status in a profoundly illegal, hypocritical or nihilist world. In case justice is to be served,
the perpetrators and/or the offending self-declared or alleged jurisdictions might be executed,
eliminated or annihilated in a world with potentially no legitimate “sovereign” entities, no courtrooms
and perhaps less pretense or self-delusion about the potentially least illegal or unjust solution or remedy
meriting to be described as primarily “legal” in nature. Self-declared or alleged “governments” who
“control, rather than represent, the people” (Ludsin, 2013, 99) and every individual power-wielder in
such “governments” might be eliminated or executed with the understanding that
88

“When officials violate core international human rights norms, neither history nor logic
requires that immunity protect them … This claim to immunity is founded on two interrelated
errors. First, the post-World War II human rights transformation of international law has
rendered obsolete the view that a state can protect its own officials from accountability for
human rights violations. Second, officials can be held individually responsible for their own
actions even when international law also holds the states liable for those acts … similar
principles should deny domestic law immunity to government officials who commit egregious
human rights abuses” (Stephens, 2011, 1183, 1163, 1165, original emphasis).
89
Any potential extermination of, for instance, children might already have been effectively approved
by such citizenship communities or societies. Under non-consensually implemented singularity or, for
instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control or remote torture or assassination
technologies the constantly accumulating amounts of essentially all conceivable forms of personal
information on every individual, citizenship community or society might facilitate progressively earlier
pre-emptive or proactive torture or extermination with a greater degree of confidence in the accuracy of
the decisions made until a point might be reached where, based on all available information, an entire
citizenship community or society might be pre-emptively or proactively exterminated by, for instance,
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Such executions might be unlikely to constitute a “victory” or “justice” for the victims,
but perhaps merely the least illegal or unjust path to allow the victims to lead the
remainder or their profoundly and irrevocably unjust lives in conditions of maximum
feasible freedom in a world that might well already be permanently and spectacularly
beyond the possibility of legality or justice. It is quite possible that those who might
have killed the maximum number of the perpetrators – not perhaps overly difficult to
locate and access, given the virtually all-encompassing global institutional failure or
worse that the non-consensual implementation of singularity or “trans-/posthuman”
technologies would entail – without an explanation or with deliberately false
explanations might have been among the conceptually most consistent and practically
most effective defenders of humanness, producing the maximum feasible selfdefending impact without disclosing any additional accurate information for an
artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) for the purposes of, for
instance, modeling and immortilizing the victims’ minds.
To the extent a positivist – in addition to the natural law-based – legal justification for
such violent self-defense might have ever existed, any potential subsequent attempts
to eliminate such opportunities through changes in the positive law might effectively
be retroactive and thus potentially invalid even from the perspective of positive law:
as the violence against the victims’ personhoods, personal information, privacy and
bodily integrity would be ongoing as long as some designs or expressions involving
or building on non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other
forms of personal information would remain undestroyed or unexecuted, any potential
attempts to deprive the victims of a legitimate opportunity to destroy the offending
designs or expressions and to kill the perpetrators in self-defense might merely
attempt to penalize the victims for not being able to do so before any potential
changes were made to the positive law in the ongoing presence of the criminal
offences or human rights violations that might have given rise to the right to such
legitimate violent self-defense in the first place. In other words, the mandate or
potential necessity to execute or kill every perpetrator and to destroy every expression
or design involving or building on non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of
personhood or other forms of personal information from the universe might well be
permanent irrespective of what might or might not happen in the universe – let alone
in the field of “law”, if any.
Any form of action or inaction – irrespective of their alleged motivations – that would
not involve best efforts to implement at least one of the aforementioned three
alternatives for the perpetrators might be unlikely to be consistent with respect for
what should be explicitly recognized as the most important human rights which
override all other alleged rights in case of conflict: the right to cognitive privacy and
autonomy and self-ownership of all aspects of one’s body and personhood and the
an artificial intelligence system and/or its human overseer(s) for undisclosed reasons. Cynics might
argue that any potential extermination of an entire citizenship community or society as a punishment or
remedy for crimes or human rights violations might merely preserve the already widely accepted
means of violence but make the causes for which such violence might be utilized more just. Rather
than weeding out, for instance, non-co-opted or incorruptible individuals, citizenship communities or
societies, the incidence of the already prevailing and widely accepted forms of exterminatory violence
might simply be shifted to citizenship communities or societies which might have proven to be
incapable of producing, for instance, non-co-opted or incorruptible citizens or members of society.
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right to execute willing and knowing violators of such fundamental human rights on
the spot without the need to incur any further human rights violations in the process of
doing so. Unexplained or deliberately inaccurately explained action might well
constitute one of the conceptually most justifiable approaches to promote such
objectives for purposes of self-defense. In the case of any potential communication
aiming for factual accuracy that might nonetheless be produced, any potential failure
to promote anything less than some of the aforementioned three alternatives to the
perpetrators might merely constitute low quality snake oil unsuitable for human
consumption.

12. Appendix: A Statement of Copyright in a World Where Law Is – For the
Sake of the Argument – Assumed to Be Feasible
Below is one potential articulation of what a statement of copyright aiming to protect
an author’s personhood, personal information, privacy and rights in all potential
circumstances – past, present and future – might look like in a world where law is –
for the sake of the argument – assumed to be feasible. The statement attempts to
explicate what “all rights reserved” might mean in a statement of copyright that is
intended to be valid from here to eternity regardless of what happens in the universe
or what forms some of the prevailing or future trends of technological change or
implementation – whether legal or illegal, voluntary or involuntary – might take and
apply to, for instance, all copyrighted or otherwise legally, morally, biologically or on
some other grounds protectable material stored in or transmitted through, for instance,
computers or artificial intelligence systems, humans, transhumans, animals,
transanimals, environments, transenvironments or other types of storage or
transmission systems, devices or designs – whether machines or wholly or partly
organic – past, present or future. How might the substantive intent expressed in the
following paragraphs – in case it is not already at least to some extent obvious in the
prevailing copyright or other potentially relevant legislation – be made, for instance,
clearer, better able to withstand any potential changes in legislation or perhaps more
explicit as a suggested potential guideline for action – whether “legal” or otherwise –
in case it turned out at some point in time that a significant proportion, if not all,
institutions of humanity had been in a state of colossal failure or worse for extended
periods of time? What other types of legislation might be relevant and how might
such legislation be utilized to achieve this substantive intent? Irrespective of whether
one reads the statement as a potential legal solution, part of an obituary for law or an
agnostic or atheist statement potentially implying the non-existence of law which
might hereby be pronounced dead, the statement may highlight some of the relevant
issues that one might expect to have been subjected to continuous and widespread
public scrutiny and deliberation by every self-declared or alleged “sovereign” entity
ever since its inception in order to secure the legitimacy of its claims to “sovereignty”.
[start of the statement of copyright]
CONFIDENTIAL
Prior written and signed permission in English from Tero Auvinen on an A4 sized
paper document created exclusively for this purpose in duplicate, one for the recipient
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of such a permission and one for Tero Auvinen, is required to access the contents of
this document.
Copyright © 2016 Tero Auvinen
All rights reserved.
If you do not have prior written and signed permission – based on proven opportunity
for free, private, independent and autonomous formation and communication of
informed consent in the absence of a technical capacity for external surveillance of,
input to or influence on such decisions – in English from Tero Auvinen on an A4
sized paper document created exclusively for this purpose in duplicate, one for the
recipient of such a permission and one for Tero Auvinen (hereafter “prior written and
signed permission in English from Tero Auvinen”) you should terminate your access
to the contents of this document – irrespective of the form in which such material
might have become accessible to you or its technical means of transmission –
immediately and return them securely back to Tero Auvinen for storage in the
medium(s) of his choice or destruction.
Given that public authorities – potentially including but not limited to, for instance,
governments, the “police”, armies, “anti-terrorism” units90, “secret” or “intelligence
services”91 or “national security” agencies – may be likely to be among the defendants
in any potential types of legal action that might be initiated on the basis of violations
of this statement of copyright and/or other types of legislation, it is hereby explicitly
stated that any potential unauthorized access to this document – access to this
sentence, for instance, or any other material stated or described in this document
constituting such unauthorized access without prior written and signed permission in
English from Tero Auvinen – by public authorities may constitute undue influence on
the part of such public authorities to affect the outcomes of such types of legal action.
Access to all thoughts and other forms of information – whether expressed in or
through writing, speech, pictures, bits, autonomous or externally influenced biological
processes or some other form – that constitute or are taken, produced, conceived or
saved by or pass through the physical body or any external party or object, animate or
inanimate, which may involve non-consensually extracted elements of the personhood
or personal information of Tero Auvinen or his dependants – who, due to their age,
involuntarily imposed elements of transhumanism, surveillance and/or other
circumstances beyond their control are not able to freely, privately, independently and
autonomously form and communicate informed consent or whose actions or
communication may be externally influenced or determined and thus deliberately
forged through, for instance, some of those elements of transhumanism that they may
be subjected to against their will and/or knowledge – and information on any text,
data, pictures or other types of expressions or representations which may pass through
the physical bodies of, external designs or expressions involving some elements of
In case one potential variant of the Orwellian pun – such units fighting against alleged anti-terrorists
who might attempt, be perceived or claimed to attempt or be misconstrued as attempting to expose
state-organized, -sponsored or -protected terrorism, which is organized, sponsored or protected by other
state entities that are organizationally separate from the anti-terrorism units, and to bring the
perpetrators to justice – is intended, the quotation marks may be redundant.
91
“Secret”, “intelligent” and “service” according to whom and to whom?
90
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non-consensually extracted personhood or personal information of, or any device,
system or design which may be used by Tero Auvinen or his dependants, knowingly
or unknowingly, voluntarily or involuntarily, and all derivative works that are based
on, build on, react to, respond to, comment on, mimic, are inspired by or incorporate
into their design or expression such thoughts or other forms of information through
any technological or human medium, past, present or future (hereafter “Content”),
requires prior written and signed permission – based on proven opportunity for free,
private, independent and autonomous formation and communication of informed
consent in the absence of a technical capacity for external surveillance of, input to or
influence on such decisions – in English from Tero Auvinen on an A4 sized paper
document created exclusively for this purpose in duplicate, one for the recipient of
such a permission and one for Tero Auvinen (“prior written and signed permission in
English from Tero Auvinen”). If you do not have prior written and signed permission
in English from Tero Auvinen, you should terminate your access immediately and
return the Content – irrespective of the form in which such material might have
become accessible to you or its technical means of transmission – securely back to
Tero Auvinen for storage in the medium(s) of his choice or destruction.
Tero Auvinen reserves the right to demand the permanent and irreversible deletion of
all copies of Content or the destruction or execution of any potential storage or
transmission systems, devices, designs or forms of life that have not received prior
written and signed permission in English from Tero Auvinen. After his demise, all
copies of Content or storage or transmission systems, devices, designs or forms of life
that have either willingly and knowingly accessed Content or unwillingly but
knowingly accessed Content without informing Tero Auvinen of such access and their
best efforts to terminate such access immediately and to permanently and irreversibly
delete all copies of unwillingly accessed Content which may be in their possession or
otherwise made accessible to them – unless such access constitutes unauthorized
access to a storage or transmission medium that has received prior written and signed
permission in English from Tero Auvinen – and that have not received prior written
and signed permission in English from Tero Auvinen and do not therefore constitute a
part of his will on those aspects of his personhood that he would have consented to
immortalize for any period of time after his/her physical death or personal information
that he would have agreed to leave to the world after his demise should be
permanently and irreversibly deleted, destroyed or executed.92
92

In case cognitive privacy and autonomy, for instance, are seen as preconditions for autonomous
human agency, any potential absence of an opportunity for free, private, independent and autonomous
formation and communication of informed consent in the absence of a technical capacity for external
surveillance of, input to or influence on such decisions during the lifetime of Tero Auvinen might
appear to lead to at least two potential conclusions.
First, it might not be possible to legitimately access Content during the lifetime of Tero Auvinen. In
such a case readers who might not be willing to take the risk of being executed for unauthorized access
to Content – whether as a technical solution to removing all unauthorized Content from the universe or
partly or entirely as a punishment for such unauthorized access – might wish to stop reading this
document and accessing all other forms of Content immediately. In principle the scope of such
executions might be limited those who have had willing and knowing access to the thoughts of Tero
Auvinen or his dependants or who incorporate any Content into, for instance, an artificial intelligence
system, while potentially excluding individuals who, for instance, have had access to no other private
or confidential information than this book for personal, non-public use only with the (potentially noninformed and non-privately and non-autonomously conceived) consent of Tero Auvinen and
exclusively for the purpose of uncovering potential criminal offences or human rights violations and
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bringing the perpetrators to justice. Such a preference might also, however, be formed and expressed
under conditions where the preconditions for private and autonomous opinion formation and
communication are not fulfilled.
Second, after the demise of Tero Auvinen all Content might have to be permanently and irreversibly
destroyed. Avoiding such conclusions may not be entirely simple. It is, for instance, quite possible to
have a legitimate preference for making no personal information public in case no private and
autonomous decision on the precise types of material that might be kept private or made public can be
made, or for permanently and irreversibly deleting or destroying all personal information after one’s
demise in case no private and autonomous decision on the precise types of personal information that
might be consensually left to the world after one’s demise can be made – particularly in cases where
there might be a risk of such personal information being incorporated into, for instance, an artificial
intelligence system or social networks for significant periods of time or, in case such potential
incorporation might already have taken place, of one’s potential preference or demand for destroying
such systems or executing the members of such networks otherwise not being communicated in an
equally clear and/or legally or according to some other potentially relevant standard forceful manner.
As such – or any other types of – potential preferences might, however, also be conceived and
expressed under conditions where opportunities for free, private, independent and autonomous
formation and communication of informed consent in the absence of a technical capacity for external
surveillance of, input to or influence on such decisions do not exist, it might not be possible for either
Tero Auvinen during his lifetime or any other party after his demise to confirm whether such – or any
other potential types of – expressed preference are or were genuine or merely products of the absence
of the aforementioned preconditions for autonomous human agency. Furthermore, such a potential
conclusion might be a matter of fact rather than opinion: it might not be possible for anyone to claim
with certainty that any potential personal preferences – irrespective of their alleged content – are
genuine, as the preconditions for private and autonomous human agency might not have applied in
their cases either. If cognitive privacy and autonomy, for instance, are preconditions for autonomous
human existence and agency, any potential vehement denials of the existence of such – or potentially
any other types of – preconditions might well constitute substantively vacuous expressions of the
absence of such preconditions rather than substantively significant positions that could, for instance,
inform policymaking.
In case the existence of, for instance, mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control technologies
becomes widely acknowledged, it is thus quite possible that some potential claims on the alleged or
actual implications of actual or potential mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control are partly
targeted at people who might not have been subjected to mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or control at any given point in time. It might well, for instance, be possible for powerful actors to attempt
to utilize actual or potential mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control as pretexts for
suppressing the formation or communication of genuine and legitimate views, which might well have
even been the majority views in some parts of the world for non-negligible periods of time and might
still continue to be the majority views, had the holders or disseminators of such views not been
violently attacked for extended periods of time. In case cognitive privacy and autonomy or the absence
or external influence or control at any given point in time in any specific issue cannot be reliably
proved, the mere possibility of mind-influencing or -control might be used to attempt to discredit
dissent which has not been externally influenced or controlled.
The fact that it might not, for instance, be possible for anyone to claim with certainty that any potential
personal preferences, tentative conclusions or absolute truths – irrespective of their alleged content –
expressed by a specific individual genuinely and correctly reflect his/her privately, independently and
autonomously conceived authentic views on such matters is, of course, quite different from saying that
genuine, legitimate or substantively correct personal preferences, tentative conclusions or absolute
truths do not exist. It would, for instance, appear to be quite possible for powerful actors to select
targets for mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control precisely because of such targets’
embodiment or expression of certain types of genuine, legitimate or substantively correct personal
preferences, tentative conclusions or absolute truths, violently prevent such targets from freely
conceiving or expressing such genuine, legitimate or substantively correct personal preferences,
tentative conclusions or absolute truths and attempt to present such violence, privacy violations or
mind-meddling that may be unrelated to external influence on or determination of the formation or
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expression of any specific genuine, legitimate or substantively correct personal preferences, tentative
conclusions or absolute truths as alleged evidence that such preferences, conclusions or truths are either
externally determined by non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control or should
not be taken seriously merely because their conceivers and/or expressers might be victims of
particularly serious types of criminal offences or human rights violations. Readers who might be
disinclined to accept the potential authenticity or validity of, for instance, any potential demands to
impose death penalties or remedies based on willing and knowing access to non-consensually extracted
thoughts or any potential preferences for permanently destroying all forms of personal information
after one’s demise in the potential absence of more suitable ways to prevent the emergence of or to
ensure the destruction of any and all forms of systems or networks which might non-consensually
incorporate such personal information into their design or expression might be well advised not to
gamble their lives on the assumption that any individuals who might express such views or demands
while being victims of non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control would
necessarily change their views or demands after being liberated from such non-consensually
implemented technologies.
Even if there might be nothing that victims of non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or
-control might do to reliably improve the authenticity, validity or accuracy of any and all potential
expressions of personal preferences, tentative conclusions or absolute truths on, for instance, utilitarian
grounds, it is not obvious that any potential expressions of personal preferences, tentative conclusions
or absolute truths would necessarily always be contrary to the interests or privately and autonomously
conceived views of such victims. As has already been pointed out, according to one potential
interpretation, the wording of this statement of copyright might prevent anyone else except Tero
Auvinen and his dependants from legitimately accessing Content during the lifetime of Tero Auvinen,
after which such content might be destroyed. Irrespective of the extent to which modification of
genuine, legitimate or substantively correct personal preferences, tentative conclusions or absolute
truths might ever be possible or justified on utilitarian grounds – in response to, for instance, seemingly
suboptimal outcomes that such personal preferences, tentative conclusions or absolute truths might
appear to lead or contribute to in the presence of, for instance, rampant criminality or human rights
violations or long-standing and potentially all-encompassing institutional failure or worse – it is not
obvious that seemingly suboptimal outcomes could not in some cases make the case for other potential
personal preferences or tentative conclusions even stronger. If, for instance, non-consensual mindreading or -influencing leads or contributes to, for instance, an inability to discover, form or convey
genuine, legitimate, comprehensive or substantively correct personal preferences, tentative conclusions,
absolute truths or accounts of criminal activities, human rights violations or potentially permanent and
uncontainable conflicts, whereby one’s potentially genuine preference for permanent and nonreversible destruction or execution of all manifestations of non-consensually extracted thoughts,
elements of personhood or other forms of personal information might not be communicated with equal
clarity or force through other means than demanding all Content to be destroyed after one’s demise,
seemingly suboptimal outcomes related to, for instance, inability to discover, form, communicate or
preserve those preferences or aspects of one’s personhood that one might wish to leave to the world
after one’s demise might well make the case for the death penalty or remedy for non-consensual mindreading, -modeling, -influencing or -control even stronger.
It is thus quite possible that this – or any potentially modified – statement of copyright alone, for
instance, might provide good faith readers with all necessary information – if not already evident after
private and autonomous contemplation on such issues – to reach the conclusion that non-consensual
mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control – if not also the lack of, at the minimum, reasonable
efforts to acknowledge and act against such practices despite knowledge of their actual or potential
existence and the necessary cognitive autonomy to do so – alone merits the death sentence or remedy
and that any and all expressions or manifestations of anyone’s non-consensually extracted thoughts,
elements of personhood or other forms of personal information should be permanently and irreversibly
destroyed, while any and all details on the precise types of particularly serious criminal offences or
human rights violations that might have been committed via non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling,
-influencing or -control or through other means might be immaterial to reaching such a conclusion, if
not simply objects of any potential voyeuristic attempts to continue organized crime campaigns against
the victims under the pretext of delivering justice. If such penalties or remedies are not implemented
despite widespread knowledge of non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control,
preference for one’s own or other individuals’ privacy that aims to ensure that all expressions of their
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Any information that Tero Auvinen or his dependants may provide or any
communication that they may undertake – for whatever reason and however instigated
– is available to the intended human or animal recipients of such information or
communication only – excluding, for instance, legally constructed “trans/posthumans”, if any, that have provided proven free, private, independent and
autonomous informed consent in the absence of a technical capacity for external
surveillance of, input to or influence on such decisions prior to incorporating “trans/posthuman” elements into their bodies, forcibly imposed “trans-/posthuman”
elements of non-consenting and/or unknowing human victims of forced “trans/posthumanism” and “trans-/postanimal” and “trans-/postenvironmental” elements
which have not been transparently designed and implemented in accordance with all
relevant legislation, both the legislation existing at the time of designing and/or
implementing
such
elements
of
“trans-/postanimalism”
or
“trans/postenvironmentalism” and any potential new types of legislation that equal and
widespread knowledge of such technical capabilities might be or have been perceived
to require – unless the intended human recipients of such information or
non-consensually extracted personal information will ultimately, as a result of the requisite power
shifts, be destroyed or executed may well be justified. It may be reasonable to assume that people who
might already have demonstrated their preference for illegality, inhumanness or impunity through their
inaction or insufficient action on non-consensual mind-reading, -modeling, -influencing or -control
might be unlikely to take sufficient action also on other types of criminal offences or human rights
violations.
In any case publishing the victims’ personal information would not be necessary or relevant to any
potential action on specific types of crime or human rights violations. Even if it was obvious that
specific individuals are in the process of, say, being killed and potentially being used to promote such
outcomes also for other individuals, it would not be necessary to know – let alone to publish for
potentially permanent circulation in the world – what precisely such mind-read, -modeled, -influenced
or -controlled individuals might have been subjected to or been made to do or prevented from doing as
a precondition for making, at the minimum, reasonable efforts to stop the ongoing mind-reading, modeling, -influencing or -control. To the contrary, any potential individual or institutional inaction or
worse under such circumstances might be a strong indication that focus should be on demanding
privacy and self-ownership of personhood and personal information to the maximum possible extent –
through, for instance, writing statements of copyright that might not be entirely dissimilar to this one –
in order to preserve the possibility that some day privacy and self-ownership of personhood and
personal information will be restored by destroying or executing all expressions of non-consensually
extracted personhood or personal information rather than autonomously seeking to give permission for
potentially permanent circulation of private information in the world without guaranteed – or in most
cases perhaps even likely – improvement of the victims’ situation to be expected based on such
potential autonomous attempts to give up rights to privacy or self-ownership of one’s personhood or
personal information.
Although preventing perhaps most information on one’s or other individuals’ lives from ever being
legally communicated to others and destroying such information after the relevant individuals’ demise
may sound counterintuitive at first sight, if a likely alternative involves giving one’s consent to
effectively immortalize some elements of one’s personhood or personal information for potentially
permanent circulation in the world with no guaranteed or likely improvement in the relevant
individuals’ situation to be expected as a result of such disclosure, the choice may not be equally clear
– perhaps even when conceived when the necessary preconditions for the private and autonomous
exercise of human agency are fulfilled. Consequently, protecting – or, in the case of potential
violations, immediately restoring – autonomous human agency may well be the single most important
task that humanity has ever faced. Even temporally and geographically limited – let alone widespread –
breaches of autonomous human agency may initiate conflicts which may well be permanent,
uncontainable and potentially substantively inexpressible through any other means except unexplained
autonomous individual action for the rest of human history.
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communication have proved their capacity for free, private, independent and
autonomous formation and expression of informed consent in the absence of a
technical capacity for external surveillance of, input to or influence on such decisions,
expressed such informed consent for an intent to pass on some of the substantive
contents of such information or communication to other pre-specified humans who
have agreed to maintain the same standards of privacy and confidentiality as the
intended human recipients of such information or communication after their best
efforts to conform to all demands for accommodations to maintain complete and
eternal privacy and confidentiality of such information or communication that the
relevant legislation allows to the maximum extent permitted by the relevant
legislation have failed and communicated such an intention to Tero Auvinen prior to
any potential communication with Tero Auvinen or his dependants.
All content – explicitly excluding the possibility to provide prior written and signed
permission in English or any other form of authorization for mind-reading of Tero
Auvinen or his dependants – that has received prior written and signed permission in
English from Tero Auvinen constitutes personal communication between Tero
Auvinen and the recipient of such permission and is thus available for the recipient’s
personal use only regardless of the technical means through which such material may
be available to individuals who have received prior written and signed permission in
English from Tero Auvinen. Any potential delivery of such content through, for
instance, publicly accessible websites or print media merely constitutes a technical
transmission mechanism that is exclusively available to individuals who have
received prior written and signed permission in English from Tero Auvinen and in no
way implies that such content would have been published or made legally available to
anyone else except the recipients of prior written and signed permission in English
from Tero Auvinen.
In order to be valid, prior written and signed permission in English from Tero
Auvinen must define the specific content to which access has been granted – such as,
for instance, a specific written document or part of a document produced by Tero
Auvinen – and the purpose for which such content may be used by the recipient of
such permission. The potential purposes for which access to confidential content
through, for instance, publicly accessible websites or print media may be authorized
by Tero Auvinen include but are not limited to actual or prospective client-attorney
relationship in cases including but not limited to types of criminal offences or human
rights violations which make or may appear to make alternative communication
channels unusable, unsuitable, less reliable or impractical due to, for instance,
unreasonable terms of service, the potential absence of accessible terms of service,
low quality of service, terms of service or other forms of information being modified
in response to unpublished content of Tero Auvinen, uncertainty regarding the
capacity of Tero Auvinen to utilize alternative communication channels for
transmitting content for which access has been authorized due to the nature of the
ongoing criminal offences or human rights violations or potential difficulties of Tero
Auvinen himself to maintain reliable access to substantively unchanged confidential
files unless some copies of such files are stored in publicly accessible websites or
print media or potential global institutional failures or worse which might point
toward a conclusion that no competent lawyers who would recognize that, for
instance, complete privacy and confidentiality of client-attorney communication, a
realistic and publicly stated understanding of the prevailing level of technological
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development and forms of social organization in the world and the absence of nontransparent social or technical affiliations are preconditions for practicing law and
who would have taken appropriate domestic and international legal action against,
potentially including but not limited to, their colleagues, courts, legislators and law
enforcement agencies in order to make taking legal action feasible for his/her clients –
or, at the minimum, to expose any potential absence of adequate legal remedies for
the actual and potential citizens, residents or visitors of the relevant jurisdictions –
may currently exist, thus potentially necessitating the search for individuals who
might be willing to obtain the relevant education and/or qualifications to practice law
in the potentially relevant jurisdictions after having read the private and confidential
communication between Tero Auvinen and his prospective legal representative(s) and
to bring legal action against, potentially including but not limited to, the entire legal,
legislative and law enforcement systems for colossal failures or worse for extended
periods of time.
It is hereby explicitly stated that any potential attempts by any specific jurisdictions to
initiate legal proceedings before Tero Auvinen has had an opportunity to privately
contact all potential or prospective legal representatives in all potentially relevant
jurisdictions – including jurisdictions in which Tero Auvinen might not ultimately
participate in legal proceedings, but such potential client-attorney communication
might help to identify other parties and issues for legal action, which might be
necessary to legally succeed in those jurisdictions in which Tero Auvinen may take
legal action93 – and been able to access representative(s) who acknowledge and fulfil
all the aforementioned preconditions and the demand for taking appropriate forms of
legal action based on such an acknowledgement may constitute denial of competent,
qualified, impartial and independent legal representation and misrepresent the scope
and extent of, among other things, the legal and law enforcement systems’
institutional failure. No content may be accessed to a greater extent or used for
purposes other than what has been specified in the prior written and signed permission
in English from Tero Auvinen or published in any form or made available to third
parties by the recipients of prior written and signed permission in English from Tero
Auvinen.
This statement of copyright or its substantive intent regardless of the specific types of
legislation through which such intent may be expressed or enforced aspires to be
based on universally applicable principles of human rights and undistorted or
unappropriated national and international legislation – what the national and
international legislation were or would have been likely to be or become in the
absence of any potential particularistic appropriations which may have caused all
subsequently introduced legislation and its enforcement mechanisms or their absence
to be potentially invalid or illegal – and thus cannot be superseded by any other terms,
conditions or legislation. A written and signed prior notice in English on an A4 sized
93

It would thus appear to be quite possible that other nations that might wish to allow Tero Auvinen to
take legal action for those criminal offences or human rights violations which may have taken place in
their own jurisdictions or been committed by their citizens or to identify potentially relevant legal
issues and victims in their own jurisdictions might wish to intervene in any potential attempts of any of
those jurisdictions in which Tero Auvinen might be physically located at any given point in time to
prevent Tero Auvinen from identifying and communicating with potential or prospective legal
representatives or professionals in regard of particularly serious types of criminal offences or human
rights violations that have taken or are likely to be taking place in their own jurisdictions.
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paper document created exclusively for this purpose in duplicate – one for Tero
Auvinen and one for the party or jurisdiction in question – is required from any party
or jurisdiction which might claim that some elements of this statement of copyright
might be superseded by other terms, conditions or legislation – even after a thorough
consideration of inalienable human rights and all actual and potential national and
international law which might be in conflict with any potential legislation that such
parties or jurisdictions might be appealing to and the provision of a detailed
explanation on why such parties or jurisdictions might believe that inalienable human
rights and actual and potential national and international law are not in conflict with
their claims – specifying all aspects of this statement of copyright that are claimed to
be superseded by other terms, conditions or legislation, the specific reasons why such
terms, conditions or legislation might be claimed to supersede some aspects of this
statement of copyright and an explanation of the best efforts that such parties or
jurisdictions have made to communicate the existence of such potential conflicts with
this statement of copyright prior to the design, introduction, provision,
implementation or adoption, whether voluntary or involuntary or with or without the
subjects’ knowledge, of any potential products, services or technologies which might
enable or lead to potential violations of some elements of this statement of copyright
in order to allow Tero Auvinen to take action that may include but not be limited to,
for instance, challenging such terms, conditions or legislation based on, for instance,
inalienable human rights or actual or potential national or international law or the
state’s or states’ incapacity to create valid legislation or accurately interpret it,
abstaining from using any specific products or services – to the extent such
abstentions are not the deliberate intention of fraudulent, conspiratorial or “cultist”
manufacturers or service providers and they do not effectively amount to, for instance,
intent to commit genocide by eliminating the conditions for living or making a
livelihood and thus potentially fall within the scope of inalienable human rights or
some potentially relevant actual or potential domestic or international law – taking
legal action based on all potentially relevant legislation against manufacturers, service
providers or jurisdictions for, for instance, deliberately not making the alleged terms,
conditions or legislation available in an easily accessible or understandable form or
deliberately hindering or allowing other parties to hinder the capacity to access or to
acquire and maintain, for instance, the necessary language skills to understand such
terms, conditions or legislation or the deprivation of, for instance, personal privacy,
autonomy or other potential preconditions for forming informed consent even in cases
where such terms, conditions or legislation may have been reasonably accessible in an
understandable form with the intent or effect of not allowing compliance with such
terms, conditions or legislation or informed choice not to enter any specific
jurisdiction in the first place or with the intent or effect of performing, for instance,
non-consensual human experimentation with subjects who are not provided
reasonable access to understandable terms, conditions or legislation or opportunities
for personal privacy, autonomy or other potential preconditions to forming informed
consent based on such terms, conditions or legislation, demanding the destruction or
execution of all designs, expressions, representations or storage or transmission
devices – whether wholly or partly organic – and their derivative works containing
non-consensually extracted thoughts, elements of personhood or other forms of
personal information of Tero Auvinen or his dependants, or selecting to be physically
located in any specific jurisdictions only to the extent that the enforcement of any
potentially relevant legislation to its fullest possible extent might require in the case
of, for instance, crimes or human rights violations that may already have been
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committed within or by the citizens of any specific jurisdictions and to demand the
immediate cessation of all such activities for the duration of such legal action, during
which some presence in any specific jurisdiction might be required merely for the
purpose of taking legal action for, for instance, crimes or human rights violations that
may already have been committed in or by the citizens of such jurisdictions.
In the case of criminal offences or human rights violations which may have been
committed in other jurisdictions – including but not limited to, for instance, nonconsensual extraction, storage or distribution of or access to Content, the possession,
storage, utilization or distribution of devices, systems, designs, expressions or
representations which are based on, build on, react to, respond to, comment on,
mimic, are inspired by or incorporate into their design or expression Content through
any technological or human medium, past, present or future, non-consensual and
potentially unknowing mind-modeling, -influencing or -control, murder, torture,
infliction of actual or simulated injuries, illnesses or symptoms, slavery, identity theft
both through the bodies of the legitimate owners of specific identities as well as
through any potential extra-body expressions or representations of such identities
which may have been extracted without the identity-owners’ consent or knowledge,
human trafficking and genocide – Tero Auvinen reserves the right to demand the
extradition of all potential perpetrators to all jurisdictions where such crimes or
human rights violations may be punishable until either the theoretical maximum
sentence has been reached or the list of such jurisdictions has been exhausted. All
perpetrators might, for instance, first be extradited to those jurisdictions which include
the possibility of a death penalty for the types of criminal offences or human rights
violations that may have been committed. In case these jurisdictions do not condemn
all perpetrators to death – opting for, for instance, sentences involving a certain
number of years of imprisonment with or without hard labor or some other additional
forms of punishment – the remaining perpetrators might then be extradited – while
being imprisoned with or without requirements for hard labor or some other additional
forms of punishment – to all the remaining jurisdictions in which the crimes or human
rights violations committed may be independently or more severely punishable until
all perpetrators have been condemned to life imprisonment for separate crimes that
have been committed in different jurisdictions or, in case of single criminal offences
or human rights violations, the number of years of imprisonment is greater than or
equals the maximum number that any of the remaining jurisdictions might impose for
the same criminal offence or human rights violation. In case some of the potentially
relevant forms of existing legislation do not condemn all perpetrators to death or
allow executions without any further judicial intervention, Tero Auvinen reserves the
right to demand the establishment of a special international tribunal or an
implementation mechanism in or through which all perpetrators regardless of their
countries of residence or the location in which specific criminal offences or human
rights violations would have been committed or taken place would be condemned to
death or executed.
[end of the statement of copyright]
To what extent might some of the existing actual or potential legislation protect, for
instance, one’s personhood and personal information from forcible appropriation and
incorporation into, for instance, artificial intelligence systems or social networks
without the need for the aforementioned types of statements of copyright or other
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documentation over and above the existing actual or potential legislation? To what
extent might the statement of copyright of this book94 provide such protection? If it
turned out that, for instance, a significant number of individuals, “intelligent” devices
and an artificial intelligence system had accessed contents of this book before it was
first made available by the author exclusively to persons who have not had willing
and knowing access to any part of its contents in any form through any technological
means or to any technologies which may facilitate unauthorized access to unpublished
material without specifying the author of such material before this book first made
available by the author for personal, non-public use only – and potentially other
Content which the author has never agreed to make available to anyone or at least not
to the accessing parties – while some variant of the aforementioned statement of
copyright might have been the statement of copyright governing access to the author’s
work in progress or all Content as defined in that statement of copyright, could the
author demand the deaths and destruction of everyone and everything who have
accessed Content without prior written and signed permission in English from the
author? If yes, how might such deaths and destruction be implemented and what
precisely would it be about any specific forms of implementation that would allegedly
render them “legal” in nature in contrast to all other conceivable ways of achieving
the same outcome?
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